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ABSTRACT 
 

The Internet is increasingly becoming a key medium through which people establish 

social contacts and form interpersonal relationships.  In particular, online dating websites 

are gaining popularity and rapidly expanding around the world.  This study explores the 

discourse that constitutes the practices of the deai-kee-saito ‘encounter-oriented sites’ in 

Japanese, as observed in three major personal ad websites, namely 1) Ekisaito furenzu 

‘Excite Friends’, 2) Match.com, and 3) Yahoo!Japan paasonaruzu ‘Yahoo!Japan 

Personals’.  It focuses on the ways that self-advertisers express their socio-sexual desires 

and describe their ideal partners and relationships, and analyzes them with respect to the 

reproduction of social asymmetries.  

More specifically, it examines the discursive construction of the kinds of personae 

(personality characteristics) and bodies (physical features) that advertisers aged 20-29 

wish in their future partners, as well as the kinds of practices (activities and actions) they 

wish to engage in with their partners, what they wish to do for their partners, and/or wish 

the partners to do for them in their envisioned interactions.  Out of the 1200 ads collected 

from these websites, a total of 463 ads are identified as target-gender-explicit and 

analyzed at lexical, morphosyntactic, phrasal, clausal, sentential and discourse levels.  It 

pays close attention to the linguistic resources utilized in the articulation of socio-sexual 

desires and desirability, and the textual formation of the addresser(advertiser)-

addressee(ad reader) relationships, including adjectives, nouns, verbal phrases, person 

references, desideratives, conditionals, and the formula yoroshiku/o-negai shimasu 

‘Thank you in advance’.  It also analyzes para-linguistic resources, such as emoticons, 
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symbols, and unique use of hiragana/katakana syllabaries.  These discursive processes 

involve prioritization, or hierarchization, of personal attributes and consequently of the 

owners of those attributes.  It argues that socio-sexual desirability is reflective of the 

hegemonic ideologies of gender and sexuality in today’s Japanese-speaking communities.  

In addition, it examines explicit and implicit language related to race, class, and 

similar constructs.  It also investigates the functions of style-shift that advertisers use in 

expressing desire.  This study shows that individuals’ ‘innocuous’ expression of socio-

sexual desires through personal ads is a locus for the reproduction and contestation of the 

hegemonic order of gender, sexuality, race and class. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In a Japanese personal ad, a male self-advertiser gives the following opening remark: 

“Natsu made ni kanojo ga hoshii … Kogarana josee nara ureshii kamo… 
yoroshiku~” 
 
“I want a girlfriend by the summer… It would make me very happy if 
[she] were a small woman… Yoroshiku~ [‘Please reply’]” 

 
He articulates the ideal partner’s bodily features with the adjective kogarana ‘physically 

small’ in the dependent, conditional clause nara ‘if it is that’, followed by an independent 

clause consisting of the adjective ureshii ‘happy’, expressing the speaker’s presumed 

feelings when ultimately seeing the ideal body for the potential partner, and the hedging 

particle kamo ‘might be’.   

The main text of the same advertisement starts with the following statement: 

Nanpa toka sukidewanai node, sukoshi fuan desu ga tooroku 
shitemimashita! Yoi deai ga areba ii na to omoi, ima wa chotto kitai 
shiteimasu. Kooiu deai wa, shoojiki sukoshi fuan desu. Demo sore ijoo ni, 
korekara deau koto e wakuwaku shiteimasu. […]” 

 
Since I do not like things like nanpa [slang: ‘picking up a ‘girl’ in town’], 
I am a little apprehensive about this, but I registered for the site to give it a 
try!  I thought it would be nice if there were a good encounter, and now I 
am already looking forward to it a little.  This way of meeting someone 
makes me a little nervous, to be honest.  But even more than that, I am 
excited about meeting someone in the near future. […]’ 
 
([Pseudonym omitted],1 26 years old, male, blood type: A, shakai-jin (‘a 
working member of society’2), Tokyo, born on April 26th; accessed from 
the Internet – taken from Ekisaito furenzu on June 29, 2005) 
 

                                                 
1 Although the self-advertisers’ names (mostly pseudonyms) are extremely interesting from an 
anthropological viewpoint, they are excluded from this study due to confidentiality concerns. 
2 Translation taken from Progressive Japanese-English Dictionary (Tokyo: Shogakukan), available online 
at http://dic.yahoo.co.jp/. 
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This study explores language-mediated reproduction and negotiation of social 

asymmetries in online personal advertisements in Japanese.  In search of social and 

sexual interaction, or a “socio-sexual relationship” as it is often called in psychology (e.g., 

Simpson & Gangestad, 1991), some tens of thousands of Internet users access deai-kee-

saito3 ‘encounter-oriented sites’, or online dating services sites, such as Match.com 

(jp.match.com), Ekisaito furenzu ‘Excite Friends’, and Yahoo!Japan paasonaruzu 

‘Yahoo!Japan Personals’.4  Some are seeking meru-tomo, or ‘an e-mail friend’, for online 

message exchange only, while others are anticipating interactional activities beyond that.  

According to Holden and Tsuruki (2003: 34), “The ultimate aim for many is to transform 

electronic encounter to face-to-face interchange.”  With various ends in mind, deai-kee-

saito visitors may choose to create their own profile(s) so as to appeal to other site 

viewers.  

In the profiles, the online self-advertisers discursively construct desirable 

identities such as the persona and body of the self and those of the imaginary others, 

along with the envisioned practice.  More specifically, they may describe who they are 

(or pretend to be), what they look like (or pretend to look like), what kind of person they 

want to meet, what they want to do with potential partners, and/or what kind of 

relationship they wish to establish.  They may also articulate or imply who they are not 

(or pretend not to be), what kind of person they do not want to meet, what they do not 

                                                 
3 In this paper I will use the Romanization convention of Japanese provided in the Japanese textbook, 
Genki I: An Integrated Course in Elementary Japanese, by Banno, et al (Tokyo: The Japan Times).  In this 
convention, long vowels are represented by doubling the same vowel (e.g., deai-kee, instead of deai-kei).  
In the reference section, however, I follow the original text.  
4 The details of these deai-kee-saito are discussed in section 4.2.  
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want from potential partners, and what kinds of relationships they wish to avoid.  In this 

respect, the profiles are literally ‘advertisements’: they are prepared for other 

unacquainted Internet users in ‘the deai-kee-saito market’ to see and consider 

‘consuming’ such advertised selves and sets of practice as the ‘commodities’ (Giddens, 

1991: 196-201; Thorne & Coupland, 1998; Coupland, 1996; Shalom, 1997).  In this 

context, attributes of identity such as personae and bodies are treated as “cultural” and 

“symbolic capital” (Bourdieu, 1991).  In more elaborate terms, Jones (2000: 50) 

incorporates Bourdieu’s concepts to state, “Physical, behavioral, and personality traits as 

well as ways of expressing them are ‘symbolic resources,’ unequally invested with 

varying degrees of ‘cultural capital’ and available to individuals in unequal proportions.” 

Simultaneously, these personal advertisements call for desirable partners as the 

imaginary ‘consumers’ who have sufficient ‘cultural capital,’ along with a desired form 

of relationships as a package of social and sexual practice, or socio-sexual ‘services.’  

The advertisements function to select (both include and exclude) potential ‘consumers’ 

on the basis of their ‘cultural’ and ‘symbolic’ assets, thereby (re)creating interpersonal 

asymmetries as a consequence, since no two individuals can have exactly the same assets 

in principle.  Hierarchies of desirability on both ends (advertisers and consumers) are 

shaped and negotiated through the advertisements in the virtual space, given that these 

writings are potentially “interactive” with the readers (Marley, 2002; Shalom, 1997).   

Mate-selection is a cultural practice that individuals often have some control of in 

today’s Japan when options such as those furnished by deai-kee-saito are widely 

available and accessible.  According to Vlčková (2002: 92), “The way the advertisers 
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present themselves, wished-for partners, offered and required qualities, gives a mirror to 

period cultural linguistic coding of social standards and norms; in other words, they 

reflect characteristics that are most valued in any given place at any given time.”  The 

“most valued” is often the “most desired” and thus hegemonic, and it is the hegemonic 

norm against which counter hegemonic ideologies are also formed.  While individuals’ 

intentions and basis for the mate-selection practice may seem natural and innocuous, the 

outcome may still be discriminatory and contribute to the reproduction of hegemonic 

social order, such as sexism and heteronormativity (Warner, 1993).  Therefore, it is 

important to scrutinize what makes certain personae, bodies and practices desirable, how 

it is articulated linguistically, and what consequences it may entail in the socio-sexual 

context that is taken for granted in interpersonal networking.   

In this study, first I provide the background of the present study (Chapter 2).  

Second, I review previous literature on language and gender, sexuality, desire, and 

cyberculture, and formulate research questions (Chapter 3).  Third, I outline research 

methodology and provide the descriptions of the data (Chapter 4).  Fourth, I present the 

analysis and discussion with primary consideration to socio-sexual desirability and the 

(re)production of social asymmetries in terms of gender, sexuality, race and class 

(Chapter 5).  More specifically, I explore the kinds of language used to describe ideal 

partners and/or desirable practices, and examine the ways in which language is used to 

express desirability and undesirability in partner search.  Fifth, and finally, I conclude the 

present study with its implications (Chapter 6).  In what follows, I first examine issues 

concerning language and the online personal advertisements.  
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2. BACKGROUND 

2.1 Gender, Sexuality, and Language in Personals 

Language plays a pivotal role in shaping and negotiating desirability in terms of personae 

(personal characters), bodies and practices in socio-sexual context. 5  Online personal 

advertisements (“personals” collectively and “ads” or “profiles” individually, hereafter) 

normally consist of texts that describe relevant attributes of the self-advertiser and of the 

desired others, as well as the projected collaborative activities (Coupland, 1996; Vlčková, 

1996, 2002; Shalom, 1997; Thorne & Coupland, 1998; Marley, 2002).  As for the former, 

such personal attributes most likely include gender, age, profession, sexuality, and so 

forth, which are “managed in an initially static way, as brief and categorical textual 

representations” (Coupland, 1996: 188).  As for the latter, the desired activities vary from 

online conversational exchange, to face-to-face socializing, to sexual involvement.  

“Consumers” of the personals, Coupland (ibid.) states, “observe these representations and 

decide whether to invest time and effort in ‘detextualizing’ them,” or meeting the 

advertisers in person for dating purposes.  These texts, which are meant to be 

‘detextualized’ by the ‘right’ match, are generated within the cultural discourse of socio-

sexual identities and relationships, and the linguistic resources used in them inevitably 

index gender and sexuality due to its socio-sexual nature.  In other words, it is through 

this discursive construction that ideologies of gender and sexuality are reproduced and at 

times contested (Fairclough, 1989, 1992, 1993, 2003; Thorne & Coupland, 1998; Jones, 

                                                 
5 I was inspired by Ana Alonso’s statement “Desire is shaped by discourse and practice” (personal 
communication, 2003). 
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2000).  While non-linguistic devices such as photographs and pictures are increasingly 

incorporated, much of the work is still done through discourse.   

 

2.2 Personals as a Genre  

The discourse of the personals is seen as a genre in its own right, with its specific 

purposes assumed and formats largely patterned (Nair, 1993; Coupland, 1996; Shalom, 

1997; Thorne & Coupland, 1998; Marley, 2002).  In the case of online personals, the 

overall format is usually laid out by the websites (web masters).  According to Bakhtin, 

genres are characterized as follows (1981: 288-289): 

“Certain features of language (lexicological, semantic, syntactic) will knit 
together with the intentional aim, and with the overall accentual system 
inherent in one or another genre […].  Certain features of language take on 
the specific flavor of a given genre: they knit together with specific points 
of view, specific approaches, forms of thinking, nuances and accents 
characteristic of the given genre.” 
 

The personals aim at soliciting online and/or face-to-face interactions from an unknown 

audience for socio-sexual engagements (cf., Vlčková, 1996; Holden & Tsuruki, 2003).  

They usually have at least three textual components: characterization of the self (internal 

and external), various attributes of the desired others, and an overview of the intended 

collaborative engagements (cf., Coupland, 1996; Shalom, 1997; Thorne & Coupland, 

1998; Marley, 2002).  For example, a default profile of the Japanese version of 

Match.com has three main sections in each profile: jiko-shookai ‘self-introduction’, 

shintai-teki tokuchoo ‘(advertiser’s) physical features’, and aite ni tsuite ‘about the 

partner(s)’.  Each profile also includes the brief answers to a more detailed questionnaire.  

These texts may contain linguistic resources that are ‘inherent,’ or characteristic, to the 
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personals, including those economized for the genre, or what Bruthiaux calls “‘personal 

ads’ register (PAR)” (1994).  These may be economized partly due to the spatial and 

textual formats designed by each deai-kee-saito.  They may also be partly because the 

personals are “pieces of communication, in which the writer (‘speaker’) is addressing an 

unknown ‘ideal’ reader (‘listener’)” (Vlčková, 1996:89) and are essentially the initial turn 

designed to invite a subsequent turn, a response (Marley, 2002).  However, it is not meant 

for just any reader (‘listener’), but rather for those with certain desired characteristics.  

Moreover, the accessibility of the personals is selective to begin with: viewers must have 

Internet access in order to see them, and some sites require membership fees.  

Nevertheless, the posting of individuals’ words on the Internet has substantially more 

instant and wider circulation than its paper counterparts.   

The Internet offers an unprecedented form and size of discursive space.  In theory, 

it has a global reach in the wired communities of any languages that are available online, 

which include Japanese.  The space is ‘virtual’ as in ‘virtual reality’; however, it becomes 

part of everyday practice, once actual interpersonal networks are built via online 

communication.  This genre in the ‘virtual’ space is constantly being created and 

expanded.  Everyday, new personals are uploaded and posted in deai-kee-saito.  Through 

these advertisements, some people do meet others online first, and may meet each other 

in person eventually, which is often ‘the intentional aim’ of the discourse (Holden & 

Tsuruki, 2003).  As we will see in the present data, many advertisers clearly state that 

they wish to meet others for social interaction in person and/or socio-sexual engagements 

in reality.   
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2.3 Intertexuality in Personals 

The personals provide textual space for the manifestation of socio-sexual desires.  

Descriptions and expressions of desire in the personals are intertextual, as in any textual 

production (cf., Kristeva, 1980; Fairclough, 1989, 1992, 1993, 2003; Vlčková, 2003).  

The personals are comprised of texts that reproduce, or quote, the self-advertisers’ 

utterance or speech, be it direct, indirect, or quasi-direct in Bakhtin’s sense (1981).  The 

speech is a representation of one’s voice, and this voice is always polyphonous, or 

‘polyvocal,’ as well as ‘dialogic’  (Jones, 2000: 44).  Following Fairclough’s approach to 

the norms of text production and interpretation (1989, 1992, 1993), Jones (ibid.) 

emphasizes two aspects of the texts: 

“(1) the dialogic nature of the texts, the acknowledgement that they are in 
a sense coconstructed by both author and receiver based on a set of shared 
expectations about the circumstances of production and consumption, and 
(2) the polyvocal nature of the texts, the fact that they are produced by 
participants’ drawing upon a wide range of texts and discourse types 
available within the culture [italics in original].” 
 

In this view, one can ‘vocalize,’ or articulate, her/his desire only by incorporating 

previously available and registered voices of others and the ways in which they are 

realized.  This implies that one’s desire is the reproduction of, or at least a result of the 

linking with, the preexisting desire that has already been distributed and circulated in the 

cultural discourse.  Furthermore, it also implies that the discursive construction of desire 

should be situated between its historicity (what proceeds) and its consequence (what 

follows).  Thus, the intertexuality of the personals should contribute to the investigation 

of the intersection of language and desire.  
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2.4 The Deai-kee-saito and the Public/Private Domains 

The deai-kee-saito are on the border of the ‘public’ and ‘private’ domains (cf., Shalom, 

1997; Suzuki, 2001).  These websites are essentially a virtual ‘setting’ in Goffman’s 

sense, with some modifications due to the context of online interaction, in that they 

become part of an individual’s social performance in the assumed presence of the 

projected audience (1959: 22).  They host the virtual ‘public’ presentation of one’s 

‘private’ desire for socio-sexual practice, while such desire may or may not be in 

compliance with the ‘public’ desire vis-à-vis social/cultural norms.  Following the view 

that the public-private distinction is “ideological” and “discursive” (Gal, 2002: 79-80), 

the two domains need to be constantly negotiated and asserted by members of a 

community for these constructs to have any sustainable meanings as part of social reality.  

From the late 1990s and early 2000s, wide-spread use of deai-kee-saito is increasingly 

gaining visibility and becoming more ‘public’ in Japan, partly due to much publicized 

sex-related crimes committed by site visitors, which have been followed by proposed 

bills to regulate the sites and activities involved (Suzuki, 2001; Onda, 2002).  This social 

phenomenon may be seen as an evidence of the instability of the public-private boundary: 

the ‘public’ may take control over ‘private’ acts because these acts are no longer ‘private’ 

when the ‘public’ interest (e.g., safety) is in jeopardy.  In this social context, language use 

in the personals should demonstrate the hybridity of and tension between the public and 

private domains.  It is in these sorts of threshold areas where hegemonic ideologies of 

gender and related constructs, such as sexuality and race, are manifested (cf., Montoya, et 

al., 2002). 
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 Moreover, deai-kee-saito is highly gendered: this space is overwhelmingly 

constructed and occupied by male Internet users, including i-mode (a way of accessing 

the Internet via cellular phone) users (Holden & Tsuruki, 2003: 35-37).  As for i-mode 

access to the sites, according to the report introduced by Holden and Tsuruki, “men 

outnumbered women two-to-one (65 per cent to 35 per cent)” (p. 37).  On the other hand, 

as of May 30, 2006, only 18 per cent of the personals on Yahoo!Japan paasonaruzu are 

posted by female self-advertisers, while the remaining 82 per cent are by males.6  This 

disproportionate distribution of the self-identified user-gender should have a significant 

impact on the negotiation and construction of “public” and “private” spheres in deai-kee-

saito in terms of what can be said (written) by whom, in what way, and to what extent.  It 

is also culture-specific, as “there are culturally given rules that stipulate what can be said 

where, by whom and to whom, when, and in what order” (Vlčková, 2002: 92).  

 

2.5 Reproduction of Social Asymmetries through Personals 

Social asymmetries are reproduced through the personals in at least two ways.  First, the 

self-advertisers select the desired others, or the target audience, through the discursive 

construction of the desirable personhood and desired practices.  This is an exclusive 

process: prioritizing the attributes of others in the order of the desirability projected by 

the advertisers within the cultural discourse of socio-sexual identities and relationships.  

Second, the advertisers must frame a certain addresser-addresee relationship, or position 

themselves in relation to the target audience, which assumes the reproduction (or 

                                                 
6 This is according to the female-male ratio presented in the introductory advertisement of Yahoo!Japan 
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negotiation) of social asymmetries between the two.  Therefore, it is important to 

investigate asymmetries through the description of the desired others as well as the 

framing of the target audience.  

The target audience(s) should be articulated in the personals so that the self-

advertisers can speak to them accordingly.  That is, “participation framework” (Goffman, 

1981) and “Audience Design” (A. Bell, 1984) need to be built in the text through explicit 

descriptions of the desired others and/or with such linguistic devices as style and register.  

In my view, the addresser and the audience(s) inherently have an asymmetrical 

relationship because of their individual differences (e.g., various cultural and sympolic 

capital) and of their socio-culturally defined positions beyond their personal control (i.e., 

existing social hierarchy), and presuppose an interpersonal distance that is associated 

with the relationship, which needs to be constantly negotiated and managed.  The former 

may position herself/himself lower or higher, and closer or more distant, than her/his 

potential audience to various degrees for various reasons.  For instance, one self-

advertiser may indiscriminately beg for any readers to take her/him as their potential 

friend or lover, while another may find herself/himself so highly marketable (e.g., 

‘attractive’) that s/he would expect to assume the role of the one who picks the best out of 

abundant respondents to her/his advertisement.7  Yet another self-advertiser may exhibit 

                                                                                                                                                 
paasonaruzu (http://personals.yahoo.co.jp/info/special_prem.html). 
7 I thank Kimberly Jones for pointing out to me that a self-advertiser is not only the advertiser but also the 
consumer herself/himself of the respondents to her/his advertisement and/or of other self-advertisers in the 
market.  Use of the personals, as she suggests, is not unidirectional in that “both parties are simultaneously 
marketing themselves, but also assume they will be making judgments about whether they are interested in 
becoming a “consumer” of the other party” (personal communication, July 5, 2005).  What the site users do 
with the personals on the deai-kee-saito (e.g., on what basis they choose to respond to the advertisements, 
in what way they reply, and so forth) is a very important question on its own; however, it will be beyond 
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efforts to mitigate social asymmetries attached to her/his social role and position in 

relation to those of the consumers, already assumed in the community, or to depart from 

them all together and exhibit preferred levels of intimacy.  Thus, the framing of the target 

audience(s) inevitably involves social asymmetries, and consequential distance, between 

the two (whether it reproduces those asymmetries or contests them).   

Through this study, I argue that personals offer a productive site for a discourse 

analysis of social asymmetries as (re)produced through deai-kee-saito users’ discursive 

construction of desirable personae, bodies, and practices.  I use ‘persona’ and ‘body’ 

instead of ‘identity’ because my preliminary investigation of the personals suggests that 

most self-advertisers differentiate gaiken ‘external appearance’ versus naimen ‘internal 

side’, the former roughly corresponding to “body (including face)” and the latter to 

“personality” or “persona.”  I tentatively choose to employ the term “persona” over 

“personality,” since many self-advertisers seem to build their “personae” by stating what 

they have been doing lately for work and/or leisure, rather than giving affective terms to 

elaborate their “personality.”  It is important to pay close attention to such constructs as 

“persona” and “body” without obscuring the distinction by collapsing them into a 

theoretical construct such as “identity.”  In addition, the projected “practice” needs to be 

articulated and analyzed, rather than assumed, since it gives a clue to hegemonic norms 

and assumptions about socio-sexual relationships in the cultural discourse.   

It should be added here that the dichotomous cultural constructs of gaiken 

‘external appearance’ and naimen ‘internal side’ of personhood, respectively written in 

                                                                                                                                                 
the scope of this study, since the present focus is on social asymmetries as observed within the personals, 
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the Chinese characters 外見 and 内面, correspond to the distinctions of soto ‘outside’ (外) 

versus uchi ‘inside’ (内) in the Japanese social world.  According to Bachnik, soto is 

associated with “society,” whereas uchi with “self,” and these distinctions are considered 

to be “a major organizational focus for Japanese self, social life, and language” (1994:3).  

She argues that in Japan and elsewhere, social “ordering” should be understood through 

an analysis of “the way in which participants locate themselves in context” and proposes 

that “both self and social order are reciprocally—and indexically—defined” (p. 5).  I also 

suspect that they are mutually constitutive, and the same is true of the relationship 

between the self of the desired others that advertisers project and an existing social order.   

In personals, it is necessary for advertisers to position themselves in relation to the 

projected audience or vice versa, which requires the utilization of a hegemonic social 

order and consequently reproduces (and possibly deconstructs) such order by this very 

utilization.   

On the other hand, Lebra argues that the distinctions of soto and uchi, along with 

another dichotomy of omote ‘front’ and ura ‘back’, also apply to the dimensions of self 

itself, which she characterizes as “the outwardly (socially) involved and the inwardly 

oriented realms” (1992: 112).  She respectively refers to them as “the interactional self,” 

or “public self,” and “the inner self,” or “private self,” and argues “it is the inner self that 

provides a fixed core for self-identity and subjectivity” (ibid.).  In addition to these 

soto/uchi and omote/ura pairs, Sugimoto lists another pair of primary “double codes” that 

“distinguish between sanitized official appearance and hidden reality” in Japanese life: 

                                                                                                                                                 
and ultimately the space such as the deai-kee-saito, that individual self-advertisers discursively construct.   
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tatemae and honne (2003:28).  He describes them respectively as “a formally established 

principle which is not necessarily accepted or practiced by the parties involved” and “true 

feelings and desires which cannot be openly expressed because of the strength of 

tatemae” (ibid.).   In preparing ads, advertisers may have to negotiate how much of honne, 

uchi ‘inside’, and/or ura ‘back’ should be displayed in the face of tatemae and/or in soto 

‘outside’ or omote ‘front’.  These may vary depending on the purpose of their use of 

deai-kee-saito.  

In what follows, in order to formulate research questions and methodology, I 

review literature relevant to the present study, including previous research on: (1) 

discourse analysis and critical discourse analysis of personals, (2) language and the 

‘Audience Design’ (A. Bell, 1984), (3) the intersection of language and 

gender/sexuality/desire, (4) language and ‘cyberculture’ (D. Bell, 2001), and (5) language 

and the public/private distinction. 
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3. LITERATURE REVIEW 

3.1 Discourse Analysis and Critical Discourse Analysis of Personals 

Personals, including dating ads, “Lonely Hearts” ads and matrimonial columns, have 

been investigated from multiple perspectives, including that of discourse analysis (e.g., 

Vlčková, 1996, 2002, 2003; Shalom, 1997; Marley, 2002), critical discourse analysis 

(e.g., Coupland, 1996; Thorne & Coupland, 1998; Jones, 2000); linguistic anthropology 

(e.g., Livia, 2002); sociolinguistics (e.g., Bruthiaux, 1994, 1996; Pandey, 2004), 

sociology (e.g., Weedon, 1997; Holden & Tsuruki, 2003), and social psychology (e.g., 

Thiessen et al., 1993; Ephratt, 1995; Cooper, et. al., 2000; Winn & Rubin, 2001; Dawson 

& McIntosh, 2006).  However, there are few discourse analytic studies of either personals 

in Japanese (e.g., McLelland, 2000) or those online.  Previous studies of personals, 

reported in English, are mostly based on English data, the majority of which is taken 

from print publications.  This is significant because the personals in magazines and 

newspapers usually have a substantial constraint in language use and size (textual space), 

which results in linguistic simplification, as Bruthiaux (1994, 1996) shows in his analysis 

on the “personal ads register (PAR)” of American English.  Some Japanese equivalents of 

PAR may be identified in the Japanese personals: for instance, a commonly used term 

meru-tomo is an abbreviated version of denshi-meeru tomodachi ‘electronic mail friend’.8  

(Notice that the long vowel ee in meeru is usually shortened to the single vowel e.)  

Another example is mini-me, which is a shortened version of mini meeru ‘mini/brief e-

                                                 
8 However, meru-tomo is frequently used outside of the personals as well as within, which may be 
incongruent with the definition of register. 
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mail’, as in the following example in (1) in line 3, taken from Ekisaito furenzu (June 29, 

2005) [underlining added]:9 

 (1) 

1 

2 

3 

4 

 

5 

6 

7 

8 

こんにちは！都内大学に通う 

３年生です！友達増やしたい 

ので気軽にミニメよろしくぅ！ 

（‘＿｀）携帯から書いていくの疲れるわぁ  

 

２０才 男 A 型  

大学生  

東京２３区（江東区）  

８月８日生 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

 
1 
2 
3 
4 

 

 
Konnichiwa! Tonai daigaku ni kayou 
sannensee desu! Tomodachi huyashitai 
node kigaru ni minime yoroshikuu! 
(‘_`)Keetai kara kaite iku no tsukareru waa 

[Main text] 
Hello! I’m a college junior attending a 
university in the metropolitan area! I want to 
have more friends, so please feel free to send 
me a brief e-mail! (‘_`)10  writing [the text] 
from the cell is exhausting 

 
5 
6 
7 
8 

 

 
Hatachi Otoko Ee-gata  
Daigakusee 
Tookyoo nijuusan-ku (kootoo-ku)  
Hachi-gatsu yoo-ka umare 

[Meeshi (name card) section] 11 
20 years old, male, blood type: A 
college student 
within the 23 wards of Tokyo 
(Kootoo ward) 
Born on August 8th 

 

Also, users who access the Internet via cellular phone, such as the above advertiser, do 

seem to economize their textual production, with sentences being few and short, 

conceivably due to the cumbersomeness in typing with the phone keys and the small size 

of the phone screen.  The advertiser in (1) articulates this very point in his ad’s main text: 

                                                 
9 In this paper, comments in square brakets are all mine, which I inserted for explanation or translation 
purposes.    
10 This sort of kaomoji ‘emoticon (lit. face-letter)’ that depicts facial expressions with letters, brackets and 
symbols are extremely common in less formal online messages in Japanese.  Due to the availability of 
certain symbols, I could not duplicate the same “face” as presented in the original ad.  
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keetai kara kaite iku no tsukareru waa ‘Writing [the text] from a cell is exhausting’ (lines 

3-4). 

However, some deai-kee-saito, including Match.com, Ekisaito furenzu, and 

Yahoo!Japan paasonaruzu, allow much more space and flexibility for the self-advertisers 

to utilize when creating their profiles from their computer.  Online personals in Japanese 

range from a single sentence to a few paragraphs in length, with little sign of linguistic 

simplification.  Most of them have a sizable text for discourse-level analysis.  Since I am 

interested in social asymmetries in relation to the discursive construction of desirable 

personae, bodies and practices that self-advertisers engage in through the online personals, 

I focus on previous studies based on discourse analysis and especially critical discourse 

analysis that I found useful in formulating the methodology of the present study. 

 

3.1.1 Basic structure of personals 

Upon embarking on the investigation of the personals, their basic structure needs to be 

identified.  Although the online personals may not follow the same pattern as personals 

from print media, it seems essential to start the research from here.  Vlčková (1996: 94) 

presents the extended version of “the basic formula” of English-language personals in 

Australian publications as follows: 

SD (Self Description)  
  | 
SI (Self Identification) 
  | 
SD (Self Description again) 

                                                                                                                                                 
11 Self-advertisers in Ekisaito furenzu give information such as age, gender, blood type, occupation, 
location, and birthday in the pre-assigned slot called meeshi ‘name card; business card’, usually not in the 
ad text.  Names are omitted due to confidentiality concerns. 
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  | 
Ac (Action or ‘activity of looking for a partner’ (92)) 
  | 
PD (Desired Partner’s Description) 
  | 
PI (Desired Partner’s Identification) 
  | 
PD (Desired Partner’s Description again) 
  | 
RD (Envisaged Relationship) 
  | 
Rs (Restrictions) 
  | 
L (Location) 

 
A couple of the examples given in Vlčková’s study (ibid.) are illustrative: 

‘Gay F 46, recent grad. seeks F, interests many, incl. travel & laughter. No 
married or bi’s please …’ 
 
‘Spiritually aware M, young 38, single, slim, no ties, WLTM similar 
(younger) F. Lanc./Cumbria/N.Yorks.’ 

 
First, in accordance with Bruthiaux’s observation (1994, 1996), linguistic simplification 

is prevalent in these data, due to the textual space constraints, as exemplified in ‘F’ for 

‘female,’ ‘grad.’ for ‘graduate,’ ‘incl.’ for ‘including,’ ‘bi’ for ‘bisexual,’ ‘M’ for ‘male,’ 

‘WLTM’ for ‘would like to meet,’ and so forth.   

Second, SD (Self Description) and PD (Desired Partner’s Description) can be 

found before or following SI (Self Identification) or PI (Desired Partner’s Identification) 

respectively.  In the first example, the SD of “Gay F 46, recent grad.” may be “Gay,” 

“46” and/or “recent grad.,” while its SI should be “F,” “Gay F,” or “Gay F 46” as marked 

by the comma right after “46.”  Each of these three pieces of information can function as 

SI; however, it may be reasonable to assume that “gay” and “46” are SD because this text 

is situated in the personals for dating purposes, where the gender “F” of the advertiser 

and that of the ideal partners is the fundamental component of personal identification: 
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that is, a female is seeking a female, as in “[…] F […] seeks F.”  It is understandable, 

then, that the advertiser goes on to “describe” herself as “gay” and her ideal partner as 

probably the same, as indicated in the Rs (Restrictions): “No married or bi’s please ...”  

Similarly in the second example, the SD of “Spiritually aware M, young 38, single, slim, 

no ties” may include “spiritually aware,” “young 38,” “single,” “slim,” and “no ties,” 

while its SI should be “M,” since “spiritually aware” is considered syntactically as a 

modifier of this noun phrase.  Either because English syntax allows a noun to be modified 

pre-nominally or with the relative clause, or because listing can be done relatively 

flexibly in the personals, SD and PD may appear before and/or after SI or PI.   

Third, Ac (Action) could be expressed with simply ‘seeks’ or more elaborately 

‘WLTM (Would Like To Meet)’ and so forth.   

Fourth, RD (Envisaged Relationship) is not articulated in the above two examples, 

but it is implied given the socio-sexual context in which these personals are situated.  

Vlčková argues that the ‘implied meaning’ is as important as the ‘literal meaning,’ in 

addition to the ‘layout, format, letter types’ of the personals (p. 95).   

Fifth, Rs (Restrictions) on the potential respondents to the personals could be as 

blatant as “No married or bi’s please …” to as subtle as “similar.”  This is an important 

component in articulating desirability and prioritizing personal attributes, which may 

reflect and/or reproduce social asymmetries.   

Sixth, and finally, L (Location) matters particularly when face-to-face interaction 

is the ultimate goal of a particular personal ad.    
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 In analyzing attributes of the desired other in English-language personals in 

British publications, Shalom (1997) introduces four key concepts: (1) wishing and 

inferring, (2) a colony text, (3) genre chains, and (4) the genre.  First, she says, “The 

writers of most personal ads not only inform but also explicitly state the speech act they 

are performing” (p. 188).  So in Vlčková’s examples above, “seeks” and “WLTM” would 

be considered as “wishes” and “requests” respectively, though the classification of these 

speech acts requires further examination.12  This speech act aspect of the personals should 

be informative in identifying the ways in which the self-advertiser is positioning 

her/himself in relation to the potential respondents, at the initial stage at least.  Second, 

Shalom states, “The personal columns are actually a kind of ‘colony text’ (Hoey, 1986) 

made up of individual and separate entries whose order does not change their meaning” 

(ibid.).  Depending on the publication, the sequence of these entries may vary, and it does 

not matter where a particular piece of information appears within the ad text and/or where 

a particular personal appears among the cluster of the personals (e.g., among each section 

for ‘women seeking men,’ ‘men seeking men,’ etc.);13 what the self-advertiser writes in 

the text matters as to whether or not the ‘right’ reader is likely to notice the particular ad 

out of all other ads in a certain search category, and be interested enough to take the next 

step of responding to the writer.  That is the third point Shalom is making; what she 

                                                 
12 According to Shalom (1997: 188), “would like to meet” is a “request,” “seeks, hopes to meet, looking 
for” are “wishes,” and “desires, wants, lacks” are “desires.”  These distinctions may be problematic, as 
pointed out by Kimberly Jones (personal communication, September 3, 2005).  I will explore the ways in 
which speech acts are manifested in Japanese data.  
13 Match.com, Ekisaito furenzu, and Yahoo!Japan paasonaruzu allow ad readers to select the gender of the 
advertisers or the kinds of relationships that the advertisers are seeking, such as friends, lovers, marriage 
partners, etc.  However, most advertisers indicate to seek both females and males and/or both friends and 
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means by the “genre chains” in the personals is that the personals are expected to be 

followed by ‘response,’ ‘follow up,’ and finally ‘meeting’ (p. 189; also, Fairclough, 

2003).  She continues, “[T]he communicative function of the ad is to set up a genre chain 

with the desired other” through writings in the hope of face-to-face interchange (p. 190).  

Fourth, and most importantly, Shalom describes the personals as “a highly interactive, 

stylized genre” (p. 193).  Similar to Vlčková (1996: 190), she gives “the simplified 

typical schematic structure of the ad” as follows: 

X seeks Y for Z; where X is the desiring subject, Y the desired object, and 
Z the desired relationship. 

 
Here Shalom cites Coupland’s “generic character of textual dating advertisements” in 

English in the UK dating-agency publications as follows (1996: 192-194; original 

emphasis, with her brief descriptions of each category attached): 

1. ADVERTISER (gender, age, location, personality/behavior traits, 
interests, career/solvency/status, generational/marital status, ethnicity)  

 
2. seeks (WLTM/would like to meet; looking for; is missing; Are you a tall 

intelligent professional man?, etc.)    
 
3. TARGET (gender; age; personality/behavior traits; appearance; 

career/solvency/status; interests; ethnicity; location) 
 
4. GOALS (for friendship, possibly romance; to bring sparkle into life; 

for fun nights in, no ties relationship; for companionship, visits and 
holidays; future husband, etc.)  

 
5. (COMMENT) (“a fleeting opportunity in the written mode to 

deconventionalize the advert” (p. 194): for example, ‘call you might be 
surprised; let’s see how it goes’)   

 

                                                                                                                                                 
lovers, for instance.  Therefore, the TARGET of the ad cannot be sorted out clearly as in “for a woman 
seeking women” or “for a man seeking men.” 
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6. REFERENCE (“the means of moving from this initial event into a next 
event (suggesting a target write or leave a telephone message in the 
voicelink box)” (ibid.)) 

 
These basic categories are highly useful in analyzing the personals, as exemplified in 

Marley’s (2002) study.  She productively utilizes these categories in her analysis of 

modal forms and questions in the texts, as introduced later.   

Two important contributions from Coupland’s study (1996) should be noted.  

First, she compared two different personals’ media: written texts and phone-recorded 

spoken ones, and found “a radical shift of the key” (p. 204).  Her data shows that in the 

former, given the small size of the text, positive attributes are emphasized and emotional 

attributes are presented lexically as “little more than just another demographic attribute”; 

whereas in the latter, such “‘human’ and troublesome circumstances” as psychological 

vulnerability in the quest of ideal mates are more clearly disclosed through content and 

prosody (ibid.).  In analyzing written personals, it seems important to keep in mind that 

an apparent textual lack of emphasis does not automatically mean an actual lack of 

emphasis or a lower rank in priorities.  

Second, and more importantly, Coupland warns that the personals need not be 

problematic symptoms of marketization and commodification of identities, as follows 

(202; italics in original): 

“Some facets of dating advertising […] actually show people playing 
creatively with the strictures of the media and reconstituting themselves as 
‘human’, de-commodified beings.  To that extent, commodification can 
sometimes be only a technical constraint on the communicative range of 
dating advertisements and a stimulus to self-expressive creativity, rather 
than a persistent threat to late-modern identities.” 
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In response to negativity attached to Gidden’s concept (1991) of “the commodification” 

of the self in the late-modernity, Coupland argues that the researchers should not make 

any assumptions about direct connections between individuals’ personal priorities (or 

“the instrumental goals of players in this exchange”) and the priorities of the media or the 

culture (p. 205).  In the end, she offers a productive insight for this venue of study in 

critical discourse analysis and beyond (ibid.): 

“Before demonizing marketization in all of its discursive manifestation, 
we should at least consider the potential of individuals, on the one hand to 
challenge and subvert the discourse of the marketplace and, on the other 
hand to endorse and use marketized practices where they meet their 
personal or relational priorities.” 
 

While I appreciate her endorsement of “the potential of individuals,” I am not convinced 

by the implications that the “priorities” are essentially “personal” or “relational.”  In the 

light of individuals as social agents, the enactment of their “priorities” still has personal 

and social consequences, which construe personal and social reality as experienced by 

those very individuals.  This issue of the intersection of discourse and social practice 

needs to be further explored in the present study.  

 

3.1.2 Modal forms and questions in personals 

Marley (2002) analyzes the functions of modal forms and questions in personals in 

British daily newspapers.  She uses Coupland’s ‘textual framework’ (p. 193, cited in 

2002: 77) for her analysis and finds personals that do not fit well with the framework.  

One of them is the presence of interrogatives in the texts, which have an “interactional 

function,” according to Marley (ibid.).  She categorizes them into three types (pp. 79-83): 
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text-final questions (e.g., “Companionship, romance?” (p. 80)), text-initial questions (e.g., 

“Like music & dance?” (p. 81 [original emphasis]), and Wh- questions (e.g., “Where are 

you all?” (p. 82)), and argues that “[t]hey all exert a greater degree of management of the 

interaction than declarative statements” (p. 83).  Through text-initial questions, she states, 

“the reader effectively becomes a co-conversationalist as a result of the high degree of 

control exerted by the writer” (ibid.).  She feels that text-final questions are less 

controlling, followed by Wh- questions.   

 The other important and more complex point that Marley addresses is the role of 

modality, or modalization and modulation (Halliday, 1994: 88, cited in 2002: 83; 

Halliday, 2004: 147), in conjunction with interrogatives in the personals.  In her data, 

such lexical items as “Must (be intell. (‘intelligent’),” “Likes (Barry White),” “willing (to 

muck),” and “No (ravers)” are used to modulate the advertisers’ attributes usually in the 

ADVERTISER and TARGET slots (p. 85), with which “the degree of obligation or 

inclination” to the statement is expressed (p. 84).  On the other hand, modal forms such 

as “maybe,” “perhaps,” and “possibly,” are usually seen in the GOALS slot, as 

exemplified in her data: “Seeks similar for fun, friendship, maybe more” (pp. 85-86 

[original underline]).  Marley argues that “[a]s with the use of a question in the GOALS 

slot, the explicit modality here takes the reader beyond the confines of the current 

exchange and into the realms of the relationship that could ultimately result from it” (p. 

86).  In other words, both modal forms and questions render the written personals more 

interactional than self-contained (p. 94).  Moreover, she stresses that precisely because of 

“the written medium and the physical and temporal separation it entails,” an advertiser 
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may ask such face-threatening questions as “‘are you intelligent and witty?’” as “a 

convincingly secondary knower” in relation to the potential respondent (p. 95).  That is, 

the potential respondent has the answer to those questions as a primary knower of the 

answer (e.g., “Yes, I am intelligent and witty,” “No, I am not,” and so forth), while the 

advertiser as a secondary knower expects the respondent to give the desired answer such 

as above.  In other words, the advertiser already “knows” the right answer, and does not 

anticipate any responses at all from the readers who cannot give the expected answer.  

This reminds us that the kind of questions that are asked, and by whom, to whom, and in 

what way they are asked are central issues in exploring social asymmetries between the 

ad writers and the readers.   

 

3.1.3 Personals in Japanese 

Personals in Japanese, either online or in print publications, seem to be under-

investigated with respect to their discursive structure and linguistic features.  So far I 

have found only one study that analyzes such texts: McLelland (2000) investigates 607 

personals in a Japanese gay magazine published in 1994, as a part of his ethnographic 

project on male homosexuality in modern Japan.  Based primarily on the observation of 

lexical items in the personals, he reports that many male self-advertisers characterize 

themselves as “ordinary (futsuu) or manly (otokorashii) and are looking for other men 

like themselves who are cheerful (akarui) and honest (shoojiki)” (p. 145).  Absence of a 

“gay identity” in the ADVERTISER slot is, he argues, in alignment with “the general 
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lack of opportunity for developing or expressing” such identity (ibid.). 14   Many 

advertisers, according to McLelland, blatantly reject “feminine or effeminate” (onnappoi 

‘woman-like’; o-kamappoi ‘okama-like’;15 o-nee-san ‘big sister’) partners, along with 

“smokers, guys wearing glasses, fat men and foreigners,” as undesired others (ibid.).  As 

in the English personals, the TARGET slot in the Japanese counterparts should offer 

revealing information on the desirability of particular types of personae and bodies.              

One notable finding in the GOAL slot that McLelland presents is that one-quarter 

of the self-advertisers in his data “request a specific type of [socially] vertical/horizontal 

relationship which is a common experience of Japanese socialization,” and the most 

common type is vertical, or socially hierarchical (2000: 145).  Apparently, many 

advertisers describe the desirable relationship to be similar to that of “older/younger 

brother (aniki/otooto) and father/son (o-too-san/musuko)” (ibid.).  With further analyses 

of these personals, McLelland argues that “Japanese gay relationships seem to mirror 

wider homosocial relationships,” incorporating Doi’s (1985) claim about amae, or ‘desire 

to be spoiled or indulged,’ as being central to interpersonal relationships, particularly 

among same-sex interactants, in Japan (2000: 146-149).  In this way, the GOALS slot of 

the personals should offer clues to the hierarchy of desirable characteristics in socio-

sexual relationships in the culture at large, with some reservations as expressed by 

Coupland (1996).  

                                                 
14 McLelland (2000) did not use Coupland’s (1996) analytical categories, such as the ADVERTISER or 
TARGET slots. 
15 According to McLelland (2000:8), “okama” as in “okamappoi” is “literally a ‘pot’ but meaning 
something similar to the English word ‘queen’.” 
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 In the present study, I used Coupland’s basic structure of the personals (1996), 

with some consideration also of the basic formula of those presented by Vlčková (1996), 

for classification of segments in the Japanese texts in accordance with their specific 

functions.  For instance, in the ADVERTISER and TARGET slots, there are patterns in 

the lexical choice, and they are likely associated with gender categories.  In some cases, 

the morphosyntactic choice also has gendered implications.  For instance, as in (2), a 

female advertiser gives the following ad in Ekisaito furenzu (June 29, 2005) [underlining 

added; the underlined segments will be discussed later]: 

 (2) 

1 

2 

 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

 

18 

19 

20 

21 

 

22 

23 

『天使の仮面をかぶった悪魔です 

（笑）』 

 

イベントが多い季節となりましたね。 

しかし、一緒に過ごすパートナーが 

居なくて淋しいかぎりです…。そろそろ 

本気な[sic]恋愛がしたいと思い、 

書き込みをしてます。自己評価が 

かなり低い私ですが、本当の 

評価は貴方がしてください。理想 

を言わせていただければ同年代から 

ちょっと年上さんが希望です。 

 

「理想のメル友」 

心から信頼出来て・甘えられる 

人が理想！！お互いの時間も 

大切[sic]出来て束縛しない人。 

煙草は NGです！！  

[…] 

 

２４才 女 B型 

看護師 

東京２３区（足立区） 

８月７日生 

 

「どんな人？」 

「性格を一言で」 
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24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

しっかりしてると思われますが実 

は寂しがり・甘えん坊。友達 

から「天然」と言われることも… 

[…] 

「体型」 

ひみつ 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

 
1 
2 

 
“Tenshi no kamen o kabutta akuma desu 
(warai)” 

[Ad title]  
“I’m a devil wearing an angel mask (laugh)” 

16 
 

3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 

 
Ibento ga ooi kisetsu to narimasita ne. 
Shikashi, isshoni sugosu paatonaa ga 
inakute sabishii kagiri desu… Sorosoro 
honkina[sic] ren’ai ga shitai to omoi, 
kakikomi o shitemasu. Jiko-hyooka ga 
kanari hikui watashi desu ga, hontoo no 
hyooka wa anata ga shite kudasai. Risoo 
o iwasete itadakereba doonendai kara 
chotto toshiue-san ga kiboo desu. 

[Main text]  
The season with a lot of events has come, 
hasn’t it?  However, I’m so sad and lonely 
not having a partner to spend time with… I 
thought it was about time to embark on a 
serious romantic relationship, so I am posting 
this.  I’m someone who doesn’t evaluate 
myself very highly, but please, you evaluate 
me.  If I may describe my ideal [partner], I 
prefer someone my age or slightly older. 

 
 

12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 

 
 
“Risoo no meru-tomo”  
Kokoro kara shinrai dekite amaerareru 
hito ga risoo!! Otagai no jikan mo 
taisetsu[sic] dekite sokubaku shinai hito. 
Tabako wa NG desu!! 
[…] 

[Questionnaire about the desired partner and 
activities]  
“Ideal mail-friend” 17 
Someone whom I can trust all my heart and 
have spoil (take good care of) me would be 
ideal!! Someone who also respects time on 
our own separately and does not chain me 
down.  Smoking is no good!! 
[…] 

 
18 
19 
20 
21 

 
Nijuuyon-sai Onna B-gata 
Kangoshi 
Tookyoo nijuusan-ku (Adachi-ku) 
Hachi-gatsu nano-ka umare 

[Meeshi (‘name card’) section] 
24 years old, female, blood type: B 
nurse 
within 23 wards of Tokyo (Adachi-ward) 
Born on August 7th 

 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 

 
28 
29 

 
“Donna hito?”  
“Seekaku o hito-koto de” 
Shikkari shiteru to omowaremasu ga jitsu 
wa sabishigari・amaenboo. Tomodachi 
kara “tennen” to iwareru koto mo… 
[…] 
 
“Taikee” 
Himitsu 

[Questionnaire on the self] 
“What kind of person [am I]?” 18 
“My personality in brief” 
People tend to think I am mature and strong 
but in fact I get lonely easily and like to be 
spoiled.  Friends sometimes describe me as 
“natural (eccentric)”… 
[…] 
“My body type” 
Secret 

                                                 
16 In Ekisaito furenzu, each personal has a title space at the top for the advertiser to fill.  
17 Risoo no meru-tomo ‘Ideal mail friend’ is a pre-assigned questionnaire item in Ekisaito furenzu profiles.  
In addition, there are hanashitai koto ‘things that [I/we] want to talk about’ and konna meru-tomo ni naru 
‘kind of e-mail friend(s) [I/we] will become’ sections. 
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Descriptors and clauses that fall in the ADVERTISER and TARGET slots are spread out 

in the above personal.  For instance, the ADVERTISER information, including SI (Self 

Identification) and SD (Self Description), is illustrated with at least five phrases/clauses 

in the ad title, the main text, meeshi or the name card section, and a questionnaire on the 

self: [title] “Tenshi no kamen o kabutta akuma desu (warai) ‘I’m a devil wearing an 

angel mask (laugh)’” (lines 1-2); [main text] Jiko-hyooka ga kanari hikui watashi desu 

‘I’m someone who doesn’t evaluate myself very highly’ (lines 7-8); [Meeshi (name card)] 

Onna ‘female’ (line 18); [on the self (personality)] Jitsu wa sabishigari・amaenboo ‘in 

fact I get lonely easily and like to be spoiled’ (lines 24-25); [on the self (body type)] 

Himitsu ‘secret’ (line 29).  First, the advertiser utilizes for her SI/SD gender category 

such as onna ‘female’, an option given in the profile.  Second, it is in my speculation that 

the implicit meaning conveyed through SD by characterizing the advertiser herself as “a 

devil wearing an angel’s mask” and “someone who doesn’t evaluage myself very highly” 

is not only cultural but also indexical of her female identity.  Third, the advertiser’s 

lexical choice, including watashi for the first-person pronoun or SI, and sabishigari 

‘someone who gets lonely easily’ and amaenboo ‘a baby-like person who likes to be 

spoiled’ for her persona development or SD also seems to have gendered meanings.  In 

addition, the advertiser’s answer to the question on the body type of the self, himitsu 

‘secret’, is notable, for she is contesting against the question, which is based on 

hegemonic ideologies of gender and sexuality because physicality is a component of both 

                                                                                                                                                 
18 In Ekisaito furenzu profiles, the pre-assigned donna hito? ‘What kind of person am I?’ section consists 
of five sub sections: seekaku o hitokoto de ‘my personality in brief’, sukina mono ‘things I like’, hamatte 
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constructs.  This body-type question, which is widely discussed to be an indicator of 

one’s personality, objectifies and dehumanizes a person, and the very act of asking about 

body type in the context of the personal ad legitimizes it as a component of gender and 

sexuality.  While this advertiser rejects this underlying assumption, few other advertisers 

seem to do so.   

Here it is important to consider to whom the advertiser is revealing her persona: 

the TARGET.  Elements relevant for the TARGET slot, including PI (Desired Partner’s 

Identification) and PD (Desired Partner’s Description), are found in the following 

sentence in the main text and the clause in response to a questionnaire about the desired 

partner: [main text] Isshoni sugosu paatonaa ‘a partner to spend time with’ (lines4); 

Hontoo no hyooka wa anata ga shite kudasai ‘please, you evaluate me’ (lines 8-9); Risoo 

o iwasete itadakereba doonendai kara chotto toshiue-san ga kiboo desu ‘If I may 

describe my ideal [partner], I prefer someone my age or slightly older’ (lines 9-11); 

[about the desired partner] Amaerareru hito ‘someone whom I can have spoil (take good 

care of) me’ (lines 13-14).  First, lexical choice such as paatonaa ‘partner’, anata ‘you’, 

san ‘Ms./Mr.’ suffixed to toshiue ‘someone older’ as in toshiue-san ‘Ms./Mr. Someone 

Older’, and amaerareru hito ‘someone whom I can have spoil me’ is easily identifiable.  

These lexical items are used to describe a target other who may be preferred by female 

advertisers more than males in the heterosexual market,19 which may indirectly index 

gendered meanings (Ochs, 1992).  In particular, anata ‘you’ written in kanji (Chinese 

                                                                                                                                                 
iru koto ‘things I am into right now’, niteiru hito ya doobutsu ‘(famous) people or animals that I look like’, 
and taikee ‘body type’. 
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character) is revealing.  This second-person pronoun has at least two meanings: ‘you’ as 

socially equal or lower addressees in formal contexts, and ‘you’ as a female partner’s or 

wife’s address term for her male partner or husband in a traditional heterosexual couple.  

The use of anata, especially in a context where the advertiser yields to the potential 

partner the right to judge her self-worth seems to strongly evoke heterosexual desire as 

well as gender hierarchy in male-dominant Japanese society.  Given anata being co-

present in the main text and given the assumption of heterosexuality as being the norm,20 

san ‘Ms./Mr.’ as in toshiue-san is reasonably understood as “Mr. Someone Older,” the 

TARGET being heterosexual male.   

Second, as a mitigation device for a face-threatening act such as a request of the 

desired readers, this advertiser uses a combination of morphosyntactic structures, which 

expresses a high level of humbleness, with causative passive form iwasete ‘let me say’ 

and the conditional form of receiving-verb ‘itadakereba’ as in risoo o iwasete 

itadakereba ‘If I may describe the ideal (partner)’.  Such humbling mitigation may be 

exercised by women more often than men in personals and may indirectly index gendered 

meanings (ibid.).  

Furthermore, the GOALS slot should illustrate the key elements of the desired 

socio-sexual relationships in the popular deai-kee-saito.  In the above example, the 

advertiser clearly states the GOAL or RD (Envisaged Relationship), “a serious romantic 

relationship”: sorosoro honkina[sic] ren’ai ga shitai to omoi ‘I thought it was about time 

                                                                                                                                                 
19 McLelland (2000:146-149) reports that “amae (‘desire to be spoiled’)” is one of the key features in gay 
Japanese personals, as was briefly introduced in the preceding section.  
20 I thank Kimberly Jones for pointing out this assumption to me (September 2, 2005).  
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to embark on a serious romantic relationship’ (lines 5-6); it is noted that honki 

‘seriousness; earnestness’ is a noun and there is no adverbial form, but this author 

creatively makes one by suffixing na to the noun, as in honkina, similar to the pre-

nominal form of adjectival nouns.  She expresses her intensified loneliness as the season 

with a lot of events (e.g., summer) approaches and her desire to find “a partner to spend 

time with” (lines 3-5).   

It should be kept in mind that these personal ad websites are highly prominent in 

the Japanese online market, which conceivably makes them more “public,” being 

accessed by many Internet users across social backgrounds with the awareness of each 

other’s co-presence; This may affect the contents of the personals (e.g., less explicit 

sexual expressions are used in Yahoo!Japan paasonaruzu than in the ‘sex friends’ ads in 

GayNet Japan (see McLelland, 2000: 151)).  I am also interested in the seeks slot as it 

may highlight the manifestation of such a pragmatic function as “request for response” in 

written Japanese discourse, and demonstrate the advertisers’ positioning in relation to 

their readers, indexed by certain linguistic resources, including various forms of 

sentential endings, which will be discussed later.  In the analysis, following Marley 

(2002), I pay close attention to the kinds of expressions that advertisers use to solicit 

responses from the target readers in the Japanese data to examine possible connections to 

the discursive construction of social asymmetries.   
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3.2 Personals and ‘Audience Design’ 

In Chapter 2, I mentioned that this study would focus on two aspects of social 

asymmetries as manifested in the personals: first, the hierarchy of desirability in 

attributes of the desired others, along with the kinds of the envisioned practices, and 

second, the trajectory of the initial advertiser-potential partner relationship.  As suggested 

in the preceding section, the TARGET slot is a main site of investigation for the former.  

The latter, however, is more complex.  Self-advertisers seek to solicit response from the 

desired readers, not from everyone.  This requires that the advertisers not only indicate 

the attributes of target respondents, or the ‘right’ audience, but also that they convey this 

information in a way that would appeal to that audience through text.  This task involves 

a skillful presentation of the ‘presentable’ self (or Goffman’s ‘front’) as well as the initial 

positioning of the self in front of target respondents, or the selected audience (part of 

Goffman’s ‘stage-management’).  It means that the self-presentation goes beyond the 

ADVERTISER slot; it is found throughout the ADVERTISER, seeks, TARGET, GOALS, 

(COMMENT), and REFERENCE slots.  As an initial point of investigation, however, I 

start with the seeks slot because it is the primary space for the advertisers to articulate that 

they are indeed looking to get acquainted with others initially through online interaction.  

 Selection of the target audience presupposes differentiation of various kinds of 

audience.  I suspect this is done in the personals through stylistic variation, including 

style-shift between the polite and plain forms, register-switch such as honorific register, 

peer-talk register, and literary register, and so forth (cf., Sato, 2004).  In explicating 

stylistic variation observed in face-to-face interaction, Allan Bell claims that variation is 
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"essentially speakers' response to their audience" (1984: 145) and distinguishes four types 

of audience, based on Goffman’s notion (1981) of multiple roles of the hearer.  In what 

he calls 'Audience Design’ (p. 159), Bell includes: 

 a.  Addressees: those who are known, ratified, and addressed 
 b.  Auditors: those who are known and ratified 

c.  Overhearers: those who are known to be present but not ratified 
 d.  Eavesdroppers: those whose presence is unknown 
 
Speaker’s relationship with these types of audiences can be illustrated in Figure 1, as 

follows: 

FIGURE 1, Speaker's relationship with the audience according to Bell’s 
‘Audience Design’ 
 
Speaker - Addressee - Auditor - Overhearer - Eavesdropper 
    --------------> 
    ----------------------------> 
    -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     ->?? 
    -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     -     ->?? 

     [In speaker's control]                    [Out of speaker's control] 

This categorization seems in part applicable to the case of the personals as an 

‘interactional’ and ‘stylized’ genre (cf., Marley, 2002; Shalom, 1997).  That is, 

‘Speakers’ are the writers (self-advertisers), ‘Addressees’ the desired readers/target 

respondents (consumers), ‘Auditors’ the readers whose presence is acknowledged but not 

directly addressed, ‘Overhearers’ the excluded readers and the web masters that are, and 

‘Eavesdroppers’ possibly the authorities monitoring the web contents.  For instance, if a 

female advertiser is seeking a non-smoking male for marriage, readers who do not smoke 

and are (heterosexual) male are known, ratified and addressed (‘Addressees’), whereas 

other readers who smoke and/or are not (heterosexual) male are known to be present but 
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not addressed (‘Auditor’) or ratified (‘Overhearers’).  Bell describes the difference 

between ‘Auditors’ and ‘Overhearers’ as follows (p. 172): 

“The third persons ratified as participants in a conversation are ‘auditors,’ 
and those known to be present but unratified are the ‘overhearers.’  I mean 
the term ‘auditor’ to draw on the normal associations of the word: one 
who audits, for example, a class without being an ‘addressed’ student, one 
who audits utterances in a sense similar to the accounting practice.” 
 

As soon as the readers learn from the ad whether or not they fit the descriptions of the 

advertiser’s target audience, they become either ‘Addressees’ or ‘Auditors,’ but not 

‘Overhearers’ or ‘Eavesdroppers,’ since they are neither known nor ratified without also 

being addressed.   

While the ad writers may not have any control over the presence of ‘Overhearers’ 

or ‘Eavesdroppers,’ they have some control over ‘Addressee’ and ‘Auditors’ by ratifying 

(or including) the target audience while not ratifying (or excluding) the rest.  It is 

speculated that the advertisers select and project the target “Addressees” by the use of 

certain linguistic resources, including modal forms and questions (Marley, 2002), which 

in turn evoke various configurations of social relationship between the two.  As we will 

see later, the present data show some of the ways in which certain ad readers are ratified, 

by tactfully utilizing person references and/or style-shift. 

 

3.3 Gender/Sexuality/Desire in Personals 

Most personals aim at triggering the “genre chain” (Shalom, 1997) and pursuing “face-to-

face interchange” (Holden & Tsuruki, 2003) of a socio-sexual nature.  In this context, the 

lines between social and sexual are hard to draw, since it seems that many advertisers are 
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trying to make new “friends” who are also candidates for future “romantic/sexual 

partners,” while a few others are seeking immediate “sexual partners” who may or may 

not become “friends” later.  Vlčková cites Wierzbicka’s (1997) claim that “friendship” is 

one of the “keywords that are culturally revealing” and that it is “viewed as something 

permanent, as reflected in collocation such as ‘eternal friendship’” in English (2002: 

99).21  The personals are just the first step for individuals’ innocuous quests for potential 

socio-sexual relationships that may or may not last.  Given that, advertisers as social 

agents are willing or compelled to use gender categories as already given in the profile 

template of the deai-kee-saito.  In fact, no cases of explicit resistance to these 

categorizations are found in the present data, including the personals authored by self-

claimed lesbian/gay/bi advertisers; however, there was one advertiser who claims to have 

a male identity in a female body, which is still not considered to be resistance to the 

gender dichotomy itself, as the argument is based on the very dichotomy.  In this way, 

socio-sexual desires and thus gendered bodies are key components of self-advertising 

through personals.  

 In the next section, I will review literature that explores the intersections of 

language and gender/sexuality/desire. 

 

                                                 
21 Wierzbicka (1997:35) would be cautious about applying the English concept of “friendship” to the 
Japanese context.  Comparing Japanese lexical items for “‘friend-like’ types of relationship” such as 
shinyuu ‘intimate friend,’ tomodachi ‘friend, tout court,’ dooryoo ‘people whom one works with but only 
people of the same rank,’ nakama ‘a group of “friends”,’ and yuujin ‘formal equivalent of tomodachi,’ she 
argues that “[e]ach word reflects assumptions and values characteristic of Japanese culture and absent from 
the less differentiated English concept of ‘friend’.”  However, I believe that tomo as in meru-tomo ‘e-mail 
friend’ does evoke a sense of lasting, stable and on-going interaction.  This point should be clarified as the 
desired practice in a socio-sexual relationship in Japanese personals is explored.   
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3.3.1. Desirable attributes in relation to gender and sexual categories 

It is highly conceivable that the self-advertisers in the personals use lexical items for 

describing attributes of the others whom they want to meet online and/or in person.  This 

is indeed the case with Shalom’s study (1997) introduced in the preceding section.  

Through textual analysis of 766 personals in a weekly London entertainment guide, 

Shalom first identified adjectives frequently used to describe the desired other, and then 

examined the frequency of occurrence of each descriptor in relation to the advertisers’ 

self-identified gender and sexual orientation (p. 193).  She categorized the advertisers 

into four groups, which she respectively labels as “straight men,” “straight women,” “gay 

men,” and “gay women.”  (She discarded gender/sexually ambiguous ads from 

consideration.)  According to Shalom (pp. 195-196), the top three attributes of the desired 

others are: “similar,” “attractive,” and “professional.”  But they are utilized by different 

groups in a disproportionate manner.  More specifically, approximately half of lesbians 

(58 ads) and 35 percent of gay men (155 ads) use “similar,” as in “seeks similar 

woman/guy (man),” while about 15 percent of heterosexual women and between 10 to 15 

percent of heterosexual men use it in their personals.  Second, “professional” and 

“similar” are the most frequently used adjectives by heterosexual women (15.5% of 186 

ads) in describing the desired men, whereas “attractive (female/woman)” is the most 

frequently used adjective to describe the desired women by heterosexual men (27% of 

367 ads) (pp. 194-195).  Needless to say, these percentages may be incidental to this 

particular publication and need to be treated with caution.  Moreover, Shalom rightly 

points out that such lexical items as “similar” and “attractive” have different meanings to  
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TABLE 1, Eight frequency bands of the attributes of the desired other  
(taken from Shalom, 1997: 194) 

 
Band & % Straight men Straight women Gay men Gay women 
(1) 35+    similar 
(2) 30-35   similar  
(3) 25-30 attractive    
(4) 20-25     
(5) 15-20 intelligent professional 

similar 
 feminine 

(6) 10-15 similar 
slim 

intelligent 
tall(ish) 
n/si  

  

(7) 5-10 n/s 
warm 
pretty 

educated 
handsome 
witty 
kind 
honest 

intelligent 
younger 
professional 
handome(ish) 
masculine 

attractive 

(8) 3-5 independent 
bright 
young 
beautiful 
younger 
loving  
sensual 

attractive 
gsohii  
humorous 
passionate 
sincere 
solvent 
aware 
warm 

non-scene 
n/s 
special 
tall 
nice 
slim 
warm 

good-loooking 
lovely 
sensitive 
bi 

Notes:  i  non-smoker.       ii  good sense of humor. 
 

different groups or even individuals.  Nonetheless, this is a very interesting finding in 

terms of socio-sexual desirability and social asymmetries.  The study also presents other 

common appearing descriptors of the desired partners, which distinctively vary from one 

group to another, as listed in table 1 (Shalom 1997: 194).  For instance, in the data some 

heterosexual women use “professional” and “tall” to describe desirable men, whereas 

their potential partners, heterosexual men, rarely or never do so to characterize the 

women.  Some gay men also use the same lexical items, but few or no lesbians do so.  

Also, desirable women are characterized as “pretty,” “young,” and “younger” by 

heterosexual men, but heterosexual women do not seem to prioritize such attributes in 
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men.  Interestingly, some gay men also seek “younger” men, but not “pretty” men.  These 

descriptors potentially evoke social asymmetries in the relationships between the seekers 

and the sought: one being old and the other being young, or one being professional and 

the other not being labeled as such.  Social and financial hierarchy is eminent in such 

relationships in a modern society.  The data in Japanese also exhibit certain patterns with 

its available linguistic resources, as will be presented later.   

 

3.3.2 Articulating socio-sexual desires through multiple linguistic resources 

Articulation of socio-sexual desires seems to be manifested at the lexical level as well as 

the discourse level.  Through textual survey and critical discourse analysis of lesbian and 

gay personals in United Kingdom publications, Thorne and Coupland (1998: 253) discuss 

the ways in which the advertisers express their same-sex desire, as follows: 

“In the data, gay men often activate a rich and varied sexual lexicon, using 
slang, euphemisms (but also dysphemisms), abbreviations, acronyms, etc., 
which can occasionally result in an elaborate coding of sex-practices and 
physical qualities.  They also refer to many different iconic and 
performance aspects of contemporary gay lifestyle to identify how they 
view themselves and their desired relationships.  Lesbians express desire 
in generally less physicalised terms.  This fact resonates with the wider 
socio-cultural situation where women are denied active participation in the 
discourse of sex.  At the same time, there is evidence of significant 
discursive self-agency on the part of lesbians.  Many of them choose to 
reject textual constructions derived from heterosexist small-ad genres and 
posit their own alternatives to them, sometimes poetic and intertextual” 
[italics in original]. 
 

To reiterate, on the one hand, gay male advertisers use various lexical items that are 

available to men in the heterosexist linguistic market to encode sexual meanings, 

including desired practices and desirable bodies.  On the other hand, lesbian advertisers 
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seem to often move away from “heterosexist small-ad genres” (i.e., existing personals in 

mainstream UK publications) and instead utilize certain discourse genres that are not 

blocked to women and are available for creative expression of their “self-agency.”  This 

is a striking contrast between the two groups, though Thorne and Coupland caution 

against the generalization of such difference and argue that “lesbians and gay men use 

different but overlapping resources to commodify their sexuality and gender-

orientations” (p. 252).  The point here is that the advertisers use multiple resources to 

articulate sexual desire in the English personals, and I am interested in examining the 

ways in which such desire is expressed in the Japanese personals.   

 

3.3.3 Intersection of language and gender/sexuality/desire 

3.3.3.1 Issues in understanding gender, sexuality, and desire 

According to Bucholtz and Hall (2004: 492), “Language is a primary vehicle by which 

cultural ideologies circulate, it is a central site of social practice, and it is a crucial means 

for producing sociocultural identities.”  Such identities include women, men, lesbians, 

gay men, and so forth, which come to form respective “communities of practice” (Eckert 

& McConnell-Ginet, 1992) and with which individuals are willing to or compelled to 

identify themselves.  They stress that “identity is intersubjectively constructed in local 

contexts of language use” (p. 493).  In other words, it is primarily through everyday 

discourse that hegemonic ideologies of gender, sexuality, and desire are disseminated.   

With respect to desire for social and socio-sexual interactions, I have so far 

proposed three questions for the present study, which are formulated as follows:   
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(1) What are the linguistic resources that self-advertisers as social agents 
use to describe attributes of the desired others in the personals?     

(2) What are the linguistic resources that they use to approach and appeal 
to the desired others? 

(3) In what ways do the advertisers express, or encode, socio-sexual 
desires through the personals?   

 
By examining these issues, I explore what advertisers’ language use tells us about the 

aforementioned hegemonic ideologies and the (re)production of social asymmetries.  It 

should be noted here that I am not posing these questions to explore the gender and/or 

sexual identities of the self-advertisers, as extensively studied in performativity-based 

research (cf., Campell-Kibler, et al., 2002; Bucholtz, et al., 1999), which is motivated by 

Butler’s claim (1990) that gender is performative.  In keeping with this feminist theory, I 

am interested in investigating the advertisers’ discursive construction of the desired 

others and the desired socio-sexual relationships with them.  In other words, my focus is 

on personal characteristics (i.e., personae), which are often elaborated by habitual 

activities, and bodily features (i.e., bodies) that the advertisers desire to see, or project, in 

their potential partners, and the kinds of socio-sexual activities (i.e., practices) in which 

they desire to engage.22  Nevertheless, these questions are extremely complex and need to 

be handled with caution in order to avoid overgeneralizations and reproduction of 

stereotypes.  

 In discussing the intersection between language and desire, Harvey and Shalom 

(1997: 3) argue that: 

                                                 
22 Body does function as part of persona, of course, and it can be altered to create an identity, as in the case 
of “travesti,” Brazilian transgendered prostitutes (Kulick 1998).  However, in investigating Japanese 
personals, it seems important to recognize the commonly utilized separation of naimen ‘internal side’ and 
gaiken ‘external features’, and take it into consideration, as mentioned earlier. 
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“‘language about desire’ produces texts where some account of desiring 
subjects, desired objects or the processes of desire itself is present, often 
(though not exclusively) through third-person narration.  In contrast, 
‘desire in language’ produces text that is designed to bring about a real-
world change in the relationship between the participants (say, where one 
person publishes a personal advertisement to contact an as yet unknown 
other) or, indeed, to consolidate that relationship.”   
 

To give an immediate example, this study is “about desire” and it aims at scrutinizing 

“desire in” the personals.  They continue as follows (ibid.): 

“Here, desire may or may not be present textually as propositional content, 
but desire for the other will be the underlying motivation behind the 
discourse for at least one of the participants” [italics in original]. 
 

So it is desire, or socio-sexual desires to be exact, that motivates the advertisers to create 

the personals and guides them in producing what they write in the textual space.  This 

means that sound analysis of the desirable attributes as described in the personals requires 

insights into this very desire.   

First, the ideology of desire as something that is natural and intrapersonal needs to 

be examined.  Eckert argues that “society structures sexual desire” while sexuality is not 

just about sex (2002: 109).  Through her ethnography of a Chicana age cohort group from 

late childhood to adolescence, Eckert reports that for a teenager whom she followed, the 

object of sexual desire is primarily about peer “recognition and legitimization” in the 

community (p. 108).  This suggests that at least in this context, desire is social in nature.  

She elaborates this point as follows (p. 109): 

“In the study of desire, we need to recognize that the object of desire is not 
obvious.  We do not engage in sexual activity only out of the desire for a 
particular physiological object, but for a social object.  The notion of a 
‘purely physical attraction’ is a mystification – a dehistoricized version of 
what is in fact an eminently social course of learning.”  
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In other words, sexual attraction that social agents experience is simultaneously “social” 

and “historical,” as much as “physiological.”  Most of all, it is an outcome of “learning.”  

Eckert urges researchers who investigate the intersection of language and sexuality/desire 

to be careful “not to engage in, or be misled by, mystification” such that sexual desire is 

seen solely as a physiological and thus “natural” reaction (ibid.). 

 Second, the intersection of sexuality and gender and that of sex and gender in 

analyzing language use ought to be examined.  Acknowledging the suggestion by 

Sedgwick (1990) and Rubin (1993) that theories of sexuality and those of gender be 

demarcated, Lunsing and Maree (2004: 93) argue that “there is no natural relation 

between gender and sexuality other than the conflation in many people’s minds, similar 

to the manner in which sex and gender are commonly conflated (Lunsing, 2001).”  As 

they suggest, it seems that this conflation of gender and sexuality and that of sex and 

gender are integral to the reproduction of heteornormativity and gender hierarchy.   

McElhinny (2002) challenges a commonly held ideology of sexuality and gender 

in the United States, as exemplified in theoretical assumptions that underlie studies on 

cross-sex interactions such as those introduced in the preceding sections.  She lists four of 

them as follows (p. 112): 

“FIRST: gender is closely wedded to sex, and the study of gender is 
closely wedded to the study of heterosexuality; 
SECOND: gender and sexuality are attributes (rather than, say, activities 
or performances); 
THIRD: the study of gender and sexuality is the study of individuals; 
FOURTH: sexuality and gender are best studied where most salient.” 
 

Counter to these assumptions, McElhinny asserts that sexuality is “embedded in 

institutions and relations of inequality” and warns that “[t]o assume that sexuality (or 
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gender) is attached only to individuals, and adopt the public/private split, is to adopt 

uncritically the hegemonic ideology of sexuality and gender in the U.S.” (p. 118).  In 

other words, sexuality and gender should not be conceived of as individual or private 

properties but rather treated as systems of institutionalized practices that reproduce social 

asymmetries, such as sexism, heterosexism, and racism.  I suspect that the same 

assumptions permeate throughout the mainstream Japanese discourse on sexuality and 

gender as well, which should be reflected in the Japanese personals. 

 

3.3.3.2 Gender as a process of dichotomization and maintenance of inequalities 

With regard to sex and gender, Eckert and McConnell-Ginet (2003: 10) give the general 

or more traditional understanding of these constructs, which they find problematic: “Sex 

is a biological categorization based primarily on reproductive potential, whereas gender is 

the social elaboration of biological sex.”  As do Eckert and McConnell-Ginet, McElhinny 

questions the very conception of “biological sex,” contesting its implication that there are 

“two sexes,” which foregrounds the dichotomization of “TWO genders” [original 

emphasis] (2003: 23).  McElhinny problematizes the notions that there are dichotomous 

gender/sex differences and that such gender differences are “imposed upon” biological 

differences as dichotomous sex differences, and argues (ibid.):  

“This dichotomous picture of gender is problematic because it overstates 
similarity within each of the categories so designated, and understates 
similarities across these categories.  Further, underlying the assumption 
that the sex-gender distinction is dualistic is an assumption that these 
differences are necessary for reproductive sexuality, which is 
heterosexuality.”   
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Such an ideology of gender perpetuates gross-simplification within each category and 

hyper-polarization between the two on the basis of reproductive sexuality, thereby 

rendering these categories normative, heterosexual, and hegemonic.  In Bucholtz and 

Hall’s terms (2004: 494), they are respectively “adequation” and “distinction” as a pair of 

tactics of intersubjectivity for social identification, which will be discussed later.  Most 

importantly here, McElhinny emphasizes that gender should be considered “as a principle 

for allocating access to resources, and a defense for systematic inequalities” (2003: 32).  

Similarly, Eckert and McConnell-Ginet give their definition of “gender” as 

follows (2003: 13): 

“Gender is the very process of creating dichotomy by effacing similarity 
and elaborating on difference, and even where there are biological 
differences, these differences are exaggerated and extended in the service 
of constructing gender.” 
 

In short, gender is constantly being made.  Through an extensive review of studies on 

language and gender, Eckert and McConnell-Ginet posit four principles in understanding 

gender: (1) gender is “learned”; (2) it is “collaborative,” for it must be “taught and 

enforced”; (3) it is “something we do,” not “something we have”; and, (4) it is 

“asymmetrical” (31).  In particular, they emphasize the role of discourse in the 

maintenance of gender asymmetry (i.e., male domination over women) and maintain that 

“practices of talking about sexual difference, and especially of using beliefs about that 

difference to explain and interpret people and their activities, are key to making gender so 

powerful across society” (p. 40).   
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3.3.3.3 Sexuality as systems of ideologies, practices, and identities 

In contrast to “gender” as a process of dichotomization of the populous for the 

maintenance of systematic inequalities, “sexuality” is seen as the “systems” that render 

the body “sociopolitically” meaningful, according to Bucholtz and Hall (2004: 470).  

They define sexuality as follows (ibid.) [italics in original]: 

“Sexuality: the systems of mutually constituted ideologies, practices, and 
identities that give sociopolitical meaning to the body as an eroticized 
and/or reproductive site.” 
 

To put it more plainly, it is sexuality that makes us think the way we do (consciously and 

subconsciously) about the body, do what we do with it, and perform the way we do based 

on it, in erotic and/or reproductive terms.  As an integral component of sexuality, 

Bucholtz and Hall (2004: 473) argue that “desire must be studied in tandem with identity 

if our research is to be theoretically and methodologically sound,” in an opposition to the 

recent claim that desire, rather than identities such as women, men, lesbians, gay men, 

and so forth, should be the focus in analyzing sexuality in discourse (Cameron & Kulick, 

2003; Kulick, 2000).   In this study, I explore aspects of both identity and desire as they 

are linguistically articulated in personals.  

 

3.3.3.4 Locating ‘tactics’ of intersubjectivity in personals 

In conducting language and sexuality research, Bucholtz and Hall introduce the term 

“intersubjectivity” in lieu of “identity” in order “to highlight the bivalency of social 

identification” (2004: 493-494).  They continue (ibid.): 

“On the one hand, the subject is the agent, the subject OF social processes; 
on the other, the subject is the patient, subject TO social processes.  
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‘Intersubjectivity’ emphasizes that identification is inherently relational, 
not a property of isolated individuals.  Thus, tactics of intersubjectivity 
may position the self, the other, or (most often) both” [original 
emphasis].”  
 

They discuss “tactics” based on Certeau’s ([1974 23 ] 1984) distinction between 

“strategies” and “tactics,” where the former are “the purposeful workings of institutional 

power,” while the latter are “ the acts of individuals and groups who do not have access 

to broader power structures” (p. 494).  Then it is “tactics” that self-advertising deai-kee-

saito users would be using.   

Bucholtz and Hall introduce three pairs of “tactics of intersubjectivity” for social 

identification, namely, adequation/distinction, authentication/denaturalization, and 

authorization/illegitimation (2004: 493-506).  The first pair, adequation and distinction, 

concerns the construction of categories through sorting out individuals into the similar 

and the dissimilar while masking variations within the similar and commonalities among 

the dissimilar.  They explicate these terms more precisely (p. 496):  

“In the joint pursuit of commonality through adequation, differences 
between interlocutors are temporarily erased or backgrounded while 
similarities are highlighted or emphasized.  Conversely, distinction is the 
ideological construction of social difference through the erasure of 
likeness and the highlighting of unlikeness.”  
 

Also, “adequation” is, they say, a combination of “equation” and “adequacy,” which 

“captures the fact that intersubjectivity is not complete, but sufficient” (p. 494).  In other 

words, identities, such as woman, man, lesbian, gay man, and so forth, need not be clear-

cut and exclusive as social categories so long as they are sufficiently salient and 

delineable in a given culture.  Although it seems that Bucholtz and Hall are more 
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concerned with face-to-face interaction, this has an important implication to the analysis 

of Japanese personals.  In my observation of the predominantly heterosexual personals, 

self-advertisers do utilize dichotomous gender categories in describing the self and the 

desired other by selecting gender options (e.g., josee ‘a female’ or dansee ‘a male’) pre-

assigned in the profile; however, the ways in which they lexically and discursively 

characterize self/other’s “genderedness” in the ad text are in general subtle, if 

recognizable at all.  For example, in the ADVERTISER slot, most female and many male 

writers use zero as a first-person pronoun, while some females use watashi and some 

males use ore or boku, which respectively evoke “sufficiently” female and male 

authorships in contemporary Japanese.  Similarly, some female writers use the politeness-

marking prefix o as in o-shigoto ‘work [polite]’, which fewer males do for this particular 

noun, whereas a male writer uses vowel shift, as in ee for ai in tsumannee for tsumannai 

or tsumaranai ‘boring; unworthy’, which few females do in the personals.  These 

linguistic features may index gender.  In the TARGET slot, instead of using onna ‘a 

woman’ or otoko ‘a man’, many writers choose hito ‘person’ or kata ‘a person [polite]’ as 

the head noun for the desired other, which is preceded by the noun modifier, such as 

toshiue no kata ‘someone older’ and shin no aru hito ‘someone who acts in accordance 

with his/her own beliefs’.  There are some gendered patterns in lexical choice of person 

reference for the head noun and, to an extent, contents of the qualifier sentences, as will 

be presented later.  

                                                                                                                                                 
23 According to the 1984 translation, Certeau’s original work was published in 1980, not 1974.  
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The second pair of the tactics of intersubjectivity that Bucholtz and Hall list is 

authentication and denaturalization.  In their words (p. 498): 

“Whereas authentication concerns the construction of a true or veridical 
identity, denaturalization foregrounds untruth, pretense, and imposture in 
identity positioning.”  
 
They argue that individuals “interactionally” authenticate social identities “in 

nonessentialist terms” or frame them approximately, and materialize them as “real” or 

“essentialized” for “identity positioning” (either juxtaposing the self onto the target 

identity or contrasting the former against the latter, in my interpretation) in order to create 

their own identities (pp. 498-499).  They claim that linguistic research on language and 

sexuality should examine “the ways in which identities are denaturalized, thereby making 

them literally incredible” through language use (p. 500).  While “the disruptions of the 

authentic” (ibid.), or “ruptures” (p. 501), are “fundamental to the process of identity 

construction” (ibid.), they say more attention needs to be paid to “not only the rupture of 

dominant ideologies of gender and sexuality, but also the creative power of idividual 

creative work” (ibid.).  They suggest that the investigation of such tactics, 

denaturalization in particular, may necessitate ethnographic research (ibid.).  However, I 

suspect these tactics can still be studied in Japanese personals through discourse analysis 

and/or critical discourse analysis.  The denaturalization of hegemonic concepts of social 

identities, such as woman, man, lesbian, and gay, may be found in the advertisers’ 

language use.  Of particular interest is the concept of “identity positioning.”  Since there 

are no neutral predicate-final forms in terms of politeness and/or psychological distance 

levels in Japanese, self-advertisers usually must articulate their positioning in relation to 
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the desired others, indicating whether the former is socially higher or lower than the latter, 

or whether the latter feels psychologically closer to or more distant from the former.  At 

this point, the advertisers do not know who the reader would be, except that they usually 

have a wished-for individual in mind, on which they often elaborate in their ads.  

Through the articulation of the qualifications of their ideal partner(s), they ‘authenticate’ 

social identities and characteristics that they desire onto the imagined other(s).  In this 

process, some advertisers may ‘disrupt’ hegemonic ideologies of gender and sexuality, 

particularly in personals seeking same-sex partners, as they would need to challenge 

hegemonic gender identities in order to convery their socio-sexual desires.  Furthermore, 

they may also need to somehow position the target reader(s) in contrast to the other 

(unaddressed and/or unratified) audience, through the same process.   

The third and final pair of the tactics for social identification is authorization and 

illegitimation.  Bucholtz and Hall explain (p. 503): 

“Authorization is the use of power to legitimate certain social identities as 
culturally intelligible, while illegitimation is the revoking or withholding 
of such validation from particular identities.  These tactics are often 
associated with large-scale or institutional workings of power, but they 
may also be more local.”  
 

They claim that tactics of authorization/illegitimation and those of authentification/ 

denaturalization function closely and jointly with one another, “for issues of genuineness 

are frequently linked to issues of legitimacy” (p. 503).  Referring to “heteronormative and 

homophobic discourses,” they argue that in such discourses, certain sexual identities and 

practicies, namely “straight sexual subjects,” are authorized, or culturally recognized, 

through the illegitimation of “queer subjects” (ibid.).  These tactics can be extended to the 
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handling of other socio-cultrual concepts, such as age and youthfulness, for instance.  The 

following example from Match.com may be illustrative of this point.  In (3), a 39 year-old 

female advertiser from Nagasaki in western Japan is seeking males between 35 and 45 

years of age (June 29, 2005).  Her jiko-shookai ‘self-introduction’ section reads 

[underlining added]: 

(3)  
 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

私は： 

性別：女性 

年齢：３９ 

人種：アジア系 

結婚歴：独身 

居住地：長崎県 Nagasaki-ken,24 日本 

相手について：男性、 

年齢：３５－４５ 

 

３９歳、何故か独身（結婚 

歴なし）でございます。年齢よりは 

若くみられますし、気分は２０ 

代！のつもりです。 

楽しくお話できたらいいと思って 

います。 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 
 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

 
(Watashi wa) 
(Seebetsu) Josee 
(Nenree) Sanjuu kyuu 
(Jinshu) Ajia-kee 
(Kekkon-reki) Dokushin 
(Kyojuu-chi) Nagasaki-ken, Nihon 
(Aite ni tsuite) Dansee, 
(Nenree) Sanjuu go – yonjuu go 
 

[Identification section]25 
(I am) 
(gender) woman 
(age) 39 
(race) Asian 
(marriage history) single 
(residence) Nagasaki-ken, Japan 
(about the partner) man, (age) 35-45 

                                                 
24 The name of the prefecture of the advertiser’s residence is spelled out in Rooma-ji (Roman letters) as 
part of the ad template on Match.com, in which “ken” as in “Nagasaki-ken” is used instead of its English 
equivalent: “prefecture” as in “Nagasaki prefecture”. 
25 Match.com profiles begin with the “I am …” sentence completion or the self-identification section with 
the following questionnaire items: seebetsu ‘gender’, nenree ‘age’, jinshu ‘race’, kekkon-reki ‘marriage 
history’, kyojuu-chi ‘location of residence’, aite ni tsuite ‘about the partner (including gender and age)’.  
These are default questionnaire entries given in the original match.com profiles in English. 
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9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 

 
Sanjuukyuu-sai, nazeka dokushin (kekkon-
reki nashi) degozaimasu. Nenree yori wa 
wakaku miraremasu shi, kibun wa nijuu-
dai! no tsumori desu.  
Tanoshiku o-hanashi dekitara ii to omotte 
imasu. 

[Self-introduction section]  
(I am) 39 years of age, and for no particular 
reasons single (no marriage history). People 
say I look younger, and I feel like I am still 
in my twenties’! 
It would be nice if we could have a fun 
conversation. 

 

The advertiser’s age, current marital status, and marriage history, indicated in lines 9-10 

(as well as lines 3 and 5), along with categories such as gender (line 2) and race (line 4), 

are based on authorization.  Co-occurrence of sanjuukyuu-sai ‘39 years of age’, dokushin 

‘single’, kekkon-reki nashi ‘no marriage history’, as well as josee ‘woman’ and possibly 

ajia-kee ‘Asian’, may frame a certain socio-cultural identity associated with middle-aged 

single heterosexual women.  Interestingly in lines 10-12, however, the advertiser seems 

to contest against such identity while authorizing it at the same time, saying nenree yori 

wa wakaku miraremasu shi, kibun wa nijuu-dai! no tsumori desu ‘I have been told that I 

look young for my age, and I feel like I am still in my twenties!’  This may be considered 

as the author’s act of authorization with regard to age and youthfulness on the one hand 

and simultaneously an attempt of illegitimation of the naturalized connection between 

these two constracts on the other.  

Bucholtz and Hall further argue that (p. 506): 

“tactics of intersubjectivity may work together or against one another as 
discourse unfolds, creating an ever-shifting matrix of identity relations – 
both imposed and chosen, both deliberate and accidental – in specific 
sociocultural contexts.” 
 

I believe that deai-kee-saito users, both the advertisers and the ad readers, engage in the 

articulation/imagination of desirable personae, bodies, and practices by triggering and/or 

inferring from the understanding of social identification that is thought to be shared in the 
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community and utilizing these “tactics of intersubjectivity.”  Personals as interactive texts 

are considered as rich data for the use of the advertisers’ tactics of intersubjectivity in 

particular, to which I pay close attention in the present study.  

 

3.3.4 Japanese language and gender/sexuality 

The use of Japanese language in relation to gender categories has been extensively 

studied in sociolinguistics and linguistic anthropology, while research on language and 

sexuality in Japan is emerging (cf., Okamoto & Shibamoto Smith, 2004).  In the earlier 

studies, a dualistic view of gender and sex is ubiquitous, where in most cases women and 

men are construed from a heterosexist perspective and used as the fundamental categories 

for the analysis, in roughly the same ways that McElhinny (2002) explicates about 

research on English language and gender/sexuality, as introduced earlier.  It is only 

recently, however, that heteronormativity in both popular and scholarly discourses on 

Japanese language and gender has been brought to attention (Okamoto & Shibamoto 

Smith, 2004; Lunsing & Maree, 2004).   

Lunsing and Maree (2004) point out that the reproduction of heterosexist 

ideologies of gender and sexuality through these Japanese discourses is partially due to 

the conflation of gender, sex and sexuality in them.  Through an ethnographic 

investigation of self-referencing practice by lesbian and gay speakers of Japanese, they 

find that “[i]n the contemporary Japanese social context, with its widespread conflation 

of heterosexual desire with gender and its idealization of heterosexual romantic love, 

homosexuality is implicated as trivial and abnormal and is often greeted with the phrase 
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kimochiwarui ‘sickening’” (p. 93), or ‘gloss,’ rather.  Under such circumstances, they 

argue that lesbians and gay men in Japan are discursively marginalized and “continuously 

forced, or at least pressured, to hide their sexual preference,” while “all the speakers 

employ self-referencing strategies that are reflexive choices anchored in the current 

image of self and continuing linguistic performance of gender and sexuality” (p. 105).  

My observation of some of the most frequently accessed deai-kee-saito suggests that in 

personals the articulation of same-sex desire is hard to detect, whereas heterosexual 

desire is either foregrounded through indirect gender-indexing, such as through self-

referencing, or expressed with the specification of the dichotomous gender of the desired 

others, namely josee ‘a woman’ or onna no ko ‘a girl’ as opposed to dansee ‘a man’ or 

otoko no ko ‘a boy’, which is rarely used, occasionally accompanied by lexical items such 

as the adverbial particle nomi ‘only’ or the noun gentee ‘limited’ to legitimatize the 

distinction and denote exclusiveness.  Of course, the linguistic construction of such 

distinction and exclusiveness can be seen as the advertiser’s “recognition of the 

possibility that one could be seeking a same-sex partner.”  However, by stating “dansee 

nomi ‘men only’” or “josee nomi ‘women only’” without (the need of) specifying the 

desired others’ and the advertiser’s own sexual orientation, the advertiser is subscribing 

to the hegemonic ideology that these dansee ‘men’ and josee ‘women’, etc., are 

heterosexual by default.  Lesbian, gay and bi-sexual advertisers also use the same gender 

categories; but when they use these categories, these have to be accompanied by the 
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counter-hegemonic ideology that gendered subjects are not necessarily heterosexual or 

homosexual, which will be examined later.26    

As introduced earlier in association with McElhinny (2002), Lunsing and Maree 

(2004: 93) also stress that the conflation of gender and sexuality and that of gender and 

sex, which foreground heterosexism and hegemonic gender order, are embedded in 

Japanese discourse, and thus they need to be cautiously analyzed.  In the present study, it 

is necessary to explore the analytical methods that acknowledge such conflation and 

simultaneously delineate linguistic practices respectively linked with gender and 

sexuality.  

 

3.4 Language and ‘Cyberculture’ 

The deai-kee-saito is said to be “an Internet subculture” (Holden & Tsuruki, 2003), or in 

David Bell’s term “a cyberculture.”  Based on Hine’s (2000, cited in D. Bell, 2001: 1) 

formulation of “cyberspace as culture and as cultural artifact,” he coins the term 

‘cyberculture’ to emphasize that informational and communicative practice in cyberspace, 

or online communication, is “lived culture, made from people, machines and stories in 

everyday life” (p. 2).  The deai-kee-saito are ‘made from’ the self-advertisers, the ad 

readers and the webmasters, the Internet accessible computers and phones, and every 

                                                 
26 It should be noted that not only heteronormative but also sexist ideologies of gender are often subscribed 
to in online gay personals in the United States (Sato, 2003).  For instance, “straight-acting, masculine men” 
are often described as more desirable than “feminine men.”  The implication is that these advertisers 
contribute to the regimentation of the hegemonic gender order by endorsing normative gender performance 
while marginalizing others.    
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user’s life experience and ‘habitus’27 (Bourdieu, 1984).  The advertisers textualize their 

life experience and habitus in targeting at and appealing to the desired others, while the 

readers use their own to interpret the text and decide on the next move in the ‘genre 

chain’ (Shalom, 1997).  What can be placed in the ad texts is roughly pre-assigned and 

most likely monitored by the webmasters, who also bring in their life experience and 

habitus as well as legal and social constraints when carrying out their censorship.  The 

bottom line is that deai-kee-saito created in the ‘virtual’ world can have ‘real’ 

consequences.  Holden and Tsuruki (2003: 35) argue that deai-kee-saito provide “dual 

benefits” of “individually-established and managed social connections,” via i-mode cell 

phones, “as well as a modicum of security,” bringing actual changes in “the management 

of romantic relationships” in contemporary Japanese society.  

 It is important, however, to outline the inevitable discussions in understanding 

cybercultures, namely issues of the ‘real/virtual’ division and those of identities, such as 

race, gender, sexuality, and class.  In what follows I briefly examine these concerns by 

introducing Sundén’s (2000) and David Bell’s (2001) perspectives on them.28  

 

 

 

                                                 
27 Bourdieu (1984:170) describes the “habitus” as “not only a structuring structure, which organizes 
practices and the perception of practices, but also a structured structure: the principle of division into 
logical classes which organizes the perception of the social world is itself the product of internalization of 
the division into social classes.”  In advancing its use in critical analysis discourse, Sheuer (2003: 145) 
rephrases it as “a structured principle, working predominantly through the body rather than through some 
sort of creative intellect; it has been accumulated over the past, but it addresses the future in terms of 
generating the individual’s preference, choices, perspectives, reasoning, and so on.” 
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3.4.1 The real/virtual division in cybercultures  

In analyzing cybercultures, the treatment of the ‘real/virtual’ divide often becomes the 

first agenda.  Through long-term participant observation of typed-in interaction via a 

MUD (Multi User Dungeon/Domain) called WaterMOO, Sundén (2002: 25) examines 

online performance in terms of “displays of co-authored perspectives of sexed and 

gendered bodies,” with a focus on the meta-discourse on, or “talking about,” gender.  She 

reports that in WaterMOO, where participants use the “@gender command” in 

performing a sexed/gendered character for the collaborative online role-play, “clear 

distinctions between ‘real’ and ‘virtual’ are both articulated and contested” (p. 297).  In 

alignment with Judith Butler’s notion of gender performativity, Sundén further argues 

against the simplistic ‘real/virtual’ divide such as “a ‘real’ physical body and its virtual 

‘gender’” in online textual interactions (p. 295), while acknowledging the tension and 

interrelatedness between them as follows (p. 298): 

 “Textual bodies exist only as language, and as such inhabit a symbolic 
universe, temporarily released from the physical reality of their typists.  
Simultaneously, these online bodies can never be completely released 
from the material and cultural conditions in which they are grounded, nor 
from those discourses of the gendered body that render them meaningful.” 
 

The same can be said of personals.  Self-advertisers, genuine or not, comply with or 

contest against the pre-existing discourses of the gendered body in textualizing their 

persona, body, and practice.  There are Japanese personals that are fabricated, or hardly 

‘real’ and literally ‘virtual,’ for various purposes, including sexual business, teasing, and 

harassment, while the majority of deai-kee-saito users do seem to seek not only ‘virtual’ 

                                                                                                                                                 
28 Bell (2001) also summarizes previous studies on bodies in cybercultures, but in terms of the posthuman 
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encounter but also ‘real’ face-to-face interaction (Suzuki, 2001; Holden & Tsuruki, 2003).  

Holden and Tsuruki (2003: 45) further claim that deai-kee-saito is different from other 

“virtualities:”  

“Although deai does enable the creation of fictional presences, when the 
machine is cast aside – when mēru-tomo or deai interchange eventuates in 
corporeal concourse – then certain fictions cease because actual presences 
have been conjured.  Embodiment has been engineered by the medium.”    
 

Situated in both ‘real’ and ‘virtual’ realities, deai-kee-saito should give vital clues to the 

outline of intersubjectivity in relation to socio-sexual desirability, which potentially has a 

‘real’ impact on individuals’ interpersonal networks.  

 

3.4.2 Identities in cybercultures 

As the “‘axes’ of identity – those key sociological and cultural markers” in cybercultures, 

David Bell (2001: 113) lists race, class, gender and sexuality.  In discussing a social 

constructionist view of identity, he introduces Hall’s (2000) argument: “Who we are is 

defined by who we are not, and the practices of exclusion that define identity have to be 

recognized” in cyberculture studies (117 [italics in original]).  Through extensive review 

of previous research, Bell outlines the current situations of identities and the Internet.  

First, he points out that cyberspace “remains predominantly white, western space” and “is 

also predominantly male space,” while it is “open for forms of contestation and 

disruption” (121 [italics in original]).  However, while deai-kee-saito users are indeed 

                                                                                                                                                 
and the cyborg, which is beyond the scope of this study. 
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predominantly male, they are predominantly Japanese-speaking Asians.29  Unlike in other 

deai-kee-saito, the notion of race is highlighted in the Japanese version of Match.com 

(jp.match.com), the original of which is in English.  Following the original, the Japanese 

version has a category labeled jinshu ‘race’, with the pre-assigned options such as ajia-

kee ‘Asian type’, haku-jin-kee ‘White type’, and konketsu ‘(lit.) mixed blood’.  Such 

categorizations are utilized and left unquestioned by most advertisers.  In Ekisaito 

furenzu and Yahoo!Japan paasonaruzu, on the other hand, this aspect of identity is not 

itemized in the ad texts, but it is probably assumed to be Asian and Japanese unless 

otherwise stated.  

 Second, Bell reports that gender issues in cyberculture have been extensively 

studied in terms of both embodiment and disembodiment of gender in cyberspace, 

particularly from feminist perspectives.   One issue concerns “the gender-technology 

relationship,” in which “the problematic equation of technology with men, the male and 

the masculine, and the concomitant exclusion of women from what we might call the 

‘circuit of technoculture’” (p. 122).  The deai-kee-saito are indeed predominantly male, 

with personals posted mostly by males.  Onosaka (2003: 95) reports that “the Gender 

Empowerment Measure of the UN places Japan forty-first among 174 countries world-

wide which make it the least gender-balanced among advanced nations” in 2001.  It is 

thus critical to attend to the ways in which women, who are the minority among the self-

advertisers in this study, participate in such cyberculture.  Another issue to be highlighted 

                                                 
29 So far, some English- or Portuguese-speaking (Asians and non-Asian) advertisers have also been 
observed, such as Japanese who speak/write English, Japanese Brazilians, Latin Brazilians, White 
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here is gender-play.  Bell introduces a “most-researched” MUD called LamdaMOO, in 

which participants can perform ten different gender types (“male, female, spivak 

(intermediate), neuter, splat (a ‘thing’), egotistical, royal, 2nd, either, and plural”) (p. 124), 

encompassing “fantasy” and “reality,” as well as “trust” and “deception” (p. 126).  The 

point here is that the performativity aspect of gender is manifested in cybercultures.  In 

Japanese personals, most advertisers seem to assume dichotomous female or male 

genders, but some may engage in dichotomous gender-switching, closely linked with 

(hetero)sexuality as Bell points out, to express their identity.  It is often said that some 

advertisers switch gender to launch virtual sexual business or to harass the respondents 

by blackmailing them (to disclose their private sexual life), for instance.  I will have to 

keep in mind this possibility in this study. 

Third, cyberspace is not only male-dominant but also predominantly heterosexual, 

according to Bell (p. 128).  While the anonymity of online communication “makes 

cyberqueer spaces important sites for coming-out” (p. 129), it also allows gender-

switching and passing easily possible, which is mostly done by males, with “the assumed 

authenticity of RL [‘real-life’] bodies and identities (and the links between bodies and 

identities)” and “the dominant heterosexual scripting of the majority of online sexual 

interactions” (Slater, 1998, cited in 128 [italics in original]).  Bell also argues that 

censorship and harassment issues “frequently serve to reinforce heteronormativity in 

online communication, or the ‘straightness’ of cyberspace” (ibid.).   

                                                                                                                                                 
advertisers with no specified nationality or ethnic background, and so forth.  These are all self-selected 
identifications.   
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Fourth, with regard to class in relation to inclusion/exclusion of participants, Bell 

points out that it has been less attended in cyberculture research and posits important 

questions such as (pp. 130-131): 

“[A]re there issues of class fetishism and class-passing also to be tracked 
in cyberculture?  How is class performed in textual interactions?  Does 
class ‘disappear’ in cyberspace?” 
 

He suggests that sociolinguistic research, for example, can shed light on “the ways in 

which ‘classed’ writings and readings of textual interactions in cyberspace impact on the 

way communication works between participants” (p. 134).  My observation of Japanese 

personals indicates that occupation is often mentioned in the ADVERTISER slot as SD 

(Self Description) but infrequently in the TARGET slot as PD (Desired Partner’s 

Description), which is probably used to distinguish individuals from others in terms of 

class implicitly.  It is difficult to assess from the analysis of personals by itself whether or 

not the mention of occupation in the former slot would function to sort out the potential 

respondents, whereas it is highly likely that the articulation of it as part of desirable 

personae in the latter slot would.  The focus of this study is on the descriptions of ideal 

partners, and I will examine class-related issues as they are observed in the present data.  

 In sum, upon analyzing online personals with a focus on socio-sexual desirability, 

involving gender and sexuality, it is acutely necessary to attend to the issues of the 

‘real/virtual’ division, the female/male-disproportionate occupation of cyberspace, and 

heteronormativity, based on which gender categories are deployed and gender-switching 

functions, in ‘cyberdiscourse.’  The discursive construction of desirable personae, bodies, 

and practices through online personals is also conditioned by these tenets of cybercultures.  
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In particular, it is essential to examine the ways in which women engage in this 

discursive construction, without resorting to a dualistic view on sex/gender.  Thus, 

instead of posting a research question, such as “How do women textualize socio-sexual 

desirability in Japanese personals?,” I will stay with the questions given in Section 

3.3.3.1, with “self-advertisers” in the subject position, and search for linguistic clues that 

may index genderedness.  On the other hand, according to Bell’s (2001) review, yet 

another potentially significant factor is the discursive practice of encoding race and class 

in creating cyber texts, such as personals.  Hence, a fourth question to be added is: are 

race and class linguistically articulated or embedded in Japanese personals, and if so, 

how?  

 

3.5 Language and the Public/Private Distinction 

The deai-kee-saito is situated in a spatially and socially ambiguous arena.  At the onset of 

this paper, I described it as a ‘setting’ for ‘public’ display of ‘private’ desire.  That is, 

through personals that are widely circulated the advertisers announce their ‘external’ 

desire to others.  I have also characterized some of the most frequently accessed deai-kee-

saito such as Ekisaito furenzu, Match.com and Yahoo!Japan paasonaruzu, as “more 

‘public’” than other sites such as GayNetJapan.  In alignment with McLelland’s (2000) 

report on gay Japanese websites, there are various deai-kee-saito for various purposes, 

some of which seem more ‘public’ and less ‘private,’ while others are less ‘public’ and 

more ‘private.’  The difference here can be described in terms of social acceptability with 

regard to socio-sexual practice.  ‘More public’ deai-kee-saito are predominantly filled 
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with the ads soliciting the kinds of sexual practice that are ‘socially acceptable,’ as in 

looking for a heterosexual partner to get married.  Whereas, ‘more private’ sites often list 

quests for the kinds of sexual practice that are ‘socially unacceptable,’ as in seeking a sex 

partner outside the marriage (i.e., adultery) or a same-sex partner regardless of marital 

status.  The latter also includes enjo-koosai (lit. ‘support-relationship’) or en-koo in short, 

where in most cases older men (often married) ‘provide’ younger women (often single 

and school-aged) with financial ‘support’ or compensation in exchange for sexual service, 

which is distinguished from prostitution.  This became a social issue in Japan in the 

1990’s and continues to be so in the 2000’s.  In any case, there are social and legal 

supports for (or pressure to engage in) ‘more public’ socio-sexual practices, and social 

and legal sanctions (and punishment) for the ‘more private’ ones.  

I have so far used the terms ‘public’ and ‘private’ in two related but separate 

contexts and with slightly different meanings.  First, ‘public’ is used to imply 

‘interactions with general audience’ and ‘wide circulation,’ and ‘private’ to imply 

‘interactions with ingroup audience’ and ‘limited circulation.’  Second, the distinction is 

about social acceptability: ‘public’ means ‘acceptable,’ and ‘private’ ‘unacceptable.’  

According to Gal (2002, 2005), such metaphorical deployment of the public/private 

dichotomy cannot be taken for granted and must be subject to careful examination.  In my 

view, that personals cut across the public and private domains is important because it is 

said to be in such threshold areas that ideologies of gender and sexuality are manifested 

and contested (cf., Montoya, et al., 2002). 
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Warner (2002: 25) considers ‘public’ and ‘private’ to be “bound up with 

elementary relations to language as well as the body,” and “[t]he acquisition of language 

is an education into public and private speech genres and their different social contexts, 

which are commonly contexts of gender.”  He claims that “all language and all thoughts 

are public” and “a continuum of publicness” is created with these genres (ibid.).  These 

genres are most likely marked by style-shift, register-switch, and so forth. 

Gal, on the other hand, argues that ‘public’ and ‘private’ should be considered as 

“a language ideology of differentiation” [italics in original] in academic, political, and 

everyday discourses (2005: 24).  Constructed discursively, they are “co-constitutive 

cultural categories” and “indexical signs that are always relative: dependent for part of 

their referential meaning on the interactional context in which they are used” (2002: 80).  

Its “fractual recursivity,” involving “the projection of an opposition, salient at one level 

of relationship onto some other level,” be it spatially, institutionally, or ideologically 

(Irvine & Gall, 2000: 38, cited in 2005: 26-27), and “erasure” of such level-to-level 

transformation allows ever-shifting contrast between these domains, as well as within 

them.  That is, there is such thing as a public within a private, and vice versa.  Warner 

also states that “most things are private in one sense and public in another” and argues 

that public and private are neither “opposites” to each other nor “binaries” (2002: 30).  

More explanations by Gal are helpful in understanding this semiotic process (2002: 85): 

“[P]ublic and private will have different specific definitions in different 
historical periods and social formations.  But once a dichotomy is 
established, the semiotic logic forms a scaffolding for possibilities of 
embedding and thus for change, creativity, and argument.  In these nested 
dichotomies, there is always some skewing or redefinition at every 
iteration.  Furthermore, redefinitions that create a public inside a private or 
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a private inside a public (be it in identity, space, money, relation) can be 
momentary and ephemeral, dependent on the perspectives of participants.  
Or they can be made lasting and coercive, fixing and forcing such 
distinctions, binding social actors through arrangements such as legal 
regulation and other forms of ritualization and institutionalization.” 
 

She adds that the gender dichotomy is similar to the public/private divide in that “it can 

be applied to virtually any ‘objects’ of social life” (p. 86).  I suspect that the real/virtual 

dichotomy also works in a similar manner.  Interactions through personals, particularly at 

the initial stages, can be ‘real’ as much as ‘virtual’ in that online ad users would have to 

face the questions of whether they are addressing ‘real’ audience or ‘virtual’ audience, 

whether they are exchanging e-mails with a ‘real’ person or a ‘virtual’ entity, whether the 

person they end up meeting in person is indeed ‘real’ or ‘virtual’ (e.g., a person may 

portray him/herself as someone different from everyday identity), and, perhaps most 

importantly, whether ad users are presenting their ‘real’ identity or ‘virtual’ identity 

themselves through their performance and discursive interactions.  Gal suggests that 

analysts “look for the indexical properties of the public/private distinction” in linguistic 

anthropological research (2002: 79).  Although the investigation of self-advertisers’ 

perspectives on the public/private issues requires ethnographic interviews and is beyond 

the scope of this study, Japanese personals potentially offer pertinent linguistic data that 

are seen as “indexical properties” of the dichotomy.   

Linguistic markers in Japanese that are commonly said to differentiate speech 

contexts, such as public and private, include the verbal form (i.e., plain forms versus 

polite forms and/or honorific/humble forms), person-reference terms (e.g., hito ‘person’ 

versus kata ‘person [polite]’), and other lexical or morphosyntactic items indexing the 
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formality levels (e.g., shigoto ‘work’ versus o-shigoto ‘work [polite]’, tomodachi ‘friend’ 

versus yuujin ‘friend (formal)’, and so forth).  It is debatable, however, whether these 

lexical and morphosyntactic choices based on speech levels or styles automatically index 

the public/private divide, since the enactment of such division also depends on the 

participants’ perspectives (Gal, 2002).  So there is a limit in analyzing this issue in the 

present study.  Nonetheless, it is important to examine what the textual data itself may 

reveal in this respect.  Thus, the fifth research question in relation to the discursive 

construction of socio-sexual desirability should be: do the linguistic resources that self-

advertisers use in articulating their socio-sexual desires index the public/private 

distinction, and if so, how? 

 In the next section I outline the methodology and data for the present study.  First,  

I list five research questions.  Second, I briefly review the methodology of discourse 

analysis and critical discourse analysis of personals.  Third, I explain the data collection 

procedure.  Fourth, and finally, I give the overview of the components of ads in each of 

the three personal websites selected for this study.    
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4. METHODOLOGY AND DATA 

Five research questions have been proposed for the present study on Japanese personals: 

(1) What are the linguistic resources that self-advertisers as social agents 
use to describe attributes of the desired others in the personals?   

(2) What are the linguistic resources that they use to approach and appeal 
to the desired others? 

(3) In what ways do the advertisers express, or encode, socio-sexual 
desires through the personals? 

(4) Are race and class linguistically articulated or embedded in the 
personals, and if so, how? 

(5) Do the linguistic resources that self-advertisers use in articulating their 
socio-sexual desires index the public/private distinction, and if so, 
how? 

 
In this study my focus is placed upon the advertisers’ discursive construction of the 

desired others and practice in the socio-sexual context, and their textual projection of the 

desired others.  I will not attempt the analysis of advertisers’ descriptions of the self at 

this time, which deserves a thorough investigation on its own but is beyond the scope of 

this study.  In what follows, I present the overall methodological framework and the 

descriptions of the data collected for the present study.  

 

4.1 Methodology 

In this study I use discourse analysis and critical discourse analysis (CDA) to explore the 

research questions.  Both are concerned with language use and functions in context, but 

the latter focuses on political and ideological struggles as manifested in text (Chouliaraki 

& Fairclough, 1999, Fairclough, 1989, 1992, 1993, 2003).  Fairclough (2003: 3) 

describes CDA as “analysis of the dialectical relationships between discourse (including 

language but also other forms of semiosis, e.g., body language or visual images) and 
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other elements of social practices,” which are “relatively stabilized form[s] of social 

activity (examples would be classroom teaching, television news, family meals, medical 

consultations).”  Here I add online partner-search.  CDA’s main concern is, he continues, 

“with the radical changes that are taking place in contemporary social life: with how 

discourse figures within processes of change, and with shifts in the relationship between 

discourse and more broadly semiosis and other social elements within networks of 

practices” (ibid.).  Online communication technology has brought “a radical change” in 

contemporary Japanese social life: the accessibility to personals, the space and circulation 

of the presentation of the self and socio-sexual desires, and arguably the probability to be 

connected with desired others have certainly increased, although personals themselves 

may not be new.  

 In organizing online Japanese personals, I used the combination of the analytical 

framework proposed by Coupland (1996) and the basic formula of personals by Vlčková 

(1996), as presented earlier and summarized below: 

1. ADVERTISER  
- SI (Self Identification) 
- SD (Self Description) 

2. seeks  
- Ac (Action or ‘activity of looking for a partner’) 

3. TARGET  
- P (Desired Partner’s Identification) 
- PD (Desired Partner’s Description) 

4. GOALS 
- RD (Envisaged Relationship) 

5. (COMMENT) 
- Rs (Restrictions) 

6. REFERENCE 
- L (Location) 
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First, I used the above framework to identify these slots in each personal ad.  Some pieces 

of the information were provided in the default template or questionnaire, while the 

majority of data were gathered through the advertiser’s own text.  Second, I surveyed 

lexical choice, morphosyntactic choice, use of formulaic expressions, and salient 

discursive patterns in each of the slots.  In the ADVERTISER slot, I made an exhaustive 

list of descriptors used for the self’s persona and body, which may be bare nouns, noun 

phrases, adjectives, verbal phrases, clauses, and sentences.  Self-claimed gender 

identification, such as female and male, turned out to be ubiquitous, and almost all 

advertisers identify themselves and often their ideal partners either female or male, 

though there is one self-claimed transgender advertiser as mentioned earlier.  I also 

looked for information pertaining to race and class, including ethnic and occupational 

background.  Similarly, in the TARGET slot, I examined the advertisers’ descriptor 

selection in textualizing the desired partners, including desirable persona and body.  

Many self-advertisers indicate one of the desired others’ gender from female/male, male 

only, or female only; however, many others do not.  This turned out to be a complex issue 

in analyzing the data, which I explain in Chapter 5.  On the other hand, in the seeks slot, I 

searched for recurring linguistic resources, including modal forms and questions that the 

advertisers use in soliciting a reply from the targeted others, similar to Marley’s study 

(2002).  Along with the seeks slot, the GOALS slot is also illuminating in the articulation 

of desired practice.  The advertisers often specify the desired relationship with 

relationship-defining nouns, such as koibito ‘a lover’, meru-tomo ‘an e-mail friend’, 

kekkon-aite ‘a potential fiancé’, and so forth, using the provided options in the ad 
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template and/or in their own writing.  In this study, I decided to focus on words that 

advertisers used in their actual writing only, since what advertisers wish for seems to be 

reiterated in their own words.  The (COMMENT) slot also offers certain bases on which 

inclusion/exclusion is practiced in interpersonal networking; that is, the criteria for the 

others who get included and/or those who get excluded from mate-selection inevitably 

reproduce a hierarchy of socio-sexual desirability.  I utilized these classification 

categories as the starting point, based on which I further analyzed the data at the multiple 

linguistic levels, namely lexical, morphosyntactic, phrasal, clausal, sentential and 

discourse levels, with respect to each research question. 

In this study, I limited the self-claimed age of the advertisers from twenty to 

twenty nine, which is customarily considered as kekkon-tekiree-ki ‘suitable age for 

marriage’.  Also, for the advertiser location, normally indicated in the REFERENCE slot, 

and/or the target location for which ads are posted, I limited my data collection to the 

Tokyo metropolitan area, because this area has the most postings among all Japanese 

regions across the three deai-kee-saito, and is arguably the media center of contemporary 

Japanese culture.   

In the seeks, TARGET, GOALS and (COMMENT) slots, linguistic formulation 

of Allan Bell’s (1984) 'Audience Design’ (Addressees, Auditors, Overhearers, and 

Eavesdroppers) was examined.  In all the slots, intertextuality in articulating personae, 

bodies, and practices, and encoding socio-sexual desires were examined.  Similarly, for 

individual personals, the advertisers’ habitus were taken into consideration, though it was 

inevitably limited due to the lack of ethnographic investigation.  In the analysis, I 
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attended to aspects such as: (a) gender disproportionate (male-dominant) occupation of 

the cyberspace, (b) discursive manifestations of heteronormativity, (c) handling of the 

real/virtual divide, and (d) negotiation of the public/private distinction.  More details are 

explained in Chapter 5.  In the next section I describe the data collected for this study and 

the collection procedure.   

 

4.2 Data 

4.2.1 Data overview 

A total of 1200 personal ads were collected between June 1st and 4th, 2006, with four 

hundred ads each from the three major online personals sites in which Japanese is the 

primary mode of communication: Match.com (jp.match.com), Ekisaito furenzu ‘Excite 

Friends’ (friends.excite.co.jp), and Yahoo!Japan paasonaruzu ‘Yahoo!Japan Personals’ 

(personals.yahoo.co.jp). 30   These three deai-kee-saito were selected for this study 

primarily because of their popularity among users of Japanese-based online personals.  

Match.com and Ekisaito furenzu (coupled with another URL: www.excite.co.jp/deai/) are 

the two most accessed deai-kee-saito, according to a report found on a website named 

“Deai no zatsugaku ‘Various knowledge about the encounters’,”31 maintained by an 

anonymous individual (self-identified male) in Tokyo.  The report is based on the Internet 

traffic rankings provided by a private company, Alexa (http://www.alexa.com/).  

Although it was not investigated in the report, Yahoo! paasonaruzu is also said to be one 

                                                 
30 Yahoo! Paasonaruzu was terminated on July 31, 2006 and replaced with Yahoo! Paatonaa ‘Yahoo! 
Partner’, which has more elaborate search and matching functions. 
(http://personals.yahoo.co.jp/kokuchi.html) 
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of the most popular sites.  In fact, Yahoo!Japan is the most accessed search engine and 

Excite Japan the 7th (73.8 per cent and 6.9 per cent respectively of all the Internet users 

who use search engines), according to a survey conducted by Impress Corporation (2002). 

 Match.com in Japanese claims to have over 700,000 personals as of September 3, 

2006.  These can be accessed directly through the site or indirectly from the 

ren’ai/kekkon ‘romance/marriage’ page on AOL Japan (jp.aol.com) or the MSN Japan 

paasonaruzu ‘MSN Japan personals’ page on msnjp.match.com.  Msn.co.jp is the fifth 

most frequently used search engine in Japan, which 14.1 per cent of the users of the 

Internet search engines claim to access, according to the Impress survey (2002).  In order 

to access Match.com, a user has to click a tag indicating that she or he is 18 years old or 

older and single.  Browsing ads in this site is free of charge; contacting someone who has 

posted an ad requires payment of a subscription fee.32  In October 2006, the Japanese 

Match.com released Kaiin ankeeto kekka ‘Results of Member Survey’.  This report is 

based on a questionnaire to the subscribers on the use of this particular website and its 

impact on dating activities, conducted in cooperation with British social psychologists, 

Jeff Gavin and Adrian Scott of the University of Bath.33  The results are used as an 

additional advertisement as in (4): 

 

                                                                                                                                                 
31 The site address is http://nicemeets.com/taiken/archives/000404.shtml, accessed in June 2005. 
32 The monthly fee is ¥3,980 for 30 days, ¥8,380 for 90 days, and ¥13,980 for 180 days, according to the 
“koosu & ryookin taikee  ‘subscription packages and fees’” section in jp.match.com (accessed on 
September 3, 2006). 
33 The site address is http://cp.intl.match.com/jpn/cnt/research/results.html, accessed in October 2006.  
They did an online survey in March 2006 and collected 469 responses from Tokyo area residents age 25-39, 
employed, unmarried but coupled.  This number includes both women and men, but the gender ratio is not 
reported.  
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 (4) 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

match.com カップル調査結果 

match.com で知り合うと 

結婚までの交際期間が短い 

結婚までの交際期間「一年以内」： 

結婚カップルの４４％ 

交際開始までの期間「一か月以内」： 

全体の６０％ 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 
3 
 

4 
 

5 
6 
 

7 

match.com  kappuru choosa kekka 
match.com de shiriau to  
Kekkon made no koosai kikan ga mijikai 
 
Kekkon made no koosai kikan “ichinen inai”:  
 
kekkon kappuru no 44% 
Koosai kaishi made no kikan “ikkagetu inai”: 
 
zentai no 60% 

Results of the Match.com Couple Survey 
If you meet someone via Match.com, 
the time period of dating before marriage 
is short.’ 
The time period of dating before marriage 
was “within a year”:  
said 44% of married couples  
The time period before they started dating 
was “within a month”:  
said 60% of the all respondents 

 

The questionnaire asked the subscribers the amount of time between starting an e-mail 

correspondence with someone on Match.com and beginning to date that person, in 

comparison to cases in which they met someone elsewhere (not through Match.com) and 

then date that person, based on their past experiences.  Sixty percent of the 

correspondents said that the dating commenced within a month when they used 

Match.com, whereas 41 percent of them said there was no difference between before and 

after using this website in the amount of time spent from the initial encounter until the 

beginning of dating.  The questionnaire also asked how long it took to get married.  Forty 

four percent of those who married someone whom they had met via Match.com said they 

married within a year, whereas another survey, introduced in the same report, indicates 

the average time period of dating before marriage is 3.6 years.  The display of these 
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survey results reinforces how heteronormative and marriage-oriented this site is, despites 

its inclusion of lesbian and gay advertisers.34  

 Excite Japan has two distinctive pages for personals, namely Ekisaito furenzu 

‘Excite Friends’ (friends.excite.co.jp) and Ekisaito ren’ai kekkon ‘Excite Love-Marriage’ 

(www.excite.co.jp/wedding/).35  The former claims to contain 4,021,870 personals36 and 

the latter more than 64,000 members as of September 3, 2006.  Ekisaito furenzu is less 

restrictive in terms of fees37 (no fee for browsing the ads and receiving messages), age 

(over 18), kinds of relationships sought (e.g., for e-mail exchange only or dating) and 

accessibility (being accessible from i-mode cell phones).  On the other hand, Ekisaito 

ren’ai kekkon is limited to subscribers over 22 years of age and is explicitly geared 

towards institutionalized heterosexual coupling, such as matrimonial matchmaking.  

Participation requires a membership fee38 and submission of a copy of a government-

issued identification document, such as a driver’s license, passport, or national insurance 

registration card.  In this study, I used Ekisaito furenzu but not Ekisaito ren’ai kekkon for 

these reasons: first, there is no charge for browsing the ads, second, it would afford more 

                                                 
34 According to Taniguchi (2006), Japanese laws regarding marriage “use the word ‘otto [husband]’, 
‘tsuma[wife’ or haigusha [spouse]’ when referring to marital relationships,” implicitly excluding same-sex 
marriage. 
35 This feature is different from U.S. Excite.com’s dating services (love.excite.com), which are tied with 
Match.com.  It is also noted that ren’ai kekkon ‘love-marriage’ is a relatively new alternative to o-miai 
kekkon ‘arranged marriage,’ coordinated by parents, traditionally and still practiced in Japan.  Sugimoto 
(2003: 169) reports that “about 90 percent of couples married at the end of twentieth century have married 
for love.” 
36 This figure needs to be treated with caution, for the same individuals may post multiple personals using 
multiple accounts. 
37 In order to send a response to the advertiser, there is a monthly fee of ¥315. 
(http://friends.excite.co.jp/friends/disclaimer/, accessed on September 3, 2006) 
38 The basic monthly membership fee is free for females and ¥1890 for males.  There is an additional 
“premium” membership fee of ¥1050 per month for wider access to the services 
(http://www.excite.co.jp/wedding/disclaimer, accessed on September 3, 2006). 
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anonymity, and third, because of its anonymous nature, this context should allow for the 

exploration of less restrictive and more diverse types of socio-sexual relationships being 

sought. 

 Yahoo!Japan also provides two types of personals, resembling excite.co.jp: 

Yahoo!Japan paasonaruzu ‘Yahoo!Japan Personals’ (personals.yahoo.co.jp) and 

Yahoo!Japan enmusubi ‘Yahoo!Japan match-making’ (enmusubi.yahoo.co.jp).  The 

former was terminated shortly after the collection of the data for this study and replaced 

with Yahoo!Japan paatonaa ‘Yahoo!Japan Partner’ (partner.yahoo.co.jp), which features 

more elaborated search functions and is more closely linked with Yahoo!Japan enmusubi.  

When the data were collected in June 2006, Yahoo!Japan paasonaruzu was listed in the 

tomodachi ‘friends’ page under the atsumaru ‘come together’ section.  Like Ekisaito 

furenzu, browsing the ads and receiving the messages are free of charge, but contacting 

the advertisers requires a membership fee.39  The advertisers must be 18 years old or 

above, and nihongo o rikai shi, yomi kaki dekiru kata de, Yahoo!paasonaruzu gaidorain o 

junshu suru koto o yakusoku shite itadakeru kata ‘anyone who understands Japanese and 

can read and write it, and who promises to comply with the Yahoo!Personals 

guidelines’.40  The latter, Yahoo!Japan enmusubi, is explicitly targeted at wedding 

partners, as the ad indicates: kekkon to, tonari awase no ren’ai e ‘towards romance that 

may well lead to marriage’ (http://enmusubi.yahoo.co.jp, accessed on August 1, 2005) 

and risoo no kekkon aite o mitsuketai anata e ‘for you who wish to find your marriage 

                                                 
39 The “premium” membership fee is ¥294 per month as of August 1, 2005 
(http://personals.yahoo.co.jo/?intl=jp). 
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partner’ (the same URL, accessed on September 3, 2006).  It also requires the submission 

of identification documents and membership fees.41  For the same reasons I chose to use 

Ekisaito furenzu rather than Ekisaito ren’ai kekkon, I used Yahoo!Japan paasonaruzu 

instead of Yahoo!Japan enmusubi.  

 

4.2.2 Data collection 

All the personals in the three deai-kee-saito are categorized by the advertiser’s self-

identified gender: female or male.  Thus, I collected six hundred ads each by female 

advertisers and by male advertisers, with two hundred ads respectively from each of the 

three sites for a total of 1200 ads.   Ekisaito furenzu has a search function based on the 

gender of the advertisers who are seeking meru-tomo ‘an e-mail friend’, as well as rui-

tomo ‘a friend of the same type/kind’ and shumi-tomo ‘a friend with the same hobbies’.  

Match.com and Yahoo!Japan paasonaruzu require ad viewers to identify their own 

gender while also requiring them to specify the advertiser’s gender (either male or female, 

not both), which yields four categories of the ads: for a woman seeking women (WSW; 

female-authored ads), for a woman seeking men (WSM; male-authored ads), for a man 

seeking women (MSW; female-authored ads), and for a man seeking men (MSM; male-

                                                                                                                                                 
40 Taken from http://personals.yahoo.co.jp/display/personals?ct_hft=personals/info/guidelines, accessed on 
August 1, 2005. 
41 To subscribe the membership, the initial registration fee of ¥10,500 for female and ¥21,000 for male.  In 
addition, monthly fees are required: ¥3,150 for both female and male 
(https://enmusubi.yahoo.co.jp/join/index.html, accessed on September 3, 2006).  
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authored ads).42  These ads are also classifiable on the basis of the advertiser’s self-

claimed age and location of residence and/or the ideal partner’s location.   

For the present study, I chose personal ads posted by and/or for residents of the 

greater Tokyo metropolitan area, age 20-29 only as indicated earlier.  I decided to focus 

on Tokyo as it is arguably the media center of Japan, producing and/or disseminating 

models of contemporary life style and popular culture through publications, TV programs, 

and films.  As for age, I selected nijuudai, people in their twenties, since 20 years old is 

legally adult in Japan, and people in their twenties are most likely to be singles and have 

the right to give consent for their own sexual activity.43  Table 2 shows the deai-kee-saito 

and the search categories from which ads were collected, the number of ads collected for 

each category, the search functions used to restrict potential partners, the self-claimed age 

of advertisers, and the location category in which ads are posted.   

First, for Ekisaito furenzu, I collected the first two hundred ads by female 

advertisers and male advertisers, both seeking meru-tomo ‘an e-mail friend’, for a total of 

400 ads.  The ads are listed in the order of the time and date of the posting or the most 

recent access to the site by the advertiser.  There was no function to limit the search to 

ads seeking romance only and/or specifying the gender of the respondents that the  

                                                 
42It should be noted that the For a Woman Seeking Men (WSM) category in Match.com and Yahoo!Japan 
paasonaruzu, for instance, lists ads for women to view, which are posted by men who are seeking women 
or men who are seeking both women and men; thus, we cannot assume that ads shown up in WSM are all 
heterosexual male seeking female partners.  By the same token, the For a Man Seeking Women (MSW) 
category is for male readers to browse ads posted by women looking for men or women looking for both 
men and women.  The same is the case with WSW and MSM.  Identification of the gender of target 
respondents that advertisers wish for turns out to be rather complex, as described in section 5.1.  
43  The age of consent for sexual activity is thirteen years old, according to the Article 3 of the Japan Civil 
Code. (INTERPOL website on National Laws Japan, retrieved on July 20, 2007: 
http://www.interpol.int/Public/Children/SexualAbuse/NationalLaws/csaJapan.asp) 
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TABLE 2, Basic information about the data 
 

 Ekisaito furenzu 
‘Excite Friends’ 

Match.com 
‘Match.com’ 

Yahoo!Japan paasonaruzu 
‘Yahoo!Japan Personals’ 

Gender-
basedsearch 
categories  
& number 
of ads 

W (F) – 200  
M (M) – 200  
No functions to limit the 
gender of respondents that 
advertisers wish for 

For W seeking W (F) – 100 
For M seeking W (F) – 100  
For W seeking M (M) – 100 
For M seeking M (M) – 100 

For W seeking W (F) – 100 
For M seeking W (F) – 100  
For W seeking M (M) – 100 
For M seeking M (M) – 100 

Search 
functions 
used to 
restrict 
kinds of 
partners 
sought 

No specific search options 
except for selecting meru-
tomo ‘e-mail friend’, over 
rui-tomo ‘friend of the 
same kind/type’ or shumi-
tomo ‘friend with the same 
hobbies’ 

相手について 
Aite ni tsuite ‘About the 
partner’ 
     ロマンス 
     Romansu ‘romance’ 
     恋愛関係 
     Ren’ai kankee    
     ‘relationship’ 
 
結婚歴  
Kekkonreki ‘marital history’ 
     指定せず 
     Shitee sezu ‘no  
       marking’ 

希望の関係 
Kiboo no kankee ‘Desired 
relationship’ 
     恋人 
    Koibito ‘lover’ 

Age 
restriction 

20-29 20-29 20-29 

Posting 
location 

Tokyo (except for 109 
female-authored ads: 64 
from Kanagawa and 45 
from Chiba) 

Tokyo-to  Tokyo (except for 6 female-
authored ads in the W 
seeking W category from 
Kanagawa) 

Notes: W = josee ‘women’; F = female-authored ads; M= dansee ‘men’ or male-authored ads 
 

advertisers wish to contact.  All the male-authored ads are by and/or for residents of 

Tokyo, while female-authored ads that were listed when searched consist of 91 by and/or 

for residents of Tokyo, 64 by and/or for residents of a prefecture just south of Tokyo, 

Kanagawa, and 45 by and/or for residents of a prefecture just east of Tokyo, Chiba.  

Approximately 1500 ads in the Tokyo section were available when the data were 

collected.  This site also allows ad viewers to select the advertisers’ blood type, 

astrological sign, photo availability, and birthday, none of which was specified for this 

search.  Second, for Match.com, I used shiborikomi kensaku ‘Focused Searches’ about 
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advertisers who are seeking romansu ‘romance’ and ren’ai kankee ‘a romantic 

relationship’, and gathered the first hundred ads from each of the WSW, WSM, MSW, 

and MSM categories.   This site also has more elaborated search functions, including the 

advertisers’ physical features, photo availability, and matital history, none of which was 

specified for this search.  Third, and finally, for Yahoo!Japan paasonaruzu, I used a 

search function to specify kiboo no kankee ‘desired relationship’ to be koibito ‘lover,’ and 

collected four hundred ads in the same way as Match.com.  There were 94 ads in the 

Yahoo!’s WSW category in Tokyo, so the number was supplemented with 6 more ads by 

and/or for residents of Kanagawa.  More detailed descriptions of the data are given in the 

next section. 

 

4.2.3 Descriptions of the data 

Only texts, including letter-based kao-moji ‘emoticons (lit. face-letter)’, of the 1200 

personal ads were electronically stored as the raw data.  No photographs and graphic 

images were recorded in consideration of the advertisers’ confidentiality and copyright 

restrictions.  The raw data were then classified into six main components as proposed by 

Coupland (1996: 193-194), juxtaposed with eight components elaborated by Vlčková 

(1996: 94): REFERENCE (including L: Location), ADVERTISER (SI: Self 

Identification and SD: Self Description), seeks (Ac: Action or ‘activity of looking for a 

partner’), TARGET (P: Desired Partner’s Identification and PD: Desired Partner’s 

Description), GOALS (RD: Envisaged Relationship), and (COMMENT) (including Rs: 

Restrictions).  For this study, the most attention was paid to the TARGET and GOAL 
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components because I believe that they contain linguistic resources to convey desirable 

personalities and bodily features of ideal partners as well as envisioned practices to be 

engaged in with them.  I also attended to the seeks component since it should show kinds 

of linguistic resources that advertisers use to define their target readers and to articulate 

that they are indeed soliciting responses.  In what follows, I describe the formats of 

personal ads on each site and classification method of the raw data into the six 

components, which constitute the primary data for the present study.    

 

4.2.3.1 Ekisaito furenzu ‘Excite Friends’ 

A typical personal ad in Ekisaito furenzu ‘Excite Friends’ starts with a main text, in 

which the advertisers give sentence- to paragraph-level statements, including the 

descriptions of themselves and/or the desired others, as well as their reasons, purposes, 

and/or goals for posting the ads.  An example is taken from a male-authored ad as in (5): 

 (5) 

 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

[EM018] 44 

はじめまして、さいたま市の２３歳 

社会人男性です。東京~埼玉 

方面の方で、お友達になれる 

方いませんか？ 写真関連の仕事 

をしていて、旅行や写真が好きです。 

同い年ぐらい~の年上の人とメール 

から仲良くなれたら嬉しいです。 

お気軽にお返事待ってます。 

                                                 
44 Each personal ad is labeled with reference to the original website, the gender-related category, and its 
number in the order of appearance, as follows:  
(1) Ekisaito furenzu ‘Excite Friends’: female ad = EF000; male ad = EM000 
(2) Match.com:  female ad appeared in the WSW category = MFF000; female ad appeared in the MSW 
category = MMF000; male ad in the WSM category = MFM000; male ad in the MSM category = 
MMM000 
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Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

Hajimemashite, Saitama-shi no nijuusan-sai 
shakaijin dansee desu.  Tookyoo~Saitama-
hoomen no kata de, o-tomodachi ni nareru 
kata imasen ka?  Shashin-kanren no shigoto 
o shiteite, ryokoo ya shashin ga suki desu.  
Onaidoshi gurai~no toshiue no hito to meeru 
kara nakayoku naretara ureshii desu.   
O-kigaru ni o-henji mattemasu. 

How do you do?  I am a 23 year-old working 
man in the City of Saitama. Is there anyone 
in the Tokyo-Saitama area who could be my 
friend? Working in a photography-related 
industry, I like traveling and photography. I 
would be pleased if I could meet people 
around my age~[x] older to become friends 
with, with e-mail as a starting point. I will be 
waiting for your response, so please feel free 
to reply.  

 

The main text is followed by a meeshi ‘name card’ on the lower left side of the 

screen.  It consists of a nikkuneemu ‘nickname’, age (there is an option of blocking its 

display in the ad), gender (female or male), blood type (A, B, O, AB, or unknown), 

occupation, location of residence, date of birth (not including the year of birth), and a 

kyatchi kopii ‘catch copy’, or advertisement title.  An example is shown below.  For the 

advertiser’s name, I used a pseudonym to protect confidentiality: 

(6) 

 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

 

6 

[EF005] 

まりこ さん      

24 才 女 O型 

医療関係 

東京市部 

10 月 23 日生 

 

『一緒にいて楽しい人と出会いたい！』 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 
 

Mariko san 
Nijuuyon sai, onna, O-gata 
 

[Name] Mariko 
[Age, gender, blood-type] 24 years old, female, type 
O 

                                                                                                                                                 
(3) Yahoo!Japan paasonaruzu ‘Yahoo!Japan Personals’: female ad appeared in the WSW category = 
YFF000; female ad appeared in the MSW category = YMF000; male ad in the WSM category = YFM000; 
male ad in the MSM category = YMM000 
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3 
4 
5 

Iryoo kankee 
Tookyoo shibu 
Juu-gatsu nijuusan-nichi umare 

[Occupation] medical field 
[Residence] Tokyo suburb (outside the Tokyo wards) 
[Date of birth] born on October 23 

6 “Isshoni ite tanosii hito to deaitai! [Ad title] “I want to meet someone who is fun to be 
with!” 

 

Below the meeshi are more specific descriptions of the advertiser, starting with a 

question: Donna hito? ‘What kind of person I am?’ and concluding with the method 

through which the advertiser accesses the site. The specific questions include seekaku o 

hitokoto de ‘[my] character in brief’, sukina mono ‘[my] favorite thing’, hamatteru koto 

‘activities that I am into now’, niteru hito ya doobutsu ‘a person or animal that I look 

like’, and taikee ‘body type’.  Answers are generally limited to single-word responses.  

After that, the mode of access is indicated.  This varies from regular Internet, EZweb, i-

mode Internet, to J-Phone (a cell phone company).  In addition, if the advertiser accessed 

the site within the past 24 hours, the ad indicates how recent the access was.  

(7) 

 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

 

12 

13 

14 

[EM031] 

どんな人？      

●性格を一言で 

 物知りのしゃべりやさん 

●好きなもの 

 映画、食事、スポーツ観戦 

●はまってること 

 ボーリング、カラオケ 

●似てる人や動物 

 ネコ 

●体型 

 ふつう 

 

J-Phone インターネット から利用しています。 

アキラさんは、14時間以内にエキサイト 

フレンズにアクセスしています。 
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Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 

Donna hito? 
●Seekaku o hitokoto de 
Monoshiri no shaberi-ya san 
●Sukina mono 
Eega, shokuji, supootsu-kansen 
●Hamatteru koto 
Booringu, karaoke 
●Niteru hito ya doobutsu 
Neko 
●Taikee 
Futsuu 

What kind of person [am I]? 
●[My] character in brief 
Knowledgeable and Mr. Talkative 
●[My] favorite things 
Movies, food, sports viewing 
●Activities that [I] am into now 
Bowling, Karaoke 
●A person or animal that [I] look like 
A cat 
●Body type 
Normal 

12 
13 
14 

J-Phone intaanetto kara riyoo shiteimasu. 
Akira-san wa, juuyo-jikan inai ni Ekisaito 
furenzu ni akusesu shiteimasu. 

[This advertiser] is using [the site] from the J-
Phone Internet connection.  Akira has 
accessed Excite Friends within the last 14 
hours. 

 

To the right of the above section is jiko-saiten, or ‘self-grading’ on various criteria 

using a five-star scale, which varies depending on the advertiser’s gender.  For a female-

authored ad, the criteria consist of kiree-do ‘degree of beauty’, amaenbo-do ‘degree of 

dependency (or being ‘a dependent child’)’, kawaii-do ‘degree of cuteness’, o-warai-do 

‘degree of humor’, o-shitoyaka ‘feminine and humble’, and katee-teki-do ‘degree of 

domesticity (implying home-making skills)’.  

(8) 

 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

[EF002] 

自己採点     

きれい度● 

甘えんぼ度● 

かわいい度● 

 お笑い度● 

おしとやか● 

 家庭的度● 

 

 

★ ★ ★ 

★ ★ ★ ★ ★ 

★ ★ ★ 

★ ★ ★ 

★ ★ ★ ★ ★ 

★ ★ ★ ★ ★ 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Jiko-saiten 
Kiree-do● 

Amaenbo-do● 

Kawaii-do● 

O-warai-do● 

Self-grading 
Degree of beauty 
Degree of dependency 
Degree of cuteness 
Degree of humor 
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6 
7 

O-shitoyaka● 
Katee-teki-do● 

Feminine and humble 
Degree of domesticity 

 

For a male-authored ad, on the other hand, the list includes kakko-yosa ‘degree of 

hotness/coolness’, yasashisa ‘degree of gentleness’, tayori-gai ‘degree of dependability’, 

atama no yosa ‘degree of smartness’, o-warai-do ‘degree of humor’, and un no tsuyosa 

‘strength of luck’.   

The self-grading section is followed by the description of what the advertiser is 

looking for: the ideal partner, which is framed by optional headings such as risoo no 

meru-tomo ‘an ideal e-mail friend’, hanashitai koto ‘things [that I/we] want to talk about’, 

and konna meru-tomo ni naru ‘[I/we] will be an e-mail friend(s) like this’.   

(9) 

 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

[EM031] 

自己採点 

かっこよさ● 

 やさしさ● 

 頼りがい● 

 頭のよさ● 

 お笑い度● 

 運の強さ● 

 

 

★ ★ ★ 

★ ★ ★ ★ ★ 

★ ★ 

★ ★ ★ ★ 

★ ★ ★ ★ 

★ ★ 

   
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

Jiko-saiten 
Kakko-yosa● 

Yasashisa● 

Tayori-gai● 

Atama no yosa● 
O-warai-do● 
Un no tsuyosa● 

Self-grading 
Degree of hotness 
Degree of gentleness 
Degree of dependability 
Degree of smartness 
Degree of humor 
Strength of luck 

 

For the present study, only personals seeking meru-tomo ‘an e-mail friend’ were 

collected, excluding those in search of shumi-tomo ‘a friend with same hobbies’ and rui-

tomo ‘a friend of the same type/kind’, as the first group most likely contains ads seeking 
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socio-sexual relationships.  Three optional entries are provided for the advertisers to 

articulate the characteristics of desired correspondents: risoo no meru-tomo ‘an ideal e-

mail friend’, hanashitai koto ‘things [that I/we] want to talk about’, and konna meru-tomo 

ni naru ‘[I/we] will be an e-mail friend(s) like this’.  Another option is available to 

indicate that the advertiser may be too busy to promptly reply to a response: taboo no o-

shirase ‘announcement of being extremely busy’.  Beneath these statements are links for 

sending a brief message (a function for paid subscribers), requesting an online evaluation 

of the advertiser’s personality, and contacting the site moderator to report the advertiser’s 

wrongdoing.  An example is given in (10).   

 (10) 

 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

 

9 

10 

 

11 

12 

13 

 

[EF001] 

メル友募集 

●理想のメル友 

センスの良いマナーある楽しい人。 

●話したいこと 

お互いが話したいこと♪ 

●こんなメル友になる 

まずは普通にお食事行ったりして 

色々お話がしたいです 

 

多忙のお知らせ 

出来るだけ早めにお返事します。 

 

≫ （ミニメールを送る）   

≫ この人の性格診断   

≫ 管理者へ通報する  

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 
3 
 

4 
5 
6 
7 

Meru-tomo boshuu 
●Risoo no meru-tomo 
Sensu no yoi manaa aru tanoshii hito. 
 
●Hanashitai koto 
Otagai ga hanashitai koto♪ 
●Konna meru-tomo ni naru 
Mazu wa futsuu ni o-shokuji ittari shite 

E-mail friend sought 
●Ideal e-mail friend 
Someone who has a good taste and good 
manners, and is fun to be with 
●Things [that I/we] want to talk about 
Something both of us want to talk about♪ 
●[I/we] will be an e-mail friend(s) like this 
First of all, I would like to do something typical 
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8 iroiro o-hanashi ga shitai desu like having a dinner [with you] and talk [with 
you] various things. 

9 
10 

Taboo no o-shirase 
 Dekiru dake hayame ni o-henji shimasu. 

Announcement of being excessively busy 
 I will humbly reply [to your e-mail] as quick as 
possible. 

11 
12 

 
13 

>>(Mini meeru o okuru) 
>>Kono hito no seekaku-shindan 
 
>>Kanrisha e tsuuhoo suru 

>>(Send a mini-mail [to this advertiser]) 
>>Personality examination of this person 
(advertiser) 
>>Report [this ad] to a moderator 

 

All of the four hundred Ekisaito furenzu profiles are written predominantly in 

Japanese, and the use of languages other than Japanese, such as English, is limited.  

There are some short sentences in English, such as “likes and dislikes are clear [sic]” for 

the seekaku o hito-koto de ‘my personality in brief’ column, and “Be Happy!” and “Boys 

be original!”45 for the ad title.  Also found are word-level expressions for music genre, 

such as “R&B” and “Hip Hop”; musical instruments, such as “GUITAR;” music bands; 

sporting goods, such as “SKATEBOARD”; fashion brands; and so forth.  Simple words, 

such as “COOL”; prepositions such as “by” and “from”; and acronyms, such as “TDL 

(Tokyo Disney Land)” are also seen.   

In addition, out of the first two hundreds female-authored ads, two seem to be 

posted by the same advertiser, since their age, birthday, residence, and name used in the 

ads are identical; however, I treated them as independent.  No multiple postings by 

individual advertisers were found in the male-authored ads.   

In the next section, I give the overview of the Japanese version of Match.com.  

 

                                                 
45 This is probably a play on “Boys, be ambitious!,” which is said to be Dr. William Smith Clark’s farewell 
message to Japanese students in 1877, though not verified.  He was the President of Massachusetts 
Agricultural College in the U.S. and the invited Vice-President of Sapporo Agricultural College.  Retrieved 
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4.2.3.2 Match.com  

In this section I describe the Match.com profiles that were collected for this study in June 

2006, although their format was modified in October 2006. 46  A standard Match.com 

profile consists of a self-portrait at the top left corner, if an advertiser uploaded one, and 

text describing the advertiser him/herself and the desired other.  First, the self-claimed 

screen name of the advertiser is given, followed by the online status, age, gender, location 

of residence, and a self-description which ranges in length from a few words to several 

sentences.  The example, taken from an ad in the WSM category, is given in (11): 

 (11) 

 

1 

2 

 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

 

10 

11 

[MFM057] 

yuji1977dayo47 

24 時間以内に利用 

 

29, 男性, 23 区 23-ku, 東京都  

Tokyo-to,48 日本 

身体的特徴 

目の色  黒 

髪の色  黒 

体つき  スリム 

身長  170cm~180cm 

 

身長 174 体重 60です。 

今までは 306 とかのカジュアルな服中心 

 

                                                                                                                                                 
February 28, 2008, from http://www.hokudai.ac.jp/bureau/q/faq.html#9 and 
http://www.hokudai.ac.jp/catalog/02-03/about/07_02_290-290.html. 
46 “New! match.com” was launched in October 2006, which gives the users more search functions such as 
matchi waado ‘Match Word’ to highlight words that describe the advertisers themselves (‘jibunjishin o 
hyoogen suru tame ni kakuji ga tooroku shiteiru kotoba’).  It also allocates more space for the advertisers to 
describe themselves under the section called Jibun no kotoba de ‘In my own words’.  This section consists 
of five questions: jiyuuna jikan ni suru sukina koto ‘Things that I like to do when I have free time’, okiniiri 
no basho ‘My favorite place’, kore nashi de wa ikiteikenai to iu mono wa? ‘What is it that I cannot live 
without?’, saikin yonda hon, mita eega, itta konsaato ya engeki nado de yokatta mono ‘Ones that I liked 
among books that I have recently read, movies that I have recently seen, and/or concerts and theatrical 
performances that I recently attended’, and gakureki ni tsuite ‘Regarding my educational background’. 
47 The screen name has been modified in consideration of confidentiality. 
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12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

でしたが、歳も歳なんでそろそろ 

フォーマルな感じへ移行したいと思ってます！ 

スーツ姿は中々だと思います 

よ！ 

芸能人は･･･何か、ナイナイの矢部に似てると 

言われております（笑） 

あと、近くで見ると少年のような目を 

してるらしいです (｡･_･｡) 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 

yuji1977dayo 
Nijuuyojikan inai ni riyoo 

[Screen name] I’m Yuji1977! 
[Online status] Accessed within 24 hours 

3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

29, dansee, 23 ku 23-ku, Tookyoo-to  
Tokyo-to,49 Nihon 
Shintaiteki tokuchoo 
Me no iro  kuro 
Kami no iro  kuro 
Karadatsuki  surimu 
Shinchoo  170cm~180cm 

29, male, [within] 23 Wards, Tokyo, Japan 
 
Physical characteristics 
Eye color: black 
Hair color: black 
Body type: slim 
Height: 170 cm~180 cm 

10 
11 
12 
13 

 
14 
15 
16 
17 

 
18 
19 

Shinchoo 174  taijuu 60 desu. 
Imamade 306 toka no kajuaruna fuku chuushin 
deshita ga, toshi mo toshi nande sorosoro 
foomaruna kanji e ikooshitai to omottemasu!  
 
Suutsu-sugata wa nakanaka da to omoimasu 
yo! 
Geenoojin wa…nanka, Nainai no Yabe ni 
niteiru to iwarete orimasu (warai) 
 
Ato, chikaku de miruto shoonen no yoona me o 
shiteiru rashii desu. (｡･_･｡) 

[I] am 174[cm] tall and 60[kg] weight. 
Up to now I have been mostly wearing 
casual clothing like 306 (brand), but I’m 
reaching a certain age group and thinking 
of moving to a more formal style. 
I think I look pretty good in suits! 
As for celebrities I have been graciously 
told that I look like Yabe in Nainai 
(comedian duo). 
In addition, they say that I have eyes of a 
young boy if you look at them closely.  
 (｡･_･｡) 

 

The last sentence is followed by a kao-moji ‘emoticon’ “(｡･_･｡)” (line 19), depicting a face 

with a circle on each cheek, probably intended to suggest a blush.  Kao-moji ‘emoticons’ 

are used in many of the collected personal ads from all three of the websites under 

investigation. 

                                                                                                                                                 
48 The city and prefecture of the advertiser’s residence appears in both Japanese and the Roman alphabet in 
the profile.  
49 The city and prefecture of the advertiser’s residence appears in both Japanese and English in the profile, 
thus there are repetitions in the English translation as well.  
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 Following the physical characteristics of the advertiser, the desired partners are 

described under the Aite ni tsuite ‘About the partner’ section.  This section has seebetsu 

‘gender’, nenree kagen ‘minimum age’, nenree joogen ‘maximum age’, and type(s) of 

relationships sought.  The following segment is taken from an ad posted by a woman 

looking for a male partner: 

 (12) 

 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

 

[MMF074] 

相手について 

性別   男性 

年齢下限  30 

年齢上限  40 

相手について   恋愛関係, 友達 

 

特に誠実でやさしい方を 

望みます。B型なので、お兄さんっぽい 

性格の方が合うと思います（＾＾；） 

自立していて、自分の考えを持って 

いる方、いろいろな知識を持っている方 

がよいです。外見は、特に気にしません 

が、背はあたしより高いほうがいいです。 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Aite ni tsuite 
Seebetsu  Dansee 
Nenree kagen  30 
Nenree joogen  40 
Aite ni tsuite  Ren’aikankee, tomodachi 

About the partner 
Gender: male 
Minimum age: 30 
Maximum age: 40 
About the partner: romantic relationship, 
friend 

6 
7 
8 
 
 

9 
10 
11 
12 

Tokuni seejitsu de yasashii kata o 
nozomimasu. B-gata nanode, o-nii-san ppoi 
seekaku no kata ga au to omoimasu 
（＾＾；） 
 
Jiritsushite ite, jibun no kangaekata o motte 
iru kata, iroirona chishiki o motte iru kata 
ga yoi desu.  Gaiken wa, tokuni kinishimasen 
ga, se wa atashi yori takai hoo ga ii desu. 

I prefer a sincere and gentle person in 
particular.   
I have type B blood, so I think someone who 
has the character of a big brother would suit 
me （＾＾；） 
It would be nice if [he] is [mentally and 
financially] independent, has his own 
opinions, and is well-versed and 
knowledgeable .  I’m not particularly 
concerned about appearance, but I’d prefer 
someone taller than I. 
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Another kao-moji “（＾＾；）” is used here, depicting a smiling face with sweat running 

down along its right side.  Types of relationship sought can be chosen from several 

options provided in the ad template, which include ryokoo paatonaa ‘a travel partner’, 

kajuaru ‘casual’, romansu ‘romance’, ren’ai kankee ‘a romantic relationship’, kekkon 

zentee ‘a potential marriage partner’, tomodachi ‘a friend’, and katsudoo paatonaa ‘an 

activity partner’.  

 The jiko-shookai ‘self-introduction’ section has eleven aspects of personal 

information and a blank writing space for the advertiser to describe him/herself beyond 

physical characteristics.  The eleven entries include race, marital history (status), children 

(if any), religion, alcohol (drinking), smoking, vegetarian (or not), occupation, education 

(background), language(s), and interest(s).  An advertiser needs to choose options 

provided in the ad template to complete them.  This is followed by the advertiser’s self-

introduction in short passages.  The following example is taken from a female 

advertiser’s ad seeking female correspondents: 

 (13) 

 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

[MFF034] 

自己紹介 

人種  アジア系 

結婚歴  独身 

子ども  0 

宗教  なし 

お酒  たまに飲む/付合い酒 

タバコ  全然吸わない 

ベジタリアン   

職業  その他 

教育  ４年生大学/学士 

言語  英語 (少し) 日本語 (流暢) 

興味  料理, ヨガ/瞑想, 映画,  

    旅行/観光, 演劇/バレー, 歌/楽器,  

    格闘技, 文学/歴史, 音楽－ロック,  
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15 

16 

 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

    音楽－ジャズ/ブルース, ビリヤード/玉突/  

    ダーツ投げ, 美術館/ギャラリー, 自然 

 

交友関係の幅を広げたくて 

登録してみました。今は、語学の 

習得に興味がありますが、使う時 

がないのでどうしようかと・・。日本語以外 

の言葉を習得できたら、もっと自分の 

世界が広がるのではないかと思って。 

好奇心旺盛です。自分の考えを 

きちんと人に伝える努力します。 

もちろん一方的ではなく、相手の事 

も考えつつ。 

Please contact me freely! 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
 

7 
8 
9 

10 
 

11 
 

12 
13 
14 
15 
16 

Jiko shookai 
Jinshu  Ajiakee 
Kekkonreki  Dokushin 
Kodomo  0 
Shuukyoo  Nashi 
Osake  Tamani nomu/tsukiai zake 
 
Tabako  Zenzen suwanai 
Bejitarian  
Shokugyoo  Sono ta 
Kyooiku  Yonensee daigaku/gakushi 
 
Gengo  Eego (sukoshi)  Nihongo (ryuuchoo) 
 
Kyoomi  Ryoori, yoga/meesoo, eega,  
ryokoo/kankoo, engeki/baree, uta/gakki,  
kakutoogi, bungaku/rekishi, ongaku-rokku,  
ongaku-jazu/buruusu, biriyaado/tamatsuki/ 
daatsu-nage, bijutsukan/gyararii, shizen 

Self introduction 
Race: Asian 
Marital history: Single 
Children: 0 
Religion: None 
Alcohol: Drink occasionally/social 
drinking 
Smoking: Do not smoke at all 
Vegetarian: [no entry] 
Occupation: Other 
Education: Four-year college/Bachelor’s 
degree 
Language: English (a little), Japanese 
(fluent) 
Interest: Cooking, yoga/meditation, films, 
travel/tourism, plays/ballet, 
singing/musical instruments, martial arts, 
literature/history, music-rock, music-
jazz/blues, playing pool/darts, art 
museums/galleries, nature 

17 
18 
19 

 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 

Kooyuu kankee no haba o hirogetakute 
toorokushite mimashita. Ima wa, gengo no 
shuutokuni kyoomi ga arimasu ga, tsukau toki  
 
ga nai node doo shiyoo ka to…  Nihongo igai 
no kotoba o shuutoku dekitara, motto jibun no 
sekai ga hirogaru no de wa nai ka to omotte.  
Kookishin oosee desu.  Jibun no kangae o 
kichinto hito ni tsutaeru doryoku shimasu.  
Mochiron ippooteki de wa naku, aite no koto 
mo kangae tsutsu. 
Please contact me freely! 

I registered [for this site] hoping to widen 
my social circle.  I am currently interested 
in learning languages, but not sure what to 
do as I don’t have any opportunities to use 
them…  If I learned a language other than 
Japanese, I have a feeling that my world 
would be wider.  I am full of curiosity.  I 
make an effort to convey my thoughts 
without fail. Certainly not 
unidirectionally, but while thinking of 
others’ situation as well.  
[In English] Please contact me freely! 
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Finally, each profile comes with three options for the viewers: (1) contact the 

advertiser, which requires subscription fees, (2) indicate one’s interest in the advertiser by 

sending a baacharu kisu ‘virtual kiss’, which is free of charge, and (3) add the profile to 

the o-tomodachi risuto ‘my friends list’.  An example is given as follows: 

(14) 

1 

2 

3 

 

この会員に連絡をとる 

バーチャルキスを送る（無料） 

お友達リストに追加 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 
3 

Kono kaiin ni renraku o toru 
Baacharu kisu o okuru (muryoo) 
O-tomodachi risuto ni tsuika 

Contact this member 
Send a virtual kiss (free of charge) 
Add to my friends list 

 

 A substantial number of Match.com Japan-site profiles are written in languages 

other than Japanese.   The languages used for a sentence or more in the open writing 

space of a profile include English, Chinese, Korean, French and Portuguese, and a 

combination of Japanese and English (see Table 3).  A total of 41 profiles out of 400 are 

written in both Japanese and English, and 33 are in English only.  Both Japanese/English 

and English-only ads are found in the first hundreds in each of the four search categories: 

WSW, MSW, WSM, and MSM. 

It is noted that in both female-authored ads and male-authored ones, there are two 

to three times more ads written in a language other than Japanese in the same-sex 

categories such as WSW and MSM, compared to MSW or WSM.  Unlike the Ekisaito 

Furenzu ads, no multiple postings by an individual were found in the Match.com ads.  All 

ads seem to have been posted by different individuals.   
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TABLE 3, Match.com profiles in languages other than Japanese 

Search category Japanese & 
English 

English Other Total 

WSW (female-
authored ads) 

12 12 2 Chinese; 
1 Korean 

27 

MSW (female-
authored ads) 

7 5  12 

WSM (male-
authored ads) 

3 6  9 

MSM (male-
authored ads) 

19 10 1 French; 
1 Portuguese 

31 

Total 41 33 5 79 
 

4.2.3.3 Yahoo!Japan paasonaruzu “Yahoo!Japan Personals’ 

Yahoo!Japan paasonaruzu concentrates on information about the advertisers, like both 

Ekisaito furenzu and Match.com, and consists of three segments: kihon deeta ‘basic data’ 

and general personal information, Donna hito? ‘What kind of person [am I]?’, and a set 

specific questions exploring the advertisers’ priorities and preferences, including what 

they hope for in the potential partner(s).  A profile in this site starts with a title space, 

which is followed by kihon deeta ‘basic data’ and seven aspects of the advertiser, 

including kiboo no kankee ‘a desired relationship’, ketsuekigata ‘blood type’, 

shinchoo/taikee ‘height/body type’, shokugyoo ‘occupation’, kekkon ni kanshite 

‘regarding marriage’, tabako/osake ‘smoking/drinking’, and shumi ‘hobbies’, each of 

which has options for the advertiser to select.  An example in (15) is taken from a female-

authored ad found in the category of Watashi wa ‘dansee’ de ‘josee’ o sagashite imasu ‘I 

(the ad viewer) am a male looking for a female (advertiser)’, so these ads are posted by 

female advertisers targeting male ad viewers: 
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 (15) 

 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

[YMF001] 

タイトル「自称和み系ＯＬです」 

基本データ： 東京都 23区在住 女性  

27 歳  ふたご座 

希望の関係： 恋人、友だち 

血液型： O 型 

身長/体型： 163 cm / ふつう 

職業： その他 

結婚に関して：  独身 

たばこ/お酒： タバコは吸わない / お酒は 

時々飲む 

趣味： 映画、インターネット、旅行、習い事、 

ペット、動物、料理 

 
Line # for 
Japanese 
text 

Japanese text in Romanization 
 

English translation 
 

1 
 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 

Taitoru “Jishoo nagomikee OL desu” 
 
Kihon deeta: Tookyoo-to 23-ku juuzai josee 
27-sai futagoza 
Kiboo no kankee: koibito, tomodachi 
Ketsueki gata: O-gata 
Shinchoo/taijuu: 163cm/futsuu 
Shokugyoo: Sono ta 
Kekkon ni kanshite: Dokushin 
Tabako/osake: Tabako wa suwanai/ osake wa 
tokidoki nomu 
Shumi: Eega, intaanetto, ryokoo, naraigoto, 
petto, doobutsu, ryoori 

Title: “I am a self-claimed comforting 
OL50” 
Basic data: resides within the 23 wards of 
Tokyo, 27 years old, Gemini 
Desired relationship: lover, friend 
Blood type: Type O 
Height/body type: 163cm/normal 
Occupation: Other 
Regarding marriage: Single 
Smoke/drink: Do not smoke/ drink 
sometimes 
Hobbies: movies, the Internet, travel, 
learning skills, pets, animals, cooking 

 

In the Donna hito? ‘What kind of person [am I]?’ section, the advertisers provide 

a self-description ranging in length from a few words to several paragraphs.  They often 

describe their feelings about using the site, their motivations, what they are looking for, 

and what kind of person they would like to meet, in addition to the self-introduction, 

which includes their occupation, favorite pastime, and personality.  The following 

                                                 
50 “OL” is an English-based Japanese word ‘office lady,’ referring to female office workers who only 
assume assistant/subordinate positions.  It is thus considered as a sexist term in recent years.  It is 
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example (16) is taken from a profile of a 26 year-old male advertiser in the MSM 

category, although it does not seem he is seeking a male partner exclusively: in line 6 he 

writes Toriaezu kanojo inai kedo, tokuni motomete mo nai ‘First of all, I don’t have a 

girlfriend, but I am not really looking for one’, while at the end in lines 25-26, he states 

To iu wake de, ki ga aisoona hito wa danjo towazu meeru kudasai ‘So, if you think we 

can get along well, please e-mail me regardless of your gender’. 

(16)  

 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

 

6 

7 

8 

9 

 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

 

22 

23 

24 

[YMM040] 

どんな人？ 

久々にチェックしたんですが、どうやら 

終了するみたいですね。というわけで、 

最後の最後にもう一度だけ載せて 

みます。 

 

とりあえず彼女いないけど、特に求めて 

もないです。今は気軽に仲良く 

なれて、ご飯食べたり買い物行ったりできる 

ような友達が欲しい感じ。 

 

変わった趣味とかはナシ。本（マンガ） 

読んだり音楽聴いたり買い物したりＴＶ 

（携帯）ゲームしたり・・・etc. 

もう今シーズンはスノボ終了。 

結局３回しか行けませんでした。 

 

音楽は、昔はロックというか 

パンクっぽいものを好んで聴いてたけど、 

最近はヒップホップやＲ＆Ｂを聞くことが 

多いかな。でも幅広く聴いてます。 

ターンテーブルも持ってるけど、部屋が寒い 

こともあって最近は使ってなかったり・・・ 

（苦笑）。 

 

性格はサバサバして、楽天的。あと、 

そんなに人見知りもしないかな。まったり、 

のんびり、ゆる~い感じ。 

                                                                                                                                                 
contrasted with sarariiman ‘salary-man’, referring to male company employees, or kaishain ‘company 
workers’, both of whom are usually treated as main labor force and may move up the corporate ladder.  
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25 

26 

27 

 

というわけで、気が合いそうな人は男女 

問わずメールください。とりあえずメールから、 

よろしく☆。 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
 

6 
7 
8 
9 

 
10 
11 
12 

 
13 
14 

 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 

 
22 
23 
24 

 
25 
26 
27 

Donna hito? 
Hisabisani chekku shita n desu ga, dooyara 
shuuryoo suru mitai desu ne.  To iu wake de, 
saigo no saigo ni moo ichido dake nosete 
mimasu. 
 
Toriaezu kanojo inai kedo, tokuni motomete 
mo nai desu.  Ima wa kigaru ni nakayoku 
narete, gohan tabetari kaimono ittari dekiru 
yoona tomodachi ga hoshii kanji. 
 
Kawatta shumi toka wa nashi.  Hon (manga) 
yondari ongaku kiitari kaimono shitari TV 
(keetai) geemu shitari… etc. 
 
Moo konshiizun wa sunobo shuuryoo.  
Kekkyoku sankai shika ikemasendeshita. 
 
Ongaku wa, mukashi wa rokku to iuka  
panku-ppoi mono o kononde kiiteta kedo, 
saikin wa hippuhoppu ya R&B o kiku koto ga 
ooi kana.  Demo habahiroku kiite masu.  
Taanteeburu mo motteru kedo, heya ga samui 
koto mo atte saikin wa tsukatte nakattari… 
(kushoo). 
 
Seekaku wa sabasaba shite, rakutenteki.  Ato, 
sonnani hitomishiri mo shinai kana.  Mattari, 
nonbiri, yuru~i kanji. 
 
To iu wake de, ki ga aisoona hito wa danjo 
towazu meeru kudasai.  Toriaezu meeru kara, 
yorosiku ☆. 

What kind of person [am I]? 
I checked [this site] for the first time in a 
while, but apparently [the personals] will 
end.  So, I will try posting my ad just one 
last time. 
 
First of all, I don’t have a girlfriend, but I 
am not really looking for one.  For the time 
being, I feel like making a friend whom I 
can casually get to know and with whom I 
can go out to eat and shop.   
No unusual hobbies.  I like reading books 
(comic books), listening to music, playing 
video games (on my cell phone), and so 
forth… 
No more snowboarding as the season is 
over this year.  In the end, I could only go 
three times. 
As for music, I used to like rock, or punk 
rock rather, but recently I probably listen to 
hip-hop, R&B, and the like more.  
But I listen to a variety of music.  I even 
own a music turntable, but I don’t use it 
much partly because it’s so cold in my 
room… (wry smile). 
 
As for my personality, I’m openhearted and 
optimistic.  Also, I’m not too shy in front of 
strangers, probably.  I’m relaxed, laid-back, 
and easy-going. 
So, if you think we can get along well, 
please e-mail me regardless of your gender.  
Let’s start off with e-mail exchange first, 
thanks in advance☆! 

 

This advertiser concludes this detailed self-introduction section with the formulaic 

expression yoroshiku ‘thanks in advance’ (line 27), which does not specify the indended 

meanings and thus allows multiple interpretations.  The tactful use of the same formulae 

will be analyzed in Section 5.4.1.3. 
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 Below the free writing section come a total of twelve specific questions to further 

describe the advertiser’s personality, with potential answers provided for the advertiser to 

select or supply a short answer, as in (17).  The questions encompass a range of personal 

aspects: one’s priorities, pastimes, attractive features and celebrities one resembles, 

values, hobbies, favorite films and music, and expectations for desired others.  Also 

included are questions such as Anata to nakayoku naru to donna tokuten ga? ‘What 

benefits would someone get from being your friend?’  The list of questions and sample 

answers are presented below, taken from a female-authored ad in the WSW category, in 

which the advertiser articulates that she is seeking friends and welcomes female 

respondents in the Donna hito? ‘What kind of person [am I]?’ section. 

 (17) 

 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

[YFF095] 

友情と愛情とお金、どれが一番 

大切？  選べない 

もしも無人島に一人で行くとしたら、 

何を持って行きますか？  食べ物 

休日の過ごし方は？  家でのんびり 

チャームポイントは？  瞳 

人はあなたをどんな人だと言いますか？  

優しい人 

一番大切にしているものはなんです 

か？  思い出 

あなたと仲良くなるとどんな特典が？  

楽しい時間が過ごせる 

100 万円あったらどうしますか？ 貯金 

好きな映画のジャンルは？ ラブロマンス 

好きな音楽のジャンルは？ ロック 

よく似ているといわれる有名人は？ 特に 

なし 

出会った人に望むことは？ 誠実さ、 

思いやり 
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Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
 

6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 

 
13 

 
14 

 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 

Yuujoo to aijoo to okane, dore ga ichiban 
taisetsu?  Erabenai 
Moshimo mujintoo ni hitori de iku to shitara, 
nani o motte ikimasuka?  Tabemono 
Kyuujitsu no sugoshi kata wa?  Ie de nonbiri 
 
Chaamu pointo wa?  Hitomi 
Hito wa anata o donna hito da to iimasu ka?  
Yasashii hito 
Ichiban taisetsu ni shite iru mono wa nan desu 
ka?  Omoide 
Anata to nakayoku naru to donna tokuten ga?  
Tanoshii jikan ga sugoseru 
 
Hyakuman en attara doo shimasu ka?  Chokin 
 
Sukina eega no janru wa?  Rabu romansu 
 
Sukina ongaku no janru wa?  Rokku 
Yoku nite iru to iwareru yuumeejin wa?  
Tokuni nashi 
Deatta hito ni nozomu koto wa?  Seejitsu sa, 
omoiyari 

Which is most important: friendship, love, 
and money?  I can’t choose one. 
If you were to go to an unhabitated island, 
what would you bring?  Food. 
How do you spend your days off?  Relax at 
home. 
What are your attractive features?  Eyes. 
What kind of person do people say you 
are?  A kind person. 
What is the most valuable/precious thing to 
you?  Memories. 
What benefits would someone get from 
being your friend?  She or he gets to have a 
fun time.  
If you had ¥1,000,000 ($9,000), what 
would you do?  Save it. 
What genre of films do you like?  Love 
stories. 
What genre of music do you like?  Rock. 
Which celebrities have you been told you 
look like?  Nobody in particular. 
What you expect of the person you met 
[here]?  Sincerity, and considerateness.  

 

In addition, the advertisers can upload a photo of themselves or choose to use an 

avatar (a cartoon figure of a person that can be customized within the options provided by 

the site), as in (18).  They can also fill out a self-grading section (on a five-point scale 

with points indicated by a heart-shape symbol), similar to Ekisaito furenzu ads.  Each 

profile also shows the advertiser’s astrologic sign and the compatibility level with the ad 

viewer, supposedly measured by comparing the advertiser’s sign and the viewer’s.  Ad 

viewers need to have entered their birthday, based on which astrologic sign is assigned, 

when creating their minimum profile to view others’ ads.  In addition, the profile ID 

number, a link to report to the site manager, and the posted date are provided at the 

bottom of each profile. 
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(18) 

1 

 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

写真 

 

自己採点 (5 点満点) 

やさしさ   

面白さ   

ルックス   

おしゃれ度   

頭の良さ   

 

今日の 12星座占い 

あなたとの恋愛相性診断 

グラフ 

（ 15 点 ） 

詳しく見る（Yahoo!占い） 

 

自己紹介 ID：personals-1149250834- 

XXXXX（お問い合わせ時に必要と 

なります。）  

利用者からの申告   

投稿日：2006/6/2 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 Shashin Photograph 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

Jiko-saiten (5-ten manten) 
Yasashisa 
Omoshirosa 
Rukkusu 
O-shar-do 
Atama no yosa 

Self-grading (5 points maximum) 
Degree of gentleness 
Degree of interestingness 
Appearance 
Degree of fashionableness  
Degree of intelligence 

8 
9 
 

10 
11 
12 

Kyoo no 12-seeza-uranai 
Anata to no ren’ai-aishoo-shindan 
 
Gurafu 
(15-ten) 
Kuwashiku miru (Yahoo! uranai) 

Today’s astrology 
Consultation of your romantic compatibility 
[with the advertiser] 
Chart [of compatibility] 
(15 points) 
Look into the detailed results (Yahoo! 
fortune-telling) 

13 
14 
15 
16 
17 

Jiko-shookai ID: personals-1149250834-
XXXXXX (otoiawase ji ni hitsuyoo to 
narimasu.)  
Riyoosha kara no shinkoku 
Tookoo-bi: 2006/6/2 

Self-introduction ID: personals-
1149250834-XXXXXX (It will be needed if 
you inquire about your account.) 
Report from the users 
Posted date: 6/2/2006 

 

 As with the Ekisaito furenzu profiles, all the Yahoo!Japan paasonaruzu ads are 

written in Japanese, except for some simple words mostly in English, such as ‘café 
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(coffee shop)’ and ‘club (dance club),’ phrases, such as ‘give and take’ and ‘language 

exchange,’ words for the names of films, musicians, music bands, and music genres, such 

as ‘[The] Lord of the Rings,’ ‘Madonna,’ ‘Green Day,’ etc., short sentences, such as “Do 

you like summer?” and “GIVE OUT BUT DON’T GIVE UP,” and an excerpt from an 

English poem.  

 Unlike the Ekisaito furenzu and Match.com profiles, several Yahoo!Japan 

paasonaruzu ads are not exactly personals seeking friends and lovers but literally 

advertisements offering relationship advising, fortune-telling, computer lessons, or other 

business opportunities, as well as seeking photographers, designers, hairstylists, singers, 

musicians, band members, or members of social activity groups.  There was also a 

posting on the issue of a female advertiser’s self-portrait pictures misused by “impostors, 

decoys, dealers, or harassers,” as in (19).  In the Donna hito? ‘What kind of person [am 

I]?’ section, she expresses distress over the past experience and urges readers that they 

contact the site managers immediately if they see her pictures in other websites: 

 (19) 

 

1 

2 

 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

[YFF069] 

タイトル「ハナコからの、最後のお願い 

です！！！」 

 

これを読んでくださった方ありがとう 

ございます。前に出していた、ハナコの 

写真等、どこか出会い系サイトや、掲示板 

かなにかでみつけても、それらはすべて 

偽者、さくら、業者、いやがらせです 

ので、すぐそのサイト、もしくはページに 

掲載禁止のアクセスをしてくださると、 

大変ありがたいです。お手数ですが、本当に 

嫌な思いをしたので、これからもあるか 

と思うと、ぞっとしている日々です。 

よろしくお願いします。 
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Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 

Taitoru “Hanako kara no, saigo no onegai 
desu!!! 

Title: “Final Request From Hanako!!!” 

3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 

 
13 

Kore o yonde kudasatta kata arigatoo 
gozaimasu.  Mae ni dashite ita, Hanako no 
shashin too, dokoka deai-kee-saito ya, 
keejiban ka nanika de mitsukete mo, sorera wa 
subete nisemono, sakura, gyoosha, iyagarase 
desu node, sugu sono saito, moshikuwa peeji 
ni keesai kinshi no akusesu o shite kudasaru 
to, taihen arigatai desu.  O-tetsuu desuga, 
hontoo ni iyana omoi o shita node, kore kara 
mo aru ka to omou to, zotto shite iru hibi desu. 
 
Yoroshiku o-negai shimasu. 

Thank you for reading this. 
If you find my pictures, etc., that I had 
posted in the past in other online personals 
or bulletin boards, they are all by 
impostors, decoys, dealers, or harassers.  
So I would greatly appreciate it if you 
would please contact the website or page 
managers to prohibit access to it.  Sorry for 
the trouble but I have had a really 
annoying experience, and it is distressing 
to think there may be more to come.  
Thank you in advance.     

 

 Furthermore, many cross-listings of ads and multiple postings by individual 

advertisers were also found in the Yahoo!Japan paasonaruzu ads.  First, twenty of the 

first hundred female-authored ads are cross-listed in both WSW and MSW categories.  

This is probably because there are much fewer female-authored ads overall, and more 

female advertisers are seeking same-sex friends, along with other friends and/or lovers.  

It seems that if advertisers specify the gender of the target readers as either female or 

male on the ad template, their ad only appears in one category, namely WSW or MSW 

for female-authored ads and WSM or MSM for male-authored ads.  Whereas, if they 

have indicated both women and men as the target, the ad is listed in either WSW and 

MSW or WSM and MSM categories.  Second, three male-authored ads are cross-listed in 

both MSW and MSM categories, including an advertisement for relationship counseling.  

Third, among the male-authored ads in the WSM category three identical ads by an 

advertiser were found.  In addition, there are two sets of two other identical ads, and 

another individual seems to have posted two slightly different ads.  Also in the MSM  
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TABLE 4, Numbers of ads that are identical, by same advertisers, or cross-listed 

 Female-authored ads Male-authored ads 
  d MC 

WSW 
MC 

MSW 
YP 

WSW 
YP 

MSW 
EF MC 

WSM 
MC 

MSM 
YP 

WSM 
YP 

MSM 
Identical 2        3 2 
Different 
ads by same 
advertisers 

2     3   6  

Cross-listed  1 
(w/ 
MC 

MSW) 

1 
(w/ 
MC 

WSW) 

20 
(w/ YP 
MSW) 

20 
(w/ YP 
WSW) 

 1 
(w/ 
MC 

MSM) 

1 
(w/ 
MC 

WSM) 

3 
(w/ YP 
MSM) 

3 
(w/ YP 
WSM) 

*No target 
descriptions 

12 16 5 9 8 3 8 12 18 24 

*Not personals    5 2    3 7 
*Not in Japanese  15 5    6 12   

Notes: EF = Ekisaito furenzu; MC = Match.com; YP = Yahoo!Japan Paasonaruzu; WSW = Search 
category for a woman seeking women; MSW = Search category for a man seeking women; WSM = Search 
category for a woman seeking men; MSM = Search category for a man seeking men; *Numbers of ads with 
‘no target descriptions’ include those of ads that are not personals and of those not in Japanese. 
 

category, a couple of ads seeking singers and musicians respectively are posted by the 

same individual.  In this study, I did not supplement these categories with additional ads 

that are not cross-listed and/or posted multiple times, because this is what an ad viewer 

gets when s/he explores this site.   

Table 4 shows the number of ads that are identical, by same advertisers, or cross-

listed, and those without descriptions of the target respondents in Japanese, including 

those considered as not personals and those entirely in languages other than Japanese (see 

table 3 for details).  Among Ekisaito furenzu ads, two female-authored ads are identical 

with each other and another pair is probably authored by the same advertiser, while three 

male-authored ads are probably authored by the same individual (given the same age and 

birthday, and similar contents).  Similarly, three ads in the WSM category of 

Yahoo!Japan paasonaruzu are identical with one another, and a couple of ads in the 
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MSM category are identical with each other.  Also, three male advertisers in Yahoo!’s 

WSM category seem to have authored two different ads respectively.  Moreover, again in 

Yahoo!, twenty female-authored ads are cross-listed in the WSW and MSW categories, 

whereas three are cross-listed in the WSM and MSM categories.  Further, in Match.com, 

a female-authored ad is cross-listed in the WSW and MSW categories, and a male-

authored ad is cross-listed in the WSM and MSM categories.  In addition, the numbers of 

ads without descriptions of target respondents in Japanese vary and constitute 1.5 percent 

to 24 percent of the total number in each search category, as seen in table 4.  Some 

advertisers only provide self-descriptions and do not give ideas about a kind of person or 

relationship that they are seeking.   

 In the next chapter I present the data analysis with respect to the research 

questions in more detail.   
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5. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 
 
In this section I present the data analysis and discussion.  As described in Chapter 4, each 

of the 1200 personal ads collected for this study were initially categorized into six slots in 

the framework proposed by Coupland (1996), juxtaposed with the basic formula of 

English personals presented by Vlčková (1996), namely ADVERTISER (Self 

Identification & Description), seeks (Action), TARGET (Desired Partner’s Identification 

& Description), GOALS (Envisaged Relationship), (COMMENT) (Restrictions), and 

REFERENCE (Location).  Then, they were further analyzed in several ways, including 

lexical, morphosyntactic, phrasal, clausal, sentential and discourse-level analyses, in 

order to address the respective proposed questions: 

(1) What are the linguistic resources that self-advertisers as social agents 
use to describe attributes of the desired others in the personals?   

(2) What are the linguistic resources that they use to approach and appeal 
to desired others? 

(3) In what ways do the advertisers express, or encode, socio-sexual 
desires through the personals? 

(4) Are race and class linguistically articulated or embedded in the 
personals, and if so, how? 

(5) Do the linguistic resources that self-advertisers use in articulating their 
socio-sexual desires index the public/private distinction, and if so, 
how? 

 
In what follows I explain the specific ways in which these questions were explored.  But 

first, I should describe the procedure of identifying through the ad text the target gender 

of respondents that advertisers prefer, which is not always clear, unlike in English ads in 

previous studies (e.g., Coupland, 1996; Marley, 2002; Shalom, 1997; Thorne & Coupland, 

1998; Vlčková, 1996, 2003).  It is necessary to explain how the identification was 

handled in this study partly because there is a substantial amount of cross-listings found 
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in the data and partly because many advertisers do not explicitly, or even implicitly, 

indicate in the ad the gender of target respondents, or desirable partners that they seek.   

  

5.1 Identification of the Target Gender 

The gender of target respondents that self-advertisers wish for, if any, is usually indicated 

in the ads in one way or another, but not always.   Match.com has an option for the 

gender of the desirable partner in the ad template, so the advertisers can indicate it by 

selecting josee ‘women’, dansee ‘men’, or both.51  However, what they select here and 

what they say in their writings do not necessarily match.  For instance, a female 

advertiser lists both women and men as preferred respondents but says in her own writing 

what she is ultimately looking for is kareshi ‘a boyfriend’.  Another advertiser expresses 

that she was unable to figure out how to select both women and men for the target-gender 

entry, so she chose the option of ‘women’ but says she is actually looking for both.  In 

this study I gave a priority to the advertisers’ own words over the template options.  Thus, 

I treat the former case as a female-authored ad seeking men, whereas for the latter, I 

consider it as seeking both female and male respondents.  However, if an ad seeking both 

genders has differentiated descriptions of desirable characteristics respectively for 

women and men, I entered them into the respective list for women or men.  Thus, text by 

a single advertiser may appear on any or all of the lists for women, men, and both women 

and men.     

                                                 
51 The ideology that treats gender as dichotomous entity is prevalent throughout the data, including ads by 
self-claimed transsexual and homosexual individuals. 
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Unlike Match.com, neither Ekisaito furenzu nor Yahoo!Japan paasonaruzu has an 

entry for the target gender on their respective ad template.   In Ekisaito furenzu, unless it 

is articulated in the ad, one may gather the gender of target respondents that an advertiser 

wishes for by subscribing to the heteronormative ideology of gender, which is ubiquitous 

across contemporary socio-cultural practice in Japan.  That is, female advertisers are most 

likely seeking male respondents and vice versa.  In Yahoo!Japan paasonaruzu, on the 

other hand, one may assume the target gender from the search category (i.e., WSW, 

MSW, WSM, and MSM) in which each ad is listed or from gender-related expressions 

that appeared in the ad.  As with Match.com, I relied on advertisers’ own words, 

whenever available, in identifying the target gender.  Many advertisers use words that are 

gender-explicit, such as women and men.  Others use expressions that connote the gender 

of target respondents implicitly, and in the case of Yahoo!Japan paasonaruzu, the target 

gender may be approximately identified with consideration to the gender-based search 

category in which they appear.   

On the other hand, some advertisers explicitly seek both genders, like some ads in 

Match.com.  When they do not differentiate the descriptions of the target respondents 

depending on gender, I considered them as seeking both women and men equally and 

thus entered the desirable characteristics stated in their ads into the list for both genders 

as the target.  Yet some others seek friends of both genders as well as potential lovers of 

mostly a single gender, and this is often articulated in the ads.  For instance, a male 

advertiser says he is looking for friends who are either female or male but gives a specific 

description of an ideal female partner in the same ad.  In this case, I put the information 
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about friends on the list for both genders as the target, whereas I added the information 

about the female partner on the list for women as the target.  When it is neither articulated 

nor implicated in the ad texts, however, I treated them as the target-gender-unknown.  In 

what follows I present gender-explicit expressions found in the data in indexing the 

gender of the target respondents. 

 

5.1.1 Gender-explicit expressions in indexing the target gender 

Common nouns and noun phrases that are used to explicitly indicate the target gender in 

the TARGET component of the ads usually contain the Chinese characters 女 onna or jo 

‘female’ for women and 男 otoko or dan ‘male’ for men, as seen in Table 5.  Also found 

are kinship terms, such as ane/(o-)nee(-san) ‘an older sister’, imooto ‘a younger sister’, 

and ani/(o-)nii(-san) ‘an older brother’, and spousal and occupational titles, including 

shufu ‘a housewife’, danna/teeshu ‘a husband (informal)’, ooji-sama ‘a prince’, and 

sarariiman ‘a salary man (male company employee)’, which are all gendered by 

definition, and thus I considered those words as gender-explicit as well.   

In addition to the above, I treated the following nouns and noun phrases as 

gender-explicit also: isee ‘the opposite sex’, B-gaaru ‘a B-boying [hip-hop style] girl’, 

gyaru/ane-kee ‘a gal/Big Sister type’, and NANA-kee no kata ‘someone who is like 

NANA (female cartoon/film character)’, and the names of celebrities, including [Yada 

Akiko san] nita kata ‘someone who looks like [Akiko Yada (female celebrity)]’, tatoeba 

fun’iki wa seeji komenteetaa wo shite iru Sakurai Yoshiko san toka ‘for instance, 

[someone who has] an atmosphere of political commentator Yoshiko Sakurai [female 
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TABLE 5, Common gender-explicit nouns and noun phrases in the ads 

Female Male 
女 onna ‘female; woman’ 男 otoko ‘male; man’ 
女の子 onna no ko ‘girl’ 男の子 otoko no ko ‘boy’ 
女の人 onna no hito ‘woman’    
女らしい友

達 

onna rashii 
tomodachi 

‘womanly friend’ 男らしい人 otoko rashii 
hito 

‘manly man’ 

女友達 onna 
tomodachi 

‘female friend’ 男友達 otoko 
tomodachi 

‘male friend’ 

女の子友達 onna no ko 
tomodachi 

‘girl friend’    

彼女 kanojo ‘girlfriend’ 彼氏(候補) kareshi (-
kooho) 

‘boyfriend 
(candidate)’ 

女性 josee ‘female; woman 
[polite]’  

男性 dansee ‘male; man 
[polite]’  

女性の人 josee no hito ‘female person’    
女性の方 josee no kata ‘female person 

[polite]’  
男性の方* dansee no 

kata* 
‘male person 
[polite]’  

女性のお友

達 

josee no o-
tomodachi 

‘female friend 
[polite]’  

男性の友達 dansee no 
tomodachi 

‘male friend 
[polite]’  

女性友達 josee 
tomodachi 

‘female friend 
[polite]’ 

   

女性らしい

美しさ 

josee rashii 
utsukushisa 

‘womanly beauty’    

お姉さん o-nee-san ‘older sister 
[polite]’ 

(お)兄さん (o-)nii-san ‘older brother 
[polite]’ 

   お兄ちゃん o-nii-chan ‘older brother’ 
お姉系 o-nee-kee ‘older sister type’ お兄(さん)系 o-nii (-san)-kee ‘older brother 

type’ 
弟のいる姉

タイプ 

ane-taipu ‘like an older sister 
who has a younger 
brother’ 

兄さん的な

方 

nii-san-teki na 
kata 

‘Big Brother like 
person’ 

オネギャル one-gyaru ‘Big Sister gal’ ギャル男さ

ん* 

gyaru-o-san* ‘Mr. gal man’(?) 

妹タイプの

女性 

imooto-taipu 
no josee 

‘younger-sister-
like woman’ 

   

主婦の方 shufu no kata ‘house wife 
[polite]’ 

元旦那みた

いな人** 

moto-danna 
mitai na hito** 

‘person who is 
like my ex-
husband’ 

   亭主関白* teeshu-
kanpaku* 

‘authoritative, 
domineering 
husband’ 

   王子様(系) ooji-sama (-
kee) 

‘prince (type)’ 

   サラリーマ

ン 

sararii-man ‘salary man 
(company 
employee)’ 
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Notes: Blanks indicate that there were no nouns or noun phrases corresponding to the other gender found in 
the data; *Used by female advertisers to explicitly request male viewers not to respond, saying Gyaru-o-
wan wa kowai ‘Mr. gal man is scarey’ or Teeshu-kanpaku wa watashi ni wa dame na yoo desu ‘It appears 
that an authoritative domineering husband is not appealing to me’; **This advertiser says she prefers 
someone who is not like her ex-husband. 
 

journalist]’, and Watanabe Ken san ya Ikeuchi Hiroyuki san ‘Ken Watanabe or Hiroyuki 

Ikeuchi (male celebrities)’, among others.  

 Further, some male-authored ads in the WSM category of Yahoo!Japan 

passonaruzu contain ‘gender-implicit’ nouns and noun phrases, such as 子 ko ‘a boy/girl’, 

仔 ko ‘a baby (animal)’, and kareshi inai kata ‘a person who does not have a boyfriend’, 

as seen in Table 6.  Underlines are added to highlight the case in point.  These 

expressions are not gendered by definition; however, the context in which they appear 

and where male advertisers are supposedly seeking female respondents leads us to 

conclude that they should be understood respectively as ‘a girl,’ ‘a (female) baby,’ and ‘a 

woman who does not have a boyfriend.’  Thus, I treated these four ads as gender-explicit.   

TABLE 6, Male-authored ads without gender-explicit expressions in  
Yahoo!Japan paasonaruzu’s WSM category 

 
Japanese text Romanized text English translation 

最近ふと、そろそろ休日に遊び

に行ったり、何気ない事をメー

ルしたりする子がいたらな。っ

て思うようになって、ココに登

録してみました。 

Saikin futo, sorosoro kyuujitsu ni 
asobi ni ittari, nanige nai koto o 
meeru shitari suru ko ga itara na. 
tte omou yooni natte, koko ni 
tooroku shite mimashita. 

Recently, I have come to think it 
would be nice if there were a 
[girl] with whom I could go out 
on weekends and holidays, 
exchange e-mail about idle 
matters, and the like. So I 
registered here to see what 
happens. 

独身・彼氏いない方で、経済的

に余裕のある方でお願いしま

す。 

Dokushin, kareshi inai kata de, 
keezai-teki ni yoyuu no aru kata de 
onegai shimasu. 

Please [respond if you are] single, 
do not have a boyfriend, and are 
financially well off.  

近くの子で遊べる仔な Chikaku no ko de asoberu ko na A [girl] who lives nearby and the 
[baby] with whom I can hang out 

できれば年下で可愛い（綺麗

な）子がいいです。 

Dekireba toshishita de kawaii 
(kireena) ko ga ii desu. 

If possible, I prefer a [girl] who is 
younger and cute (beautiful). 
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The ‘gender-implicit expressions’ will be discussed more in detail later, in relation to the 

ads whose target gender is not articulated but merely implied, and whose gender-based 

search category is either absent (in the case of Ekisaito furenzu) or in conflict with what 

advertisers say they seek in the ads.   

 On the other hand, some advertisers seek both female and male partners, and I 

categorized them as such when it is explicitly stated in the ads, unless the primary or 

ultimate target gender is also indicated.  For instance, danjo towazu ‘male/female won’t 

matter (lit. I will not inquire)’, danjo ryoohoo ‘both male and female’, and seebetsu 

towazu ‘gender won’t matter’ are often used.  Table 7 lists common, representative 

expressions that are seen to convey their preference. 

 In contrast to these expressions, some advertisers indicate that they are looking 

for both female and male respondents without explicitly stating it, while using at least 

one explicitly gendered noun or noun phrase.  I treat these ads as addressing both genders 

implicitly.  They often use particles such as the topic/contrast marker wa and/or the 

similarity marker mo, usually suffixed to the gendered noun or noun phrase (e.g., Josee 

no kata wa nenree towazu meeru dai-kangee desu ‘As for women, regardless of age, their 

e-mail is very much welcome’; Josee no kata kara no meeru mo omachi shite orimasu ‘I 

will be humbly awaiting e-mail from women as well’), as well as other expressions, such 

as dekimashitara ‘if possible’, dekiru kagiri ‘as much as possible’, and tokuni ‘in 

particular’, to add the statement or reiterate that they are hoping to receive responses not 

just from either women or men but from both.  Table 8 shows the expressions used in 

female-authored ads, soliciting female respondents additionally or especially but not  
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TABLE 7, Common expressions indicating both women and men  
as desirable respondents 

 
Japanese text Romanized text English translation 

男女問わず Danjo towazu Regardless of male/female 
男女ともに Danjo tomoni Both male and female 
男性、女性共に Dansee, josee tomo ni Both men and women 
男女の方 Danjo no kata Male and female persons 
男女両方で Danjo ryoohoo de Both male and female 
男女、年齢問いません。 Danjo, nenree toimasen. Male/female, age won’t matter. 
性別問わず Seebetsu towazu Gender won’t matter 
地域＆性別ゎ問ゎなぃょ☆ Chiiki & seebetsu wa towanai yo☆ Location & gender won’t matter☆ 
男女両方のお友達 Danjo ryoohoo no o-tomodachi Both male and female friends 
女性でも男性でもOKです。 Josee demo dansee demo OK desu. Either female or male is fine. 
男の人のさり気ない気遣い、ぶ

っちゃけ話ができる女友達 

Otoko no hito no sarigenai kizukai, 
butchake-banashi ga dekiru onna-
tomodachi 

Men’s nonchalant attentiveness, 
female friends with whom I can 
be candid and say anything 

女の子の友達がほしぃ！！！

[…]ちなみに男の子はＢ系はイ

ヤ。王子様系ならＯＫ。 

Onna no ko no tomodachi ga 
hoshii!!![…]chinami ni otoko no ko 
wa B-kee wa iya.  ooji-sama-kee 
nara OK. 

I want female friends!!! […] By 
the way, I don’t like B-boying 
[hip-hop] style boys.  Prince-like 
boys are fine.  

男性・女性問わず Dansee・josee towazu Male/female won’t matter 
女性の方は年齢問わずメール大

歓迎です。[…]ご結婚されてい

る方ご結婚歴がある方、また私

より年下の男性の方はごめんな

さい。 

Josee no kata wa nenree towazu 
meeru dai-kangee desu.[…] Go-
kekkon sare te iru kata go-kekkon-
reki ga aru kata, mata watashi yori 
toshishita no dansee wa gomen 
nasai. 

If you are a woman, a person of 
any age is welcome. […] I am 
sorry [but please refrain from 
responding] if you are married, 
divorced, or a man younger than 
myself. 

同性、異性、関係なく Doosee, isee, kankee naku The same sex or the opposite sex 
won’t be an issue 

男女不問です。 Danjo fumon desu. Male/female won’t matter. 
きれいな女の子や男の子が好き

です。 

Kireena onna no ko ya otoko no ko 
ga suki desu. 

I like pretty girls and boys.  

男女地域職業個性問わないっ

す。 

Danjo chiiki shokugyoo kosee 
towanai ssu. 

Male/female, location, 
occupation, personality won’t 
matter. 

男女関係ないから、 Danjo kankee nai kara, Male/female won’t be an issue, 
女性は話し好きでちょっとミー

ハーな音楽好きな方。[…]男性

は趣味が合いそうな方。 

Josee wa hanashikata de chotto 
miihaana ongaku-zukina kata. […] 
Dansee wa shumi ga aisoona kata. 

If you are a woman, [I prefer] 
someone who likes to talk, is a bit 
low-brow, and is into music. […] 
If you are a man, [I prefer] 
someone with whom I have 
hobbies and tastes in common. 

女の子ならトータルな意味で可

愛い子。[…] 男なら、音楽を愛

する奴がいい。 

Onna no ko nara tootaruna imi de 
kawaii ko. […] Otoko nara, ongaku 
o aisuru yatsu ga ii. 

If you are a girl, [I prefer] 
someone cute in every respect. 
[…] If you are a guy, someone 
who loves music would be good. 

♂でも♀でもOKです♪ ♂ demo ♀ demo OK desu♪ Either male or female is fine♪ 
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TABLE 8, Expressions used by female advertisers seeking women  
though not exclusively 

 
Japanese text Romanized text English translation 

女の子とも沢山知り合えると嬉

しい。でもレズじゃないよ。 

Onna no ko to mo takusan shiriaeru 
to ureshii. demo rezu janai yo. 

I’d be glad if I get to meet a lot of 
girls as well.  But I am not 
lesbian.  

女性の方からのメールもお待ち

しております！ 

Josee no kata kara no meeru mo 
omachi shite orimasu! 

I will be humbly awaiting e-mail 
from women as well! 

女の子のお友達も募集中です♪ Onna no ko no o-tomodachi mo 
boshuu-chuu desu♪ 

I am seeking girl friends as well♪ 

出来ましたら素敵な女性とも知

り合え、 

Dekimashitara sutekina josee to mo 
shiriae, 

If possible, it would be nice to 
meet a nice lady also, and… 

できる限り女性の方大いにお待

ちしております☆ 

Dekiru kagiri josee no kata ooini 
omachi shite orimasu☆ 

I will be waiting to hear from 
women as much as possible☆ 

女性の方は年齢問わずメール大

歓迎です。 

Josee no kata wa nenree towazu 
meeru dai-kangee desu. 

As for women, regardless of their 
age, their e-mail are very much 
welcome. 

もちろん女友達も募集中です。 Mochiron onna-tomodachi mo 
boshuu-chuu desu. 

Of course, I am looking for 
female friends as well. 

女の子のお友達は特に大歓迎で

すっ！！！ 

Onna no ko no o-tomodachi wa 
tokuni dai-kangee desu tt!!! 

Girl friends are especially 
welcome!!! 

特に女性の方からのメールをお

待ちしています。 

Tokuni josee no kata kara no meeru 
o omachi shite imasu. 

In particular, I am waiting for e-
mail from women.  

女の子からのメール大歓迎！！ Onna no ko kara no meeru dai-
kangee 

E-mail from girls welcome!! 

女のコの友だちも募集中☆ Onna no ko no tomodachi mo 
boshuu-chuu☆ 

I am looking for girl friends as 
well☆ 

女性からのメールは大歓迎です

♪ 

Josee kara no meeru wa dai-kangee 
desu♪ 

As for e-mail from women, they 
are very much welcome♪ 

女性からのメールももちろん歓

迎です。 

Josee kara no meeru mo mochiron 
kangee desu. 

Of course, I welcome e-mail from 
women also. 

女友達も是非！！ Onna-tomodachi mo zehi!! [I would like make] female 
friends also by all means!! 

女性の方も構わないです。 Josee no kata mo kamawanai desu. Women are also fine with me. 
女性でも、外人でもかまいませ

ん笑。 

Josee demo, gaijin demo 
kamaimasen warai. 

Even if you are a woman or 
foreigner, that would be fine with 
me (grin). 

 

exclusively.  I have underlined the relevant expressions in the table.  These ads do not 

contain expressions such as danjo towazu ‘male/female won’t matter’ or nouns or noun 

phrases that explicitly denote male gender.  The first ad in Table 8 is of interest in that the 

advertiser declares her sexual orientation, which she seems to find necessary to do in the  
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TABLE 9, Expressions used by male advertisers seeking women  
though not exclusively 

 
Japanese text Romanized text English translation 

男友達も募集中です。 

 

Otoko-tomodachi mo boshuu-chuu 
desu. 

I’m seeking male friends as well.   
 

「☆真剣に友達募集☆」[…]特
技といったら、スノボ！！一緒

に行ける女の子も募集☆ 

“Shinken ni tomodachi boshuu” 
[…] Tokugi to ittara, sunobo!! 
Isshoni ikeru onna no ko mo 
boshuu. 

“Seriously seeking friends” […] 
If you ask what I am good at, it’s 
snowboarding!! I’m also seeking 
girls with whom I can go 
[snowboarding].  

 

context of seeking same-sex respondents through the deai-kee-saito: Onna no ko to mo 

takusan shiriaeru to ureshii. demo rezu janai yo ‘I’d be glad if I get to meet a lot of girls 

as well. But I am not lesbian’.  I present similar cases of the articulation of sexual 

orientation by the advertisers in the next section.   

Unlike female advertisers, most men seeking both female and male respondents 

state what they are looking for explicitly.  The top ad in Table 9 is taken from the MSM 

category of Yahoo!Japan paasonaruzu.  It contains one gendered noun otoko-tomodachi 

‘male friends’ but does not have any other gendered nouns or noun phrases.  The use of 

the similarity particle mo suffixed to otoko-tomodachi, followed by boshuu-chuu desu 

‘[I’m] seeking’, informs the readers that this advertiser is indeed soliciting responses 

from men, but rather in addition to those from women.  The bottom one is taken from 

Yahoo!’s WSM category, thus it is most likely that the advertiser is seeking female 

respondents; however, the similarity particle mo in Isshoni ikeru onna no ko mo boshuu 

‘I’m also seeking girls with whom I can go [snowboarding]’ leaves room for multiple 

interpretations.  That is, the advertiser may have meant that he is interested in women 

who snowboard as well as those who do not or women who snowboard as well as men 
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who do it.  Because of this possibility, I treated this ad as seeking both female and male 

respondents. 

In what follows, I present gender-implicit expressions to index the target gender 

as observed in the data. 

 

5.1.2 Gender-implicit expressions and the heteronormative ideology of gender 

So far I have presented gender-explicit expressions in the personal ads, based on which I 

identified the gender of the target respondents that the advertisers wish for.  The 

remaining ads are all ambiguous to various degrees as far as the target gender is 

concerned, and are thus excluded from gender-based analysis in this study.  However, it 

is worth noting that some of them do contain gender-implicit expressions, or nouns, noun 

phrases and/or sentences that implicitly index the gender of the ideal partner, if one 

subscribes to the heteronormative ideology of gender in Japan.  That is, a belief that there 

are two dichotomous genders and the opposite genders attract is considered as ‘natural’ 

and commonly accepted without conscious awareness.  The employment of such 

ideology is particularly salient and even necessary with Ekisaito furenzu ads, partly 

because there are no search functions to specify the gender of respondents that the 

advertisers wish for and thus one has to rely solely on the ad text, along with the 

ideological context in which the text is interpreted, in order to decipher this vital 

information in social networking.  And, this ideological context seems to bear out when 

we see a statement like (20), posted by a female advertiser in Ekisaito furenzu: 
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 (20) 

 

1 

2 

[EF112] 

●理想のメル友 
男女問わずですが、、やっぱりねぇ、、(〃∇〃) 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 

●Risoo no meru-tomo 
Danjo towazu desu ga,, yappari ne:.. (〃∇〃) 

●Ideal e-mail friend 
Male/female won’t matter,, but you know,, 
(〃∇〃) 

 

On the one hand, this advertiser declares that she welcomes both female and male 

respondents, by stating: Danjo towazu desu […] ‘Male/female won’t matter […]’.  On 

the other hand, she quickly adds the conjunction ga ‘but’ to what she just said and asks 

the imagined readers to agree, with the elongated final-particle ne:, to something that she 

believes to go without saying or the taken-for-granted knowledge: yappari ‘likewise; as 

expected’.  It is thus most natural to interpret this statement as saying that while the 

gender of potential respondents will not matter, she still prefers men for future interaction 

“like others” and/or “as expected” in accordance with the heteronormative norms: a 

woman seeks men and a man seeks women for socio-sexual relationships.  This is further 

supported by the emoticon (〃∇〃), attached to the statement, which depicts a face with 

blushing cheeks (with dots) and a modestly but awkwardly opened mouth (with an 

upside-down triangle), probably expressing embarrassment and humility.   

Although many female advertisers in Ekisaito furenzu use gender-explicit 

expressions, some do not and only imply that they are seeking male respondents, with the 

use of certain expressions, as in Table 10.  Similarly, one advertiser in the WSW category 

of Match.com also uses such expressions in describing men seemingly as the actual target,  
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TABLE 10, Gender-implicit expressions used by female advertisers 

Japanese text Romanized text English translation 
Ekisaito furenzu   
彼女あり＆既婚の方はごめんな

さい。 

Kanojo-ari & kikonsha no kata 
wa gomennasai. 

I’m sorry [but I cannot accept] 
someone who has a girlfriend 
and/or is married.  

彼氏はいます。でもなかなか会

えなくてちょっと淋しい。。な

ので付き合うとかじゃなくて普

通にメールしたり遊んだりした

いな。 

Kareshi wa imasu. Demo 
nakanaka aenakute chotto 
sabishii.. Nanode tsukiau toka 
janakute futsuu ni meeru shitari 
asondari shitai na. 

I do have a boyfriend. But I don’t 
get to see him often, and I’m a bit 
lonely.. So I want to find someone 
not to date but to have fun 
exchanging e-mail, or something 
like that.  

●理想のメル友 […] 背の高い

人 

●Risoo no meru-tomo […] Se no 
takai hito 

●Ideal e-mail friend: […] Someone 
tall 

出来ればがっちりしてれば Dekireba gatchiri shite reba If possible, it would be [nice if he 
is] well-built 

彼氏いるので出逢いは求めてま

せん(ノ_・。)  

Kareshi iru node deai wa 
motomete masen(ノ_・。) 

Since I have a boyfriend, I am not 
pursuing new encounters(ノ_・。) 

ｴ口ﾒしない人 Ero-me shinai hito Someone who does not send lewd 
messages 

既婚ですが…毎日同じ相手とば

かり話してると、さすがに飽き

ちゃいますよね。 

Kikon desu ga… mainichi onaji 
aite to bakari hanashiteru to, 
sasuga ni aki chaimasu yo ne.  

I’m married but… if you talk only 
with the same partner every single 
day, you can’t help but get bored, 
right? 

今彼女ぃなぃ人ぃなぃ？ ima kanojo inai hito inai? Isn’t there anyone who does not 
have a girlfriend? 

家庭のある人、彼女のいる人は

パートナーに気を使いながらの

メールになるので…ごめんなさ

い。 

Katee no aru hito, kanojo no iru 
hito wa paatonaa ni ki o tsukai 
nagara no meeru ni naru node… 
gomennasai. 

If you have a family or a girlfriend, 
I am sorry [but please refrain from 
responding] because I would have 
to be concerned about your partner 
while exchanging e-mail. 

すみません、既婚の方や彼女が

いる方とはメル友になれません 

Sumimasen, kikon no kata ya 
kanojo ga iru kata to wa meru-
tomo ni naremasen 

Sorry, but I can’t be e-mail friends 
with someone who is married or has 
a girlfriend. 

申し訳ありませんが、年下の人

や既婚者の人はごめんなさい。 

Mooshiwake arimasen ga, 
toshishita no hito ya kikonsha no 
hito wa gomennasai. 

My apologies, but I’m sorry [I 
cannot accept] someone younger or 
married. 

俺についてこい↑↑って感じの

方メールしませんか？？ 

Ore nit suite koi↑↑tte kanji no 
kata meeru shimasen ka?? 

[If you are] someone who would 
say something like “Come follow 
me↑↑,” would you like to 
exchange e-mail? 

既婚、未婚、彼女いるいないは

一切問いません 

Kikon, mikon, kanojo iru inai wa 
issai toimasen 

It will not matter at all if you are 
married, not married yet, have a 
girlfriend, or don’t have a 
girlfriend. 

彼氏はいるのでメル友だけ募集

してまぁす(*^∪^*) 

Kareshi wa iru node meru-tomo 
dake boshuu shite ma:su(*^∪^*) 

Since I have a boyfriend, I am 
looking for e-mail friends 
only(*^∪^*) 

２０代でガッチリ筋肉質が好き Nijuu-dai de gatchiri kinniku-
shitsu ga suki desu. 

I like someone who is in [his] 
twenties and is firmly muscled. 
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です。 

既婚者はｺﾞﾒﾝﾅｻｲ(>_<) Kikonsha wa gomennnasai(>_<) Sorry [but I can’t accept] a married 
person(>_<) 

●こんなメル友になる 兄弟み

たいな仲 

●Konna mer- tomo ni naru  
Kyoodai mitai na naka 

●We will be this kind of e-mail 
friends: Relationship like brothers 
(and sisters) 

最近彼氏とも微妙になって、楽

しい事がない毎日に何か楽しい

事があればと思って久しぶりに

投稿しました* 

Saikin kareshi to mo bimyoo ni 
natte, tanoshii koto ga nai 
mainichi ni nanika tanoshii koto 
ga areba to omotte hisashiburi ni 
tookoo shimashita* 

Lately I am having a shaky 
relationship with my boyfriend, and 
I am hoping for something fun in 
these not-so-fun days. So I decided 
to post an ad for the first time in a 
long while* 

彼女なしの方でよろしくお願い

します！ 

Kanojo nashi no kata de 
yoroshiku onegai shimasu! 

[Only] those who do not have a 
girlfriend [should apply], please! 

私ってば、面食いさんなんでカ

ッコいい人メール下さい(*'-^)-

☆ 

Watashi tte ba, menkui-san na n 
de kakko ii hito meeru kudasai(*'-
^)-☆ 

I’m so shameless but looks are so 
important to me.  So, good-looking 
people, please send me an e-mail 
(*'-^)-☆ 

彼女募集の方は私では確実に応

えられないんでご遠慮ください

m(__)m 

Kanojo-boshuu no kata wa 
watashi de wa kakujitsu ni 
kotaerarenai n de go-enryo 
kudasaim(__)m 

If you are seeking a girlfriend, I 
will not be able to meet your needs, 
so please refrain [from responding 
to the ad] m(__)m  

彼女がいない方、メールをくだ

さいね！！ 

Kanojo ga inai kata, meeru o 
kudasai ne!! 

Those who don’t have a girlfriend, 
please e-mail me! 

最初はホントに気軽な友達感覚

で、お互い恋愛感情が芽生えな

ければそれでもいいしっ♪ 

Saisho wa honto ni kigaruna 
tomodachi-kankaku de, otagai 
ren’ai-kanjoo ga mebaenakereba 
sore de mo ii shi tt♪ 

At first, we’ll just hang out like 
friends with no pressure. If neither 
of us end up feeling romantic, that 
would be ok, too♪ 

●こんなメル友になる メール

大迷惑！＝[…]×１・既婚者

[…] 

●Konna meru-tomo ni naru  
Meeru dai-meewaku = […] batsu 
ichi, kikonsha […] 

●We’ll be this kind of e-mail 
friends: E-mails [from these people] 
are absolutely not welcome = […] 
the divorced, the married […] 

男女問わずですが、、やっぱり

ねぇ、、(〃∇〃) 

Danjo towazu desu ga,, yappari 
ne:,, (〃∇〃) 

Male/female won’t matter,, but you 
know,, (〃∇〃) 

この頃・・出会いがまったくな

ぁぁぁぁい(T-T) このサイトで

ぃぃ人みっけたぃので募集しま

す^-^)o  

Konogoro.. deai ga mattaku 
na::i(T-T)   Kono saito de ii hito 
mikke tai node boshuu shimasu 
^-^)o 

Lately.. I haven’t had any [good] 
encounters at all(T-T)  I want to find 
someone nice [for dating] through 
this site, so I am seeking [them] 
 ^-^)o 

未婚で同年代の方、よろしくお

願いします。 

Mikon de doonendai no kata, 
yoroshiku onegai shimasu. 

[If you are] someone who is not 
married yet and is around my age, 
please [reply].  

彼と別れてちょっと寂しくなっ

てきました。 

Kare to wakarete chotto sabishiku 
natte kimashita. 

I broke up with a boyfriend, and 
I’m getting lonely.  

●理想のメル友 彼氏と同姓の

メル友。 

●Risoo no meru-tomo  Kareshi to 
doosee no meru-tomo. 

●Ideal e-mail friends: E-mail 
friends whose last name is the same 
as my boyfriend’s. 

●理想のメル友 […] 恋人探し

が目的じゃない人 

●Risoo no meru-tomo […] 
Koibito-sagashi ga mokuteki janai 
hito 

●Ideal e-mail friends: […] 
Someone whose goal is not to find a 
lover 
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身長170 センチ以上の方が希望

です。身長フェチなのでよろし

くお願いします。 

Shinchoo hyakunanaju-ssenchi 
ijoo no kata ga kiboo desu. 
Shinchoo-fechi na no de 
yoroshiku onegai shimasu. 

I prefer someone who is 170cm tall 
or above. I have a height-fetish, so 
please understand it.  

配送業の人と友達になりたいで

す☆ 

Haisoogyoo no hito to tomodachi 
ni naritai desu   

I want to become friends with 
someone in the delivery industry.  

変な方向に行かずに友情第一み

たいな感じでの関係を守って遊

べる友達が欲しいです！！  

Henna hookoo ni ikazu ni 
tomodachi dai-ichi mitai na kanji 
de no kankee o mamotte asoberu 
tomodachi ga hoshii desu!! 

I want a friend with whom I can 
maintain a friendship-first 
relationship, without moving 
towards an improper direction. 

Match.com (WSW)   
[…]、それなりに身長が高く肩

幅の広い人、極度に痩せていた

り太っていない人、過度におし

ゃれをしていない人、です。 

[…], sorenarini shinchoo ga 
takaku katahaba no hiroi hito, 
kyokudo ni yasete itari futotte inai 
hito, kyokudo ni oshare o shite 
inai hito, desu. 

[…], [my type] is someone who is 
relatively tall and broad-shouldered, 
not too thin or fat, and doesn’t dress 
up too much. 

●話したいこと いろんなこと 

[…]楽しいこと[…]  美容やお洒

落について 

●Hanashi tai koto: Ironna koto 
[…] Tanoshii koto […] Biyoo ya 
oshare ni tsuite 

●Things that [I] want to talk about: 
Various things […] Something fun 
[…] Regarding cosmetics/ skin care 
and fashion 

Notes: *There was an emoticon in this ad that could not be copied. 
 

even though she selects women as her ‘official’ target.  First, some advertisers make it 

clear in the ads that they expect potential partners not yet to have a girlfriend or spouse.  

For instance, an advertiser states Kanojo-ari & kikonsha no kata wa gomennasai ‘I’m 

sorry [but I cannot accept] someone who has a girlfriend and/or is married’.  A person 

who “has a girlfriend” is usually thought to be male, and someone who “is married” is 

assumed to be heterosexual, according to Japanese heteronormative ideology.  Thus, this 

ad is most likely targeted at male readers, although it still is possible that this ad is by a 

lesbian advertiser who is seeking single women for correspondence.  Second, some make 

reference to their current relationship with a boyfriend or breakup with their former 

boyfriend, which suggests that they are most likely seeking male respondents.  For 

instance, an advertiser says Kareshi wa imasu. Demo nakanaka aenakute chotto sabishii.. 

‘I do have a boyfriend. But I don’t get to see him often, and I’m a bit lonely..’.  Therefore, 
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she says she wishes to socialize with others, and these others she is looking for here are 

most likely male in this context.  Another advertiser declares that she is not looking for a 

romantic/sexual relationship, saying Kareshi iru node deai wa motomete masen ‘Since I 

have a boyfriend, I am not pursuing new encounters’.  Similarly, yet another advertiser 

describes her ideal partner as koibito-sagashi ga mokuteki janai hito ‘someone whose 

goal is not to find a lover’, which can be interpreted that she is looking for either female 

or male respondents strictly for social interaction.  In the context of heteronormative 

gender ideology, however, it is likely understood that she is looking for men for 

friendship, not romantic/sexual relationship.  Third, some ads contain personal 

characteristics and physical features that are considered masculine.  For instance, an 

advertiser prefers se no takai hito ‘someone tall’ and another likes gatchiri kinniku-shitsu 

‘firmly muscled’.  Yet another prefers katahaba no hiroi hito ‘broad-shouldered person’.  

Being tall, solidly built, and broad-shouldered is typically considered to be masculine in 

terms of bodily features and is associated with male gender.  Whereas, yet another is 

looking for someone dependable with leadership: ore ni tsuite koi↑↑ tte kanji no kata 

‘someone who would say something like “Come follow me!”’.  The use of the masculine 

first pronoun ore ‘me’ in the quoted speech enhances the speaking man’s masculine 

identity.  In addition, the couple of upright arrows provided after koi, the imperative form 

of kuru ‘to come’, seem to stress the strength, assertiveness and manliness of the 

fantasized utterance.   

Like their female counterparts, many male advertisers also use gender-implicit 

expressions to describe a kind of person with whom they wish to interact, as listed in 
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Table 11.  First, they also talk about the marital or relationship status of both the 

advertiser and the ideal partner.  An advertiser says kareshi ite mo ii n de ‘[it’s ok] even if 

you have a boyfriend’, while another seeks kareshi ya danna-san ga iru hito ‘those who 

have a boyfriend or husband’.  Yet another confesses to the public that Kanojo mo 

orahen… ‘I don’t even have a girlfriend…’, suggesting that he wants one.  Second, male 

advertisers also use expressions describing physical features and characteristics that are 

generally considered as child-like or feminine, such as kogara ‘small in stature’, kawaii 

‘cute’, kawairashii ‘cute and pretty’, and amaenboo ‘a baby-like person who likes to be 

spoiled’.  Moreover, an advertiser says Amaerare tai shi ‘I want to be depended on’, 

using the passive form of amaeru ‘to demand attention’ and the desiderative tai, while 

another offers ‘service’ once they get along with each other well: ii ko ii ko shitari 

amaete mo ii kara ne ‘you can be like a baby and get spoiled, ok?’   

In close association with these expressions, it should be noted briefly here that 

men being toshiue ‘someone older (or senior)’ and the target women being toshishita 

‘someone younger (or junior)’ seem to be the norm in relationships that many of these 

advertisers envision, as is commonly the case in Japanese heterosexual relationships.  

This is easily attested by the male advertisers’ linguistic choices.  That is, third, the use of 

noun ko ‘a child’, written usually in the Chinese character 子, occasionally in the hiragana 

こ, and rarely in the katakana コ, is extremely common in male-authored ads describing 

women.  This ko is typically used to refer to someone younger and/or intimate, and it is 

often used to talk about younger women by both female and male speakers.  In the 

present data, few female advertisers use ko to address men, as will be discussed later.   
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TABLE 11, Gender-implicit expressions used by male advertisers 

Japanese text Romanized text English translation 
Ekisaito furenzu   
●理想のメル友 […]こがら、

[…] 

●Risoo no meru-tomo […] 
kogara, […] 

●Ideal e-mail friend […] small in 
stature, […] 

『手をつないで公園デートだ♪

年下の甘えん坊さん希望』 

“Te o tsunaide kooen-deeto da. 
Toshishita no amaenboo-san 
kiboo” 

“Let’s have a date at a park, holding 
hands. I prefer a baby-like person 
who is younger and likes to be 
spoiled” 

最近全然いい事無いよ~涙。同

じよーな人いたら、よかったら

彼氏いてもいいんで都内か横浜

あたりで飲みにでも行きません

か？ 

Saikin zenzen ii koto nai yo: 
namida. Onaji yo:na hito itara, 
yokattara kareshi itemo ii n de 
tonai ka Yokohama atari de nomi 
ni demo ikimasen ka? 

There’s absolutely nothing good 
lately: (tears). If you are like me, 
even if you have a boyfriend, would 
you like to go out for some drinks 
in Tokyo or Yokohama? 

関西から越してきてまだﾂﾚおら

んから誰か〓友でも呑み友でも

ええからなって下さい(^0^)/ 

Kansai kara koshite kite mada 
tsure oran kara dareka nomi-
tomo demo ee kara natte kudasai 
(^0^)/ 

Since I moved [to Tokyo] from 
Kansai, I haven’t found a 
companion, so, someone, please be 
my friend, drinking buddy, or 
anybody for that matter(^0^)/ 

●理想のメル友 ２対２とかで

飲みにいける人いませんか？ 

●Risoo no meru-tomo  Ni tai ni 
toka de nomi ni ikeru hito imasen 
ka? 

●Ideal e-mail friend: Is there 
anyone who could go out for a 
drink two-on-two? 

みき、分かるかな、ﾒｰﾙ待ってる

からね。絶対見つけてね。 

Miki, wakaru kana, meeru 
matteru kara ne. Zettai mitsukete 
ne. 

Miki (female name), do you know 
who this is? I’ll be waiting for your 
e-mail. Please be sure to find me 
here, ok? 

まだこっちに友達少ないから募

集中!!彼女もおらへん。。。 

Mada kotchi ni tomodachi 
sukunai kara boshuu-chuu!! 
Kanojo mo ora hen… 

I don’t have many friends in the 
area yet, so I am seeking!! I don’t 
have a girlfriend, either… 

かわいい子待ってるね(^^♪ Kawaii ko matteru ne(^^♪ Cute [girls], I’ll be waiting, ok? 
(^^♪ 

●理想のメル友 一緒にいてほ

のぼのできる子。 

●Risoo no meru-tomo  Isshoni ite 
honobono dekiru ko. 

●Ideal e-mail friends: A [girl] with 
whom I can hang out and feel 
relaxed. 

●理想のメル友 癒し系、優し

いコ 

●Risoo no meru-tomo  Iyashi-kee, 
yasashii ko 

●Ideal e-mail friends: Comforting 
type, a gentle [girl] 

社会人になると出会いも少ない

ですしいい出会いになるとほと

んどないですよね。。でも、合

コンとかのノリはあまり好きじ

ゃないし。だからもしかしたら

こんな出会いもアリなのかなっ

て思って。 

Shakai-jin ni naru to deai mo 
sukunai desu shi ii deai ni naru to 
hotondo nai desu yo ne.. Demo, 
goo-kon toka no nori wa amari 
suki janai shi. Dakara 
moshikashitara konna deai mo ari 
na no kana tte omotte. 

Once you become a full-time 
employee, there are fewer chances 
to meet new people. As for good 
encounters, there are next to none, 
right?.. But I don’t really like the 
atmosphere of a group date, so I 
thought maybe it’s ok to try this 
kind of encounter [via the Internet]. 

●理想のメル友 可愛らしい

人。 

●Risoo no meru-tomo  
Kawairashii hito.  

●Ideal e-mail friends: A cute 
person. 

●理想のメル友 […]好みなか

んぢな[sic]子（笑） 

●Risoo no meru-tomo […] 
Konomi na kanzi na[sic] ko 
(warai) 

●Ideal e-mail friends: […] A [girl] 
who is my type (laugh) 
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「ギュー」「イチャイチャ」っ

てフレーズが好きな子いないか

な？[…]小柄でさみしがりな子

が好きだよ(^-^)  

“Gyuu” “ichaicha” tte fureezu ga 
sukina ko inai kana? […] kogara 
de samisigari na ko ga suki da 
yo(^-^) 

Is there a [girl] who likes phrases 
like “squeeze,” “fooling around”? 
[…] I like a [girl] who is small in 
stature and easily gets lonely(^-^)   

やさしい子と楽しくメールした

いよ。仲良くなったらいいこい

いこしたり甘えてもいいからね

(^-^)  

Yasashii ko to tanoshiku meeru 
shitai yo. Nakayoku nattara ii ko 
ii ko shitari amaete mo ii kara ne 
(^-^) 

I want to enjoy exchanging e-mail 
with a gentle [girl]. If we get along 
well, you can be like a baby and get 
spoiled, ok? (^-^) 

●理想のメル友 […] 明かるくて

甘えん坊な[sic]子がいいな~ 

●Risoo no meru-tomo […] 
Akarukute amaenboo na[sic] ko 
ga ii na: 

●Ideal e-mail friends: […] I prefer a 
[girl] who is cheerful and likes to be 
spoiled. 

●理想のメル友 明るく優しい

子☆[…]  

●こんなメル友になる 結婚し

よ（笑） 

●Risoo no meru-tomo  Akaruku 
yasashii ko.[…]  
●Konna meru-tomo ni naru  
Kekkon shiyo (warai) 

●Ideal e-mail friends: A cheerful 
and gentle [girl] […]  
●We’ll be this kind of e-mail 
friends: Let’s get married. (laugh) 

ゴロニャ~して年上に甘えたい

子いる？よく男女問わず年下に

相談されるんだけど彼女がいな

いのが不思議って言われる(^^; 

Goronya: shite toshiue ni amaetai 
ko iru? Yoku danjo towazu 
toshishita ni soodan sareru n da 
kedo kanojo ga inai no ga fushigi 
tte iwareru(^^; 

Is there a [girl] who wants to purr 
and get spoiled by an older [guy]? 
Young guys and girls often come 
ask me for advice and they say it’s 
a wonder that I don’t have a 
girlfriend(^^; 

●理想のメル友 可愛くてやさ

しい子☆ 

●Risoo no meru-tomo  Kawaikute 
yasashii ko. 

●Ideal e-mail friends: A cute, gentle 
[girl]. 

恋愛するなら引っ張っていきた

いし、ラブラブなのがいいです

ね。甘えられたいしこっちも一

途でいたい。尽くしてくれたら

ほんとにうれしさを感じちゃい

ますね！ 

Ren’ai suru nara hippatte ikitai 
shi, raburabu na no ga ii desu ne. 
Amaerare tai shi kotchi mo ichizu 
de itai. Tsukushite kuretara 
hontoo ni ureshisa o kanji 
chaimasu ne! 

If we were to fall in love, I would 
like to be the one to lead our 
relationship and hope that we 
become a charming couple. I want 
you to depend on me, and I want to 
be committed to you. If you could 
care for me selflessly, I would be 
sincerely delighted! 

年齢・彼氏いるいない・既婚未

婚は気にしませ~ん(^^)/ 

Nenree, kareshi iru inai, kikon 
mikon wa ki ni shimase:n(^^)/ 

Your age, whether or not you have 
a boyfriend, whether or not you are 
married, none of these will 
matter(^^)/ 

３流出版社に勤めとるもんやか

ら、多少、普通ではない癖があ

りまして。いや、まぁ、そんな

んも含めて理解してくれる子。 

Sanryuu shuppansha ni tsutometo 
ru mo n ya kara, tashoo, futsuu de 
wa nai kuse ga arimashite. Iya, 
maa, sonna n mo fukumete rikai 
shite kureru ko.  

Since I work for a lower-end 
publisher, I have unusual habits a 
little. So [I prefer] a [girl] who 
would understand me, including 
those habits. 

●理想のメル友 悩みとか愚痴

とか何でも相談してくれる子 

●Risoo no meru-tomo  Nayami 
toka guchi toka nan demo soodan 
shite kureru ko 

●Ideal e-mail friends: A [girl] who 
would be willing to ask me for 
advice on anything, including 
worries and complaints. 

彼氏やだんなさんがいる人でな

ーんでも話せる人友達になりま

しょう 

^＾ 

Kareshi ya danna san ga iru hito 
de na:n demo hanaseru hito 
tomodachi ni narimashoo^＾ 

Those who have a boyfriend or 
husband, let’s become friends, with 
whom we can tell anything to each 
other^＾ 

★☆淋しがり＆甘えたい子募集 ★☆Sabishigari & amaetai ko ★☆Seeking a [girl] who gets lonely 
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☆★（笑）こんな子と出逢えた

らなと思って載せてみました。

甘えられるのが好きだからウザ

イぐらいの子で一途な子がﾌｨｰﾘﾝ

ｸﾞいいみたい(^^; 

boshuu. (warai) Konna ko to 
deaetara na to omotte nosete 
mimashita. Amaerareru no ga 
suki dakara uzai gurai no ko de 
ichizu na ko ga fiiringu ii 
mitai(^^; 

easily and wants to be spoiled. 
(laugh) I posted this ad in the hope 
of meeting a [girl] like this. I like to 
be depended on, and it seems to 
work better with a [girl] who is 
almost annoyingly committed(^^; 

都内に住むお洒落でかわいい子

メール下さい。 

Tonai ni sumu oshare de kawaii 
ko meeru kudasai. 

Please e-mail me [if you are] a 
fashionable, cute [girl] who lives in 
Tokyo  

●理想のメル友 明るくて笑顔

のかわいい子。 

●Risoo no meru-tomo  Akarukute 
egao no kawaii ko. 

●Ideal e-mail friends: A [girl] who 
is cheerful and has a cute smile. 

自分は買い物やバイクや YUKI

さんが好きな人間です。 

Jibun wa kaimono ya baiku ya 
YUKI san ga sukina ningen desu. 

I am a human being who likes 
shopping, motorbikes, YUKI 
(female celebrity), etc. 

ちょくちょく連絡とれる子 Chokuchoku renraku toreru ko A [girl] whom I can contact often 
彼女はいるんだけどあまり連絡

とったりしないから誰かとメー

ルしたりしたいな(^_-)-☆ 

Kanojo wa iru n da kedo amari 
renraku tottari shinai kara dareka 
to meeru shitari shitai na. 

I do have a girlfriend, but we don’t 
get in touch with each other very 
often, so I want to exchange e-mail 
with someone. 

遊ん[sic]そうな感じでもー普通

に一途な子だといいな！  

Ason[sic] soo na kanji demo – 
futsuu ni ichizu na ko da to ii na! 

If you could be committed [to a 
lover] – normally, even if you 
might appear to be playing around, 
that would be nice! 

結婚してますが、よかったら癒

し合いましょう！  

Kekkon shite masu ga, yokattara 
iyashiai mashoo! 

Although I am married, if it’s ok 
with you, let’s comfort each other! 

良い子っぽい顔の頑張り屋のコ

とお話したいです宜しく 

Yoiko ppoi kao no ganbariya no 
ko to ohanashi shitai desu 
yoroshiku 

I would like to talk with a [girl] 
who has a good[-child] face and is a 
hard worker Thanks. 

●理想のメル友 明るく優しい

子 

●Risoo no meru-tomo  Akaruku 
yasashii ko 

●Ideal e-mail friends: A cheerful, 
gentle [girl] 

『バツイチ子持ちです！』[…]

できれば家庭的な人と出会いた

いです 

“Batsu-ichi ko-mochi desu! […] 
dekireba katee-teki na hito to deai 
tai desu 

“[I’m] divorced with a child(ren)!” 
[…] I would like to meet a family-
oriented person 

●理想のメル友 優しい子 ●Risoo no meru-tomo  Yasashii 
ko 

●Ideal e-mail friends: A gentle 
[girl] 

Match.com MSM   
恋愛対象は、、きれいな人、足

細い人、やさしい人は好きで

す。 

Ren’ai-taishoo wa,, kireina hito, 
ashi hosoi hito, yasashii hito wa 
suki desu. 

As for a romantic partner,, I like a 
beautiful person, someone with slim 
legs, and a gentle person. 

Yahoo!Japan paasonaruzu MSM   
メールとかたくさんしてくれる

お友達募集しまっす。[…]彼女

が出来たらめっちゃ一途になり

ます。 

Meeru toka takusan shite kureru 
o-tomodachi boshuu shimassu. 
[…] Kanojo ga dekitara metcha 
ichizu ni narimasu. 

I am seeking friends who would 
send me a lot of e-mail, etc.  […] If 
I found a girlfriend, I would be 
totally committed to her.  

一方通行の関係より、お互いが

お互いを思いやり、必要とし合

えるような関係が築けたら嬉し

いです。因みに恋人・結婚相手

Ippoo-tsuukoo no kankee yori, 
otagai ga otagai o omoiyari, 
hitsuyoo to shiaeru yoo na kankee 
ga kizuketara ureshii desu. 
Chinami ni koibito, kekkon-aite 

I would be delighted if we can build 
a relationship where we care for 
each other and need each other, 
rather than a one-way relationship. 
For your information, as far as 
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は、そういう関係になれたら本

当に素敵な事だなぁと思いま

が、 

wa, soo iu kankee ni naretara 
hontoo ni sutekina koto da na: to 
omoimasu ga, 

lovers or marriage partners are 
concerned, I think it would be really 
nice if we could be in a relationship 
like that. 

 

When the heteronormative gender ideology is at work, it seems safe to assume that ko in 

these male-authored ads implicitly refers to women.  Fourth, and finally, some advertisers 

make a reference to certain cultural assumptions, which are, again, heteronormative.  An 

advertiser is addressing a specific individual who has a female name, while another says 

he wants to meet ni tai ni toka de nomi ni ikeru hito ‘anyone who could go out for a drink 

two-on-two’.  The latter is looking to organize a group date with two women and two 

men, which is a common practice of young singles, usually heterosexual, in Japan.  

I exclude these target-gender-implicit ads from an analysis of desirable personae, 

bodies, and practices in relation to the wished-for gender of the target respondents, since 

it would be circular to draw any conclusions when the target gender was identified based 

on heteronormative assumptions.  However, I will make reference to them when 

discussing the relevant outcome of analyses of the target-gender-explicit ads.   

In the data there are many other ads that have neither gender-explicit nor -implicit 

expressions in describing the characteristics of the target respondents.  These ads are 

categorized as target-gender-unknown.  They are also excluded from gender-based 

analysis in this study, precisely because the gender of the target respondents cannot be 

identified in them without relying on socio-cultural assumptions beyond what ad texts 

provide.  In the next section, I present the distribution of each of the target-gender-

explicit, -implicit, and -unknown ads in the present data.  
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5.1.3 Distribution of the target-gender-explicit, -implicit, and -unknown ads 

Table 12 shows the numbers of ads whose desirable (and undesirable) partners’ gender is 

explicitly stated (women, men or both), implicitly stated (women, men or both) or 

unknown, along with the number of ads that do not have descriptions of target 

respondents (though they may contain self-descriptions).  First of all, a total of 242 ads 

(including 55 female-authored ads and 187 male-authored ads) contain gender-explicit 

expressions indicating women as primary target respondents, whereas a total of 221 ads 

(including 187 female-authored ads and 34 male-authored ads) use them indicating men 

as the primary target.  Also, a total of 180 ads (including 102 female-authored ads and 78 

male-authored ads) contain gender-explicit expressions denoting both women and men as 

target respondents and neither is the primary target.  There are a few ads that say they are 

meant to recruit respondents of both genders and yet give specific descriptions of ideal 

partners of one gender and/or the other.  These ads are included in the target gender 

category to which those descriptions apply (i.e., women as the target explicitly or men as 

the target explicitly).  

Second, a total of 41 ads (including 2 female-authored ads and 39 male-authored 

ads) have gender-implicit expressions suggesting that they are seeking women, while a 

total of 34 ads (all female-authored; 33 in Ekisaito furenzu and 1 in Match.com) use them 

implying that they are seeking men.  In addition, twenty nine female-authored ads in 

Match.com as well as eleven female-authored and two male-authored ads in Yahoo!Japan 

paasonaruzu implicitly indicate, using at least one gendered noun or noun phrase but not 

the other counterpart, that they are meant to extend an invitation to both women and men. 
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TABLE 12, Numbers of ads whose target gender is explicit, implicit or unknown 
 
 Female-authored ads Male-authored ads  
Target 
gender 

EF MC YP Subtotal EF MC YP Subtotal Total 

Women 
explicitly 

7 21 2752 55 6353 101 2354 187 242 

Women 
implicitly 

2 0 0 2 36 1 2 39 41 

Men 
explicitly 

3955 99 4956 187 1 30 3 34 221 

Men 
implicitly 

33 1 0 34 0 0 0 0 34 

Both 
explicitly 

8 5857 36 102 7 4858 2359 78 180 

Both 
implicitly 

0 0 11 11 0 0 2 2 14 

Unknown 99 0 6060 159 90 0 10561 195 354 
*No target 
descriptions 

12 21 17 50 3 20 42 65 115 

Number of 
raw data  

200 200 200 600 200 200 200 600 1200 

Notes: EF = Ekisaito furenzu; MC = Match.com; YP = Yahoo!Japan paasonaruzu; *Numbers of ads with 
‘no target descriptions’ include those of ads that are not personals and of those not in Japanese (see Table 4 
for the details). 
 

Third, and finally, a total of 354 ads (159 female-authored ads and 195 male-

authored ads) do not seem to have either gender-explicit or -implicit expressions to 

                                                 
52 Four pairs of ads are identical with each other and cross-listed in Yahoo!’s WSW and MSW categories. 
53 Out of 63 ads, three are probably authored by the same advertiser. 
54 Out of 25 ads, three are identical with one another, and another two are probably by the same advertiser, 
all in Yahoo!’s WSM category. 
55 There are a couple of ads that are identical with each other and another two are probably authored by the 
same advertiser.  
56 Seven pairs of ads are identical with each other and cross-listed in Yahoo!’s WSW and MSW categories. 
57 Two ads are identical with each other and cross-listed in Match.com’s WSW and MSW categories. 
58 Two ads are identical with one another and cross-listed in Match.com’s WSM and MSM categories. 
59 Two ads from Yahoo!’s WSM category are identical with each other. 
60 Eight pairs of ads are identical with each other and cross-listed in Yahoo!’s WSW and MSW categories. 
61 Three ads from Yahoo!’s WSM category are identical with one another, and a pair of ads are identical 
and cross-listed in Yahoo!’s WSM and MSM categories. 
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specify the gender of target respondents.  It is notable that among the ads in Ekisaito 

furenzu and Yahoo!Japan paasonaruzu that do have descriptions of target respondents, 

more than two fifths to two thirds of them have no explicit or implicit mention of the 

target gender (45.7% - 90 out of 197 male-authored ads in Ekisaito; 47.5% - 87 out of 

183 female-authored ads in Yahoo!; 52.7% - 99 out of 188 female-authored ads in 

Ekisaito; 66.5% - 105 out of 158 male-authored ads in Yahoo!).  All these ads vary in 

length but at least have some information that would fall in the ADVERTISER, seeks, 

TARGET, GOALS and/or (COMMENT) slots.   

Even when the target gender of an ad can be identified through examination of 

gender-explicit or -implicit expressions as described above, the advertiser’s sexual 

orientation cannot be approximately determined unless the heteronormative assumptions 

are at work.  Since the majority of ads in these deai-kee-saito are intended to solicit 

applicants for social activities as well as romantic/sexual engagement, this piece of 

information is critical for the readers to make a decision on the next move.  And, it seems 

that such assumptions are indeed working since the advertisers recruiting respondents of 

a gender other than theirs never mention that they are heterosexual but instead simply 

give statements such as otona no dansee ga suki desu ‘[I] like mature men’ and kanojo 

boshuu ‘seeking a girlfriend’.  In contrast, some advertisers seeking either same-sex 

respondents or both women and men do declare that they are lesbian, gay or bisexual, 

which I will discuss in the next section. 
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5.1.4 Articulation of advertiser’s sexual orientation   

In addition to indicating the target gender with gender-explicit or -implicit expressions as 

presented earlier, some of the advertisers seeking same-sex respondents, either 

exclusively or inclusively, choose to articulate their sexual orientation in the ad.  Table 13 

is an exhaustive list of such cases from the data.  The number of such advertisers in the 

present data is rather small: six out of 170 female advertisers (57 seeking same-sex and 

113 seeking both) and four out of 114 male advertisers (34 seeking same-sex and 80 

seeking both).  However, it is still significant because these advertisers describe 

themselves as lesbian, gay, bisexual or ‘not lesbian/gay,’ but there is no one who claims 

to be heterosexual explicitly, even though the majority of advertisers seeking same-sex 

respondents or both genders here appear to be heterosexual themselves.  This may be 

another indication that the heteronormative ideology of gender is at work.  That is, 

heterosexual advertisers do not need to declare their sexual orientation because it is 

already assumed, sometimes even in the context of soliciting same-sex respondents, 

which is potentially ambiguous in terms of the goals of such practice (e.g., for friendship 

only or future romantic/sexual involvement).   

There are three advertisers who articulate their sexual orientation by indicating 

that they are not homosexual through the use of explicit negation or implication: Onna no 

ko to mo takusan shiriaeru to ureshii. Demo rezu janai yo ‘I’d be glad if I get to meet a 

lot of girls as well.  But I’m not lesbian’; Demo akumademo o-tomodachi-boshuu na 

node, sotchi-kee ga mokuteki no kata wa go-enryo kudasai ‘But I am seeking strictly 

friends, so if your goal is [to find a homosexual relationship], please refrain [from 
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TABLE 13, Articulation of sexual orientation by some advertisers 

Japanese text Romanized text English translation 
Not lesbian, gay or bisexual [Target: both]   
[From MSW of Match.com] 
女の子とも沢山知り合えると嬉

しい。でもレズじゃないよ。 

 
Onna no ko to mo takusan 
shiriaeru to ureshii. Demo rezu 
janai yo. 

 
I’d be glad if I get to meet a lot of 
girls as well.  But I’m not lesbian.  

[From MSW of Match.com] 
男女、年齢問いません。メール

から始めて仲良くなったら、一

緒に楽しい時間を過ごしません

か？女の子だったらランチでも

いいね。飲みにも行きたいし、

とにかくお友達大大募集です!!!

でもあくまでもお友達募集なの

で、そっち系が目的の方はご遠

慮下さい。 

 
Danjo, nenree toimasen. Meeru 
kara hajimete nakayoku nattara, 
isshoni tanoshii jikan o 
sugoshimasen ka? Onna no ko 
dattara ranchi demo ii ne. Nomi 
ni mo ikitai shi, tonikaku o-
tomodachi dai- dai-boshuu 
desu!! Demo akumademo o-
tomodachi-boshuu na node, 
sotchi-kee ga mokuteki no kata 
wa go-enryo kudasai.  

 
Male/female, age won’t matter. If we 
start our exchange via e-mail and end 
up getting along well, would you like 
to spend fun time together [with me]? 
If you are a girl, [getting together for] 
lunch would be nice. I also want to go 
for a drink, so, in any case, I’m very 
much seeking friends!!! But I am 
seeking strictly friends, so if your 
goal is [to find a homosexual 
relationship], please refrain [from 
contacting me].   

[From MSW of Yahoo!] 
男性の人でも異業種交流なんか

を期待して友達としてOKで

す。（ホモとかゲイはパスで

す。以前ニューハーフにナンパ

されて怖かった・・。） 

 
Dansee no hito demo igyooshu-
kooryuu nanka o kitai shite 
tomodachi toshite OK desu. 
(Homo toka gei wa pasu desu. 
Izen nyuu-haafu ni nanpa sarete 
kowakatta…) 

 
Even if you are a man, it’s ok [to 
contact me] as a friend in the hope of 
exchanging information across 
different business fields.  (I’d pass if 
you are homosexual or gay.  I was 
once approached by a transsexual, 
and it was scary…) 

Bisexual [Target: both]   
[From MSM of Yahoo!] 
お茶と甘いものと音楽と本と散

歩と昼寝と冬ときれいな女の子

や男の子が好きです。 

バイセクシャルだけど、そんな

のもうどうでもいいよって思っ

てる。 

 
O-cha to amai mono to ongaku 
to hon to sanpo to hiru-ne to 
fuyu to kireena onna no ko ya 
otoko no ko ga suki desu. 
Baisekusharu da kedo, sonna no 
moo doo demo ii yo tte 
omotteru.  

 
I like green tea, sweets, music, books, 
taking a walk, taking a nap, winter, 
and beautiful girls and boys. 
[I’m] bisexual, but I don’t think it 
matters and I don’t even care.    

Lesbian [Target: women]   
[From Ekisaito furenzu] 

●理想のメル友 
女の子に興味のある子なら 
[…] 

●好きなもの 
女の子にしか興味が持てないの 
●はまってること 
女の子との恋愛 
 

 

● Risoo no meru-tomo 
Onna no ko ni kyoomi no aru ko 
nara 
[…] 

●Sukina mono 
Onna no ko ni shika kyoomi ga 
motenai no 
●Hamatteru koto 
Onna no ko to no ren’ai 

 

●Ideal e-mail friends 
If you are a [girl] who is interested in 
girls 
[…] 

● [My] favorite things 
I can only get into girls.  

●Activities that [I] am into now 
Romance with a girl 
 

[From WSW of Match.com] 
自分は性別は女ですが気持ちは

 
Jibun wa seebetsu wa onna desu 
ga kimochi wa otoko, zoku ni iu 

 
I am female by gender but male by 
heart, a so-called ‘onabe [butch 
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男、俗に言うオナベです。  onabe desu. lesbian]’. 
[From WSW of Match.com] 
女の子が好きになったのは中学

1年のときから兆候があり、高

２のとき彼女ができました。

（純愛かな~） 

 
Onna no ko ga suki ni natta no 
wa chuugaku ichi-nen no toki 
kara chookoo ga ari, koo-ni no 
toki kanojo ga dekimashita. 
(Jun’ai kana:) 

 
Since my freshman year in junior 
high school [7th grade], there had 
been signs that I was attracted to 
[girls], and at my junior year in senior 
high school [11th grade] I had a 
girlfriend.  (Pure love?) 

[From WSW of Match.com] 
猫っぽいらしいです。 

 
Neko-ppoi rashii desu. 

 
They say [I’m] more like a ‘cat’ [a 
passive role in lesbian sex]. 

Gay [Target: men]   
[From MSM of Match.com] 
Hello Im[sic] str8 act[sic] 
Japanese (GJM)... * 

  
Hello I’m a straight-acting Japanese 
(GJM [Gay Japanese Male])... * 

[From MSM of Match.com] 
好きなはっション[sic]は ゲイ

カジ一般っす。 
見た感じとかは和み系だよねっ

て言われます。 
でもベッドではやらしい系っす

けどね。 

 
Sukina hasshon[sic] wa gei-kaji 
ippan ssu. 
Mitame toka wa nagomi-kee da 
yo ne tte iwaremasu. 
Demo beddo de wa yarashii-kee 
ssu kedo ne. 

 
My favorite fashion is gay-casual in 
general. 
I am [often] told that I look like a 
person who would heal you and 
comfort you. 
But in bed, I’m more on the kinky 
side.  

Notes: *=Original in English, taken from an ad written in both Japanese and English in the MSM category 
of Match.com.  Similar statements in ads only in languages other than Japanese are not included in this list. 
 

contacting me]’; and, Homo toka gei wa pasu desu ‘I’d pass if you are homosexual or 

gay’ [underlining added].  The first two advertisers are female and the last one is male, all 

of whom are seeking same-sex friends as well as friends and lovers of the other gender, 

but nonetheless they seem to feel it necessary to clarify the sexual ambiguity potentially 

involved in the current search.  None of them claim that they are heterosexual, but they 

instead state that they are not homosexual or do not wish to meet lesbian or gay 

individuals.  Moreover, the male advertiser goes on to express his fear at his previous 

encounter with someone who was transgender: Izen nyuu-haafu ni nanpa sarete 

kowakatta… ‘I was once approached by a transsexual, and it was scary…’ [underlining 
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added].  Homosexual and transsexual are not exactly the same; however, for this 

advertiser the two are and both are to be legitimately avoided.       

 The remaining five advertisers do not use negation or implication to articulate 

their sexual orientation: they are more straightforward.  A male bisexual advertiser uses 

the English loanword baisekusharu ‘bisexual’, whereas lesbian advertisers use the plain 

noun phrase, such as onna no ko to no ren’ai ‘romance with a girl’, or lesbian jargon, 

such as onabe ‘butch lesbian’ or a lesbian whose “social and emotional identity is male” 

(Abe, 204: 209) and neko ‘cat’ or someone who assumes a passive role in lesbian sex.  

Another lesbian advertiser briefly gives her story of coming out to herself: Onna no ko ga 

suki ni natta no wa chuugaku ichi-nen no toki kara chookoo ga ari, koo-ni no toki kanojo 

ga dekimashita. (Jun’ai kana:) ‘Since my freshman year in junior high school [7th grade], 

there had been signs that I was attracted to girls, and at my junior year in senior high 

school [11th grade] I had a girlfriend.  (Pure love?)’ [underlining added].  On the other 

hand, there are only two gay male advertisers in the data who articulate their sexual 

orientation, but one provides his sexuality information only in English in the ad that is 

written in both Japanese and English: ‘Hello Im[sic] str8 act[sic] Japanese (GJM)...’ 

‘GJM’ stands for ‘Gay Japanese Male.’  Another implicates his sexuality in the 

description of his favorite style in clothing: Sukina hasshion[sic] wa gei-kaji ippan ssu 

‘My favorite fashion is gay-casual in general’.  It is noted that this author selects a 

masculine speech style to convey this information, replacing de in the copula desu with 

consonant lengthening to produce ssu.   
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In addition to these lesbian, gay, and bisexual advertisers, there are others, all gay, who 

use a strategy similar to heterosexual ads: they do not declare their sexual orientation but 

merely state what they are looking for or looking to do, involving intimate same-sex 

interaction.  Their ads are found in the MSM category of Match.com, as listed in Table 14.  

First, English loanword deeto ‘a date’, which means in Japanese only ‘a joint activity by 

romantically involved parties’ and not ‘a person to date’, is often used to describe 

desirable practices that these advertisers wish for.  When a male advertiser seeking men 

says he is looking to have a deeto, it can be safely concluded that he is gay.  Similarly, 

some advertisers use koibito ‘a lover’ and tsukiau hito ‘someone to date’ in describing the 

target respondents.  Second, others are more specific in characterization of desirable 

partners’ physicality, using such noun phrases as futome no dansee ‘a slightly stocky 

men’, gatchiri shita tayorigai no aru hito ‘buff and reliable [men]’ kebukai hito ‘hairy 

[men]’, matcho de tokuni kinniku-shitsu no hito ‘macho and, more importantly, muscular 

[men]’, and simply matchona hito ‘macho [men]’.  Also, in one case otokorashi suginai 

hito ‘[men] who is not too manly’ is used to describe unwanted characteristics.  I 

translated hito ‘a person; people’ in these phrases ‘men’ because in this context the target 

gender is male.  Third, and finally, some advertisers make use of kinship terms for a role 

that they want their partner to play in their future interaction, such as nii-san-teki na kata 

‘someone who is like a Big Brother’ and o-too-san ‘a daddy’.  The advertisers’ sexual 

orientation is safely assumed when these expressions co-occur with the target-gender 

information.  I did not find any lesbian counterparts in the present data.   

The sexual orientation of the remaining advertisers seeking same-sex respondents 
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TABLE 14, Some gay ads in Match.com’s MSM category 

Japanese text Romanized text English translation 
デートは、平日だったらご飯

食べに行ったりとか。 

Deeto wa, heejitsu dattara gohan 
o tabe ni ittari toka. 

For a date, [I would like to] go have 
lunch if it is on a weekday.  

色んなところにデートで行っ

て楽しみたいです、 

Ironna tokoro ni deeto de itte 
tanoshimi tai desu. 

I would like to go to various places 
for a date and enjoy it.  

恋人(もし本当に出来れば)に

望むことは…なるべく多くの

時間を一緒に過ごしたい！ 

Koibito (moshi hontoo ni 
dekireba) ni nozomu koto wa… 
narubeku ooku no jikan o isshoni 
sugoshi tai! 

What I expect of a lover (if I manage 
to find one) is … I want to spend as 
much time together as possible! 

気軽に話せたり、飲みに行け

たり、のんびり出来る方、兄

さん的な方と知り合いたいで

す。 

Kigaru ni hanasetari, nomi ni 
iketari, nonbiri dekiru kata, nii-
san-teki na kata to shiriai tai 
desu. 

I would like to get to know someone 
with whom I could easily talk, go for 
a drink, relax, and who is like a Big 
Brother.  

それでもって太目の男性が好

きという業をもっています。

(笑) 

Soredemotte, futome no dansee ga 
suki to iu waza o motte imasu. 
(warai) 

Furthermore, I carry karma of being 
attracted to slightly stocky men. 
(laugh) 

えっと、相手を選ぶとき？自

然な出会いでしか、付き合う

人がいなかったから、あまり

考えたことがありませんが、

やっぱり、外見より中身です

ね。 

Etto, aite o erabu toki? Shizenna 
deai de shika, tsukiau hito ga 
inakatta kara, amari kangaeta 
koto ga arimasen ga, yappari, 
gaiken yori nakami desu ne. 

Umm, when I select a partner? I have 
never had anybody to date except 
when I met them in a natural setting, 
so I have never given much thought 
to it before.  But, of course, inside is 
more important than looks.    

45~50 代半ばくらいまで

の、ガッチリした頼りがいの

ある人が希望です。あくまで

もできればですが、毛深い人

で、僕自身が受身なので、能

動的な人 がいいです。 

Yonjuu-go kara gojuu-dai nakaba 
kurai made no, gatchiri shita 
tayorigai no aru hito ga kiboo 
desu.  Akumademo dekireba desu 
ga, kebukai hito de, boku-jishin 
ga ukemi na node, noodoo-teki na 
hito ga ii desu. 

I prefer someone who is between 45 
years old and mid-fifties, buff and 
reliable.  If it is ever possible, it 
would be nice [if he is] hairy and 
proactive, since I am passive myself.  

普通体系~マッチョで特に筋

肉質な人がいいです。 

Futsuu-tai-kee kara matcho de 
tokuni kinniku-shitsu na hito ga ii 
desu.  

It would be nice [if he is] in a normal 
shape or macho, and more 
importantly, muscular. 

マッチョな人が過ぎ[sic]で
す。人種は関係なく好きで、

黒人さんとか得に[sic]大好き

です。 

Matchona hito ga sugi[sic] desu. 
Jinshu wa kankee naku suki de, 
kokujin-san toka tokuni[sic]  dai-
suki desu. 

I like macho people [men].  I like 
them regardless of race, and I 
expecially like (Mr.) black people  
[men]. 

I'm searching for a guy 
who's gonna make my life 
wonderhul[sic] and live 
toghether[sic] anywhere.* 

 I'm searching for a guy who's going 
to make my life wonderful and live 
together anywhere.* 

職場にはお父さん世代の方が

いませんのでためになるお話

もしていただけるお父さんが

いいです。 

Shokuba ni wa o-too-san-sedai no 
kata ga imasen node tame ni naru 
o-hanashi mo shite itadakeru o-
too-san ga ii desu. 

Since there is no one who is in 
daddy’s generation at work, it would 
be nice [if he is] a ‘daddy’ who 
would even give me useful talks. 

デートは好きな人となら何で

も幸せです。[…] 余暇は映画

Deeto wa sukina hito to nara nan 
demo shiawase desu. […] Yoka 

As for a date, anything is happy so 
long as I am with someone I like. […] 
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を最近よく見ます。スポーツ

もやりたいけど、行く人がい

ないから彼氏と行きたいで

す。 

wa eega o saikin yoku mimasu. 
Supootsu mo yaritai kedo, iku hito 
ga inai kara kareshi to ikitai desu.  

I often see movies in my free time 
lately.  I also want to play sports, but 
there is no one to go play with, so I 
want to do so with a boyfriend. 

近場でデートよりもちょっと

したとこに旅行してお互いハ

ングリーになりたい。 

Chikaba de deeto yori mo chotto 
shita toko ni ryokoo shite otagai 
hangurii ni nari tai. 

Rather than going for a date to nearby 
spots, I’d rather go for a short trip 
[with him] and get hungry for each 
other [have intense sex].  

あと、女々しすぎる人や、男

らしすぎる人も苦手かな？美

しい人は苦手か 

も。  

Ato, memeshi sugiru hito ya, 
otokorashi sugiru hito mo nigate 
kana? Utsukushii hito wa nigate 
kamo. 

In addition, I’m not so fond of [men] 
who are too feminine or too manly? 
I’m probably not so fond of beautiful 
people.  

Notes: *= Original in English, taken from an ad written in both Japanese and English in the MSM category 
of Match.com.  Similar statements in ads only in languages other than Japanese are not included in this list. 
 

can only be speculated.  Thus, in this study I use the target gender as a discreet analytical 

category and supplementally make reference to information about sexual orientation only 

when it is identifiable and relevant to an individual analysis.   

 In this section, I have described the ways in which the gender of the desirable 

partners that the advertisers wish for was identified, and presented the gender-explicit and 

gender-implicit expressions that the advertisers use in describing their target respondents.  

I also discussed the role of the heteronormative ideology of gender in interpreting these 

ads.  Further, I presented the data that articulate the advertisers’ sexual orientation.  In the 

next section, I introduce the commonly used descriptors of the target respondents and 

analyze them depending on the advertiser’s gender in relation to the target gender.  I also 

examine those descriptors depending on the advertiser’s gender when the target gender is 

neither articulated nor implied.  
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5.2 Attributes of Desirable Partners 

When we browse personals on the Internet and elsewhere, we are usually greeted by the 

descriptions of the advertisers themselves, with which we decide whether or not we 

would pursue further conversation with the advertiser.  As Marley (2002) rightly points 

out, the dialogue has already been initiated by the advertisers through the very act of 

posting an ad for communication purposes, and it is now up to us, the readers, to decide 

whether or not to continue it by responding to the prompt.  This critical decision is, 

however, not entirely up to us, ad viewers.  In many cases, we are also greeted by the 

descriptions of persons that the advertisers desire and are seeking, which may ‘qualify’ or 

‘disqualify’ us as their target respondents before responding to the prompt.   Some of us 

may ‘qualify’ more often than others and find multiple advertisers to choose from, while 

others may feel denied their willingness to reply to and interact with the advertisers all 

together.  In this section, I look into linguistic resources that are used to describe 

desirable partners as well as ‘undesirable’ partners, depending on the gender of the target 

others, along with the envisioned practices in their future interactions.  In particular, I pay 

close attention to those descriptors that are relevant to desirable personae, bodies, and 

socio-sexual practices in relation to the reproduction of social asymmetries, primarily 

based on gender.  Since the focus of this study is on desirable women in contrast to 

desirable men, I will not examine the ads seeking both genders, unless they are authored 

by advertisers who are self-claimed bisexual or explicitly state that they are seeking one 

gender for socio-sexual relationships while inviting another gender for social but non-

sexual activities.  Also, although there are a substantial amount of ads that do not provide 
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sufficient textual data to determine the target gender, I will leave them out as well.  First, 

I examine the attributes of desirable women according to the ads.  Second, I investigate 

those of desirable men according to the ads.  Third, and finally, I look at ads whose target 

gender is unknown and see if any patterns are found depending on the advertisers’ gender. 

 

5.2.1 Attributes of desirable women by advertisers seeking them  

Women are sought through deai-kee-saito personals by both women and men.  Most 

female advertisers seeking other women seem to have an intention of building social and 

non-sexual relationships with them, although there are a few lesbian advertisers seeking 

same-sex friends and lovers.  On the other hand, most male advertisers seeking women 

seem to be looking for them for socio-sexual activities and/or marriage, which is reserved 

for the union of a woman and a man according to Japanese law.   

 Now we take a look at the descriptors of desirable women in female-authored ads 

with gender-explicit expressions in describing such women.  There are a total of 55 ads in 

this category.  Expressions that convey a similar meaning are combined as one and listed 

as an attribute, indicated as “overall meaning in English” in Table 15.  In most cases, a 

single set of descriptors for an attribute contains various linguistic resources such as 

different nouns, adjectives, and verbal phrases.  The overall format of the table is adapted 

from Shalom (1997: 194).  The ‘band’ is a unit of five percent increments (e.g., 5-10%, 

10-15%, with the exception of units: 3% or less, 3%-5%, and 35% or above).  These 

bands are used to classify attributes into each five percent unit, based on their respective 

percentage in each target-gender category.  Attributes that are grouped in each band are  
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TABLE 15, The most frequent attributes of desirable women in female-authored ads 
 

Band & 
Percent of 

ads 

Overall meaning 
in English  

Romanized text Japanese text 

(1) 35+ Female or same 
gender 
[36/55=65.5%] 

Onna no hito ‘woman’, onna no ko ‘girl’, onna 
tomodachi ‘female friend’, josee ‘woman’, 
josee no kata ‘female person [polite]’, josee no 
hito ‘female person’, doosee ‘same sex’ 

女の子／コ、女の人、

女性、女友達、女性の

方、女性の人、同性 

 Friend material 
[22/55=40.0%] 

Tomodachi ‘friend’, o-tomodachi ‘friend 
[polite]’, onna tomodachi ‘female friend’, onna 
no ko tomodachi ‘girl friend’, josee tomodachi 
‘woman friend’ 

友達／ともだち、お友

達、女友達、女の子友

達、女性友達 

(2) 30-35    

(3) 25-30    

(4) 20-25    

(5) 15-20    

(6) 10-15 Joint activity 
partner 
[7/55=12.7%] 

Isshoni kurabu ni asobi ni ikareru onna no ko 
tomodachi ‘girl friends with whom I could go 
to dance clubs’; isshoni nondari katattari suru 
tomodachi ‘friends with whom I would have a 
drink, chat, etc.’; shizukana jikan o kyooyuu 
dekiru hito ‘someone with whom I can share 
quiet times’, etc. 

一緒にクラブに遊びに

行かれる女の子友達、

一緒に飲んだり語った

りする友達、静かな時

間を共有できる人、な

ど 

(7) 5-10 Common 
hobbies/tastes* 
[5/55=9.1%] 

Ongaku to supootsu ga sukina kata ‘someone 
who likes music and sports’; shumi no au kata 
‘someone with whom I share hobbies/tastes’, 
etc. 

音楽とスポーツが好き

な方、趣味の合う方、

など 

 Similar age 
[5/55=9.1%] 

Doonendai (no) ‘in the same age group’, toshi 
no chikai ‘near my age’, nijuu-dai no ‘in her 
twenties’ 

同年代（の）、年の近

い、２０代の 

 Trustworthy 
[4/55=7.3%] 

Shinrai no okeru tomodachi ‘someone I can 
trust’, butchake-banashi ga dekiru onna-
tomodachi ‘female friend to whom I can 
confess my [secret] stories’, etc. 

信頼の置ける友達、ぶ

っちゃけ話ができる女

友達、など 

 Any looks 
[3/55=5.5%] 

Gaiken nado wa kodawarimasen ga ‘I’m not 
too concerned about your looks’, etc. 

「外見などはこだわり

ませんが」、など 

 Attractive  
[3/55=5.5%] 

Sutekina josee ‘attractive woman’, sutekina 
kata ‘attractive person’ 

素敵な女性、素敵な方 

 Career-oriented 
[3/55=5.5%] 

Shigoto to katee o ryooritsu sasete iru suupaa-
shufu no kata! ‘super-housewife who is 
handling both work and household matters 
with competence!’; shigoto o isshookenmee 
shite iru ‘someone who is working very hard’, 
etc. 

仕事と家庭を両立させ

ているスーパー主婦の

方！、「仕事を一生懸

命している」、など 

 Gentle/kind 
[3/55=5.5%] 

Yasashii hito ‘gentle person’, yasashisa o 
motta ‘having gentleness/kindness’, etc. 

優しい人、優しさを持

った、など 

(8) 3-5 Any age 
[2/55=3.6%] 

Nenree towazu ‘age won’t matter’; toshi […] 
kankee naku ‘regardless of age’ 

年齢問わず、年[…]関係

なく 

 Beautiful 
[2/55=3.6%] 

Kireena josee no hito ‘beautiful woman’, josee 
rashii utsukushisa ‘womanly beauty’** 

キレイな女性の人、女
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性らしい美しさ 

 Good 
conversationalist 
[2/55=3.6%] 

Hanashi ga ai tanoshiku kaiwa ga dekite ‘We 
have something in common to talk about and 
enjoy the conversation’; onaji tokoro de, 
kudaranai koto demo waraeru ‘we can laugh at 
the same point, even over rubbish’ 

「話が合い楽しく会話

ができて」、「同じと

ころで、くだらない事

でも笑える」 

 Nearby  
[2/55=3.6%] 

Ie ga chikakute ‘close to [each other’s] home’, 
chikaku no hito ‘someone in the nearby area’ 

「家が近くて」、近く

の人 

 Womanly 
[2/55=3.6%] 

Onna-rashii tomodachi ‘womanly friend’, 
josee-rashii utsukushisa ‘womanly beauty’** 

女らしい友達、女性ら

しい美しさ 

Notes: *Because the Japanese word shumi has two meanings ‘hobbies’ and ‘tastes’ and can be ambiguous, I 
did not differentiate them.  Also, the noun kyoomi ‘interest’ is often used in describing hobbies, and it often 
comes with shumi, so I combined these two words and/or concepts into one entry; **Josee rashii 
‘womanly’ and utsukushisa ‘beauty’ are from one noun phrase but discretely listed for analysis.  
 

assumed to have a similar frequency across the target-gender categories.  Since the 

present data is a sample of Japanese online personals, the ratio of each attribute merely 

reflects the results in the data, not generalizable to personals in general.  The band is used 

here to make it easier to compare the frequency of a respective attribute across target-

gender categories within the data.  Also, the numbers that are indicated in the ‘Overall 

meaning in English’ consist of the number of ads that indicated each attribute, the total 

number of the ads in this category, and the ratio of the ads that used respective attributes 

within the specific category.   

Being josee ‘a woman’, onna ‘a female’, onna no ko ‘a girl’ or doosee ‘the same 

gender’ is the first and foremost important attribute for female advertisers seeking women, 

specifying the target gender in their own writing with the Chinese characters denoting 

female (女) or the same (同).  Since the gender-explicit expressions are used to identify the 

gender of target respondents, it is no surprise to see that more than two thirds (65.5%) of 

the ads are found to indicate this attribute; however, this attribute is included in the list in 

order to show that not all ads use these most distinctively gender-explicit nouns.  In 
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addition, a variety of expressions are used here, as mentioned above.  I will analyze these 

various nouns that are used as a reference to target respondents in the next section on 

person references.  

Two fifths of these ads (40.0%) are addressed to women who could be their 

tomodachi ‘a friend’.  Then, at a lower ratio, about one in seven (12.7%) target someone 

such as isshoni nondari katattari suru tomodachi ‘a friend with whom I would have a 

drink, chat, etc.,’ or, in short, ‘a joint activity partner’ to share their favorite activities and 

fun times together.  Similarity in terms of hobbies and tastes as well as age is important in 

about one in ten ads (both 9.1%).  For instance, they seek shumi no au kata ‘someone 

with whom I share common hobbies/tastes’ and doonendai (no) ‘in the same age group’.  

The remaining attributes are used in only a few ads in the data: ‘trustworthy’ (e.g., 

shinrai no okeru tomodachi ‘a friend I can trust’), ‘any looks’ (e.g., gaiken nado wa 

kodawarimasen ga ‘I’m not too concerned about your looks’), ‘attractive’ (e.g., sutekina 

josee ‘an attractive woman’), ‘career-oriented’ (e.g., shigoto to katee ryooritsu sasete iru 

suupaa-shufu no kata! ‘a super-housewife who is handling both work and household 

matters with competence!’), ‘gentle/kind’ (e.g., yasashii hito ‘a gentle person’), any age 

(e.g., nenree towazu ‘age won’t matter’), ‘beautiful’ (e.g., kireena josee no hito ‘beautiful 

woman’), ‘a good conversationalist’ (e.g., hanashi ga ai tanoshiku kaiwa ga dekite ‘we 

have something in common to talk about and enjoy the conversation’), ‘nearby’ (e.g., ie 

ga chikakute ‘close to [each other’s] home’), and ‘womanly’ (e.g., onna rashii tomodachi 

‘womanly friend’).    
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 Six out of these fifteen attributes listed in Table 15 are associated with desirable 

partners’ persona, portrayed with expressions for gender-neutral characteristics, including 

‘career-oriented,’ ‘gentle/kind,’ ‘attractive,’ and ‘trustworthy,’ except for ‘womanly.’  

The Japanese word sutekina ‘attractive’ can be used in describing a person in the sense of 

personality as well as physical features, and the distinction is not always transparent or 

may even be nonexistent.  The suffix -rashii as in onna-rashii ‘womanly’ ideologically 

connects the suffixed noun and its associated qualities and properties, which are often 

assumed to be naturally related and are thus taken for granted.  In this case, onna-rashii 

points to characteristics that a woman is supposed to have, loaded with the 

heteronormative ideology of gender among Japanese speakers.  And, it requires both an 

onna-rashii body and onna-rashii practice to realize this persona.  In this sense, onna-

rashii cuts across persona, body and practice.  We will see the male counterpart otoko-

rashii ‘manly’ in another category, which will be discussed later.  

 Five attributes concerning the target body include ‘female or same sex,’ ‘similar 

age,’ ‘any age,’ ‘beautiful,’ and ‘any looks.’  ‘Attractive’ could also be included.  ‘Age’ 

as a number is arguably a socially constructed notion under the blanket of scientific 

measurement; however, ‘age’ as in physical transformation as well as temporal 

positioning in one’s life is a natural phenomenon, and thus I treat it as an element of a 

body here.  It is interesting that there are seemingly opposing views on the age and looks 

of desirable women among the advertisers, neither of which would have been mentioned 

had they been insignificant in partner search.  These ‘oppositions’ not only reflect a range 

of preferences but also show the significance of these elements in discursively 
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constructing the bodily images of desirable partners.  In the data, more female-authored 

ads are addressed to same-age cohort members (5 women) than those who do not limit 

their potential respondents by age (2 women).  It should be noted that ‘age’ is one of the 

most powerful social instruments in organizing interpersonal relationships among 

Japanese speakers, which could make it easy to build friendship among people of the 

same age but very difficult among people of different ages.  Thus, this preference seems 

to be a reflection of this social reality.  

 Attributes such as ‘Friend material,’ ‘a joint activity partner,’ ‘common 

hobbies/tastes,’ and ‘a good conversationalist’ are all related to the target practice that 

these advertisers wish for.  “Friends” are something two or more individuals become by 

mutually investing their temporal, physical and psychological resources in each other in 

order to establish, secure and maintain their relationship.  I considered this category as 

“practice” in this study.  Many female-authored ads here solicit the practices by which 

they can make ‘friends’ and/or ‘joint activity partners’ from target respondents, with 

whom the authors can build social and possibly socio-sexual bonding and/or make their 

life meaningful by spending time together.  It seems that ‘common hobbies/tastes’ is 

thought to be a key element in determining what the joint activity may be or providing a 

reason for what are essentially strangers to get acquainted with each other.  Being a ‘good 

conversationalist’ is also seen as an asset to the establishment and maintenance of such 

interpersonal relationships.  Furthermore, ‘age’ is a major factor in determining activities 

to be jointly engaged in, topics to be jointly discussed, and/or access to individuals across 

age differences in Japan.   
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 A few individual advertisers list characteristics of undesirable respondents.  For 

instance, an advertiser, who is seeking sengyoo-shufu ‘a full-time housewife’, prefers to 

avoid respondents who intend eventually to meet in person: deai mokuteki, dansee no 

kata wa o-kotowari shimasu ‘[I will] humbly turn down people who are looking to meet 

[in person] or male’.  A self-identified onabe ‘butch woman’ advertiser says geki-potcha-

san wa gomen nasai ‘I’m sorry [but please refrain from responding if you are] 

excessively heavy-set’, while another advertiser whose sexual orientation is ambiguous 

states yaseteru hito wa dame kamo ‘it might not work with a skinny person’. 

Now we turn to how desirable women are described in male-authored ads 

targeting women.  A total of 187 ads are classified in this category.  Table 16 shows the 

attributes that commonly appeared in this category.  Approximately one quarter of male-

authored ads (25.1%) reiterate the gender of target respondents, by using at least one 

noun or noun phrase that contains onna or jo with the Chinese character 女 denoting 

female gender.   These ads also use most of the same nouns indicating female gender that 

are used in the female-authored ads above.  Similarly, one in five (20.9%) are in search of 

women who would spend time together with the authors, doing a variety of social 

activities, from going out for dining, drinking, movies, shopping, and the like (e.g., 

mattari nomi nagara hanashitari, karaoke, eega, raibu ni ikeru kata ‘someone with 

whom I could do things like having mild conversation over a drink and going to karaoke, 

movies, and live concerts’), going on a trip (e.g., ryokoo ga sukina node isshoni itte 

kureru kata ‘someone to go on a trip with, since I like traveling’), to hanging out (e.g. 

isshoni asonde kureru hito ‘someone who would kindly hang out with me’).  The verb  
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TABLE 16, The most frequent attributes of desirable women in male-authored ads 
 

Band & 
Percent 
of ads 

Overall meaning 
in English  

Romanized text Japanese text 

(1) 35+    

(2) 30-35    

(3) 25-30 Female 
[47/187=25.1%] 

Onna no hito ‘female person’, onna no ko ‘girl’, 
onna tomodachi ‘female friend’, josee ‘woman’ 

女の人、女の子、女友

達、女性 

(4) 20-25 Joint activity 
partner  
[39/187=20.9%] 

Isshoni asonde kureru hito ‘someone who 
would kindly hang out with me’, futari de 
tanoshii jikan o kyooyuu shi aeru hito  
‘someone to share fun times with each other’, 
mattari nomi nagara hanashitari, karaoke, 
eega, raibu ni ikeru kata ‘someone with whom I 
could do things like having mild conversation 
over a drink and going to karaoke, movies, and 
live concerts’, etc. 

一緒に遊んでくれる人、

二人で楽しい時間を共有

しあえる人、まったり飲

みながら話したり、カラ

オケ、映画、ライブに行

ける方、など 

(5) 15-20 Common 
hobbies/tastes 
[28/187=15.0%] 

Shumi, kyoomi ga au kata ‘someone whose 
hobbies/tastes and interest would match mine’, 
gorufu o yarareteru kata ‘someone who plays 
golf’, ongaku-zuki ‘music fan’, etc.  

趣味・興味が合う方、ゴ

ルフをやられてる方、音

楽好き、など 

(6) 10-15 Gentle/kind 
[22/187=11.8%] 

Yasashii hito ‘gentle person’, yasashii seekaku 
no kata ‘someone who has a kind character’, 
aite ni wa yasashiku sessuru koto no dekiru hito 
‘someone who can be kind to her partner’, etc. 

やさしい人、優しい性格

の方、相手にはやさしく

接することのできる人、

など 

 Friend material 
[21/187=11.2%] 

Tomodachi ‘friend’, onna tomodachi ‘female 
friend’, nakayoku nareru hito ‘someone I can 
make friends with’, etc. 

友達、女友達、仲良くな

れる人、など 

(7) 5-10 Considerate/ 
supportive  
[17/187=9.1%] 
 

Omoiyari no aru hito ‘considerate person’, 
isshoni ooen shi aeru yoona naka ‘relationship 
in which we can support each other’, otagai o 
iashi aeru otsukiai ‘relationship through which 
we can heal each other’, etc.   

思いやりのある人、一緒

に応援しあえるような

仲、お互いを癒し合える

お付き合い、など 

 Similar sense of 
values/ways of 
thinking 
[16/187=8.6%] 

Kachikan no au josee ‘woman whose sense of 
values would match mine’, onaji yoona kangae 
no hito ‘someone who has ideas similar to 
mine’, onaji koto de shiawase o kanjirareru 
kata ‘someone who would find happiness in the 
same things as I would’, etc.  

価値観の合う女性、同じ

ような考えの人、同じ事

で幸せを感じられる方、

など 

 Any looks 
[14/187=7.5%] 

Gaiken wa ki ni shinai yo, ‘I won’t be 
concerned about your looks’; yooshi ni tsuite wa 
toimasen ‘I will not ask for anything concerning 
your appearance’; tokuni menkui de wa 
arimasen ‘I am not very particular about looks’, 
etc.  

「外見は気にしない

よ」、「容姿については

問いません」、「特に面

食いではありません」、

など 

 Romantic 
partner 
candidate 
[12/187=6.4%] 

Kanojo ‘girlfriend’, ren’ai mokuteki de sanka 
shiteru onna no ko ‘girl who registered here for 
the pursuit of love’, shinken ni koosai dekiru 
aite ‘partner with whom I can consider having a 
serious relationship’, etc. 

彼女、恋愛目的で参加し

てる女の子、真剣に交際

できる相手、など 
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 Any age 
[10/187=5.3%] 

Toshi wa amari ki ni shimasen! ‘I won’t worry 
too much about your age!’, nenree wa toimasen 
node ‘age won’t matter, so…’, nenree fumon 
（´∀｀）‘age won’t matter [smiley face]’, etc.  

「年はあまり気にしませ

ん！」、「年齢は問いま

せんので」、「年齢不問 
（´∀｀）」、など 

 Cheerful 
[10/187=5.3%] 

Akarui hito ‘cheerful person’, akarui seekaku no 
hito ‘someone who has a cheerful character’, 
akarui kanji no onna no hito ‘woman who has a 
cheerful look’, etc. 

明るい人、明るい性格の

人、明るい感じの女の

人、など 

 Cute 
[10/187=5.3%] 

Kawaii ko ‘cute girl (child)’, kawaii tte omoeru 
yoona onna no ko ‘girl whom I would find 
cute’, kawaii tte iwareru yoona onna no ko ‘girl 
who would be told that she is cute’, etc. 

可愛い子、かわいいって

思えるような女の子、カ

ワイイって言われるよう

な女の子、など 

 Older 
[10/187=5.3%] 

Toshiue no josee ‘older woman’, toshi ga 
hanarete iru ‘someone whose age is a litte apart 
from mine’, nendai ga tashoo chigau kata 
‘someone whose age range is somewhat 
different from mine’, etc.  

年上の女性、「年が離れ

ている」、年代が多少違

う方、など 

(8) 3-5 Certain looks 
[9/187=4.8%] 

Mita me mo sorenarini daiji da to wa omoimasu 
kedo ‘I do think looks are important to a degree, 
but…’; gaiken mo, sorya yappa shoojiki aru yo 
nee, to omou ‘I think, to be honest, looks do 
mean something after all, you know’; gaiken 
teki ni amari hade janai kata ‘someone whose 
looks are not too gaudy’, etc.  

「見た目もそれなりに大

事だとは思いますけ

ど」、「外見も、そり

ゃ、やっぱ正直あるよね

ぇ、と思う」、外見的に

はあまり派手じゃないか

た、など 

 Inspirational  
[7/187=3.7%] 

Iroiro shigeki shi aeru kankee ‘relationship 
through which we can stimulate each other’, 
otagai o takameru koto ga dekiru hito ‘someone 
to mutually enhance each other’s potential’, 
tomo ni seechoo dekireba ii desu ne ‘it would be 
nice if we can grow together’, etc.  

いろいろ刺激しあえる関

係、お互いを高める事が

できる人、「共に成長で

きればいいですね」、な

ど 

 Beautiful 
[6/187=3.2%] 

Kireena hito ‘beautiful person’, yooshi tanree 
‘beautiful looks’, kokoro mo mita me mo 
kireena hito ‘someone beautiful inside and out’, 
etc.   

きれいな人、容姿端麗、

心も見た目もきれいな

人、など 

 Big Sister type 
[6/187=3.2%] 

Yasashii o-nee-san ‘kind big (older) sister’, o-
nee-kee ‘Big Sister type’, o-ne-gyaru ‘Big Sister 
type gal’, etc.  

優しいお姉さん、おねえ

系、オネギャル、など 

 Confident 
[6/187=3.2%] 

Jishin no aru josee ‘woman who has 
confidence’, jibun ni sukoshi dake jishin o 
motteru hito ‘someone who is a bit confident 
about herself’, boku to onaji yoo ni nanika ni 
jishin o motte iru josee ‘woman who is 
confident about something, just like myself’, 
etc.  

自信のある女性、自分に

少しだけ自信をもってる

人、僕と同じように何か

自信を持っている女性、

など 

 Good 
conversationalist 
[6/187=3.2%] 

Hanashi-zukina hito ‘someone who likes to 
talk’; hanashi o shite te tanoshiku te ‘someone 
who is fun when talking together, and’; 
omoshiroi kaiwa o otagai ni dekiru hito 
‘someone I can have interesting conversation 
with’, etc. 

話し好きな人、「話をし

てて楽しくて」、面白い

会話をお互いに出来る

人、など 
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 Positive 
[6/187=3.2%] 

Seekaku wa, pojitibuna kata ‘someone whose 
character is positive’, nanigoto ni mo 
maemukina hito ‘someone who is positive about 
everything’, etc. 

性格は、ボジティブな

方、何事にも前向きな

人、など 

 Younger  
[6/187=3.2%] 

Toshishita ‘younger/younger person’, toshishita 
no kanojo ‘younger girlfriend’; toshishita nara 
toshi no sa wa ki ni shinai yo ‘so long as you are 
younger, age difference won’t matter to me, etc. 

年下、年下の彼女、「年

下なら年の差は気にしな

いよ」、など 

 

asobu, translated here as ‘to hang out’ is often translated as ‘to play.’  Used in eleven ads 

in describing target women, it is conspicuously vague and allows multiple interpretations 

in terms of collaborative activities in which participants might engage, ranging from 

strictly social entertainment to sexual engagement.  About one in six ads in this category 

(15.0%) are intended to find women who have ‘common hobbies/tastes’ (e.g., shumi, 

kyoomi ga au kata ‘someone whose hobbies/tastes and interest would match mine’).  

Slightly more than one in ten ads (11.8% and 11.2% respectively) list ‘gentle/kind’ (e.g., 

yasashii hito ‘a gentle person’) and being a ‘friend material’ (e.g., tomodachi ‘a friend’; 

nakayoku nareru hito ‘someone I can make friends with’) as characteristics of desirable 

female respondents.   Other attributes of desirable women indicated in male-authored ads 

that are shared with the female counterparts include ‘a good conversationalist’ (e.g., 

omoshiroi kaiwa o otagaini dekiru hito ‘someone I can have interesting conversation 

with’), ‘any age’ (e.g., nenree fumon （´∀｀） ‘age won’t matter [an emoticon of a smiley 

face]’), and ‘any looks’ (e.g., gaiken wa ki ni shinai yo ‘I won’t be concerned about your 

looks’), as well as being ‘beautiful’ (e.g., yooshi tanree ‘beautiful looks’).   

  On the other hand, more than half of the attributes that appeared in more than 

three percent of the male-authored ads are different from the female-authored ads.  Those 

include: ‘considerate/supportive’ (e.g., omoiyari no aru hito ‘a considerate person’, 
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isshoni ooen shi aeru yoona naka ‘a relationship in which we can support each other’), ‘a 

similar sense of values/ways of thinking’ (e.g., kachikan no au josee ‘woman whose 

sense of values would match mine’, onaji yoona kangae no hito ‘someone who has ideas 

similar to mine’), ‘a romantic partner candidate’ (e.g., kanojo ‘a girlfriend’, ren’ai 

mokuteki de sanka shiteru onna no ko ‘girl who registered here for the pursuit of love’), 

‘older’ (e.g., toshiue no josee ‘an older woman’), ‘cute’ (e.g., kawaii ko ‘a cute girl 

(child)’), ‘cheerful’ (e.g., akarui hito ‘a cheerful person’), and at the lower ratio, ‘certain 

looks’ (e.g., gaiken mo, sorya yappa shoojiki aru yo nee, to omou ‘I think, to be honest, 

looks do mean something after all, you know’), ‘inspirational’ (e.g., iroiro shigeki shi 

aeru kankee ‘a relationship through which we can stimulate each other’), ‘a Big Sister 

type’ (e.g., yasashii o-nee-san ‘kind big [older] sister’), ‘positive’ (e.g., seekaku wa, 

pojitibuna kata ‘someone whose character is positive’), and ‘younger’ (e.g., toshishita 

nara toshi no sa wa ki ni shinai yo ‘so long as you are younger, age difference won’t 

matter to me’).   

 Out of 21 attributes that appeared in at least six ads or more (3.0% or more) in this 

category, I consider nine to be features of target respondents’ personae, including 

‘gentle/kind,’ ‘considerate/supportive,’ ‘a similar sense of values/ways of thinking,’ 

‘cheerful,’ ‘cute,’ ‘a Big Sister type,’ ‘inspirational,’ ‘confident,’ and ‘positive.’  These 

attributes are projected on an individual through the viewer’s observation of the other’s 

performances in Goffman’s sense (1959).  One’s ‘sense of values/ways of thinking’ 

cannot be identified unless they are not only verbalized but also put into action or 

peformed.  O-nee-kee ‘a Big Sister type’ is particularly illustrative in that playing a role 
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of yasashii o-nee-san ‘a kind Big Sister’ involves not only bodily aspects such as gender 

(i.e., female) and age (i.e., older) but also actions and self-presentations (i.e., older-sister-

like behavior) in front of the beholders (e.g., the advertisers in this case).  It involves 

certain practices on the desirable women’s part that are typically associated with Big 

Sisters and that are recognized and/or judged as such by the viewers (e.g., ad authors).  

The other descriptors seem to contribute to the construction of a Big Sister figure, such as 

yasashii ‘gentle/kind’, omoiyari no aru ‘to be considerate’, shigeki shi aeru ‘to stimulate 

each other’, jishin no aru ‘to have confidence’, and pojitibuna ‘positive’ or maemukina 

‘forward-thinking’, which are what Big Sisters are all about.  These attributes are all 

presentational in that they all need to be acted upon or performed for the viwers 

(including the performer herself) in the interactional context.   

The key word for the attribute ‘cute’ is the adjective kawaii ‘cute’, which can be a 

description of physical/facial features as well as demeanor and behavioral patterns.  Thus, 

it is also a feature of desirable partners’ bodies.  Moreover, it is typically used for young 

children and animals, and thus to use kawaii to speak of others is ideologically curious.  

Describing someone kawaii immediately indexes a socially asymmetrical relationship, for 

instance, between parents and their young children in Japanese families.  In most cases, it 

is the older family members who use kawaii in complimenting the younger members 

usually of other families, and not vice versa.  It is usually an expression of positive affect 

and often intimacy expressed by the speaker in authority to their subordinates; thus, when 

describing a person in the presence of that person, it needs to be handled with care.  Only 

when an intimate relationship has already been established might it be safe for young 
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members to use kawaii to describe an older addressee and say it to that person.  No such 

restriction is placed upon parents or older individuals telling their younger addressee that 

they are kawaii.  In the data, kawaii is used for both women and men but it is more 

common in describing desirable women.   

 There are only six ads that explicitly target ‘a Big Sister type’ and ten ads that 

target ‘cute’ women; the authors of the remaining ads are not necessarily seeking such 

women.  In fact, a variety of women are being sought in male-authored ads in this 

category, as we can see in the descriptions of target women’s bodies.  Nine out of 21 

attributes here are linked to bodily features, including ‘female,’ ‘any looks,’ ‘cute,’ 

‘certain looks,’ ‘beautiful,’ ‘any age,’ ‘older,’ and ‘younger.’  In terms of ‘looks’ and 

‘age,’ conflicting preferences are present.  Although generalizations cannot be 

legitimately made based on the current data set, if we combine the percentages of ads 

prioritizing such attributes as ‘cute’ (5.3%), ‘certain looks’ (4.8%) and ‘beautiful’ (3.2%), 

that will exceed the precentage of ‘any looks’ (7.5%).  In other words, an ad reader in this 

category is more likely to encounter advertisers who do care about looks than those who 

say they do not, which may inform the reader that looks are important rather than 

unimportant.  Similarly, the combined percentage of ‘older’ (5.3%) and ‘younger’ (3.2%) 

is higher than that of ‘any age’ (5.3%), which may give the overall impression that target 

respondents’ age matters among male advertisers seeking women.  But most of all, such 

expressions as ‘any looks’ or ‘any age’ would not have been mentioned in these ads in 

the first place, had ‘looks’ and ‘age’ been insignificant elements in the partner search in 

general.  In this sense, the sheer presence of these expressions contributes to the 
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construction of social asymmetries in the images of desirable partners, or desirable 

women in this case.  

 What is it, then, that these male advertisers want to do in collaboration with 

desirable female respondents?  Five attribues are mentioned as the practices that these 

advertisers envision themselves being engaged in with the imagined respondents, 

including becoming ‘joint activity partners,’ sharing ‘common hobbies/tastes,’ 

appreciating ‘friend material’ to build friendship, exploring ‘a romantic partner 

candidate’ for socio-sexual actvities, and having mutually engaging conversations with ‘a 

good conversationalist.’  These target practices are identical with those indicated in the 

female-authored ads seeking women, except for ‘a romantic partner candidate.’  One of 

the authors of the ads calling for ‘romantic partner candidates’ articulates the continuous 

nature of socio-sexual relationships: honto ni tomodachi ni naretari, koibito ni naretari, 

hatamata oku-san ni nattari toka, soo iu hito ga ii desu ne☆ ‘it would be nice [if you are] 

someone who could really be my friend, my lover, or even my wife☆’.  Another 

advertiser provides a detailed account of his expectations of the desired other as in (21), 

which I find to be representative of candid goals of using deai-kee-saito for many other 

male advertisers seeking women in the present data.  

 (21) 

 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

[YFF003] 

さて、真剣に交際できる相手を探して 
いるのです！ 
職場は技術職ということもあって、 
ちょっと異性との出会いが難しい環境な 
ので。お互い思いやって、楽しい時間を 
共有して、仕事もプライベートも 
充実できる関係が理想。そして、Give  
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8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

and Take できたら。お付き合いする人はぜ・ 
っ・た・い・に大切にするのになぁ（^^） 
まずは、メールから知り合っても、実際会って 
みなければフィーリングなんか分からないので、 
数回メールしたら実際に会える人を 
希望します。メールは何人もとは 
希望していません。と、言うことで、 
おこがましいことですが、年下で、 
写真を送れる方を希望します。 
（こちらも写真を載せているし、やはり 
僕にも好みはあります；） 
趣味・興味が合う方やタイプに 
はまったって人は(笑)宜しくお願い 
しますっ。 
仲良くなれたら、遊びに行きましょう！ 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
 
 

7 
8 
9 
 

10 
11 
12 

 
13 

 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

 
19 
20 
21 

 
22 

Sate, shinkenni koosai dekiru aite o sagashite 
iru no desu! 
Shokuba wa gijutsu-shoku to iu koto mo atte, 
chotto isee to no deai ga kibishii kankyoo na 
node. Otagai omoiyatte, tanoshii jikan o 
kyooyuu shite, shigoto mo puraibeeto mo  
 
 
juujitsu dekiru kankee ga risoo. Soshite, Give 
and Take dekitara. Otsukiai suru hito wa ze- 
t- ta- i- ni taisetsuni suru no ni na: (^^) 
 
Mazu wa, meeru kara shiriatte mo, jissai atte 
minakereba fiiringu nanka wakaranai node, 
suu-kai meeru shitara jissaini aeru hito o  
 
kiboo shimasu. Meeru wa nan-nin mo to wa 
  
kiboo shite imasen. To, iu koto de, 
okogamashii koto desu ga, toshishita de, 
shashin o okureru kata o kiboo shimasu. 
(Kochira mo shashin o nosete iru shi, yahari 
boku ni mo konomi wa arimasu ;) 
 
Shumi, kyoomi ga au kata ya taipu ni 
hamatta tte hito wa (warai) yoroshiku onegai 
shimasu tt. 
 
Nakayoku naretara, asobi ni ikimashoo! 

Well, I am seeking [here] a partner with 
whom I could date for a serious 
relationship! 
Partly because my work place is for 
technical professionals, it is a bit hard to 
meet someone of the opposite sex. Ideally, 
in our relationship, we would care for each 
other, share enjoyable times together, and 
could thus fulfill both professional and 
private lives. And, [it would be nice] if we 
could Give and Take. [I wish I could find 
someone because] I would def-i-nite-ly 
treasure my date. [Japanese emoticon of a 
smiley face]62 
Even if we have our first encounter via e-
mail, I would not know how we feel about 
each other unless we actually meet, so my 
hope is to find someone who could meet in 
person after exchanging e-mails a few times. 
I am not hoping to exchange e-mails with 
many people. That said, it is presumptious 
of me to ask for this, but I hope to meet 
someone who is younger and able to send 
me a picture.  
(Partly because I have posted my picture 
here myself, and I do have my preferences, 
too. [English emoticon of a smiley face] 
Please [reply (!) if you are] someone whose 
hobbies/tastes and interests match mine 
and/or who would match the descriptions of 

                                                 
62 This emoticon is seen not only in Japanese text but also in other East Asian texts such as Chinese and 
Korean.   
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my type (laugh). 
If we get along well, let’s go out for fun! 

 

First, this advertiser articulates that he posted an ad in search of a partner of isee ‘the 

opposite sex’ (line 4) for shinkenni koosai dekiru ‘being able to engage in a serious 

relationship’ (line 1).  Second, he aspires to fulfill both professional and private lives by 

finding a date to mutually care for and spend time with: Otagai omoiyatte, tanoshii jikan 

o kyooyuu shite, shigoto mo puraibeeto mo juujitsu dekiru kankee ga risoo ‘Ideally, in 

our relationship, we would care for each other, share enjoyable times together, and could 

thus fulfill both professional and private lives’ (lines 5-7).  In the ideal relationship that 

he envisions, “give and take” or mutual benefit (lines 7-8) is the key word, highlighted by 

the use of an English expression in primarily Japanese text.  Third, the author expects to 

have an in-person meeting with a target respondent eventually because fiiringu ‘feeling’ 

(line 11) or ‘how we feel about each other’ cannot be known, according to him, unless he 

meets with the respondent.  And, he is not looking to meet with many, but only a chosen 

few.  Therefore, fourth, in order to be one of that chosen few, he admits that one needs to 

fit his type or images of desirable women: [...] taipu ni hamatta tte hito (warai) ‘someone 

[...] who would match the descriptions of my type (laugh)’ (lines 19-21).  He recognizes 

the candidness of this confession and thus mitigates it by a virtual laugh (笑 warai ‘laugh’) 

and a humbling expression stated prior to declaring his ‘type’: okogamashii koto desu ga 

‘it is presumptiuous of me to ask for this but’ (line 15).  That the desirability of his target 

respondents depends on their looks is reiterated by the statement in parentheses (lines 17-

18): (Kochira mo shashin o nosete iru shi, yahari boku ni mo konomi wa arimasu ;) 
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‘(Partly because I have posted my picture here myself, and I do have my preferences, too. 

[English emoticon of a smiley face]’ [underlining added].  The adverb yahari ‘likewise; 

as expected’ (line 17) in this statement functions to justify his otherwise proactive 

reproduction of social asymmetries based strictly on target women’s looks, or in this case, 

age and a visual image on their self-portrait photographs: toshishita de, shashin o okureru 

kata ‘someone who is younger and able to send me a picture’ (lines 15-16).  This use of 

yahari is similar to excerpt 20 where a female advertiser first says she is open to 

respondents of any gender but yappari, derivative of yahari, prefers most likely one 

gender (i.e., male).  This line of justification is realized by linking their stance with the 

hegemonic ideology of gender and sexuality, which shapes the dominant images and 

imagery of desirable persons and enculturates individuals into subscribers of such images.  

Fifth, and finally, the author states the non-virtual goal of his attempt to make 

connections with target respondents through the deai-kee-saito: Nakayoku naretara, 

asobi ni ikimashoo! ‘If we get along well, let’s go out for fun!’ (line 22). 

 On the other hand, none of the attributes that indicate elements of undesirable 

women made the list, only appearing in two or less ads, far less than 3 percent, except for 

one: three ads articulate that negative thinkers are dispreferred.  For instance, an 

advertiser says in a polite speech style maipeesu no kata ya kurai kata wa o-kotowari 

desu ‘[I will] humbly turn down people who are at their own pace [self-centered] and/or 

dark [negative], while another does so in a casual speech style negatibuna hito wa, 

komatchau na ‘I’d be troubled [if you are] a negative person’.  Yet another male 
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advertiser seeking women gives a more specific account of his preference in a polite 

speech style, as in (22):  

(22) 

 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

[MFM026] 

友達や彼女になる人に特に 
希望はないのですが、人の悪いところ 
ばかり見る人ではなく、よいところを 
見つけて高め合っていける人がいいかな、 
とは思います。人の悪口は 
あまり好きではありません。 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 
3 
4 

 
 

5 
6 

Tomodachi ya kanojo ni naru hito ni tokuni  
kiboo wa nai nodesu ga, hito no warui tokoro 
bakari miru hito de wa naku, yoi tokoro o 
mitsukete takame atte ikeru hito ga ii kana,  
 
 
to wa omoimasu. Hito no waruguchi wa 
amari suki de wa arimasen. 

I do not have particular preferences for 
someone who would be my friend or 
girlfriend; however, it might be good, I 
think, [if you are] someone who would see 
the good aspects of  others and enhance 
each other’s potential, not someone who 
would find only faults in others.  I don’t like 
[the act of] speaking ill of others behind 
their back.  

 

I will discuss linguistic resources utilized in expressing desire later; however, it is noted 

here that this advertiser discursively builts a hierarchy favoring supportive people over 

those who are critical of others.  

 In this section, we have examined the attributes of desirable women as found in 

female- and male-authored ads.  In what follows, I present the attributes of desirable men 

as stated in female-authored ads first and then those in male-authored ads.   

 

5.2.2 Attributes of desirable men by advertisers seeking them 

There are a total of 187 female-authored ads that are explicitly intended for male readers 

in the present data.  Table 17 shows 39 attributes that are found in at least six ads or more, 
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which is substantially more than the 15 found in female-authored ads and 21 found in 

male-authored ads both targeting women.  This may mean that female advertisers are 

seeking either a wider variety of men or more specific attributes in them.  

 The most frequent attribute to appear in this category is ‘gentle/kind,’ whose 

descriptor is yasashii ‘gentle/kind’, which was used in more than one in five ads (22.5%).  

This is followed by ‘a joint activity partner’ (18.7%), including isshoni asonde kureru 

kata ‘someone who would kindly hang out with me’ and osake ni tsukiatte kureru kata! 

‘someone who would have drinks with me!,’ among others.  Slightly more than one in ten 

ads in this category (10.2% to 11.8%) list one or more of the following attributes: 

‘common hobbies/tastes’ (e.g., shumi no au hito ‘someone whose hobbies/tastes would 

match mine’, kaigai ni kyoomi no aru kata ‘someone who is interested in other 

countries’), ‘tall’ (e.g., se ga takai hito ‘someone who is tall’, shinchoo ga 170CM ijoo de 

‘someone who is taller than 170cm [5’6”]’), ‘trustworthy’ (e.g., shinrai shi aeru kata 

‘someone whom I could trust and be trusted by’, nandemo hanaseru hito ‘someome 

whom I can tell anything’), ‘considerate/supportive’ (e.g., omoiyari no aru hito ‘a 

considerate person’, seeshin-teki ni sasaete kureru hito ‘someone who would kindly 

support me mentally’), ‘friend material’ (e.g., tomodachi ‘friend’, nakayoku shite 

kudasaru kata ‘someone who would become friends with me’), and ‘male’ (e.g., dansee 

‘men’, otoko no hito ‘a male person’, otoko no ko ‘a boy’, isee ‘the opposite sex’).    

 There are eleven attributes that appear in fewer than one in ten but more than one 

in twenty ads (5.3% to 9.1%), including ‘similar sense of values/ways of thinking’ (e.g., 

kachikan no au hito ‘someone whose sense of values would match mine’), ‘simiar age’  
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TABLE 17, The most frequent attributes of desirable men in female-authored ads 
 

Band & 
Percent 
of ads 

Overall meaning 
in English  

Romanized text Japanese text 

(1) 35+    

(2) 30-35    

(3) 25-30    

(4) 20-25 Gentle/kind 
[42/187=22.5%] 

Yasashii hito ‘gentle person’, yasashii dansee 
‘gentle man’, yasashii seekaku no hito 
‘someone who has a kind personality’, 
yasashisa ga aru hito ‘someone who is kind’, 
etc. 

優しい人、やさしい男

性、優しい性格の人、

優しさがある人、など 

(5) 15-20 Joint activity 
partner 
[35/187=18.7%] 

Isshoni asonde kureru kata ‘someone who 
would kindly hang out with me’, isshoni ite 
tanoshii hito ‘someone who is fun to be with’, 
osake ni tsukiatte kureru kata! ‘someone who 
would have drinks with me’, etc. 

一緒に遊んでくれる

方、一緒にいて楽しい

人、お酒に付き合って

くれる方！、など 

(6) 10-15 Common 
hobbies/tastes 
[22/187=11.8%] 

Shumi no au hito ‘someone whose 
hobbies/tastes would match mine’, saafin 
sukina hito ‘someone who likes to surf’, kaigai 
ni kyoomi no aru kata ‘someone who is 
interested in other countries’, etc.   

趣味の合う人、サーフ

ィン好きな人、海外に

興味のる方、など 

 Tall 
[22/187=11.8%] 

Se ga takai hito ‘someone who is tall’; 
shinchoo ga 170CM ijoo de ‘someone who is 
taller than 170cm [5’6”]’; se wa atashi yori 
takai hoo ga ii desu ‘It would be better [if he] is 
taller than I’, etc. 

背が高い人、「身長が

170CM 以 上 で 」 、

「背はあたしより高い

ほうがいいです」、な

ど 

 Trustworthy 
[22/187=11.8%] 

Shinrai shi aeru kata ‘someone I could trust 
and be trusted by’, nandemo hanaseru hito 
‘someome whom I can tell anything’, otagaini 
iken o ii aeru yoona kankee ‘relationship in 
which we can express our [frank] opinions to 
each other’, etc.  

信頼し合える方、何で

も話せる人、お互いに

意見を言い合えるよう

な関係、など 

 Considerate/ 
supportive 
 [21/187=11.2%] 
 

Omoiyari no aru hito ‘considerate person’, 
seeshin-teki ni sasaete kureru hito ‘someone 
who would kindly support me mentally’, iyashi, 
iyasareru koto ga risoo ‘Ideally, we would heal 
and be healed by each other’, etc. 

思いやりのある人、精

神的に支えてくれる

人、「癒し、癒される

ことが理想」、など 

 Friend material 
[19/187=10.2%] 

Tomodachi ‘friend’, o-tomodachi ‘friend 
[polite]’, yuujin ‘friend (formal)’, nakayoku 
shite kudasaru kata ‘someone who would 
become friends with me’, etc. 

友達、お友達、友人、

仲良くしてくださる

方、など 

 Male 
[19/187=10.2%] 

Dansee ‘men’, otoko no hito ‘male person’, 
otoko no ko ‘boy’, otoko tomodachi ‘male 
friend’, isee ‘the opposite sex’ 

男性、男の人、男の

子、男友達、異性 

(7) 5-10 Similar sense of 
values/ways of 
thinking 
[17/187=9.1%] 

Kachikan no au hito ‘someone whose sense of 
values would match mine’; kachikan no niteiru 
koto wa juuyoo desu ne ‘that we share the sense 
of values is important, wouldn’t you agree?’; 
onaji kangae o motteru kata ‘someone who has 

価値観の合う人、「価

値観の似ていることは

重要ですよね」、同じ

考えをもってる方、な
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the same ideas’, etc. ど 

 Similar age 
[17/187=9.1%] 

Toshi ga chikai kata ‘someone who is of 
similar age’; nijuudai de ‘in their twenties’; 
nenree purasu mainasu go-sai made de onegai 
shimasu ‘please be within five years of age of 
mine’, etc. 

年が近い方、「20 代

で」、「年齢は±５歳

ま で で お 願 い し ま

す」、など 

 Single/NOT 
married* 
[17/187=9.1%] 

Dokushin no kata ‘single person/bachelor’, 
kikon no kata wa gomennasai ‘I am sorry [but I 
cannot accept] those who are already married’; 
kikon no kata to kanojo ga iru kata go-enryo 
kudasai ‘Please refrain [from responding if 
you] are married or have a girlfriend’; dansee 
kikonsha kara no meeru o-kotowari shimasu 
‘no e-mail from married men, please’, etc.  

独身の方、「既婚者の

方はごめんなさい」、

「既婚の方と彼女がい

る 方 遠 慮 く だ さ い

ー」、「男性既婚者か

らのメールお断りしま

す」、など 

 Does not lie/ 
NOT a liar** 
[13/187=7.0%] 

Uso o tsukanai hito ‘someone who does not 
lie’, uso to tabako wa nashi ne ‘no lies and 
smoking, ok?’; heeki de uso o tsuku hito, 
tabako o suu hito mo NG kana ‘it is also no 
good if you are a blatant liar or a smoker’; uso 
o tsuitari booryoku-teki na hito wa dame desu 
‘it is not good [if] you lie and/or get violent’, 
etc. 

嘘をつかないひと、

「 嘘 と 煙 草 は ナ シ

ね」、「平気で嘘を付

く人、タバコを吸う人

も NG かな」、「嘘を

ついたり暴力的な人は

ダメです」など 

 Calming 
[11/187=5.9%] 

 Isshoni ite ochitsukeru yoona kata ‘someone 
whom I could feel calm being with’, mugon ni 
natte mo igokochi no yoi kankee ‘relationship in 
which we feel comfortable even in silence’, 
shizentai de irareru kankee ‘relationship in 
which we can be ourselves as we are’, etc. 

一緒にいて落ち着ける

ような方、無言になっ

ても居心地の良い関

係、自然体でいられる

関係、など 

 Intelligent/ 
knowledgeable  
[11/187=5.9%] 

Chiteki ‘intelligent’, iroirona chishiki o motte 
iru kata ‘someone who has a variety of 
knowledge’, monoshirina hito ‘knowledgeable 
person’, etc.  

知的、いろいろな知識

を持っている方、物知

りな人、など 

 Magnanimous 
[11/187=5.9%] 

Hooyooryoku no aru hito ‘magnanimous 
person’, tsutsumikonde kureru yoona hito 
‘someone who would accept me with 
magnanimity’; oorakana kanji de ‘someone 
who is big-hearted’, etc.  

包容力のある人、包み

込んでくれるような

人、「おおらかな感じ

で」、など 

 Serious 
[11/187=5.9%] 

Majimena hito ‘serious person’, jinsee o 
majime ni ikiyoo to shite iru kata ‘someone 
who is trying to take life seriously’, etc. 

真面目なひと、人生を

真面目に生きようとし

ている方、など 

 Career-oriented 
[10/187=5.3%] 

O-shigoto ganbatteru hito ‘someone who is 
working hard’, shigoto ni taisuru shisee ga 
chanto shite iru kata ‘someone who has proper 
attitudes towards his work’, kyaria-teki ni mo 
seekoo shite itari suru kata ‘someone who is 
successful in terms of career as well as others’. 
etc. 

お仕事頑張ってる人、

仕事に対する姿勢がち

ゃんとしている方、キ

ャリア的にも成功して

いたりする方、など 

 Cheerful 
[10/187=5.3%] 

Akarui ‘cheerful’, akarui kata ‘cheerful 
person’, taiyoo mitai na hito ‘someone who is 
like the sun’, etc.  

明るい、明るい方、太

陽みたいな人、など 

 Older 
[10/187=5.3%] 

Toshiue no hito ‘older person’, toshiue dansee 
‘older man’, yonjuu-dai ijoo no dansee ‘man 

年上の人、年上男性、
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older in their forties or above’, etc.  40 代以上の男性、など 

(8) 3-5 Good 
correspondent 
[9/187=4.8%] 

Takusan meeru kureru hito ‘someone who 
would send me a lot of text messages’, mane ni 
meeru dekiru hito ‘someone to faithfully 
exchange e-mails to each other’, fude-mame na 
hito(^-^) ‘faithful correspondent [smiley face]’, 
etc. 

たくさんメールくれる

人、まめにメールでき

る人、筆まめな人(^-

^)、など 

 Romantic partner 
candidate 
[9/187=4.8%] 

Majimeni otsukiai dekiru hito ‘someone to date 
for a serious relationship’, “koi” suru aite 
‘partner to fall in “love” with’, kareshi-kooho 
‘candidate for the boyfriend’, etc.  

真面目にお付き合いで

きる人、「恋」する相

手、彼氏候補、など 

 Sensible/has 
common sense 
[9/187=4.8%] 

Jooshiki-teki ‘has common sense’, ippan-
jooshiki wo motte iru hito ‘someone who has 
overall common sense’; ryooshiki aru kata 
‘sensible person, etc.  

常識的、一般常識を持

っている人、良識ある

方、など 

 Takes good care 
of me 
[9/187=4.8%] 

Chanto daiji ni shite kureru hito ‘someone who 
would value me for sure’, kawaigatte kureru 
kata ‘someone who would kindly pamper me; 
amaesasete hoshii desu ‘I would like him to let 
me indulge in his care’, etc. 

ちゃんと大事にしてく

れる人、可愛がってく

れる方、「甘えさせて

欲しいです」、など 

 Good-looking 
[8/186=4.3%] 

Kao ga ii hito ‘someone who has a handsome 
face’; kakko yosa ‘good looks’, gaiken juushi 
desu ‘[good] looks are very important to me’, 
etc.  

顔がいい人、かっこ良

さ 、 「 外 見 重 視 で

す」、など 

 Inspirational  
[8/187=4.3%] 

Otagai ga seechoo dekiru paatonaa ‘partner to 
grow with together’, otagaini shigeki o atae 
attari dekiru kata ‘someone who would inspire 
me and whom I could inspire’, isshoni ite 
takame aeru hito ‘someone to be with and 
mutually enhance each other’s potential’, etc. 

お互いが成長できるパ

ートナー、お互いに刺

激を与え合ったりでき

る方、一緒にいて高め

あえる人、など 

 Nearby 
[8/187=4.3%] 

Ie no chikaku no hito ‘someone who is close to 
my home’; Tookyoo kinkoo de ‘in the Tokyo 
area’; chikaku ni kurashite itara to omoimasu 
‘it would be nice if [he] lives nearby’, etc. 

家の近くの人、「東京

近郊で」、「近くに暮

らしていたらと思いま

す」、など 

 Sincere 
[8/187=4.3%] 

Seejitsuna kata ‘sincere person’, seejitsu de aru 
koto ‘being sincere’, etc.  

誠実な方、誠実である

こと、など 

 Understanding 
[8/187=4.3%] 

Watashi wa mimi ga kikoenai node, rikai shite 
kureru kata ‘someone who would be 
understanding, since I can’t hear (hearing-
impaired)’, jibun no sonzai o mitomete kureru 
hito ‘someone would recognize my existence’, 
hanashi ga yoku tsuujiru hito ‘someone who 
would understand what I say well’, etc.  

私は耳が聞こえないの

で、理解してくれる

方」、自分の存在を認

めてくれる人、話がよ

く通じる人、など 

 NOT without a 
profile/pictures 
[8/187=4.3%] 

Shashin no nai kata, gomennasai ‘I’m sorry 
[but I cannot accept] those who have no 
pictures [posted]’; purofiiru no nai kata, kopi-
meeru ni wa o-henji dekimasen ‘I cannot reply 
to those who have no profiles [posted] or 
messages that are copied (recycled)’, shashin 
matawa abataa, jiko-shookai no nai kata[…] 
gomennasai, o-henji dekimasen m(_ _)m 

「写真のない方、ごめ

んなさい」、「プロフ

ィールのない方、コピ

ーメールにはお返事で

きません」、「写真又

はアバター・自己紹介

の無い方 […] ごめんな
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‘Those who have no pictures, avatars or self-
introductions […], I am sorry but I cannot reply 
[bowing head]’, etc.  

さい、お返事出来ませ

ん 
m(_ _)m」、など 

 NOT a smoker 
[8/187=4.3%] 

Tabako suwanai hito ‘Non-smoker’; tabako wa 
nashi ne ‘No smoking, ok?’; tabako wa NG 
desu ‘Smoking is No Good’, etc.  

タバコ吸わない人、

「煙草はナシね」、

「タバコは NG です」、

など 

 Big Brother type 
[7/187=3.7%] 

O-nii-san ‘older brother’, o-nii-san-kee no hito 
‘Big Brother-like person’, o-nii-san ppoi 
seekaku no kata ‘someone who has a Big 
Brother-like personality’, etc. 

お兄さん、お兄さん系

の人、お兄さんっぽい

性格の方、など 

 Fun 
[7/187=3.7%] 

Tanoshii hito ‘fun person’, etc.  楽しい人、など 

 Interesting 
[7/187=3.7%] 

Omoshiroi hito ‘interesting person’, etc. 面白い人、など 

 Looks like 
certain male 
celebrities 
[7/187=3.7%] 

Tatoeru to Watanabe Ken san ya Ikeuchi 
Hiroyuki san nado!! ‘For example, Ken 
Watanabe, Horoyuki Ikeuchi, and the like’, etc. 

「例えると、渡辺謙さ

んや池内博之さんな

ど!!」、など 

 Mild-mannered 
[7/187=3.7%] 

Odayakana kata ‘mild-mannered person’, 
seekaku onkoo ‘affable personality’, ochitsuita 
hito ‘composed person’, etc. 

穏やかな方、性格温

厚、落ち着いた人、な

ど 

 Muscular 
[7/187=3.7%] 

Kinniku-shitsu no dansee ‘muscular man’, kata-
haba no hiroi hito ‘broad-shouldered person’, 
matcho ‘macho’, etc.  

筋肉質の男性、肩幅の

広い人、まっちょ、な

ど 

 Together/has his 
own opinions 
[7/187=3.7%] 

Jibun no kangae o shikkari motte iru hito 
‘someone who has his own firm ideas’, jibun o 
motteru hito’someone who has his own views’, 
etc.  

自分の考えをしっかり

持っているひと、自分

をもってる人、など 

 Beautiful 
[6/187=3.2%] 

Kireena kao ‘beautiful face’, bikee ‘beautiful 
looks’, ike-men na hito ‘fine-faced men’, etc. 

綺麗な顔、美形、イケ

メンな人、など 

 Manly 
[6/187=3.2%] 

Otoko-rashisa ‘manliness’, otoko-rashii hito 
‘manly person’, etc. 

男らしさ、男らしい

人、など 

Notes: *Five tokens are about being ‘single’ and ten are about ‘not married’; **Six tokens are in such 
sentences as ‘[seeking] someone who does not lie’ and seven are in such sentences as ‘it is no good [if] you 
are a liar’.  
 

(e.g., toshi ga chikai kata ‘someone who is of similar age’), ‘single/NOT married’ (e.g., 

dokushin no kata ‘a single person/bachelor’, kikonsha no kata wa gomennasai ‘I am sorry 

[but I cannot accept] those who are already married’), ‘does not lie/NOT a liar’ (e.g., uso 

o tsukanai hito ‘someone who does not lie’, uso to tabako wa nashi ne ‘no lies and 

smoking, ok?’), ‘calming’ (e.g., isshoni ite ochitsukeru yoona kata ‘someone whom I can 
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feel calm being with’), ‘intelligent/knowledgeable’ (e.g., chiteki ‘intelligent’), 

‘magnanimous’ (e.g., hooyooryoku no aru hito ‘magnanimous person’), ‘serious’ (e.g., 

majimena hito ‘a serious person’), ‘career-oriented’ (e.g., o-shigoto ganbatteru hito 

‘someone who is working hard’), ‘cheerful’ (e.g., akarui kata ‘a cheerful person’), and 

‘older’ (e.g., toshiue no hito ‘older person’). 

 Twenty attributes are identified respectively in at least six ads up to nine ads at 

the most (3.2% to 4.8%) in this category.  Those indicate that the target male respondent 

is  ‘a good correspondent’ (e.g., takusan meeru kureru hito ‘someone who would send me 

a lot of text messages’),  ‘a romantic partner candidate’ (e.g., majimeni otsukiai dekiru 

hito ‘someone to date for a serious relationship’), is ‘sensible/has common sense’ (e.g., 

jooshiki-teki ‘has common sense’), ‘takes good care of me [the advertiser]’ (e.g., chanto 

daiji ni shite kureru hito ‘someone who would value me’), is ‘good-looking’ (e.g., kao ga 

ii hito ‘someone who has a handsome face’), ‘inspirational’ (e.g., otagaini shigeki o atae 

attari dekiru kata ‘someone who would inspire me and whom I could inspire’), ‘nearby’ 

(e.g., ie no chikaku no hito ‘someone who is close to my home’), ‘sincere’ (e.g., 

seejitsuna kata ‘a sincere person’), ‘understanding’ (e.g., watashi wa mimi ga kikoenai 

node, rikai shite kureru kata ‘someone who would be understanding, since I can’t hear 

[hearing-impaired]’), is ‘NOT without a profile/pictures’ (e.g., shashin matawa abataa, 

jiko- shookai no nai kata[…] gomennasai, o-henji dekimasen m(_ _)m ‘Those who have 

no pictures, avatars or self-introductions […], I am sorry but I cannot reply [bowing 

head]’), and is ‘NOT a smoker’ (e.g., tabako wa nashi ne ‘No smoking, ok?’).  Further, 

he should be a ‘Big Brother type’ (e.g., o-nii-san ppoi seekaku no kata ‘someone who has 
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a Big Brother-like personality’), ‘fun’ (e.g., tanoshii hito ‘a fun person’), ‘interesting’ 

(e.g., omoshiroi hito ‘an interesting person’), ‘look like certain male celebrities’ (e.g., 

Tatoeru to Watanabe Ken san ya Ikeuchi Hiroyuki san nado!! ‘For example, Ken 

Watanabe [an actor], Horoyuki Ikeuchi [an actor], and the like’), be ‘mild-mannered’ 

(e.g., odayakana kata ‘a mild-mannered person’), ‘muscular’ (e.g., kinniku-shitsu no 

dansee ‘muscular man’), ‘together/has his own opinions’ (e.g., jibun no kangae o shikkari 

motte iru hito ‘someone who has his own firm ideas’), be ‘beautiful’ (e.g., kireena kao ‘a 

beautiful face’), and ‘manly’ (e.g., otoko-rashii hito ‘a manly person). 

 Out of 39 attributes listed in Table 17, 19 are associated with target male 

respondents’ personae, namely ‘gentle/kind,’ ‘trustworthy,’ ‘considerate/supportive,’ ‘a 

similar sense of values/ways of thinking,’ ‘calming,’ ‘intelligent/knowledgeable,’ 

‘magnanimous,’ ‘serious,’ ‘career-oriented,’ ‘cheerful,’ ‘sensible/has common sense,’ 

‘inspirational,’ ‘sincere,’ ‘a Big Brother type,’ ‘fun,’ ‘interesting,’ ‘mild-mannered,’ 

‘together/has his own opinions,’ and ‘manly.’  All of these require the presentation of 

relevant practices that bring about such personal characteristics on the men’s part: the 

female advertisers will have to see them demonstrated before their eyes either in text or 

in person in order to project these attributes on them.   

In terms of the reproduction of social asymmetries, attributes such as 

‘considerate/supportive,’ ‘intelligent/knowledgeable,’ ‘magnanimous,’ and ‘a Big 

Brother type’ need to be scrutinized.  ‘Inspirational’ could also index the hierarchical 

relationship between the inspirer and the inspired; however, in the present data, all 

advertisers are aspiring for a relationship in which both parties are mutually inspiring and 
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inspired by the other, which is marked by the use of the adverbs otagaini ‘mutually’ or 

isshoni ‘together’ and/or the compound verb: [verb stem]+au ‘to do something 

collaboratively.’  For instance, an advertiser envisions her ideal relationship to be a 

mutually inspirational interaction: otagaini yoi shigeki o ataerareru yoona ‘so as for us to 

be a good inspiration to each other’, while another describes her target respondent to be 

isshoni ite takame aeru hito ‘someone to be with and mutually enhance each other’s 

potential’.  Thus, ‘inspirational’ does not seem to draw hierarchy to the interaction in 

these cases.      

The hierarchical giver-receiver relationship is transparent in the following three 

attributes: ‘intelligent/knowledgeable,’ ‘magnanimous,’ and ‘a Big Brother type.’  First, 

the adjective chitekina ‘intelligent’ may index the position of power in our thought 

management and knowledge circulation, and the verbal phrase chishiki o motte iru 

‘knowledgeable’ may also imply the co-existence and uneven relationship of the have’s 

and the have-not’s of chishiki ‘knowledge’.  An advertiser says in the Aite ni tsuite 

‘About the partner’ section of her Match.com ad, one of the kinds of men whom she is 

seeking is watashi no shiranai iroiro na koto o oshiete kureru kata ‘someone who would 

kindly teach me various things that I don’t know’ [underlining added].  The structure 

with the combination of the conjunctive form of a verb and the giving verb kureru, 

meaning ‘for someone to do me a favor’ highlights the hierarchical relationship between 

the knowledge giver (e.g., teacher) and the recepient (e.g., student).  Similarly, second, 

the verbal phrase hooyooryoku no aru ‘to have magnanimity’ also presumes the hierarchy 

between the one that is holding and accepting and the one that is to be held and accepted.  
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For example, an advertiser in Match.com expresses her focus on the personality of the 

target respondent, as in (23): 

(23) 

 

1 

2 

3 

4 

[MMF056] 

お相手に対して重視することは、 
性格。すべてを包み込んでくれる 
ような優しい包容力のある方が 
希望。 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 
3 
4 

O-aite ni taishite juushi suru koto wa, 
seekaku. Subete o tsusumikonde kureru 
yoona yasashii hooyooryoku no aru kata ga 
kiboo. 

What I regard as important is [his] 
personality.  My hope is [that you are] 
someone who is a gentle, magnanimous 
person, like he would kindly hold and 
accept everything about me.    

 

In this ad, she says the man’s seekaku is important to her (lines 1-2).  Then, the noun 

hooyooryoku ‘magnanimity’ is elaborated as subete o tsutsumikonde kureru yoona ‘like 

he would kindly hold and accept everything about me’ (lines 2-3) [underlining added].  

The flow of such magnanimity as a service may involve the weaker’s subjugation and 

surrender to the stronger, thereby reproducing social asymmetries in their relationship.   

Third, the key word for ‘a Big Brother type’ is o-nii-san ‘an older brother’ and its 

derivatives, and in the ads this o-nii-san comes with such modifiers as tayori ni naru 

‘dependable’ and hippatte itte kureru ‘kindly lead me’.  When there is one to depend on, 

there is another who will depend on him or her.  Similarly, when there is a leader, like a 

Big Brother or Big Sister, there is a follower to be led.  In other words, the leader is made 

not just by the leader him- or herself but also by those who yield their authority to be 

subjugated by him or her.  In both cases, the former is in the position of power and the 

latter is less powerful by default.  In this way, the use of these attributes as the desirable 
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partners contribute to the reproduction of a social asymmetries between female authors 

and their target male respondents through the ads.   

Just as the case with ‘a Big Sister type,’ many of the attributes of the desirable 

men listed in Table 17 can be associated with a Big Brother.  He should be ‘gentle/kind,’ 

‘trustworthy,’ ‘male,’ ‘calming,’ ‘intelligent/knowledgeable,’ ‘magnanimous,’ ‘serious,’ 

‘career-oriented [goal-oriented],’ ‘older,’ ‘sensible/has common sense,’ ‘good-looking,’ 

‘inspirational,’ ‘sincere,’ ‘understanding,’ ‘fun,’ ‘interesting,’ ‘muscular,’ ‘together/have 

his own opinions,’ and ‘manly.’  He should also ‘take good care of me’ and ‘not lie.’  It is 

surprising that otoko-rashii ‘manly’ barely made the list (3.2%).   

On the other hand, some of the ads that list ‘considerate/supportive’ as a 

descriptor of the desirable men assume a uni-directional, hierarchical relationship 

between the authors and their male respondents.  I combined ‘considerate’ (e.g., omoiyari 

‘consideration’, kizukai ‘care’) and ‘supportive’ (e.g., sasae ‘support’) together in this 

study because in effect they both suggest the interaction in which a person shows care for 

another.  It is unclear only from these words if such interaction is uni-directional or bi-

directional.  For instance, an advertiser prefers the target respondent to be omoiyari no 

aru hito ‘a considerate person’, which does not necessarily imply any directionality or 

hierarchy.  Also, as in ‘inspirational,’ the use of the adverb otagaini ‘mutually’ and the 

compound verb with au ‘to do something collaboratively’ is seen in some of the ads, 

suggesting the bi-directional, reciprocal exchange of consideration and support.  For 

instance, it is clear in the following statement with the use of the adverb otagaini; ai, the 

stem of au, and aeru; the potential form of au: otagaini tasuke ai nagara sasae aeru kata 
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ga ii kana ‘it would be good, I wonder, [if we] could support each other while helping 

each other’.  Similarly, in the risoo no meru-tomo ‘an ideal e-mail friend’ section of an 

Ekisaito furenzu ad, a female author articulates the reciprocity as follows: iyashi, 

iyasareru koto ga risoo ‘my ideal is to heal you and to be healed by you’.  

However, the uni-directionality and hierarchy of an exchange of mostly sasae 

‘support’ is indicated in at least six ads out of 21.  The following statement from one of 

the ads is an illustrative example with the use of the morphosyntactic structure that 

depicts the flow of service: saikin totemo sabishii node isshoni ite kurete seeshin-teki ni 

sasaete kureru hito ga hoshii desu ‘Lately I feel really lonely, so I want someone who 

would kindly be by my side and kindly support me mentally’.  The te-kureru structure 

that is used in ite kurete ‘kindly be my side’ and sasaete kureru ‘kindly support me’ 

inevitably reproduces a hierarchical relationship between the supporter and the supported.  

Similarly, another advertiser in the MSW category of the Match.com provides a detailed 

account of the ‘support’ that she wants from the target male respondent, as in (24): 

(24) 

 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

[MMF093] 

もし恋人になってくださるというなら、 
甘えさせて欲しいです。べったり寄りかかる 
というのではなく、気弱になったときや 
寂しいとき、そっと寄り添えるような関係 
が理想です v 
あと私の駄目な部分をきちんと 
理解してやんわり怒ってくれる人だと 
嬉しいです。 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 
3 
4 

Moshi koibito ni natte kudasaru to iu nara, 
amaesasete hoshii desu. Bettari yorikakaru 
to iu no de wa naku, kiyowa ni natta toki ya 
sabishii toki, sotto yorisoeru yoona kankee 

If you say you would kindly be my lover, I 
would like you to let me be spoiled by you. 
It is not that I would totally lean on you, but 
my ideal relationship is where I could come 
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5 
 

6 
7 
8 

ga risoo desu v 
 
Ato watashi no damena bubun o kichinto 
rikai shite yanwari okotte kureru hito da to 
ureshii desu. 

by your side quietly when I get weary of 
myself or lonely [mouth of a smiley face]. 
Also, I would be glad [if you were] someone 
who would be keenly aware of my 
shortcomings and kindly, gently scold me 
for them.  

 

First, there are two intances of the service-giving structure te kureru in this ad: moshi 

koibito ni natte kudasaru to iu nara ‘If you say you would kindly be my lover’ (line 1), 

with kudasaru the honorific form of kureru, and watashi no damena bubun o kichinto 

rikai shite yanwari okotte kureru hito ‘someone who would be keenly aware of my 

shortcomings and kindly, gently scold me for them’ (lines 6-7).  Both actions are 

presented as services that the author wishes the future male partner to do for her as favors, 

which results in a hierarchical relationship between the benefactor/provider and the 

beneficiary/indebted.  This is a curious paradox in that the author envisions the receipt of 

service by lowering her position in the relationship perhaps to show deference or 

politeness.  Similarly, second, the author candidly requests that she be in the position of 

the spoiled in contrast to the target partner as the spoiler, by saying amaesasete hoshii 

desu ‘I would like you to let me be spoiled by you’ (line 2), with use of the conjunctive 

form of the causative form of amaeru ‘to be spoiled’, combined with the adjective in the 

polite form hoshii desu ‘wanting someone to do something’.  Such a relationship, based 

on amae ‘spoiling’, resembles the hierarchical relationship between child and parent.  

Third, and finally, the author expresses her desire to come to the man’s side, not him 

coming to her, when she feels powerless and needs support: kiyowa ni natta toki ya 

sabishii toki, sotto yorisoeru yoona kankee ga risoo desu v ‘my ideal relationship is 
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where I could come by your side quietly when I get weary of myself or lonely [emoticon: 

mouth of a smiley face]’  (lines 3-5). 

  There are eight attributes that are considered to describe the bodies of the target 

respondents, namely ‘tall,’ ‘male,’ ‘similar age,’ ‘older,’ ‘good-looking,’ ‘looks like 

certain male celebrities,’ ‘muscular,’ and ‘beautiful.’  First, the preferred age here is 

‘similar’ or ‘older.’  In the context where seniority functions to frame uneven 

interpersonal relationships and organize the disproportionate circulation of material and 

social resources, age is a powerful instrument: the older, the more powerful, and the 

younger, the less powerful.  When partners are ‘similar age’ or ‘same age,’ such disparity 

of power is decreased and less enforced, whereas when one is ‘older’ and the other 

younger, it is likely increased and more tightly enforced.  Seeking ‘older’ partners 

upfront may implicate that these advertisers hope to consciously or unconsciously 

position themselves in the lower position in a hierarchical relationship.  Second, ‘tall’ and 

‘muscular’ stand in opposition to ‘short’ and ‘slim,’ which are often associated with a 

masculine body as opposed to a feminine body, and such opposition of bodies, according 

to the arbitrary opposition between the male and the female, are socially constructed 

(Bourdieu, 1998: 7-11).  An advertiser expresses her preference with regard to the man’s 

height in a polite speech style as follows: se wa atashi yori takai hoo ga ii desu ‘It would 

be better [if he] is taller than I’.  This ideal situation gives a picture where she is shorter 

and he is taller, which is an outcome of ‘symbolic violence’ in Bourdieu’s term (1998: 1-

2).  He describes this woman’s ‘demand’ for her male partner to be taller and muscular, 

or simply bigger, than herself, as a sign of the internalized masculine order (69): 
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The structure imposes its constraints on the two terms of the relationship 
of domination, and therefore on the dominant themselves, who can benefit 
from it while being, in Marx’s phrase, ‘dominated by their domination.’  
And this is because, as is shown [...] by all the games associated with the 
opposition between the big and the small, the dominant cannot fail to apply 
to themselves, that is, to their bodies and to everything they are and do, the 
schemes of the unconscious, which in their case, give rise to formidable 
demands – as is sensed, and tacitly recognized, by the women who do not 
want a husband smaller than themselves. 
 

Third, it is most likely this masculine order that determines what is ‘good-looking’ and 

‘beautiful’ when applied to male bodies.  An advertiser who lists yasashisa, kakkoyosa, 

otoko-rashisa ‘gentleness, coolness, manliness’ as deatta hito ni nozomu koto ‘things that 

I wish for in the the person I meet’ in the MSW category of Yahoo!Japan Paasonaruzu 

gives an example of the possible manifestation of such masculine order, as in (25): 

(25) 

 

1 

2 

3 
 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

[YMF076] 

そして『かっこいいカップルだね』って言われる 
ような素敵な人と知り合えたら嬉しい 
です☆ 
 
★身長が１８０ｃｍ以上ある人。 
★年上の人。 
★自分に何かしら自信のある人。 
★お仕事頑張ってる人。 
★モデルなど芸能的な職業に 
興味 or 理解のある人。 
★真面目にお付き合いできる人。 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 
3 
 

4 
5 
6 
 

7 
8 

Soshite “kakkoii kappuru da ne” tte iwareru 
yoona sutekina hito to shiriaetara ureshii 
desu☆ 
 
★Shinchoo ga 180cm ijoo aru hito. 
★Toshiue no hito. 
★Jibun ni nanika shira jishin no aru hito. 
 
★O-shigoto ganbatteru hito. 
★Moderu nado geenooo-teki na shokugyoo ni 

And I would be delighted to meet an 
attractive person [to date] so we would be 
told, “You are a good-looking couple”. 
 
Someone taller than 180 cm [5’11”]. 
Someone older than myself. 
Someone who has something to be 
confident about [be proud of]. 
Someone who is doing his work hard. 
Someone who is either interested in show 
business, such as modeling, or 
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9 
10 

kyoomi or rikai no aru hito. 
★Majime ni otsukiai dekiru hito. 

understanding about it. 
Someone whom I can date for a serious 
relationship. 

 

This advertiser wishes the potential male respondent to be ‘attractive’ or socially 

respectable and thus powerful.  To the extent that when they are seen together, they 

would be described as “a good-looking couple:” Soshite “kakkoii kappuru da ne” tte 

iwareru yoona sutekina hito to shiriaetara ureshii desu☆ ‘And I would be delighted to 

meet an attractive person [to date] so we would be told, “You are a good-looking 

couple”’ (lines 1-3).  She wishes the man to be taller than 180 cm [5’11”] (line 4) and 

older than she (line 5), which would potentially create a power hierarchy and place 

herself in the more vulnerable position in the interaction.   

 In terms of the accessibility of the bodies, the following attributes may belong 

here: ‘nearby,’ ‘single/NOT married,’ and ‘NOT without a profile/pictures.’  The first 

two are potential obstacles if the advertiser seeks to gain immediate access to their target 

respondents’ bodies or physical presence without extra trouble. Whereas, a demand for 

the availability of a personal profile or pictures suggests the importance of the upfront 

disclosure of one’s internal and external information and the primacy of visual images in 

partner search via deai-kee-saito.   These attributes may also be related to the target 

practices that the advertisers envision. 

In this category, eight attributes are considered to be the desirable practices, and 

include: becoming ‘joint activity partners,’ sharing ‘common hobbies/tastes,’ presenting 

‘friend material,’ ‘not lying/NOT being a liar,’ being ‘good correspondents,’ possibly 

becoming ‘romantic partners,’ willing to ‘take good care of me,’ and ‘NOT smoking.’   
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TABLE 18, Expressions categorized as the attribute ‘takes good care of me’ 
 in female-authored ads seeking men 

 
Japanese text Romanized text English translation 

「いつも気に掛けてもらって嬉し

い」相手 

“Itsumo ki ni kakete moratte 
ureshii” aite 

A companion from whom I would 
be glad to receive constant 
attention and consideration  

いつも大事にしてくれれば・・・ Itsumo daiji ni shite kurereba... [It would be nice] if you would 
kindly value me always 

いっぱい相手してくれる人 Ippai aite shite kureru hito Someone who would kindly keep 
me company a lot 

構ってくれる方 Kamatte kureru kata Someone who would kindly look 
after me 

可愛がってくれる人 Kawaigatte kureru hito Someone who would kindly 
pamper me 

ちゃんと大事にしてくれる人 Chanto daiji ni shite kureru hito Someone who would kindly value 
me for sure 

甘えさせて欲しいです。 Amaesasete hoshii desu. I would like him to let me indulge 
in his care. 

私だけを見てくれる人 Watashi dake o mite kureru hito Someone who would kindly look 
at only me 

私のことを思ってくれる人 Watashi no koto o omotte kureru 
hito 

Someone who would kindly think 
of me [be considerate to me] 

 

There are two attributes that are not seen in the attributes of the desirable women, namely 

‘not lying/NOT being a liar’ and willing to ‘take good care of me.’  While the former 

may be an essential element in constructing the mutual reciprocity of the interpersonal 

interaction, the latter again harbors a potential risk of engaging in an asymmetrical power 

dynamic and putting oneself in a more vulnerable position within the hierarchical 

relationship in which the ‘care’ provider has more power over the “provided for” because 

what he (in this case) does is regarded by the participants as primary.  There are only nine 

ads that seem to seek male care-providers with the expressions, as listed in Table 18.  In 

addition, ‘NOT smoking’ is not an attribute of desirable men exclusively; there are three 

male-authored ads that present it as an attribute of desirable women, but it did not make 

the list (less than 3%).   
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It is noted that most advertisers in Table 18 use the structure te-kureru, denoting 

the in-coming flow of service/favor to the author, in describing their target respondents.  

What they want their potential partners to do for them as a favor is to give attention and 

care.  Expressions such as daiji ni suru ‘to value’, aite ni suru ‘to keep company’, kamau 

‘to look after’, kawaigaru ‘to pamper’, and amaesaseru ‘to let someone be spoiled’ are 

often used to depict parents’ uni-directional care for their young children.  In the context 

of Japan, the parents are assigned duties of childrearing as well as authority over the 

conduct of their children.  In other words, the relationship between them is never equal or 

egalitarian.  The parents’ care may often be perceived as “unconditional;” however, it is 

also considered “not rewarded” if the children show little or no “respect” and “honor” to 

their parents, suggesting that it is given with some expectations of a return.  “To show 

deference” requires the lowering of one’s position in relation to the one to be respected 

and/or honored, which is linguistically encoded in the case of Japanese as in keigo ‘polite 

language’ (Wetzel, 2004).  It is highly plausible that such is the case with a potential 

relationship between these female advertisers and their male respondents. 

The first advertiser, who is looking for “itsumo ki ni kakete moratte ureshii” aite 

‘a companion “from whom I would be glad to receive constant attention and 

consideration”’, describes herself as chikotto[sic] M-neko ‘a little bit M cat’ and her ideal 

partner as kainushi-sama ‘Mr. [Cat] Owner’.  She elaborates what she means by 

kainushi-sama, as in (26): 

(26) 

 

1 

[YMF014] 

飼い主さも[sic]って自分にとってなんだろぅ 
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2 

 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

依存というほど依存もしなぃし、 
 

「恋」する相手であって 
「従属」したい相手であって 
「いつも気に掛けてもらって嬉しい」相手で 
あって 
金銭のやり取りなど介在しない、 
割り切りもなく、 
ただただ 
飼い主さも[sic]に可愛がってもらえる為 
に 
エロすに磨きをかけてゆきたいセクサロイド 
猫道一直線。 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
 

2 
 

3 
4 
 

5 
6 

 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 

Kainushi-samo[sic] tte jibun ni totte nan daroo 
 
Izon to iu hodo izon mo nai shi, 
 
“Koi” suru aite de atte 
“juuzoku” shitai aite de atte 
 
“itsumo ki ni kakete moratte ureshii” aite de 
atte 
 
Kinsen no yaritori nado kaizai shinai, 
Warikiri mo naku, 
tada tada 
kainushi-samo[sic] ni kawaigatte moraeru tame 
ni 
erosu ni migaki o kakete yukitai sekusoroido 
neko michi itchoku-sen. 

I wonder what ‘Mr. [Cat] Owner’ means 
to me; 
I will not depend on him to the extent 
that it would be considered dependence;   
it is a partner to fall in love with; 
it is a partner to whom I wish to be 
subordinate; 
it is a companion from whom I would be 
glad to receive constant attention and 
consideration; 
there is no financial exchange; 
there is no reasoning out;  
solely 
for the purpose of getting pampered by 
the owner,  
I devote myself to the way of sex-robot 
cat, striving to refine my eros [erotic 
skills]. 

 

This sort of blatant articulation of the advertiser’s fantasy is rare in the present data; 

however, it is highly illustrative in terms of the reproduction of social asymmetries in 

socio-sexual networking.  Symbolic elements of a romantic relationship in Japan are 

spelled out in this ad, namely “koi” ‘romantic love’ (line 3), “juuzoku” ‘subordination’ 

(line 4), ki ni kakete moraete ‘receiving constant attention and consideration’ (line 5), aite 

‘companion’ (line 5), kawaigatte morau tame ni ‘for the purpose of getting pampered’ 
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(lines 10-11) and erosu ‘eros [erotic skills]’ (line 12).  Furthermore, she claimes to be an 

aspiring sekusoroido neko ‘sex-robot cat’, to the life of which she devotes herself (lines 

12-13).  It is noted that sekusoroido ‘an android for sexual purposes’ is a coined word 

with the English load words sekkusu ‘sex’ and andoroido ‘android’ combined.  On the 

other hand, it is interesting to see that the same advertiser also clarifies that she will not 

be a burden on her future partner: Izon to iu hodo izon mo nai shi ‘I will not depend on 

him as much as it is considered as dependence’ (line 2).  It is unclear whether this is done 

to express her subversive resistance to potential subjugation by the future partner or to 

make herself even more ‘marketable’ to target respondents by presenting herself as being 

less demanding and low maintenance.  Either way, the hierarchical relationship between 

the ‘aspiring sex-robot cat’ and ‘Mr. [Cat] Owner’ is made abundantly clear through the 

use of these linguistic resources in the text.   

 Undesirable attributes that relatively frequently appeared in this category are 

‘married’ as in ‘single/NOT married,’ ‘liars’ as in ‘do not lie/NOT a liar,’ ‘having no 

profile or picture’ as in ‘NOT without a profile/pictures,’ and ‘smoker’ as in ‘NOT a 

smoker.’  In other words, female advertisers commonly disapprove of men’s infidelity, 

dishonesty, identity concealment, and smoking. 

 Now we turn to the attributes of desirable men as seen in male-authored ads.  

Fifteen attributes appeared in at least two or more ads (5.9% or above) in this category, 

which are listed in Table 19.  A total of only 34 ads are found to be male advertisers 

explicitly seeking other male respondents in the present data; one ad constitutes 2.9%, but 

I excluded attributes that only appeared in one ad from the analysis.   
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The most common attribute that male advertisers wish for from other men is ‘common 

hobbies/tastes,’ which appeared in more than one in four ads (26.5%).  It is noted that 

while some advertisers are in search of shumi ga au hito ‘someone whose hobbies/tastes 

would match mine’ or ryokoo dai-sukina kata ‘someone who loves to travel’, just like 

women seeking men and women and men seeking women, others seem to mark their 

masculine identity, or ‘do performative gender work’ (Cameron 1997: 61-62), through 

the descriptions of their target respondents.  For instance, one advertiser is looking for 

baiku (oogata-menkyo ari) toka kyoomi ga aru hito ‘someone who is interested in 

motorcycles (I have a driver’s license for a large-size motorcycle)’, which did not appear 

in the ads in any other categories.  Although the interest in a motorcycle itself is not 

necessarily gendered, its ownership is most likely so if you notice the gender of the 

majority of motorcyclists on Japanese roads.  That he mentions that he has ‘a driver’s 

license for a large-size motorcycle’ is also curious.  It is unclear whether he brought this 

up here merely to show the seriousness of his interest in motorcycles or to subtly impress 

the readers.  Either way, it can be considered as the author’s gendered “front” (Goffman, 

1959: 22) or his performance of male gender on stage before other relationship seekers 

online.  On the other hand, another advertiser says he wishes to meet someone who loves 

music, which is not gendered at all; however, his choice of person reference for the head 

noun of the noun phrase is most likely so: ongaku o ai suru yatsu ‘a guy that loves music’.  

The Japanese third-person pronoun yatsu is the equivalent of English pronouns ‘guy’ or 

‘fellow,’ and its use is not necessarily restricted to male speakers addressing other male 

speakers per se in contemporary Japanese; however, it does have a connotation that it is  
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TABLE 19, The most frequent attributes of desirable men in male-authored ads 
 

Band & 
Percent 
of ads 

Overall meaning 
in English  

Romanized text Japanese text 

(1) 35+    

(2) 30-35    

(3) 25-30 Common 
hobbies/tastes 
[9/34=26.5%] 

Shumi ga au hito ‘someone whose 
hobbies/tastes match mine’, ryokoo daikukina 
kata ‘someone who loves to travel’, baiku 
(oogata-menkyo ari) toka kyoomi aru hito 
‘someone who is interested in motorcycles (I 
have a driver’s license for large-size 
motorcycle)’, ongaku o ai suru yatsu ‘guy that 
loves music’, etc. 

趣味があう人、旅行大好

きな方、バイク（大型免

許有り）とか興味ある

人、音楽を愛する奴、な

ど 

(4) 20-25    

(5) 15-20    

(6) 10-15 Friend material 
[5/34=14.7%] 

Tomodachi ‘friend’, otoko-tomodachi ‘male 
friend’, tomodachi kara hajimerareru hito 
‘someone who could be my friend at first [and 
possibly more later] 

友達、男友達、友達から

はじめられる人 

 Joint activity 
partner 
[5/34=14.7%] 

Isshoni raibu ni ittari, fuyu wa isshoni sunoboo 
toka ni ikeru hito ‘someone to go to live music 
concerts, for snowboarding in winter, or 
something like that’, kigaru ni hanasetari, nomi 
ni iketari, nonbiri dekiru kata ‘someone to 
whom I can talk freely, with whom I can go for 
a drink or just hang out’, shokuji ya eega, 
kaimono e kigaruni ikeru kata ‘someone to go 
out to eat, see movies, shopping, etc. freely’ etc. 

一緒にライブに行った

り、冬は一緒にスノボー

とかに行ける人、気軽に

話せたり、飲みに行った

り、のんびり出来る方、

食事や映画、買い物へ気

軽に行ける方、など 

(7) 5-10 Muscular 
[3/34=8.8%] 

Gatchiri shita ‘solidly built’, futsuu-kee kara 
matcho de tokuni kinniku-shitsu na hito 
‘someone who is normal to macho in shape, and 
especially, muscular’, etc.  

「ガッチリした」、普通

体系~マッチョで特に筋

肉質な人、など 

 Any race 
[2/34=5.9%] 

Jinshu wa kankee naku suki de ‘I like [people 
of] any race’, shusshin, toshi ya hada no iro wa 
ki ni shinai desu ‘I’m not concerned about 
where you are from, your age or skin color’. 

「人種は関係なく好き

で」、「出身、年や肌の

色は気にしないです」 

 Daddy/older  
[2/34=5.9%] 

O-too-san-sedai no kata ‘someone who is in 
daddy’s generation’, yonjuu go kara gojus sai 
nakaba kurai made no ‘in his forties to mid-
fifties’ 

お父さん、お父さん世代

の方、「45~50 代半ば

くらいまでの」 

 Easy to talk to 
[2/34=5.9%] 

Hanashi yasui hito ‘someone easy to talk to’, 
okusezu ni kaiwa no dekiru kata ‘someone 
whom I can have conversation without 
hesitation’ 

話やすい人、臆せずに会

話のできる方 

 Foreigner 
[2/34=5.9%] 

Ajia-jin tomotachi[sic] 63  ‘Asian friends’, 
gaikoku-jin no tomodachi ‘foreigner friend’, etc.  

アジア人友たち[sic]、
外国人の友達、など 

                                                 
63 Ajia-jin tomotachi ‘Asian friends’ should be ajia-jin no tomodachi with the noun-connecting particle no 
and da instead of ta for the noun tomodachi ‘friends’.  The author of this ad that is written in Japanese and 
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 Gentle/kind 
[2/34=5.9%] 

Yasahii hito ‘gentle person’ 優しい人 

 Good cook 
[2/34=5.9%] 

Ryoori dekiru hito ‘someone who is a good 
cook’, ryoori ni jishin ga aru kata ‘someone 
who is confident about his cooking skills’ 

料理できる人、料理に自

信がある方 

 Inspirational 
[2/34=5.9%] 

Otagaini ii eekyoo o motetara ii to omou ‘I 
think it would be nice if we can be a good 
influence on each other’; otagaini manabi[sic] 
koto ga dekiru ‘we can mutually learn from each 
other’64 

「お互いにいい影響を持

てたらいいと思う」、

「お互いに学び[sic]こ
とができる」 

 Male 
[2/34=5.9%] 

Otoko-tomodachi ‘male friend’ 男友達 

 Respectable 
[2/34=5.9%] 

Sonkee shi aeru kankee ‘relationship in which 
we can respect each other’, etc. 

尊敬し合える関係、など 

 Similar sense of 
values/ways of 
thinking 
[2/34=5.9%] 

Monogoto no kachikan ga onaji hito ‘someone 
whose sense of values on various matters is the 
same as mine’; kachikan to seekaku juushi desu 
‘sense of values and personality are very 
important to me’. 

物事の価値観が同じ人、

「価値観と性格重視で

す」 

 Tall 
[2/34=5.9%] 

Jibun yori shinchoo ga aru hito ‘someone who 
is taller than myself’; se wa jibun yori takai hoo 
ga ii kamo… ‘As far as height is concerned, it 
might be better if you are taller than I…’ 

自分より身長がある人、

「背は自分より高いほう

がいいかも・・・」 

 

often used in anger and contempt against the third party and/or the addressee (when the 

speaker objectifies the addressee and portrays him/her as the third party) and to position 

the addressee in the lower position in a hierarchical relationship.  Subversively, it is often 

used among male speakers to exhibit solidarity and bonding among certain same-sex 

group members (e.g., masculine heterosexual men), and in this sense it epiphenominally 

functions to exclude anybody other than the in-group members, which is probably the 

case with this example.  In other words, the use of yatsu would grant membership to 

those who fit the profile.   

                                                                                                                                                 
English and appeared in Match.com’s MSM category is a Chinese speaker from Hong Kong and Japanese 
is a language that he is currently studying, according to the ad.  
64 “Manabi” (the conjunctive form of manabu ‘to learn’) in “manabi koto” in this clause should be 
“manabu” (the plain non-past form); this advertiser from Match.com’s MSM category indicates Chinese, 
English and Moldovan as his fluent languages and Japanese as the level of everyday conversation. 
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Approximately one in five ads (14.7%) present ‘friend material’ (e.g., tomodachi 

‘friend’, otoko-tomodachi ‘a male friend’) and/or ‘a joint activity partner’ (e.g., isshoni 

raibu ni ittari, fuyu wa isshoni sunoboo toka ni ikeru hito ‘someone to go to live music 

concerts, for snowboarding in winter, or something like that with’) as an attribute of 

desirable male respondents.  Here two kinds of ‘friend material’ are sought, namely 

social friend and socio-sexual one.  Out of five ads with ‘friend material’ as an attribute, 

one reads otoko-tomodachi mo boshuu-chuu desu ‘I am seeking male friends as well’ 

[underlining added], with the similarity-marking particle mo suffixed to otoko-tomodachi, 

implicating that male friends are not the primary target respondents.  Another one that 

seeks tomodachi kara hajimerareru hito ‘someone who could be my friend at first [and 

possibly more later]’ describes his target respondent in Japanese and English in the Aite 

ni tsuite ‘About the partner’ section of the Match.com ad, as in (27): 

(27) 

 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

[MMM044] 

普通体系~マッチョで特に筋肉 
質な人がいいです。気楽な付き合い 
がいいですね。 
i like muscle body better. i hope you make  
me feel good&love. 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Futsuu-tai-kee ~ matcho de tokuni kinniku- 
shitsu na hito ga ii desu. Kirakuna tsukiai 
ga ii desu ne. 
i like muscle body better. i hope you make 
me feel good&love. 

It would be nice [if he is] normal to macho in 
shape, and especially, muscular’.  A casual 
relationship would be good [for me]. 
I like muscular bodies better. I hope you will 
make me feel good and loved.  

 

This advertiser does not explicitly identify himself as gay but gives a concise account of 

the physical and sexual aspects of his ideal male partner both in Japanese and English: 
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Futsuu-tai-kee ~ matcho de tokuni kinniku-shitsu na hito ga ii desu ‘It would be nice [if 

he is] normal to macho in shape, and especially, muscular’ (lines 1-2), and in English, i 

like muscle body better. i hope you make me feel good&love (lines 4-5).  Furthermore, he 

describes a kind of relationship that he envisons to be kirakuna tsukiai ‘a casual 

relationship’ (line 2), implying that their relationship would involve casual sex.  

 The remaining attributes appeared only in either two or three ads out of 32 (5.9% 

and 8.8% respectively), including ‘muscular’ (e.g., gatchiri shita ‘solidly built’), ‘any 

race’ (e.g., jinshu wa kankee naku suki de ‘I like [people] of any race’), ‘a daddy/older’ 

(e.g., o-too-san-sedai no kata ‘someone who is in [my] daddy’s generation’), ‘easy to talk 

to’ (e.g., hanashi yasui hito ‘someone easy to talk to’), ‘a foreigner’ (e.g., gaikoku-jin no 

tomodachi ‘foreigner friend’), ‘gentle/kind’ (yasashii hito ‘gentle person’), ‘a good cook’ 

(e.g., ryoori dekiru hito ‘someone who is a good cook’), ‘inspirational’ (e.g., otagaini ii 

eekyoo o motetara ii to omou ‘I think it would be nice if we can be a good influence on 

each other’), ‘male’ (otoko-tomodachi ‘male friend’), ‘respectable’ (e.g., sonkee shi aeru 

kankee ‘relationship in which we can respect each other’), ‘similar sense of values/ways 

of thinking’ (e.g., monogoto no kachikan ga onaji hito ‘someone whose sense of valueson 

various matters is same as mine’), and ‘tall’ (e.g., jibun yori shinchoo ga aru hito 

‘someone who is taller than myself’). 

 Out of fifteen attributes that appeared in at least two ads or more in this category, 

six neither made the list of the frequent attributes of desirable men in female-authored ads 
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nor appeared in the lists of those of desirable women.65  These include ‘any race,’ the 

‘daddy’ component of ‘a daddy/older,’ ‘easy to talk to,’ ‘a foreigner,’ ‘a good cook,’ and 

‘respectable.’  Overt mentions of ‘race’ are extremely rare in the present data, as 

discussed later, so it is significant that it made the list in this category.  It appears that the 

authors of ads containing these attributes are mostly seeking other men for socio-sexual 

relationships.  For instance, a self-claimed gay advertiser in Match.com’s MSM category, 

who was introduced earlier as articulating his sexual orientation through the statement: 

sukina hasshion wa gee-kaji ssu ‘my favorite fashion is gay-casual in general’, describes 

his target respondent with reference to race: jinshu wa kankee naku suki de ‘I like 

[people] of any race’.  He goes on to elaborate the kinds of men he likes, as in (28):  

(28) 

 

1 

2 

3 

4 

[MMM045] 

マッチョな人が過ぎ[sic]です。 
人種は関係なく好きで、 
黒人さんとか得に[sic]大好きです。 
いろいろな人に知り合いたいです。 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 
3 
4 

Matchona hito ga sugi[sic] desu.66 
Jinshu wa kankee naku suki de,  
kokujin-san toka tokuni[sic]  dai-suki desu. 
Iroirona hito ni shiriai tai desu. 

I like macho men. 
I like [people] of any race, and in particular, I 
like (Mr.) black people [men] very much.  
I want to meet up with a variety of people.  

 

Matchona ‘macho’ (line 1), jinshu ‘race’ (line 2), kokujin-san, literally, ‘(Mr.) black 

people [men]’ (line 3), and iroirona hito ‘a variety of people’ (line 4) are key words in 

this ad, all of which seem to depict physical looks of the target respondents.   

                                                 
65 There is an ad in Match.com’s MSW category, in which the female author specifies the race of the target 
respondent, which will be introduced later in section 5.5 Mentions of Race and Class in Personals.  
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 Another advertiser, who does not articulate his sexuality in the ad, describes his 

target respondent to be Shokuba ni wa o-too-san-sedai no kata ga imasen node tame ni 

naru ohanashi mo shite itadakeru o-too-san ga ii desu ‘Since there is no one in [my] 

daddy’s generation at work, it would be nice [if you are] a ‘daddy’ who would kindly 

give me useful talks’.  He shows deference to the future ‘daddy’ with the structure te 

itadakeru (with the potential form of itadaku ‘to humbly receive’, suffixed to the 

conjunctive form of a verb), indicating that he positions himself in the lower status in 

relation to the addressee and wishes to humbly receive a service/favor from someone that 

is socially higher status.  He also mentions that he wishes to go on traveling for outdoor 

activities and hot springs with the ‘daddy.’   

 On the other hand, a sexually ambiguous advertiser seeking ‘foreigner’ men states 

what he is looking for in English, “hi! seeking friends i dont care ur nationality.and am 

friendly and need longtime rerationship[sic] w/u as a friends[sic].”  His further 

descriptions of the target male respondents are loaded with a hegemonic gender ideology, 

as in (29) [underlining added]: 

(29) 

 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

[MMM093] 

あんまり、ぶっとび過ぎている方や、シャイ過ぎる 
人でなければ基本的に誰とでも 
仲良くなります。あと、女々しすぎる人 
や、男らしすぎる人も苦手かな？ 
美しい人は苦手かも。 外国人の 
友達が欲しいなあ・・・タイ人の方 
タイ語おしえてください、英語しゃべれる方、 
英語を教えてください。 

 
                                                                                                                                                 
66 This advertiser lists Japanese as his fluent language and it is likely that sugi instead of suki ‘to be fond 
of’ as in matchona hito ga sugi[sic] desu is probably a sheer typing error. 
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Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

Anmari, buttobi sugite iru kata ya, shai sugiru 
hito de nakereba kihon-teki ni dare to demo 
nakayoku narimasu. Ato, memeshi sugiru hito 
ya, otoko-rashi sugiru hito mo nigate kana? 
Utsukushii hito wa nigate kamo. Gaikoku-jin 
no tomodachi ga hoshii na:... Tai-jin no kata 
tai-go oshiete kudasai. Eego shabereru kata, 
eego o oshiete kudasai. 

Unless you are a bit too eccentric or too 
shy, I would become friends with anybody 
basically.  And, I’m not too fond of a 
person who is too unmanly or too manly, 
I’d say? I might not be fond of a beautiful 
person. I want foreigner friends...  To a 
Thai person, please teach me Thai; to a 
person who can speak English, please 
teach me English.  

 

While this advertiser is welcoming of gaikoku-jin no tomodachi ‘foreigner friends’ (lines 

4-5), he has specific preferences in terms of demeanor and looks of the future friends, 

who should be neither memeshi sugiru ‘too unmanly [sissy]’ (line 3) nor otoko-rashi 

sugiru ‘too manly’ (line 4).  The adjective memeshi sugiru 女々しすぎる is written with the 

Chinese character 女, denoting the female gender, and it is usually used as a derogatory 

term to describe a male person for not being otoko-rashii “manly”.  It should be pointed 

out that the notion of the female gender is deployed here to marginalize “unmanly” men 

and rank them in the undesirable and thus lower status in comparison to “manly” men.  

Unless an ideology of gender in which the female gender is treated as secondary to the 

male gender is at work, this sort of the expression would not have any discriminatory and 

exclusionary effect.  In contrast, I did not find in the present data any instances in which 

the male gender is utilized to describe women in a derogatory mode.  On the other hand, 

this advertiser also disprefers otoko-rashi sugiru hito ‘a person who is too manly’ (line 4) 

and utsukushii hito ‘a beautiful person’ (line 5).  In general, the adjective utsukushii 

‘beautiful’, with the Chinese character 美, is more commonly used to describe women 

than men and is thus gendered; however, in the present data, there are only four instances 

of words with this Chinese character, including one for desirable women and three for 
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desirable men.67  It is clear from the ad that he is looking for men, but they have to be a 

certain kind of men who are perhaps regarded as “normal” men, not “unmanly,” not too 

“manly”, and not too “beautiful.”  In other words, he does not entirely endorse the 

hegemonic gender ideology and yet still subscribes to it by drawing the gender 

dichotomy and normalcy to the descriptions of desirable men.   

 Seven attributes in this category are considered as the features of target male 

respondents’ personae, namely the ‘daddy’ component of ‘a daddy/older,’ ‘a foreigner,’ 

‘easy to talk to,’ ‘gentle/kind,’ ‘inspirational,’ ‘respectable’ and ‘a similar sense of 

values/ways of thinking.’  First, the hierarchical relationship is implicated in the ad with 

‘a daddy/older’ as the attribute, in which the advertiser wishes his daddy-like respondent 

to provide him with words of wisdom, as described earlier.  Second, of the two 

advertisers seeking ‘foreign’ respondents, both are in search of language lesson providers 

and possibly more: one is Japanese who is asking for Thai men or English-speaking men 

to teach him these languages, as introduced earlier, while the other is a speaker of 

Chinese from Hong Kong, who articulates in English, “Looking for asian friends in 

tokyo... i really need a japanese friend so i can improve my japanese.”  Language often 

functions as an instrument of power, and when one is learning the language that the other 

speaks fluently, an asymmetrical relationship in terms of the language proficiency is 

instantly and inevitably formed.  Third, both ‘easy to talk to’ and ‘gentle/kind’ as 

attributes suggest that the advertisers would want to depend on their target respondents.  

                                                 
67 Two of the three ads using the adjective utsukushii ‘beautiful’ to describe desirable men are identical 
(authored by a female advertiser) but cross-listed in the WSW and WSM category of Yahoo!Japan 
Paasonaruzu. 
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For instance, an advertiser who lists yasashii hito!! ‘a gentle person!!’ as the attribute 

elaborates his target respondent to be kawaigatte kureru hito ‘someone who would kindly 

treat me with affection’, with the verb kawaigaru, which is usually used in the sense that 

parents ‘pamper’ their child and/or grandparents ‘adore’ their grandchild, and again the 

structure te kureru, denoting the uni-directional flow of service from the addressee to the 

addresser. 

 On the other hand, hierarchy is mitigated with the use of ‘inspirational,’ 

‘respectable,’ and ‘shared sense of values/ways of thinking’ in the ads in this category.   

First, the reciprocity in providing ‘inspiration’ is emphasized in the ads by the use of the 

adverb otagaini ‘mutually’, as in otagaini ii eekyoo ga motetara ii to omou ‘I think it 

would be nice if we can be a good influence on each other’ and otagaini manabi[sic] 

koto ga dekiru ‘we can mutually learn from each other’.  Second, the ad with 

‘respectable’ as the attribute utilizes a structure denoting reciprocity, with the verb au ‘to 

mutually do something’ that is preceded by the conjunctive form of the verb, as in sonkee 

shi aeru kankee ‘relationship in which we can respect each other’.  Third, hoping for a 

‘shared sense of values/ways of thinking’ neither presupposes reciprocity in terms of the 

flow of service nor excludes the possibility of a hierarchical relationship between the 

interacting parties.   

Five attributes are considered as the bodily features of target respondents, which 

include the ‘older’ component of ‘a daddy/older,’ ‘muscular,’ ‘any race,’ ‘male,’ and 

‘tall.’  The notion of ‘a foreigner’ is also often associated with non-Asian persons and is 

thus potentially racialized; however, in the present data, both Asian advertisers seeking 
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‘foreigner’ men are seeking mostly other Asian men, and therefore, I did not include it 

here.  First, an advertiser who is seeking older men but does not articulate his sexual 

orientation gives physically specific descriptions of the ideal men, as in (30) [underlining 

added]: 

(30) 

 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

[MMM028] 

45~50 代半ばくらいまで 

の、ガッチリした頼りがいのある人が 

希望です。あくまでもできればですが、 

毛深い人で、僕自身が受身なので、 

能動的な人 がいいです。 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Yonjuu go kara gojuu-dai nakaba gurai made 
no, gatchiri shita tayori-gai no aru hito ga 
kiboo desu. Akuma demo dekireba desu ga, 
kebukai hito de, boku-jishin ga ukemi na node, 
noodoo-teki na hito ga ii desu. 

My hope is [to meet] someone who is in 
his forties to mid-fifties, solidly built, 
and very reliable.  Only if it is possible, it 
would be nice [if you were] hairy and 
active, since I am passive.   

 

According to this ad, the target respondent should be at around a specific age (yonjuu go 

kara gojuu-dai nakaba gurai made ‘in his forties to mid-fifties) (line 1), body style 

(gatchiri shita ‘solidly built’) (line 2), and body hair (kebukai ‘hairy’) (line 4).  While 

‘older’ and ‘solidly built’ both appeared in female-authored ads targeting men, ‘hairy’ did 

not.  Neither did noodoo-teki na hito ‘an active person’ (line 5), in contrast to the 

advertiser himself being ukemi ‘passive’ (line 4).  However, all of these descriptors are 

associated with the images of the daddy-like figure, which resemble those of a Big 

Brother type or the leader-like figure often desired by female advertisers seeking men.  

Similarly, a couple of advertisers describe their ideal men to be ‘tall,’ or more specifically, 

‘taller’ than themselves: jibun yori shinchoo ga aru hito ‘someone who is taller than 
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myself’ and se wa jibun yori takai hoo ga ii kamo.... ‘As far as height is concerned, it 

might be better if you are taller than I...’.  These male advertisers’ preference for taller 

men is also shared with the female advertisers, as described earlier.   

 These men’s desire to be involved in hierarchical relationships is consistent with 

McLelland’s findings of Japanese gay personal ads (2000: 144-149), as introduced earlier.  

To reiterate, he reports that about a quarter of all ads in Japanese gay magazines that he 

analyzed are seeking such relationships, or as he characterizes it “the senior/junior 

(senpai/koohai) binary expressed in relationships throughout Japanese society” (p. 145).  

McLelland argues that “Japanese gay relationships seem to mirror wider homosocial 

relationships where the concept of amae is paramount” (p. 149).  According to the 

present data, it seems that this concept is not only central to men’s search for older, 

daddy-figure men but also women’s search for older, Big Brother type men.  These 

desires probably reflect the hegemonic gender order and fundamentally the patriarchal 

nature of Japanese society and its interpersonal relationships.  

 Finally, ‘common hobbies/tastes,’ ‘a joint activity partner,’ and ‘friend material’ 

are the attributes that I consider as the practices that these male advertisers envision 

through interactions with their respective target respondents.  It is noted that two in three 

advertisers (6 out of 9) who list the first attribute are seeking both female and male 

respondents, whereas those who list the latter two are mostly seeking other men for 

socio-sexual relationships.   

 Probably due to the limited number of ads in this category, no undesirable 

attributes appeared in more than one ad.  I have so far described the attributes of desirable 
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women in female-authored ads in comparision to those in male-authored ads, as well as 

the attributes of desirable men in female-authored ads in comparision to those in male-

authored ads.  In what follows, I will compare the attributes of desirable women and 

those of desirable men, in association with the findings presented above, and summarize 

the ways in which social asymmetries are deployed and resproduced texually through the 

descriptions of target respondents via the deai-kee-saito.  

 

5.2.3 Gendered desirability and social asymmetries 

In this section, I will analyze the gendered desirability of ideal partners as observed in 

Japanese online personal ads, and discuss the role of hegemonic gender ideology in the 

reproduction of social asymmetries.  Table 20 is a summary of the most frequent 

attributes of desirable women and men in the Japanese online personal ads that were 

analyzed for this study.  As we have seen this far, certain desirable attributes for men 

and/or women are commonly shared by both male and female advertisers.  Such 

attributes include ‘friend material’ (with frequencies ranging between bands 6 [10-15%] 

and 1 [35%+]), ‘a joint activity partner’ (between bands 5 [15-20%] and 4 [20-25%]), 

‘common hobbies/tastes’ (between bands 7 [5-10%] and 3 [25-30%]), and ‘gentle/kind’ 

(between bands 7 [5-10%] and 4 [20-25%]).  Gender identity, or ‘female’ and ‘male,’ is 

also relatively frequently used in the descriptions of target respondent of respective 

gender, between bands 3 [25-30%] and 1 [35%+] for ‘female’ and between bands 7 [5-

10%] and 6 [10-15%] for ‘male.’  In addition, a few other attributes made the lists for 

three out of four analysis categories, namely ‘beautiful,’ in band 8 [3-5%] in desirable  
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TABLE 20, The most frequent attributes of desirable women and men 
in selected online personal ads in Japanese 

 
 Desirable Women Desirable Men 

Band & 
Percent 
of ads 

In female-authored 
ads 

In male-authored ads In female-authored ads In male-
authored ads 

(1) 35+ Female/same gender 
[36/55=65.5%] 
Friend material 
[22/55=40.0%] 

   

(2) 30-35     
(3) 25-30  Female 

[47/187=25.1%] 
 Common 

hobbies/tastes 
[9/34=26.5%] 

(4) 20-25  Joint activity partner 
[39/187=20.9%] 

Gentle/kind 
[42/187=22.5%] 

 

(5) 15-20  Common hobbies/ 
tastes 
[28/187=15.0%] 

Joint activity partner 
[35/187=18.7%] 

 

(6) 10-15 Joint activity partner 
[7/55=12.7%] 

 Gentle/kind 
[22/187=11.8%] 
 
Friend material 
[21/187=11.2%] 

Common hobbies/ 
 tastes 
Tall 
Trustworthy 
[22/187=11.8%] 
 
Considerate/supportive 
[21/187=11.2%] 
 
Friend material 
Male 
[19/187=10.2%] 

Friend material 
Joint activity 
partner 
[5/34=14.7%] 

(7) 5-10 Common 
hobbies/tastes 
Similar age 
[5/55=9.1%] 
 
Trustworthy 
[4/55=7.3%] 
 
Any looks 
Attractive 
Career-oriented 
Gentle/kind 
[3/55=5.5%] 

Considerate/supportive 
[17/187=9.1%] 
 
Similar sense of 
values/ways of thinking 
[16/187=8.6%] 
 
Any looks 
[14/187=7.5%] 
 
Romantic partner 
candidate 
[12/187=6.4%] 
 
Any age 
Cheerful 
Cute 
Older 
[10/187=5.3%] 
 

Similar sense of values/ 
ways of thinking 
Similar age 
Single/NOT married 
[17/187=9.1%] 
 
Does not lie/NOT a liar 
Calming 
Intelligent/ 
 knowledgeable 
Magnanimous 
Serious 
[11/187=5.9%] 
 
Career-oriented 
Cheerful 
Older 
[10/187=5.3%] 

Muscular 
[3/34=8.8%] 
 
Any race 
Daddy/older 
Easy to talk to 
Foreigner 
Gentle/kind 
Good cook 
Inspirational 
Male 
Respectable 
Similar sense of 
values/ways of 
thinking 
Tall 
[2/34=5.9%] 
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(8) 3-5 Any age 
Beautiful 
Good 
conversationalist 
Nearby 
Womanly 
[2/55=3.6%] 

Certain looks 
[9/187=4.8%] 
 
Inspirational 
[7/187=3.7%] 
 
Beautiful 
Big Sister type 
Confident 
Good  
conversationalist 
Positive 
Younger 
[6/187=3.2%] 

Good correspondent 
Romantic partner 
candidate 
Sensible/has common 
sense 
Takes good care of me 
[9/187=4.8%] 
 
Good-looking 
Inspirational 
Nearby 
Sincere 
Understanding 
NOT without a 
profile/pictures 
NOT a smoker 
[8/186=4.3%] 
 
Big Brother type 
Fun 
Interesting 
Looks like certain male 
celebrities 
Mild-mannered 
Muscular 
Together/has his own 
opinions 
[7/187=3.7%] 
 
Beautiful 
Manly 
[6/187=3.2%] 

 

 

women in female- and male-authored ads, as well as desirable men in female-authored 

ads, ‘a similar sense of values/ways of thinking,’ in band 7 [5-10%] in desirable women 

in male-authored ads, as well as desirable men in female- and male-authored ads, and 

‘inspirational,’ between bands 8 [3-5%] and 7 [5-10%], in desirable women in male-

authored ads, and desirable men in female- and male-authored ads. 

 On the other hand, certain other attributes made the lists of one gender but not the 

other.  First, there are a couple of attributes that appeared in the descriptions of desirable 

women in both female- and male-authored ads, namely ‘any looks’ (both in band 7 [5-
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10%]) and ‘a good conversationalist’ (both in band 8 [3-5%]).  Whereas, second, a couple 

of other attributes that are used only in describing desirable men by both female and male 

advertisers are ‘tall’ (between bands 7 [10-15%] and 8 [15-20%]) and ‘muscular’ 

(between bands 8 [3-5%] and 7 [5-10%]).  Although these attributes are not very 

frequently used (ranging between bands 8 [3-5%] and 7 [5-10%]) in any of the four 

analysis categories, it is notable that for target women a specific practice (‘a good 

conversationalist,’ or being fun/interesting to converse with) seems to be more important 

than their body, or ‘looks’ in this case, to both female and male advertisers seeking 

female respondents, while men’s bodily features are important to both female and male 

advertisers in search of male respondents.   

This is counterintuitive given the social reality that in contemporary Japan women 

are more pressured to attend to their looks than are men.  Some of both female and male 

advertisers do describe their target women to be ‘beautiful,’ both in band 8 [3-5%]; 

however, beauty is also desired of men by female advertisers seeking them, in band 8 [3-

5%], as presented earlier.  It is plausible that expectations of desirable partners through 

the deai-kee-saito are slightly different from other venues of social and/or sexual 

networking.  It is also often the case that what people say they do and what they actually 

do are different.  It is possible, then, that the descriptions of desirable target respondents 

are also part of self-presentation, and thus what they say they want their ideal partners to 

be is inseparable from the performance of self-identity in Goffman’s sense (1959).  In 

other words, it is speculated that the authors are presenting who they portray themselves 

to be through the descriptions of desirable others.  Either way, this is nonetheless their 
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endorsement of ‘beautiful’ looks as an essential component of desirable personhood.  

Such endorsement is a symptom of the internalization of a hegemonic gender ideology. 

If we focus on ads seeking respondents of a gender different from the author’s, 

more similarities and dissimilarities between desirable women and men are observed.  

First, in addition to those commonly wished-for attributes as mentioned above, 

‘considerate/supportive’ also appears in both male-authored ads targeting women and 

female-authored ads targeting men, respectively in bands 6 [10-15%] and 7 [5-10%].  

Although expecting the other to be ‘considerate/supportive’ can implicate an asymmetric 

flow of service, a close look at the earlier data revealed that its reciprocity is often 

marked linguistically.  If both advertisers and respondents treat this attribute as a part of 

desirable personhood and a component of ‘hetero-sexual’ partnership, potential social 

asymmetries in their interaction should be minimized.  Second, being a ‘romantic partner 

candidate’ also made the lists for both male-authored ads for women and female-authored 

ads for men, respectively in bands 7 [5-10%] and 8 [3-5%].  This shows that some of the 

ads are posted for the clear purpose of finding a partner of the different gender for a 

socio-sextual relationship, as discussed earlier.  Third, ‘cheerful’ is a characteristic that 

some male advertisers wish for in women and some female advertisers would like to see 

in men, both in band 7 [5-10%].  Fourth, ‘certain looks’ for desirable women and ‘looks 

like certain male celebrities,’ both in band 8 [3-5%], are basically the same, and there are 

advertisers who candidly admit that they do care about looks in mate-selection and that 

they have certain looks that they desire to see in their target respondents.  Fifth, and 

finally, ‘a Big Sister type’ and ‘a Big Brother type’ that appeared in respective categories, 
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both in band 8 [3-5%], are similar to each other and complementary as well, except that 

these older sibling-like figures are gendered and thus loaded with a hegemonic gender 

ideology, as described earlier.  

According to Table 20, attributes that made the list for desirable women in male-

authored ads but not for desirable men in female-authored ads include: (a) aspects of 

personae such as ‘confident’ and ‘positive’; (b) those of bodies such as ‘any looks,’ 

‘cute,’ ‘any age,’ and ‘younger’; and (c) aspects of practices such as ‘a good 

conversationalist.’  Whereas, those that made the list for desirable men in female-

authored ads but not for desirable women in male-authored ads are abundant to list: (a) 

aspects of personae such as ‘trustworthy,’ ‘calming,’ ‘intelligent/knowledgeable,’ 

‘magnanimous,’ ‘serious,’ ‘career-oriented,’ ‘sensible/has common sense,’ ‘sincere,’ 

‘understanding,’ ‘fun,’ ‘interesting,’ ‘mild-mannerd,’ ‘together/has his own opinions,’ 

and ‘manly’; (b) those of bodies such as ‘tall,’ ‘similar age,’ ‘good-looking,’ ‘muscular,’ 

and by extension ‘single/NOT married’ and ‘nearby’ for the accessibility to the bodies; 

and (c) those of practices such as ‘do not lie/NOT a liar,’ ‘a good correspondent,’ ‘takes 

good care of me,’ ‘NOT without a profile/pictures,’ and ‘NOT a smoker.’  

As briefly discussed earlier, there are a lot more attributes describing desirable 

men in female-authored ads targeting them than those describing desirable women in 

male-authored ads targeting them.  This suggests that female advertisers have more 

specific and/or diverse requests in their male respondents than do male counterparts in 

their female respondents.  On the other hand, female readers of male-authored ads are 

getting mixed requests such as they can have ‘any looks’ versus they have to be ‘cute,’ or 
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they can be at ‘any age’ versus they have to be a certain age (‘older’ or ‘younger’), and 

they have to be ‘cute’ (implying immaturity, dependence, and passivity) versus they 

should also be ‘confident’ (connoting maturity, independence, and proactivity), which are 

potentially in conflict with each other.  Moreover, while being ‘confident’ and ‘positive’ 

may be a reflection of empowered women, men’s pressure on women to be ‘cute’ and 

‘younger’ could encapsulate them into the powerless status of children in relation to their 

guardian (i.e., parents or in this case their male partners).  Being ‘a good 

conversationalist’ would require women to be not only interesting speakers and skilled 

facilitators of conversation (an active role) but also attentive listeners to the speakers (a 

passive role), who are in this case men.  Social asymmetries in interpersonal relationships 

can be easily constructed by these requests of women even through the personal ads.   

On the other hand, while women’s expectations of men are seemingly ‘high’ and 

‘demanding,’ and thus men may feel more pressued to keep up with these requests, these 

women might be paradoxically putting their male partners in the advantageous position 

over themselves in their relationships with them.  A woman may face a substantial 

discrepancy in physical strength within the relationship with her male partner when he is 

‘taller’ and more ‘muscular’ than she.  Also, she may be more vulnerable to her male 

partner’s control when he is ‘intelligent/knowledgeable’ and thus more likely to have an 

access critical information on socio-economic advancement, for instance, than she, and/or 

she may feel the pressure to ask for his ‘magnaniminity’ and ‘understanding’ for her self-

projected shortcomings and mistakes.  Furthermore, she may be placed in the lower 

position in the relationship with her male partner when he is the provider of service and 
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good in ‘taking care of’ her and she is in the role of the provided.  And, most of all, 

expecting men to be ‘manly’ could have both positive and negative consequences for 

women and guarantee the formation of a hierarchical ‘hetero-sexual’ relationship when a 

hegemonic gender ideology is at work.   

As discussed earlier, some women also wish for attributes that would prevent 

such power imbalance and hierarchy from forming in their relationship with their male 

partners, which include ‘trustworthy,’ ‘calming,’ ‘sensible/has common sense,’ ‘sincere,’ 

‘mild-mannerd,’ ‘similar age,’ ‘do not lie/NOT a liar,’ and ‘a good correspondent’ or 

being responsive to women’s prompts in conversational exchange (through text 

messages).   

“Gendered desirability” is observed not only in the images of desirable others 

according to their gender but also in the kinds of attributes in target respondents that 

advertisers wish for depending on the advertisers’ gender.  More specifically, attributes 

such as ‘similar age’ (both in band 7 [5-10%]), ‘trustworthy’ (between bands 7 [5-10%] 

and 6 [10-15%]), and ‘career-oriented’ (both in band 7 [5-10%]) made the lists for 

desirable women and men only in female-authored ads.  Some female advertisers prefer 

respondents to be near their own age, which would help minimize potential asymmetry in 

their relationship.  For some women, ‘trust’ is essential to building their relationship with 

a partner, while ‘working hard (career-oriented)’ is an important indicative of desirable 

personhood.  In addition, it is female advertisers who expect their target respondents to be 

‘womanly’ or ‘manly,’ both in band 8 [3-5%], according to their gender.  In other words, 
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a hegemonic gender order is reflected in some women’s ideas of desirable gendered 

subjects.   

On the other hand, there are no attributes exclusively found in male-authored ads, 

except for ‘any race,’ ‘a foreigner,’ ‘a good cook,’ and ‘respectable’ in those seeking men, 

all in band 7 [5-10%].  However, we find ‘older’ in both male-authored ads seeking 

women and those seeking men, including the ‘older’ component of ‘a daddy/older,’ both 

in band 7 [5-10%].  These male advertisers most likely expect their partner to 

amaesaseru ‘to spoil/indulge’ them, as McLelland points out in some Japanese gay male 

relationships (2000: 145).  A relationship between ‘the spoiler’ and ‘the spoiled’ 

resembles the relationship between the parents and their child and is thus hierarchical, as 

discussed earlier; however, it may function slightly differently depending on the gender 

of the spoiler.  When a woman is the spoiler and a man the spoiled (e.g., a mother and her 

son), such role assignments may function to mitigate or even subvert a hegemonic gender 

order in their relationship.  Whereas, when both the spoiler and the spoiled are men (e.g. 

a father and his son), it will most likely replicate and reproduce a hegemonic social order 

of seniority in Japanese society.     

In this section, I have analyzed attributes of desirable women in comparison to 

those of desirable men in the selected deai-kee-saito ads and discussed how desirability is 

gendered through the descriptions of desired others and the ways in which social 

asymmetries are linguistically reproduced.  In the next section, I examine the kinds of 

person references used in targeting the addressees through the descriptions of desirable 

women in comparision to those of desirable men, and investigate the mechanism of 
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framing the advertiser-ad reader relationship with reference to Allan Bell’s ‘Audience 

Design’ (1984).  

 

5.3 Person Reference in Framing the Advertiser-Addressee Relationship 

Authors of personals ads in the deai-kee-saito post their ads in the virtual public space, 

which virtually anyone online above a certain age can register to access.  The self-

advertisers post their ads as a prompt for a future dialogic interaction and solicit 

responses from the readers.  However, most of them are exclusive and particular about 

the kinds of respondents or the audience they have in mind, as we have abundantly seen 

in the elaborate descriptions of desirable partners provided in their ads.  The advertisers 

limit the audience by not only articulating characteristics of desirable women and/or men 

as target respondents but also targeting the audience of choice, or framing their 

relationship with target respondents, through certain linguistic resources.  One of the 

resources that are readily available and accessible for the advertisers to use is person 

reference.   

 If we apply Allan Bell’s framework of ‘Audience Design’ (1984: 159), as 

described earlier, to the analysis of the advertiser-respondent relationships in the present 

data, selected person references are used to spotlight ‘Addressees’ and distinguish them 

from ‘Auditors’ and ‘Overhearers.’  To reiterate, ‘Addressees’ are ‘known, ratified, and 

addressed’ by the Speaker, or the ad authors in this case, whereas ‘Auditors’ are ‘known 

and ratified’ and may thus be described as ‘undesirable’ or non-target by default, and 

‘Overhearers’ are ‘known to be present but not ratified’ or not even mentioned in the ads 
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(ibid.).  Here I am concerned with the relationship among ‘Speaker [addressee],’ 

‘Addressee,’ and ‘Auditor.’  Figure 2 shows the context-dependent shift of audience 

status between the latter two: ‘Addressee’ and ‘Auditor.’ 

FIGURE 2, Targeting the audience based on Bell’s ‘Audience Design’ 
 

Context      Speaker - Addressee – Auditor 
(a) When describing the desirable qualities:        

Desirable other = target audience             --------------> 
‘Undesirable’ other = non-target audience      ----------------------------> 
................................................................................................................................. 

(b) When describing the ‘undesirable’ qualities:        
Desirable other = non-target audience       ----------------------------> 
‘Undesirable’ other = target audience           --------------> 

 

When desirable respondents are being described in a sentence or a clause, they become 

the ‘Addressees’ and all the others become the ‘Auditors.’  Whereas, when ‘undesirable’ 

individuals are being elaborated, they become the ‘Addressees’ and desirable respondents 

become the ‘Auditors.’  Since the majority of textual space in these ads is allocated for 

the descriptions of ideal partners, they are seen as the default ‘Addressees.’   

 In this section, I examine the kinds of person references that the advertisers use to 

pinpoint their target audience, depending on the context, and explore the relationship 

between the selection of those lexical items and social asymmetry in terms of gender.  

The data consist of all the person references in target-gender-explicit ads, through which 

the ad authors index the target audience, or ‘Addressees,’ and the non-target audience, or 

‘Auditors,’ sentence by sentence and/or clause by clause.  Those lexical items were 

categorized with respect to the gender of self-advertisers and that of target audience.  

Some items were combined as one entry when they were considered to have an identical 
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effect of politeness.  For instance, kata ‘a person [polite]’ and josee no kata ‘a female 

person [polite]’ were combined together because kata is the head noun of the noun phrase 

josee no kata, whereas josee no kata and josee ‘a woman [polite]’ were treated as discrete 

items since the aforementioned head noun kata and the noun josee might carry different 

connotations with regard to the level of deference.  Similarly, onna no ko ‘a girl’ and ko 

‘a child/girl’ are considered to be equivalent to one another because of the common ko, 

written with the same Chinese character 子 denoting ‘a child.’  It should be noted that an 

ad often contains more than one person reference addressing target and non-target 

audience.  First, I investigate person references that are used to address target female 

respondents and to specify non-target readers in both female- and male-authored ads.  

Second, I look at person references addressing target male respondents and those 

denoting non-target readers.  Third, and finally, I discuss the ways in which person 

references function to reproduce and/or mitigate social asymmetries in the advertiser-

audience relationship through personals.   

 

5.3.1 Person reference to address desirable and ‘undesirable’ women 

The kinds of person references that are used in denoting desirable female addressees are 

largely identical in female-authored ads and male-authored ads according to the present 

data.  Usually as the head noun of noun phrases, kata ‘a person [polite]’, hito ‘a person’, 

tomodachi ‘a friend’, onna no ko ‘a girl’, josee ‘a woman [polite]’, and their respective 

equivalents are used, as seen in Table 21.  Approximately half of the female advertisers 

(45.5%) address their target women with kata ‘a person [polite]’ and/or tomodachi ‘a  
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TABLE 21, Person references denoting desirable female addressees 
in female- and male-authored ads 

 
 In female-authored ads In male-authored ads 
Band & 
Percent 
of ads 

Romanized text &  
English equivalent 

Japanese  
text 

Romanized text &  
English equivalent 

Japanese 
text 

(1) 35+ 
 

kata ‘person [polite]’, 
kata ‘person [polite]’, and 
josee no kata ‘female person 
[polite]’  
[25/55=45.5%] 

方、 
かた、 
女性の方 
 

hito ‘person’, 
hito ‘person’, 
hito ‘person’, and 
onna no hito ‘female person’ 
[103/187=55.1%] 

人、 
ひと、 
ヒト、 
女の人 

 tomodachi ‘friend’, 
tomodachi ‘friend’, 
tomodachi ‘friend’,  
onna tomodachi ‘female 
friend’,  
onna no ko tomodachi ‘girl 
friend’, 
josee tomodachi ‘woman 
friend’, and 
kurabu & nomi-tomodachi 
‘friend for clubbing and 
drinking’ 
[25/55=45.5%] 

友達、 
ともだち、 
友だち、 
女友達、 
女の子友達、 
女性友達、 
クラブ＆飲み

友達 

  

 hito ‘person’, 
hito ‘person’,  
hito-tachi ‘persons’, and 
onna no hito ‘female person’ 
[22/55=40.0%] 

人、 
ひと、 
人達、 
女の人 

  

(2) 30-35     

(3) 25-30 o-tomodachi ‘friend [polite]’ 
and  
josee no o-tomodachi ‘female 
friend [polite]’ 
[14/55=25.5%] 

お友達、 
女性のお友達 

kata ‘person [polite]’, 
kata ‘person [polite]’, 
aite no kata ‘partner 
[polite]’, 
gaikoku no kata ‘foreign 
person [polite]’, and 
josee no kata ‘female person 
[polite]’  
[51/187=27.3%] 

方、 
かた、 
相手の方、 
外国の方、 
女性の方 

(4) 20-25 onna no ko ‘girl’ and 
ko ‘child/girl’ 
[12/55=21.8%] 

女の子、 
子 

onna no ko ‘girl’, 
ko ‘child/girl’, 
ko ‘child/girl’, 
ko ‘daughter/girl’, and 
ko ‘child (animal)’ 
[41/187=21.9%] 

女の子、 
子 
コ 
娘 
仔 

(5) 15-20 josee ‘woman [polite]’ 
[10/55=18.2%] 

女性 kanojo ‘girlfriend’ 
[36/187=19.3%] 

彼女 

   tomodachi ‘friend’, 
tomodachi ‘friend’, 
tomodachi ‘friend’, 
onna tomodachi ‘female 

友達、 
ともだち、 
トモダチ、 
女友達、 
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friend’, 
onna no ko tomodachi ‘girl 
friend’, 
meeru tomorachi ‘e-mail 
friend’, and 
furendo ‘friend’ 
[36/187=19.3%] 

女の子友

達、 
メール友

達、 
フレンド 

(6) 10-15   josee ‘woman [polite]’ 
[24/187=12.8%] 

女性 

(7) 5-10   aite ‘partner’, 
ren’ai aite ‘romantic 
partner’, and 
paatonaa ‘partner’ 
[15/187=8.0%] 

相手、 
恋愛相手、 
パートナー 

(8) 3-5 anata ‘you’ 
[2/55=3.6%] 

あなた koibito ‘lover’ 
[7/187=3.7%] 

恋人 

 meru-tomo ‘e-mail friend’ and 
shufu-tomo ‘housewife friend’ 
[2/55=3.6%] 

メルとも 
主婦友 

  

 

friend’, whereas the former is selected by slightly more than one fourth of the male 

counterparts (27.3%) and the latter by less than one fifth (19.3%).  Instead, more than 

half of the male authors (55.1%) call their target women hito ‘a person’, and so do more 

than two fifths of the female counterparts (40.0%).   

On the other hand, more than two fifths of both female and male advertisers use 

onna no ko (女の子) ‘a girl’ or ko (子) ‘a child/girl’ for target women (21.8% and 21.9%  

respectively), whereas slightly less than one in five female authors (18.2%) and more 

than one in eight male counterparts (12.8%) use josee ‘a woman [polite]’ for them.  It is 

important to recall that josee is a more formal and polite noun denoting female gender, in 

contrast to onna ‘a female’ as in onna no ko ‘a girl’; whereas both of the ‘cuter,’ less 

polite counterparts: onna no ko and ko, can not only express intimacy and affection, but 

do so by reproducing interpersonal hierarchy between the addresser and the addressee, 

since such affect is conveyed by placing the latter into the status of a ‘child’ as opposed 
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to the former as an ‘adult’ or a ‘parent.’  Moreover, in addition to the Chinese character 子, 

some male authors also use three other semantically loaded characters for ko, though the 

numbers are small: the katakana letter コ  (2 tokens), the Chinese character 娘  ‘a 

child/daughter’ (2 tokens), and the Chinese character 仔 ‘an animal baby’ (1 token).  

While the katakana syllabary, which is normally used to write onomatopoeia and non-

Chinese foreign loanwords, could be used to express distinctiveness and specialness of 

this specific ko for desirable women, the use of the remaining two Chinese characters 

inevitably reproduces asymmetrical relationships between the user of these characters as 

person references and those who are addressed with these characters, regardless of the 

authors’ intention to express positive affect.  To reiterate, the female Addressees are 

metaphorically treated as ‘daughters’ or ‘animal children,’ as if they are ‘pets,’ by these 

male authors, and the relationships framed with these iconic signs would not be 

symmetric.  

In the present data, about the same ratio of female and male advertisers use onna 

no ko (女の子) ‘a girl’ or ko (子) ‘a child/girl.’  That these advertisers use these nouns to 

address desirable women may be partially explained by Gile’s ‘Accommodation Theory’ 

(1994), in which the addresser is thought to ‘accommodate’ her/his speech style by 

assimilating it to that of the addressee.  In the present case, both female and male authors 

‘accommodate’ the imagined speech style of target women by incorporating in their 

statements the lexical items that are used for and by women.   

However, this does not explain the social implications of its use and possibly 

reinforces this internalized ‘infantilization’ of female gender.  Moreover, its male 
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counterpart otoko no ko ‘a boy’ or calling male addressees as ko ‘a child/boy’ is much 

less frequently used in ads in the entire data, and is only seen in 1.6% (3 out of 187) of 

female-authored ads seeking men and none of male-authored ads seeking men (also see 

Sections 5.3.2 and 5.3.3).  Given this asymmetrical application of the ‘infantilization’ of 

female gender through the selection of person reference for the addressees, a hierarchical 

power dynamics arises when male addressees use these lexical items to address women, 

in contrast to female addressees.  That is similar to the case of describing target female 

respondents kawaii ‘cute’; the use of onna no ko and ko intentionally or unintentionally 

‘helps’ compartmentalize women into the status of ‘children,’ the less powerful and the 

socially lower, in relation to the more powerful, socially higher beholders: ‘parents’, 

‘guardians’, and in this case ‘men.’  When women call each other onna no ko or ko, 

however, it may have other implications.  First, it may be used as a marker for solidarity 

among the oppressed, a subversive use of the discriminatory group label imposed on 

them by the more powerful and oppressive force (e.g., a subversive use of the N-word by 

African American people).  Second, it may also function as collective monitoring of the 

fellow group members in accordance with the membership defined by a hegemonic 

gender ideology of the community.  In other words, those who use these words to refer to 

themselves and/or others are constantly reproducing and possibly enforcing a socially 

asymmetrical category on each other.   

If we combine the numbers of ads that use the listed nouns or noun phrases that 

indicate politeness, gender asymmetry becomes even more transparent.  That is, female 

advertisers are substantially more likely to select person references indicating politeness 
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in addressing target women than do their male counterparts.  More than seven out of ten 

female-authored ads (67.3% - 37 out of 55) use kata ‘a person [polite]’, josee ‘a woman 

[polite]’, and/or o-tomodachi ‘a friend [polite]’ in denoting desirable women, whereas 

less than two in five male-authored ads (36.9% - 69 out of 187) use these three nouns, 

including three tokens of o-tomodachi ‘a friend [polite]’ that are found in male-authored 

ads but did not make the list.  This could be understood in terms of gender performativity 

in at least two ways: first, these female authors attempt to show more deference to their 

female addressees than do their male counterparts by selecting these person references, 

and/or, second, they choose these lexical items to present themselves as well-mannered 

and refined or preserve their ‘front’ in Goffman’s sense, whereas a much smaller ratio of 

male authors may be doing the same. 

In contrast, more egalitarian person references such as aite ‘a partner’ and koibito 

‘a lover’ are also used by some male authors (8.0% and 3.7% respectively) to address 

desirable women, though it is much less common.  Only two out of 15 authors who use 

aite and none of the seven authors who use koibito call their target female respondents 

onna no ko or ko.  Instead, they usually use hito ‘a person’, kata ‘a person [polite]’, 

and/or josee ‘a woman [polite]’, which all function to mitigate potential social 

asymmetries that may exist between the male advertisers and their female addressees in 

social reality.       

Similarly, a few female authors use anata ‘you’ and tomo ‘a friend’ to address 

their target women (both 3.6%).  Both lexical items help neutralize potential asymmetries 

in building interpersonal relationships between the addresser and the addressee.   
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Now we look at person references that are used to denote ‘undesirable’ female 

addressees.  As shown in Table 22, the number of tokens is extremely small.  Both 

female and male authors use the neutralizing hito ‘a person’ to point to non-target women 

(7.3% and 2.1% respectively), whereas some female advertisers use the politer version of 

‘a person’ kata for this purpose (5.5%).  The latter is most likely selected as a politeness 

strategy to mitigate the uneasiness of the face-threatening act of ‘demoting’ certain ad 

readers from the default Addressee, or ‘target respondents,’ to the status of the default 

Auditor, or ‘the undesirable,’ and to simultaneously attempt to save the face of both the 

addresser and the addressees.   

Other person references that denote dispreferred women and also consist of one 

percent or above of the ads in each category include geki-pocha-san ‘Ms. Super Chubby’ 

in an ad by a self-claimed lesbian author and kikonsha ‘a married person’ in a couple of 

ads by male authors exclusively seeking female respondents.  These nouns make it clear 

that advertisers who use them are indeed in search of female partners for socio-sexual  

TABLE 22, Person references denoting ‘undesirable’ female addressees 
in female- and male-authored ads 

 
 In female-authored ads In male-authored ads 
Band & 
Percent 
of ads  

Romanized text &  
English equivalent 

Japanese  
text 

Romanized text &  
English equivalent 

Japanese 
text 

(7) 5-10 hito ‘person’ 
[4/55=7.3%] 

人   

 kata ‘person [polite]’ 
[3/55=5.5%] 

方   

(8) 3-5     

(9) 1-3 geki-pocha-san ‘Ms. Super 
Chubby’ 
[1/55=1.8%] 

激ぽちゃさん hito ‘person’ 
[4/187=2.1%] 

人 

   kikonsha ‘married person’ 
[2/187=1.1%] 

既婚者 
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practices, and in the case of the latter, these male advertisers are considering the 

possibility of marriage through an encounter via the deai-kee-saito.  In addition, although 

the politeness level is different, gyoosha ‘a person in the [sex] industry’ and its politer 

version gyoosha-san are also found in male-authored Ekisaito furenzu and Yahoo!Japan 

paasonaruzu ads, which suggests that these sites may be used as a platform for 

commercial exchanges (e.g., sexual service) between some advertisers and respondents.  

In what follows, I look into person references addressing desirable and ‘undesirable’ 

male respondents in both female- and male-authored ads. 

 

5.3.2 Person references to address desirable and ‘undesirable’ men 

Similar to those denoting desirable female addressees, most common person references 

denoting desirable addressees are hito ‘a person’ and kata ‘a person [polite]’ in both 

female- and male-authored ads.  As seen in Table 23, approximately three in five self-

advertisers use hito (62.6% by female authors and 55.9% by male authors), whereas more 

than two in five female advertisers (43.9%) and slightly more than one in three male 

advertisers (35.3%) select kata ‘a person [polite]’ as a person reference to address their 

target male respondents.  Tomodachi ‘a friend’ and its variations at approximately the 

same level of politeness, such as otoko tomodachi ‘a male friend’, are also used by more 

than one in six female authors (17.1%) and slightly more than one in three male 

counterparts (35.3%).  Yet another person reference that is used by both is dansee ‘a man 

[polite]’, which is chosen by 12.3 percent of the female advertisers and 8.8 percent of the 

male counterparts in the present data.  
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TABLE 23, Person references denoting desirable male addressees 
in female- and male-authored ads 

 
 In female-authored ads In male-authored ads 
Band & 
Percent 
of ads 

Romanized text &  
English equivalent 

Japanese  
text 

Romanized text & 
English equivalent 

Japanese 
text 

(1) 35+ hito ‘person’, 
hito ‘person’, 
hito ‘person’, 
hito-tachi ‘persons’,  
otoko no hito ‘male person’, 
and 
sukina hito ‘person that I like’ 
[117/187=62.6%] 

人、 
ひと、 
ヒト、 
人達、 
男の人、 
好きな人 
 

hito ‘person’ and 
sukina hito ‘person that I 
like’  
[19/34=55.9%] 

人、 
好きな人 

 kata ‘person [polite]’,  
kata ‘person [polite]’,  
kata-gata ‘persons [polite]’, 
and 
dansee no kata ‘male person 
[polite]’  
[82/187=43.9%] 

方、 
かた、 
方々、 
男性の方 
 

kata ‘person [polite]’ 
[12/34=35.3%] 

方 
 

   tomodachi ‘friend’, 
otoko tomodachi ‘male 
friend’, and 
Ajia-jin tomotachi[sic] 
‘Asian friend’ 
[12/34=35.3%] 

友達、 
男友達、 
アジア人友

たち[sic] 

(2) 30-35     

(3) 25-30     

(4) 20-25 kareshi ‘boyfriend’, 
kare ‘boyfriend’, and 
kareshi-kooho ‘boyfriend 
candidate’ 
[41/187=21.9%] 

彼氏、 
彼、 
彼氏候補 

  

(5) 15-20 tomodachi ‘friend’,  
tomodachi ‘friend’, 
asobi tomodachi ‘playmate’, 
and  
otoko tomodachi ‘male friend’ 
[32/187=17.1%] 

友達、 
友だち、 
遊び友達、 
男友達 
 

  

(6) 10-15 dansee ‘man [polite]’ and 
toshiue dansee ‘older man 
[polite]’ 
[23/187=12.3%] 

男性、 
年上男性 

  

 o-tomodachi ‘friend [polite]’ 
[20/187=10.7%] 

お友達   

(7) 5-10 aite ‘partner’ and 
paatonaa ‘partner’ 
[10/187=5.3%] 

相手、 
パートナー 

dansee ‘man [polite]’ 
[3/34=8.8%] 

男性 

   otoko ‘man’ 
[2/34=5.9%] 

男 
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(8) 3-5 meru-tomo ‘e-mail friend’ and 
gohan-tomo ‘friend for dining 
out’ 
[9/187=4.8%] 

メル友、 
ご飯友 

  

 koibito ‘lover’ 
[8/187=4.3%] 

恋人   

 

On the other hand, certain lexical items made the list for the female-authored ads 

but do not appear in more than one male-authored ad, while certain others are used in 

more than one male-authored ad but did not make the list for the female-authored ads.  

One token of person references denoting desirable men in male-authored ads constitutes 

2.9 percent; I did not include them in the list.  In contrast, I did include one token of 

person references denoting ‘undesirable’ men, since the total of such cases is extremely 

small, as seen in Table 24.  

First, about one in five female advertisers (21.9%) use kareshi or kare ‘a 

boyfriend’, which are both third-person pronouns by definition, to denote desirable men.  

Only one out of 32 male advertisers uses kareshi for the same purpose (2.9%), which 

functions to indicate his sexual orientation as gay since there is no explicit mention of it 

in his ad.   Second, more than one in ten female authors (10.7%) use a politer version of 

tomodachi, o-tomodachi ‘a friend [polite]’ with the honorific prefix o, while no male 

counterparts do the same.  Third, tomo ‘a friend’ as in meru-tomo ‘an e-mail friend’ and 

go-han-tomo ‘a friend for dining out’ is used by a few female advertisers seeking men 

(4.8%) but not by male counterparts.  Fourth, some female advertisers use aite or 

paatonaa ‘a partner’ and koibito ‘a lover’ (5.3% and 4.3% respectively), but only one 

male advertiser uses each of these.  Fifth, and finally, two out of 34 male authors (5.9%) 
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use otoko ‘a man’ to index a desirable man, which is used by two other male authors and 

three female authors to denote ‘undesirable’ men (see Table 24 below).   

It is reiterated that only 1.6% of female advertisers seeking men and 0% of male 

advertisers seeking men in the analyzed data use otoko no ko ‘a boy’ or ko ‘a child/boy’, 

the male equivalent of onna no ko ‘a girl’ or ko ‘a child/girl’, to refer to their prospective 

male Addressees. 

 More female authors use such polite person references as kata ‘a person [polite]’ 

and dansee ‘a man [polite]’ than do their male counterparts.  There are nine female 

authors who use both kata and dansee, whereas all three male advertisers who use dansee 

also use kata.  Including them, the number of female-authored ads in which kata and/or 

dansee is used is 95 (50.8%), and that of the male counterparts is 12 (35.3%).   

Now we take a look at person references that are used to denote ‘undesirable’ 

male addressees, or default Auditors, in female- and male-authored ads seeking men, as 

TABLE 24, Person references denoting ‘undesirable’ male addressees 
in female- and male-authored ads 

 
 In female-authored ads In male-authored ads 
Band & 
percent 
of ads 

Romanized text & 
English equivalent 

Japanese  
text 

Romanized text & 
English equivalent 

Japanese 
text 

(7) 5-10 hito ‘person’ 
[12/187=6.4%] 

人 
 

hito ‘person’ 
[3/34=8.8%] 

人 

 
 

kata ‘person [polite]’ and 
kikonsha no kata [polite]’ 
[10/187=5.3%] 

方、 
既婚者の方 

otoko ‘man’ 
[2/32=5.9%] 

男 

(8) 3-5 kikonsha ‘married person’, 
dansee kikonsha ‘male 
married person’, and  
kikon ‘the married’ 
[7/187=3.7%] 

既婚者、 
男性既婚者、 
既婚 

  

(9) 1-3 otoko ‘man’ 
[3/187=1.6%] 

男 kata ‘person [polite]’ 
[1/34=2.9%] 

方 

 dansee ‘man [polite]’ 
[2/187=1.1%] 

男性   
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shown in Table 24.  Both female and male advertisers use hito ‘a person’, kata ‘a person 

[polite]’, and otoko ‘a man’, though more female advertisrs (5.3%) use kata, a politer 

version of hito ‘a person’, which only one male advertiser (2.9%) selects as a person 

reference for non-target male respondents.  Similarly, a politer version of otoko ‘a man’, 

dansee is used solely by female advertisers, though there are only two cases (1.1%).  

Even when describing ‘undesirable’ men, the female advertisers in the present data are 

more likely to use the politer nouns and noun phrases to denote their non-target audience 

or those who are projected to be default Auditors.  In addition, some female advertisers 

(3.7%) select more semantically articulate nouns as person references, such as kikonsha 

‘a married person’, dansee kikonsha ‘a male married person’, and kikon ‘the married’, 

without linguistically indicating politeness (e.g., kikonsha no kata ‘a married person 

[polite]’).  No male counterparts in this category use them, which may suggest that the 

marital status of their potential male respondents has little significance to those who are 

seeking male respondents.  This is understandable given that the majority of male 

advertisers seem to be looking for other men for social interactions, and even when 

explicitly gay advertisers seek other men for socio-sexual practices, same-sex marriage is 

not an option for them under current Japanese law.  

 It is noted that otoko ‘a man’ is used by two male advertisers who are both 

seeking women and say either that they do not want responses from men at all or that 

they are inadvertently, unpleasantly surrounded by men and married women in his daily 

life.  So they use it to express that the entire male gender is undesirable as a partner.  In 

what follows, I will compare kinds of person references that are used in the target-
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gender-explicit ads for desirable and ‘undesirable’ women in comparision to those for 

desirable and ‘undesirable’ men.  

 

5.3.3 Person references and asymmetrical relationships 

Gender asymmetry is observed in the present data in terms of the gender of the 

advertisers as much as that of the Addressees or Auditors, similar to the case with the 

frequent attributes of desirable women and men.  For instance, more female authors use 

nouns and noun phrases indicating politeness as person references, such as kata ‘a person 

[polite]’, o-tomodachi ‘a friend [polite]’, josee ‘a woman [polite]’ and dansee ‘a man 

[polite]’, than do male counterparts, as we have already seen.  In this section, I will 

examine the selection of person reference in relation to the construction of potential 

asymmetrical relationships between the gendered addressers and the gendered 

Addressees or Auditors.  There are a few person references that are commonly used 

to denote both desirable female addressees and desirable male addressees, as summarized 

in Table 25.  For convenience, I employ the same frequency bands that were used in the 

frequent attributes of desirable partners reported earlier, following Shalom (194: 1997).  

First, hito ‘a person’ appears in band 1 [35%+] for all the four categories (female-

authored ads seeking women, male-authored ads seeking women, female-authored ads 

seeking men, and male-authored ads seeking men).  Second, kata ‘a person [polite]’ is 

used in all these categories but more female advertisers use it than do the male 

counterparts: it is listed in band 1 [35%+] for female-authored ads seeking women and in 

band 3 [25-30%] for male-authored ads seeking the same, whereas it is in band 1 [35%+]  
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TABLE 25, Person references denoting desirable female and male addressees 
in female- and male-authored ads 

 
 Desirable Female Addressees Desirable Male Addressees 
Band & 
percent 
of ads 

In female-authored 
ads 

In male-authored  
ads 

In female-authored 
ads 

In male-authored 
ads 

(1) 35+ kata ‘person [polite]’, 
etc.   
[25/55=45.5%] 

hito ‘person’, etc. 
[103/187=55.1%] 

hito ‘person’, etc. 
[117/187=62.6%] 

hito ‘person’, etc. 
[19/34=55.9%] 

 tomodachi ‘friend’, 
etc. 
[25/55=45.5%] 

 kata ‘person [polite]’, 
etc.  
[82/187=43.9%] 

kata ‘person 
[polite]’ 
[12/34=35.3%] 

 hito ‘person’, etc. 
[22/55=40.0%] 

  tomodachi 
‘friend’, etc.  
[12/34=35.3%] 

(2) 30-35     
(3) 25-30 o-tomodachi ‘friend 

[polite]’, etc/ 
[14/55=25.5%] 

kata ‘person [polite]’, 
etc. 
[51/187=27.3%] 

  

(4) 20-25 onna no ko ‘girl’ and 
ko ‘child/girl’ 
[12/55=21.8%] 

onna no ko ‘girl’ and 
ko ‘child/girl’ 
[41/187=21.9%] 

kareshi ‘boyfriend’, 
etc. 
[41/187=21.9%] 

 

(5) 15-20 josee ‘woman 
[polite]’ 
[10/55=18.2%] 

kanojo ‘girlfriend’ 
[36/187=19.3%] 

  

  tomodachi ‘friend’, 
etc. 
[36/187=19.3%] 

  

(6) 10-15  josee ‘woman 
[polite]’ 
[24/187=12.8%] 

dansee ‘man [polite]’, 
etc. 
[23/187=12.3%] 

 

   o-tomodachi ‘friend 
[polite]’ 
[20/187=10.7%] 

 

(7) 5-10  aite ‘partner’, etc. 
[15/187=8.0%] 

aite ‘partner’, etc. 
[10/187=5.3%] 

dansee ‘man 
[polite]’ 
[3/34=8.8%] 

    otoko ‘man’ 
[2/34=5.9%] 

(8) 3-5 anata ‘you’ 
[2/55=3.6%] 

koibito ‘lover’ 
[7/187=3.7%] 

meru-tomo ‘e-mail 
friend’, etc. 
[9/187=4.8%] 

 

 meru-tomo ‘e-mail 
friend’, etc. 
[2/55=3.6%] 

 koibito ‘lover’ 
[8/187=4.3%] 
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for both female-authored ads seeking men and male-authored ads seeking the same.  

Third, tomodachi ‘a friend’ is also selected by advertisers in all these categories: it is 

listed in band 1 [35%+] for female-authored ads seeking women and in band 5 [15-20%] 

for male-authored ads seeking the same, while it is in band 5 [15-20%] for female-

authored ads seeking men and in band 1 [35%+] for male-authored ads seeking the same.  

In other words, it reflects the kind of the data that were collected for this study, that 

advertisers seeking same-sex respondents are mostly using these deai-kee-saito to make 

friends for social practices, rather than socio-sexual practices.  Fourth, and finally, josee 

‘a woman [polite]’ and its male equivalent dansee ‘a man [polite]’ are also seen in both 

female-authored ads and male-authored ones seeking the respective gender: it appears in 

band 5 [15-20%] for female-authored ads seeking women and in band 7 [5-10%] for 

male-authored ads seeking the same, whereas it is in band 6 [10-15%] for female-

authored ads seeking men and in band 7 [5-10%] for male-authored ads seeking the same.  

That is, female advertisers use it slightly more than do their male counterparts, and 

slightly more target female respondents are addressed with josee than target male 

respondents are addressed by dansee.   

The critical difference in the selection of person references is the use of ko ‘a 

child’ in denoting desirable female Addresees.  Onna no ko ‘a girl’ and/or ko ‘a 

child/girl’ is listed in band 4 [20-25%] for both female-authored ads and male-authored 

ads seeking women, and the male equivalent otoko no ko ‘a boy’ is rarely found in the 

present target-gender-specific ads and did not make the list.  As already discussed earlier, 

the use of ko not only indicates the affect of its user towards the Addressees but does so 
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by juxtaposing its literal meaning ‘a child’ in contrast to the beholder/addresser as ‘a 

parent.’  The relationship between the child and the parent in contemporary Japan has not 

been of a symmetric, egaritalian nature: it is culturally structured to be asymmetrical 

where the parent is granted distinctive authority (power) over the child by virtue of sheer 

birth-giving, child-rearing and continuous providing, which is philosophically grounded 

in Confucianism and Taoism.  In this context, to call others ‘a child,’ whether 

affectionately or authoritatively, inevitably resproduces social asymmetries between the 

addresser and the Addressee.   

 Certain nouns are more commonly used in heterosexual ads, including kanojo ‘a 

girlfriend’, its male equivalent kareshi ‘a boyfriend’, aite ‘a partner’, and koibito ‘a lover’.  

Kanojo is listed in band 5 [15-20%] for male-authored ads seeking women, whereas 

kareshi is listed in band 4 [20-25%] for female-authored ads seeking men.  Aite appears 

in band 7 [5-10%] for both male-authored ads seeking women and female-authored ads 

seeking men.  Similarly, koibito is in band 8 [3-5%] for both of these ads as well.  

Needless to say, the use of these nouns functions to declare that these advertisers are 

seeking others for socio-sexual practicies.  In the present data, kanojo ‘a girlfriend’ is 

used by a female advertiser seeking women while kareshi ‘a boyfriend,’ aite ‘a partner,’ 

and koibito ‘a lover’ are also used by three different 

male advertisers seeking men.  These nouns function to indicate their sexual orientation.  

 The articulation of ‘undesirable’ female and male Addresses is relatively 

infrequent in the present data; however, it is not nonexistent.  Table 26 shows the kinds of 

nouns that are used to address non-target ad readers, or the default Auditors.  Hito ‘a  
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TABLE 26, Person references denoting ‘undesirable’ female and male addressees 
in female- and male-authored ads 

 
 ‘Undesirable’ Female Addressees ‘Undesirable’ Male Addressees 
Band & 
percent 
of ads 

In female-authored 
ads 

In male-authored  
ads 

In female-authored 
ads 

In male-authored 
ads 

(7) 5-10 hito ‘person’ 
[4/55=7.3%] 

 hito ‘person’ 
[12/187=6.4%] 

hito ‘person’ 
[3/34=8.8%] 

 
 

kata ‘person [polite]’ 
[3/55=5.5%] 

 kata ‘person [polite]’, 
etc. 
[10/187=5.3%] 

otoko ‘man’ 
[2/34=5.9%] 

(8) 3-5   kikonsha ‘married 
person’, etc. 
[7/187=3.7%] 

 

(9) 1-3 geki-pocha san ‘Ms. 
Super Chubby’ 
[1/55=1.8%] 

hito ‘person’ 
[4/187=2.1%] 

otoko ‘man’ 
[3/187=1.6%] 

kata ‘person 
[polite]’ 
[1/34=2.9%] 

  kikonsha ‘married 
person’ 
[2/187=1.1%] 

dansee ‘man [polite]’ 
[2/187=1.1%] 

 

 

person’ is used in all the four categories: it appears in band 7 [5-10%] for female-

authored ads seeking women, those seeking men, and male-authored ads seeking the 

same, whereas it is in band 9 [1-3%] for male-authored ads seeking women.  Kata ‘a 

person [polite]’ is also used in female-authored ads seeking women (in band 7 [5-10%]), 

those seeking men (in band 7 [5-10%]), and male- authored ads seeking men (in band 9 

[1-3%]); however, it is never used in male-authored ads seeking women in the present 

data.  Since male advertisers do use kata for desirable women, they do differentiate hito 

and kata depending on the desirability of the Addressees as they see it.  While otoko 

‘man’ is used by both female and male advertisers seeking men to denote ‘undesirable’ 

men, its female counterpart onna ‘woman’ is never used in the present data.   

 In this section, I have explored the selection of person references and its potential 

consequences in construction of asymmetrical relationships between the advertisers and 
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their default Addressees and Auditors.  In the next section, I examine linguistic resources 

that are utilized in expressing socio-sexual desires in personals, including desideratives, 

conditionals, and the formula yoroshiku/o-negai shimasu ‘Thank you in advance’.     

 

5.4 Expressions of Desire in Partner Search 

In this section I shift my focus of analysis from the kinds of descriptors that self-

advertisers use to articulate desirable personhood and/or relationships to the ways in 

which they indicate desire itself.  In particular, I am interested in exploring how the 

advertisers express or encode socio-sexual desires through their writing in the personals, 

which is the third research question proposed in this study.  The very act of preparing an 

advertisement and/or a personal profile and posting it on deai-kee-saito itself is already 

an expression of social and/or socio-sexual desires.  It is a manifestation of the desire to 

initiate interpersonal relationships with selected virtual audience members or readers, 

with a potential goal of interacting with them in person for social and/or socio-sexual 

purposes.  Provided that, I examine the kinds of linguistic resources that advertisers use 

to express desirability textually when characterizing target respondents and envisionsed 

practices.  I also look at the resources clarifying types of persons and/or actions that are 

“not” desired when indicated as such. 

 I decided to investigate all lexical/morphosyntactic items and phrases that 

potentially denote advertisers’ desire, or wants and wishes, when it is expressed in 

describing the target respondents and/or target relationships as well as in soliciting 

responses.  This is because the differentiation of sexual desire from socio-sexual or even 
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social desire is not unambiguous and is even questionable, as we have already seen in the 

present data.  In heterosexual personals, most advertisers are seeking friends who have a 

potential to be their romantic/sexual partners, which is indicated or implied as their 

ultimate goal of using deai-kee-saito.  In same-sex personals, most self-claimed 

homosexual advertisers are also seeking the same, while a few others, such as self-

claimed non-homosexual advertisers, are indeed soliciting replies from same-sex 

respondents for social and non-sexual purposes only.  As presented earlier, only a handful 

of advertisers in these personals articulate their sexual orientation either to specifically 

invite lesbian, gay or bi respondents to reply or to explicitly disallow them to do so.     

 In what follows, I first present the linguistic resources that are used most in the 

personals to express desire related to partner search.  I also explain how I categorized the 

data and developed the list.  Second, I examine them with respect to the four search 

categories: WSW, WSM, MSW and MSM.   

 

5.4.1 Most-used linguistic resources expressing desire in personals 

Self-advertisers in deai-kee-saito personals use a variety of lexical and morphosyntactic 

items to indicate what they want or wish for as the goals of ad writing.  To investigate 

what those linguistic resources are, I first located all sentences and phrases that express 

such desire in the target-gender-explicit ads and listed them according to the gender of 

the ad author and that of the target audience.  My initial focus was on desideratives such 

as tai ‘I want to [meet, etc.]’ and hoshii ‘I want [a partner, etc.]’ and evaluative adjectives 

such as suki ‘I like’ and ii ‘fine; good’.  However, after a preliminary analysis of the 
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present data it became clear that it was necessary to look at any sentences or phrases 

describing the type of person advertisers prefer their ideal partners to be, what sort of 

activities they hope to do with potential respondents, and what sort of relationships they 

wish to build, as well as those linguistic resources suggesting that they are indeed seeking 

partners at all.  Thus, I examined all the relevant sentences and phrases in all the content 

categories except for ‘ADVERTISER’ (i.e., the seeks, TARGET, GOALS, (COMMENT), 

and REFERENCE categories) of each ad, while attending to recurring lexical and/or 

morphosyntactic items in them.  

When a sentence or phrase contains more than one lexical and/or morphosyntactic 

item, I listed all the items separately.  For instance, for the combination of a conditional 

clause with tara, ba, nara or to and positive evaluative expressions such as the adjectives 

ii ‘fine; good’, ureshii ‘I’d be glad’, and shiawase ‘I’d be happy’, the noun saikoo ‘best’, 

and so forth, which turned out to be noticeably large in quantity, I listed both the 

conditional clause and the adjective.  The following is an example in which a female 

advertiser in Yahoo!Japan paasonaruzu who is primarily seeking male respondents while 

welcoming female respondents uses the ba conditionals and adjective ii ‘good’, as 

underlined in (31).  This ad appeared in both WSW and MSW categories: 

(31) 

 

1 

2 

3 

[YFF011/YMF055] 

とりあえずメル友でメール交換、 

写真交換などもしてお互いに気が 

進めば会えればイイナと思っています。 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 

Toriaezu meru-tomo de meeru kookan, 
shashin kookan nado mo shite otagaini ki ga 

For now, we will be e-mail friends and 
exchange e-mails, pictures, etc., and if both 
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3 susumeba aereba ii na to omotte imasu. of us feel like it, I’m thinking it would be 
good if we could meet. 

 

In this case, I counted two ba conditionals and an adjective ii.  Both conditionals are used 

to hypothesize desirable turns of the event.  The first one appears in lines 2-3: otagaini ki 

ga susumeba ‘if both of us feel like it’, and the second one comes with the adjective ii 

‘nice’ in line 3: aereba ii na to omotte imasu ‘I’m thinking it would be good if we could 

meet’.  I also counted this adjective ii as one lexical item, although it is considered part of 

the second conditional structure.  I will present more examples of the use of conditionals 

in expressing desire later.  

 In addition, I counted adjectives such as ii ‘fine; good’ when they are used 

independently.  A male advertiser in Match.com who is solely seeking male respondents 

uses ii to describe his ideal partners as well as ideal relationships, as underlined in (32): 

(32) 

 

1 

2 

3 

[MMM044] 

普通体系~マッチョで特に 

筋肉質な人がいいです。気楽な 

付き合いがいいですね。 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 
3 

Futsuutai-kee ~ matcho de tokuni 
kinnikushitsuna hito ga ii desu.  Kirakuna 
tsukiai ga ii desu ne. 

A person who is average-built to macho, 
muscular especially, would be good.  A 
carefree relationship would be good, you 
know. 

 

In this case, I counted two adjective ii’s.  The first one is the predicate of a sentence in 

lines 1-2: Futsuutai-kee ~ matcho de tokuni kinnikushitsuna hito ga ii desu ‘A person 

who is average-built to macho, muscular especially, would be good’.  Similarly, the 

second one is also the predicate of a sentence in lines 2-3: Kirakuna tsukiai ga ii desu ne 
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‘A carefree relationship woud be good, you know’.  These adjectives are used here to 

articulate a desirable body for the potential partner and a desirable kind of interpersonal 

practice for this advertiser.  

 Table 27 shows the top 34 most-used lexical/morphosyntactic items and phrases 

denoting advertisers’ desire in characterizing desirable partners and envisioned 

relationships, such as the above.  Expressions that appeared at least ten times or more in 

the entire data set were included in this list.  There are a total of 2593 tokens of 

expressions that are considered to indicate desire, with 274 used by female-advertisers 

addressed to women, 1086 by male-advertisers addressed to women, 1057 by female-

advertisers addressed to men, and 176 by male-advertisers addressed to men.  It should be 

noted that the advertisers often use the same item or phrase more than once, but each 

occurrence was counted as one token.  In this section these numbers are the raw numbers 

of tokens for each entry.  

 A variety of linguistic resources are seen on the list, including adjectives 

(including adjectives and adjectival nouns), nouns, verbs, the volitional forms of verbs, 

desideratives, conditional clauses, other morphosyntactic structures such as those 

indicating a request, concessions, comparison, and an invitation, and formulaic 

expressions.  More specifically, the listed adjectives include ii ‘fine; good’, suki ‘I like’, 

ureshii ‘glad’, suteki ‘fine; fabulous’, and nozomashii ‘desirable’.  The adjectives ii and 

ureshii are often preceded by conditional clauses, which will be presented later.  The 

nouns on the list are risoo ‘ideal’, ichiban ‘number one’, daikangee ‘big welcome’, and 

such Sino-Japanese verbal nouns as boshuu ‘recruitment’ as in boshuu chuu ‘recruiting’  
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TABLE 27, Most-used expressions in indicating desire in partner search 
 

   Addressing Women Addressing Men 
  No. of 

tokens 
In female- 
authored 

ads 

In male- 
authored 

ads 

In female- 
authored 

ads 

In male- 
authored 

ads 
 Total 2593 274 1086 1057 176 

1 ii ‘fine; good’ 311 18 141 125 27 
2 tai ‘I want to’ (desiderative) 248 19 101 109 19 
3 tara (conditional) 247 24 114 93 16 
4 yoroshiku/o-negai shimasu 

‘Thank you in advance’ 138 22 50 55 11 
5 ba (conditional) 125 20 62 34 9 
6 boshuu [shite imasu] 

‘recruitment; I’m recruiting’ 114 27 41 41 5 
7 suki ‘I like’ 109 17 22 63 7 
8 te kudasai/te ‘please do/do 

[for me]’ 81 3 40 32 6 
9 volitional forms of verbs: 

‘let’s do’ (including mashoo) 72 9 35 26 2 
10 kudasai ‘please give me’ 66 10 38 15 3 
11 to (conditional) 62 6 36 16 4 
12 ureshii ‘glad’ 51 8 18 24 1 
13 matte masu ‘I’ll be waiting’ 44 9 18 16 1 
14 risoo ‘ideal’ 43 2 15 22 4 
15 hoshii ‘I want [a partner]’ 

(desiderative) 42 6 14 19 3 
16 nara (conditional) 31 3 10 15 3 
17 demo/temo ‘even if’ 29 2 14 4 9 
18 sagashite imasu ‘I’m 

looking for’ 28 7 13 8 0 
19 tooroku shimashita ‘I 

registered [for this site]’ 24 2 13 9 0 
20 hoo ga (comparative) 22 0 10 9 3 
21 kiboo [shimasu] ‘hope; I 

hope for’ 21 0 5 14 2 
22 te hoshii ‘I want [you] to’ 

(desiderative) 21 3 7 10 1 
23 ki ni shimasen ‘I don’t mind’ 20 0 14 5 1 
24 *o-henji shikanemasu/ 

o-kaeshi dekimasen ‘I 
won’t/can’t reply/respond’ 20 3 1 16 0 

25 kaeshimasu/henji shimasu 
‘I’ll reply/respond’ 19 0 16 2 1 

26 towazu/fumon ‘not asked’ 16 5 6 4 1 
27 ichiban ‘number one’ 16 0 12 3 1 
28 nozomimasu/nozomashii ‘I 

wish for; it’s desirable’ 15 0 3 8 4 
29 daikangee ‘big welcome’ 15 8 0 6 1 
30 *o-kotowari shimasu ‘I’ll 

humbly turn down’ 15 0 0 15 0 
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31 hikaremasu ‘I’m attracted 
to’ 14 0 5 8 1 

32 *gomennasai ‘I’m sorry’ 14 0 2 12 0 
33 suteki ‘fine; fabulous’ 12 0 0 11 1 
34 masen ka ‘would you like to’ 11 6 0 5 0 

 Others 475 35 209 203 29 
Notes: *= Addressing to those who are not “desirable” 
 

and boshuu shite imasu ‘I am recruiting’, kiboo ‘hope’ as in kiboo desu ‘[a certain type of 

person, etc.] desired’ and kiboo shimasu ‘I hope for [a certain type of person, etc.]’, as 

well as tooroku ‘registration’ as in tooroku shimashita ‘I registered [for this site]’.  The 

verbs, aside from those Sino-Japanese compound verbs, include: kureru ‘[someone] gives 

me’ as in meeru kudasai ‘please give me an e-mail’; matsu ‘to wait’ as in meeru matte 

masu ‘I’ll be waiting for your e-mail’; sagasu ‘to look for’ as in kanojo and[in English] 

tomodachi sagashite masu ‘I’m looking for a girlfriend and friends’; kaesu ‘to return’ as 

in henji wa kanarazu kaeshimasu ‘I’ll reply to your message without fail’; seejitsu de 

yasashii kata o nozomu ‘to wish for’ as in nozomimasu ‘I wish [to meet] a sincere and 

gentle person’; and, hikareru ‘to be attracted to’ as in yasashisa ga aru hito ni 

hikaremasu ‘I’m attracted to a person who is gentle’.   The volitional forms of verbs are 

also listed, such as shiyoo ‘let’s do [something]’ and naroo ‘let’s become [friends, etc.]’ 

as well as their polite counterparts shimashoo and narimashoo respectively.   

As anticipated, desideratives are well represented on the list, including: the 

adjectival tai ‘I want to do [something]’ as in deaitai desu ‘I want to meet [a certain kind 

of person]’; the adjective hoshii ‘I want [something]’ as in kare ga hoshii ‘I want a 

boyfriend’; and, te hoshii ‘I want [you] to do [something]’ as in tsurete itte hoshii na ‘I 

want you to take me [for a ride]’.  Interestingly, conditional clauses with tara, ba, nara 
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and to are also well represented on the list.68  For instance, the tara-clause is used to 

present desirable practice in the following sentence: meeru de otagai o yoku rikai 

dekitara, to omotte imasu ‘I am thinking that [it would be nice] if we could come to 

understand each other via e-mail’.  Similarly, ba-clause (i.e., the conditional forms of 

verbs), followed by the adjective ii ‘fine; good’, expresses a wish in terms of 

philosophical compatibility in the following example: kachikan wa aeba ii ‘As far as a 

sense of values is concerned, it would be good if [yours and mine] match’.  The nara-

clause articulates a desirable condition in the following sentence: toshiue demo toshishita 

demo tanoshiku sugoseru nara daijoobu ‘Either an older person or a younger person 

would be ok if we can spend fun times [together]’.  Finally, the to-clause, followed by the 

adjective ii ‘fine; good’ and the self-exclamation particle na, is utilized as follows: 

watashi wa mimi ga kikoenai node, rikai shite kureru kata ga iru to ii na ‘Since I can’t 

hear, it would be good if there were a person who would understand [my deafness]’.  I 

will discuss the uses of these desideratives and conditional clauses in more detail in the 

following sections.   

On the other hand, the other morphosyntactic structures that are on the list 

include: te kudasai ‘please do [something for me]’ as in meeru shite kudasai ‘please e-

mail me’, as well as its plain counterpart te ‘do [something for me]’ as in yasashiku shite 

ne ‘Treat me gently (Be kind to me)’; demo/temo ‘even if’ as in tomodachi demo ii node 

[...] ‘It would be fine even if we were to be just friends, so [...]’ and shumi ni kyootsuuten 

ga nakutemo ookee desu ‘It would be OK even if we have no common hobbies’; the 

                                                 
68 Ono and Jones (in press) discuss topic-marking functions of these ‘so-called conditionals’.  
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comparative structure with hoo ga, followed by the adjective ii ‘fine; good’, as in yappari 

mitame ga ii hito no hoo ga ii desu ‘As you might expect, I would prefer a person who 

looks good in appearance’; and, masen ka ‘would you like to do [something]’ as in 

ohanashi shimasen ka ‘Would you like to talk [with me]?’.   

Finally, two types of the use of formulaic expressions are seen: the first type is to 

solicit responses from target respondents, by pleading or relaxing the qualifications of 

ideal personhood.  This type includes: 1) yoroshiku o-negai shimasu and its variations, 

roughly equivalent to ‘Thank you in advance,’ used in first-encounter contexts and when 

asking favors; 2) ki ni shimasen ‘I don’t care’ as in gaiken wa tokuni ki ni shimasen ‘I 

don’t care much about looks’; and, 3) towazu, its corresponding Sino-Japanese verbal 

noun fumon, and variations of these two, meaning ‘not asked’ as in danjo towazu 

‘regardless of whether you are male or female’ and nenree fumon ‘age not asked’.  I will 

explore the use of yoroshiku o-negai shimasu more in the following section, in addition 

to the desideratives and conditional clauses, because of their relative prominence in the 

data.  On the other hand, the second type is to prevent certain types of ad readers from 

responding to the ad, indicating what is undesirable in terms of bodies, personae, and 

practices.  This type includes o-henji shikanemasu ‘I would be unable to reply [to your 

message]’, o-kotowari shimasu ‘I will humbly turn down [your application]’, and 

gomennasai ‘I’m sorry [for not being able to reply to your message]’. 

 The top ten most-used expressions in Table 26 are as follows.  The adjective ii 

‘fine; good’ tops the list with 311 tokens, followed by the desiderative tai ‘I want to’, 

with 248 tokens, and the conditional clause with tara, with 247 tokens.  If all conditional 
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clauses with tara, ba (125 tokens), to (62 tokens) and nara (30 tokens) are combined, 

however, it is conditionals that are the most-used expressions, with a total of 464 tokens, 

in the present data.  Even if all desideratives tai, hoshii ‘I want’ (42 tokens) and te hoshii 

‘I want [you] to’ (21 tokens) are combined, the total would be 311, not as many as 

conditionals or the adjective ii.  The fourth most-used expression, with 138 tokens, is a 

formulaic expression, doozo yoroshiku o-negai shimasu ‘Thank you in advance’, and its 

variations.  The fifth place is the conditional clause with ba, followed by boshuu, boshuu 

shite masu, boshuuchuu, and the like, with 114 tokens, meaning ‘I’m recruiting’.  What 

they are recruiting are usually tomodachi ‘a friend’, kare/kareshi ‘a boyfriend’, and/or 

kanojo ‘a girlfriend’.  The seventh most-used expression is the adjectival noun suki ‘I 

like’, with 109 tokens.  The eigth and tenth places both involve the giving verb kureru 

‘[someone] gives me’: te kudasai ‘please do [something for me]’, te ‘do [something for 

me]’, and their variations, with 81 tokens, and kudasai ‘please give me [something]’ with 

66 tokens.  Finally, the ninth place are the volitional forms of verbs, such as shiyoo ‘let’s 

do’ and the polite version mashoo, such as shimashoo, with 72 tokens.   

 In what follows, I will look closely at three of the most-used expressions 

indicating desire in the present data: desideratives, conditionals and yoroshiku o-negai 

shimasu ‘Thank you in advance’.  I will also examine positive evaluative adjectives such 

as ii ‘fine; good’ and ureshii ‘glad’ in conjunction with conditionals because they often 

co-occur.  
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5.4.1.1 Desideratives 

Three desideratives are seen in the present personals, as already introduced: the adjectival 

tai ‘I want to [do something]’, the adjective hoshii ‘I want [something]’, and te hoshii ‘I 

want [you] to [do something]’.  They are used to explicitly state what advertisers want in 

the context of personals, what kind of persons they want to interact with (i.e., desirable 

personae and/or bodies), and what they want to do with potential partners (i.e., desirable 

practices).  The subjects of these desideratives are always understood to be the author, 

unless they are nominalized (e.g., in the mode of explanation with the nominalizer no) or 

used in direct or indirect quotes.   I did not find any desideratives whose corresponding 

subject is other than the speaker, such as tagaru ‘[someone] wants to’, te hoshigaru 

‘[someone] wants [someone else] to’ or hoshigaru ‘[someone] wants [something]’ in the 

present data, which is not surprising as these personals are created by self-advertisers to 

express their own desire.  In this section, I present examples of the use of tai, te hoshii, 

and hoshii.  

  As a syntactic requirement, the adjectival tai must be preceded by the stem of a 

verb, and a variety of verbs are used in the personals.  An example by a female advertiser 

seeking men, taken from the data, is as follows [underlining added]: 

(33)  メールからゆっくりなかよくなりたいです。[EF149] 

 Meeru kara yukkuri nakayoku naritai            desu. 

 E-mail from slowly friendly     become-TAI  COP-polite 

  ‘I want to make friends [with you] gradually through e-mails and beyond.’ 
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Most of the verbs preceding tai can be categorized into two types: ones that denote a 

desire to get acquainted with the target respondents and those that describe desirable 

activities to be jointly engaged in with the selected partners.  The first type includes 

deaitai ‘I want to meet up’, shiriaitai ‘I want to get to know’, tomodachi ni naritai ‘I 

want to become friends’, otsukiai shitai ‘I would like to date’, nakayoku naritai ‘I want to 

be in an amicable relationship’, among others.  These expressions index a kind of person 

advertisers want to meet.  For instance, a female advertiser seeking women on Match.com 

says she wants to become friends with a certain kind of women, as in (34) [underlining 

added]: 

 (34) 

 

1 

2 

3 

4 

[MFF077] 

自分の信念があって、かつ仕事を 

一生懸命している同年代の 

独身の女性とお友達になりたい 

です。 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 
3 
4 

Jibun no shinnen ga atte, katsu shigoto o 
isshookenmee shite iru doonendai no 
dokushin no josee to o-tomodachi ni naritai 
desu. 

I would like to become friends with a single 
woman around my age who has her own 
beliefs and also wholeheartedly devotes 
herself to a career.   

 

Attached to tai here is the stem of verb naru ‘to become’, and what she wants her 

potential partner and herself to beome is o-tomodachi ‘friends [polite]’.  This advertiser 

uses o-tomodachi ni naritai desu ‘I would like to become friends with’ (lines 3-4) and 

gives a specific description of the ideal women to meet in the syntactically appropriate 

position (lines 1-3).  Similarly, a male advertiser in Ekisaito furenzu explicitly states that 
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he is seeking a woman and explains the kind of woman he wants to meet as well as an 

ideal way of interacting with that person, as in (35) [unlerlines added]: 

 (35) 

 

1 

2 

3 

[EM185] 

明るくて優しい女の人で二人で 

楽しい時間を共有しあえる人と 

出会いたいな！ 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 

Akarukute yasashii onna no hito de futari de 
tanoshii jikan o kyooyuu shiaeru hito to 
deaitai na! 

I really want to meet up with someone who 
is a cheerful and gentle woman and with 
whom I could share fun times together! 

 

In line 3, using the verb deau ‘to encounter’, he states deaitai na! ‘I really want to to meet 

up with [...]!’ to provide the descriptions of desirable persona (akarukute yasashii 

‘cheerful and gentle’), body (onna no hito ‘a woman’) and practice (tanoshii jikan o 

kyooyuu shiaeru ‘I could share fun times together’) of the ideal partner.   

The second type of verbs that are used with the adjectival tai indicates activities 

that the writer wishes to engage in through envisioned interactions with the potential 

partner, including hanashitai ‘I want to talk’, asobitai ‘I want to have fun’, tanoshimitai 

‘I want to enjoy’, sugoshitai ‘I want to spend time’, amaetai ‘I want to be spoiled’, and so 

forth.  For instance, a female advertiser seeking men on Match.com presents a concise 

and candid account of her personal situation and wishes, as in (36) [underlining added]: 

 (36) 

 

1 

2 

[MMF023] 

1 人はさびしいな、いろんな人と 

お話したりしたいなと思ってます。 
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Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 

Hitori wa sabishii na, ironna hito to 
o-hanashi shitari shitai na to omotte masu. 

I’ve been thinking, “I feel lonely being by 
myself; I want to talk, etc., with various 
people.” 

 

This advertiser expresses her desire for a relationship by quoting a private thought, with 

the quotation marker to and omotte masu ‘I’ve been thinking’ (line 2).  In the direct quote, 

using the self-exclamation particle na, she foregrounds the subsequent expression of 

desire with her personal situation, that she is alone or single and feels lonely: Hitori wa 

sabishii na ‘I feel lonely being by myself’ (line 1).  She then uses the verb suru ‘to do’ 

with tai and again the particle na, and what she has in her mind is ironna hito to ohanashi 

shitari ‘to talk, etc., with various people’ as in lines 1-2.  The morpheme tari in ohanashi 

shitari ‘to talk, etc.’ (line 2) functions to give representative listings and thus implies here 

that she wants to do more than just talk with potential respondents.   It is noted that the 

verb hanasu ‘to talk’ and its variations are often used in the personals as an indirect 

alternative to verbs that directly denote meeting, such as deau ‘to encounter’ and tsukiau 

‘to date’.    

Similarly, a male advertiser seeking men in Match.com elaborates desirable 

practices with an ideal partner, as in (37) [underlining added]:  

 (37) 

 

1 

2 

3 

4 

[MMM064] 

デートは好きな人となら何でも 

幸せです。一緒に服買ったり、映画 

見たり、飲みに行ったり、まったりしたり、クラブ 

に行ったりしたいです。 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 

Deeto wa sukina hito to nara nandemo 
shiawase desu. Isshoni fuku kattari, eega 

As for a date, I’d be happy with anything if 
it’s with someone I like.  I would like to 
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3 
4 

mitari, nomi ni ittari, mattari shitari, kurabu 
ni ittari shitai desu. 

shop for clothes, go see movies, go out for a 
drink, just hang out, go to dance clubs, etc., 
together. 

 

In this segment, the advertiser establishes a topic deeto ‘a date (appointment)’ with the 

topic particle wa (line 1): Deeto wa sukina hito to nara nandemo shiawase desu ‘As for a 

date, I’d be happy with anything if it’s with someone I like’.  Then, he gives detailed 

decriptions of activities that he wishes to do with the potential partner, again with the 

morpheme tari for representative listings of such activities (lines 2-4), completed with the 

stem of the verb suru ‘to do’ and tai, followed by the copula desu for politeness (line 4). 

Second, the desiderative te hoshii ‘I want [you] to’ is constructed with the 

conjunctive form of verbs and the adjective hoshii ‘I want [something]’.  An example by 

a female advertiser seeking men from the data is as follows [underlining added]: 

(38)  もし恋人になってくださるというなら、甘えさせて欲しいです。[MMF093] 

 Moshi  koibito ni      natte             kudasaru to    iu   nara,     amaesasete  

 in-case lover    DAT become-and give         QT say NARA spoil-causative-and  

 hoshii desu. 

want   COP-polite 

‘If you say you would do me a favor and be my lover, I want you to let me 

be pampered.’ 

This structure is used to explicitly indicate advertisers’ request for the potential partner.  

For example, a male advertiser in Ekisaito furenzu asks specific female readers to 

respond to his ad in (39) [underlining added]:  
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(39) 
 

 

1 

2 

3 

[EM131] 

適当にメールしてもしょうがないと思う 

んでカワイイって言われるような女の子 

メールしてほしいです。まってます。 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 
3 

Tekitooni meeru shitemo shooganai to omou 
n de kawaii tte iwareru yoona onna no ko 
meeru shite hoshii desu. Matte masu. 

I think there is no point in exchanging e-
mails aimlessly, so I want a girl who would 
be described as cute to e-mail me.  I’ll be 
waiting [for your e-mail].      

 

This advertiser foregrounds his request by stating his expectations for online exchanges 

via deai-kee-saito with the conjuction nde (the contracted form of node) ‘since’: tekitooni 

meeru shitemo shooganai to omou n de ‘I think there is no point in exchanging e-mails 

aimlessly, so [...]’ (lines 1-2).  He then gives a description of the target respondent kawaii 

tte iwareru yoona onna no ko ‘a girl who would be described as cute’ (line 2) and 

expresses what he wants from her: meeru shite hoshii desu ‘I want [...] to e-mail me’ 

(lines 3).  His desire for a response from such a female reader is reiterated by the 

subsequent expression: Matte masu ‘I’ll be waiting [for your e-mail]’ (line 3).  Similarly, 

a female advertiser seeking men in Match.com pronounces what she wants her potential 

partner to do, such as dining out and going for a ride, as in (40) [underlining added]: 

 (40) 
 

 

1 

2 

[MMF090] 

まずは、一緒に食べに行ったり、ドライブに 

連れて行ってほしいな。 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 

Mazu wa, isshoni tabe ni ittari, doraibu ni 
tsurete itte hoshii na. 

First of all, I want you to go out to eat 
together, take me for a drive, etc.     
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In lieu of te hoshii, a female advertiser seeking men in Match.com uses te moraitai ‘I 

want [you] to do [for me]’, which consists of the conjunctive form of a verb, the stem of 

the verb morau ‘to receive’ and the desiderative tai, as in (41):  

 (41) 
 

 

1 

2 

[MMF088] 

いざって時に俺に任せとけって言って 

もらいたいですね。 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 

Izatte toki ni ore ni makasetoke tte itte 
moraitai desu ne. 

In case of emergency, I want [him] to tell 
me, ‘Leave it to me’, you know.  

 

In this case, the advertiser wants the potential partner to itte ‘tell’ her (line 1), as if it is a 

favor moraitai ‘I want to receive’ (line 2), that he is masculine and dependable.  This is 

expressed by the lexical choices in the quotation, namely the masculine first-person 

pronoun ore and the imperative form of the ‘supporting’ verb oku in makasetoke ‘Leave 

it to me’ (line 1).   Since this is a desirable practice projected onto the potential partner, it 

is considered as a description of desirable persona, body (i.e., male), and practice.  

Third, and finally, the desiderative adjective hoshii ‘I want [something]’ is used to 

articulate what advertisers want.  For instance, a female advertiser in Ekisaito furenzu has 

the following title for her ad in (42) [underlining added]: 

(42) 『束縛しない彼氏がほしいな』[EF095] 

 
 Sokubakushinai kareshi ga         hoshii na. 

 restrain-not        boyfriend SUB want FP-self-exclamation 

  ‘I want a boyfriend who does not restrain my freedom!’ 
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She straightforwardly declares with hoshii that she wants kareshi ‘a boyfriend’, whom 

she expects not to restrain her automomy: sokubaku shinai.  This statement is slightly 

mitigated by the use of the self-exclamation particle na at the end because it makes this 

statement seem as if it is a private speech and not a declarative statement in public.  

Similarly, a male advertiser also in Ekisaito furenzu explicitly states that he wants kanojo 

‘a girlfriend’, as in (43) [underlining added]: 

(43) 

 

1 

2 

[EM134] 

真剣に彼女ほしいので気に入って 

くれたらどしどし返事よろしくね♪ 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 

Shinkenni kanojo hoshii node ki ni itte 
kuretara doshidoshi henji yoroshiku ne♪ 

I seriously want a girlfriend, so if you like 
[my profile], feel free to reply, please, won’t 
you♪ 

 

He uses the adverb shinkenni ‘seriously’ (line 1) to show his intensified desire to find a 

girlfriend through deai-kee-saito and encourages female readers to respond to his ad with 

the formulaic expression yoroshiku ‘Thank you in advance’, followed by a musical note: 

doshidoshi henji yoroshiku ne♪ ‘feel free to reply, please, won’t you♪’ (line 2).   

An example of a more indirect expression of desire is posted by a female 

advertiser in Yahoo!Japan paasonaruzu, as in (44) [underlining added]: 

(44) 

 

1 

2 

3 

4 

[YFF016/YMF074] 

彼氏と別れて約半年。そろそろ 

新しい出会いが欲しいなぁと感じています。 

女性の多い職場なので、出会いも 

少ないです・・・ 
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Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 
3 
4 

Kareshi to wakarete yaku hantoshi. Sorosoro 
atarashii deai ga hoshii na: to kanjite imasu. 
Josee no ooi shokuba na node, deai mo 
sukunai desu... 

It’s been about a half year since I broke up 
with my boyfriend.  I feel it’s about time 
and I want a new encounter.  There are few 
encounters as there are a lot of women at 
work... 

 

This advertiser uses hoshii in the direct quote of her private thought with the quotation 

marker to and the verb phrase kanjite imasu ‘I feel’ (line 2), like (35).  That is, her desire 

is presented as a private notion in this public space.  What she says she wants is atarashii 

deai ‘a new encounter’ (line 2).  The ad readers could gather that she wants a boyfriend 

from the preceding foregrounding statement: Kareshi to wakarete yaku hantoshi ‘It’s 

been about a half year since I broke up with my boyfriend’ (line 1).  It is noted that the 

deai ‘an encounter’ she refers to is gendered in that she wants to meet men, not women, 

which is asserted by the preceding statement as well as the subsequent one: Josee no ooi 

shokuba na node, deai mo sukunai desu... ‘There are few encounters as there are a lot of 

women at work...’ (lines 3-4).   

 As seen in these examples, the desideratives tai, te hoshii and hoshii are used to 

explicitly or implicitly indicate desirable personae, bodies, and/or envisioned practices 

that advertisers have in mind when authoring these ads.   

 

5.4.1.2 Conditionals 

In the present data, the conditional clauses with tara, ba, to or nara are the most-used 

linguistic resource with which advertisers express desire for partner search in their 

personals.  A tara-clause is the combination of the past, plain form of verbs and ra, 

which renders the semantic content of the clause provisional.  Ba is the conditional form 
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of verbs, whereas nara is derived from naraba, which is the ba-form of the copula da.  

Nara gives a hypothetical meaning to the clause.  On the other hand, to is a particle that 

has multiple functions, including quotation and topic-marking (Ono & Jones, in [press]).  

Examples by four different advertisers from the data are given as follows (45a-d) 

[underlining added]: 

(45a)  一緒にいて落ち着けるような方と出会えたら嬉しいです！[MFF046] 

 Isshoni  ite           ochitsukeru yoona kata     to     deaetara                 

 together stay-and feel-at-ease like     person with encounter-potential-TARA  

ureshii desu. 

glad     COP-polite 

‘I’d be glad if I could encounter someone with whom I can be at ease 

being together.’ 

(45b) お互いに楽しめればそれが一番いいと思います。[MFM069] 

 Otagaini tanoshimereba         sore ga     ichiban         ii      to   omoimasu. 

mutually enjoy-potential-BA that  SUB number-one good QT think 

‘I think if we could mutually enjoy [each other’s company], that would be 

best.’ 

(45c)  お相手には、健康で社会的に一般常識のある方ならOKです。[MFM035] 

 O-aite              ni     wa,   kenkoo de            shakaitekini         ippanjooshiki  

 Partner-polite DAT TOP healthy COP-and socially-speaking common-sense 

 no     aru    kata               nara     OK desu. 

  GEN exist person-polite NARA OK COP-polite 
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‘For a partner, it would be OK (fine) if the person were healthy and had 

common sense, socially speaking.’  

(45d)  身長が高い人を見ると電車の中とか気になります。[MMF098] 

Shinchoo ga takai hito         o        miru to densha no     naka   toka  

height      SUB high person ACC see   TO train   GEN inside etc.    

ki      ni      narimasu. 

mind DAT become 

 ‘When I see a tall person, in the trains, etc., [he] captures my attention.’ 

These conditional clauses are dependent clauses and thus syntactically require 

independent clauses.  A variety of sentences are observed in the independent clauses in 

the present data; however, those with positive evaluative adjectives such as ii ‘fine; good’ 

and ureshii ‘glad’ are the most common.   On the other hand, some conditional clauses 

are followed by no independent clauses and occasionally by the quotation marker to, the 

self-exclamation particle na, dots, symbols, or emoticons, leaving the readers to assume 

the content of the independent clauses.  The distributions of the conditional dependent 

clauses and these kinds of the independent clauses are listed in Table 28.   The adjective 

ii ‘fine; good’ follows more than one third of the to-clauses (37.1%), slightly less than 

one third of the tara-clauses (30.9%), more than one fifth of the ba-forms (22.4%), and 

one token of the nara-clause (3.2%).  The adjective ureshii ‘glad’ follows one third of the 

to-clauses (32.3%), 8.5 percent of the tara-clauses, 4.8 percent of the ba-forms, and one 

token of the nara-clauses (3.2%).  On the other hand, the absence of the main clauses is 

seen with approximately one sixth of the ba-forms (16.8%), approximately one tenth of 
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TABLE 28, The conditional clauses and the main clauses 

Items that follow tara ba to nara Total 
ii ‘fine; good’ 76 

[30.9%] 
28 

[22.4%] 
23 

[37.1%] 
1 

[3.2%] 
128 

[27.6%] 
ureshii ‘glad’ 21 

[8.5%] 
6 

[4.8%] 
20 

[32.3%] 
1 

[3.2%] 
48 

[10.3%] 
No independent clauses; to 
(quotation); na (self-exclamation); 
dots, symbols, or emoticons 

29 
[11.8%] 

21 
[16.8%] 

1 
[1.6%] 

1 
[3.2%] 

52 
[11.2%] 

Other independent clauses 120 
[48.8%] 

70 
[56.0%] 

18 
[29.0%] 

28  
[90.3%] 

236 
[50.9%] 

Total 246 
[100.0%] 

125 
[100.0%] 

62 
[100.0%] 

31 
[100.0%] 

464 
[100.0%] 

 

the tara-clauses (11.8%), and one token each of the to-clauses (1.6%) and of the nara-

clauses (3.2%).   It is noted that most of the nara-clauses (90.3%) are followed by the 

main clauses with items other than these adjectives or no independent clauses, unlike the 

ba-forms (56.0%), the tara-clauses (48.8%), and the to-clauses  (29.0%). 

 Like the aforementioned desideratives, the combinations of these conditionals and 

the adjectives ii ‘fine; good’ or ureshii ‘glad’, as well as no independent clauses or other 

independent clauses, are used to express advertisers’ desire for certain kinds of bodies, 

personae, and/or practicies.  They all function to articulate such desire while 

simultaneously mitigating the expression of desire.  While mentions of either the target 

sex or age, as part of desirable bodies, are relatively easy to find in the conditional 

clauses, anything more elaborate in terms of physical characteristics is rare.  In contrast, 

much more easily found are the traits of the desirable personae, or personal characters, of 

the future partner and/or envisioned practices in which the advertiser wishes to engage 

with the partner that advertisers seek.   In what follows, I present examples of the 

conditionals with the adjectives ii ‘fine; good’ or ureshii ‘glad’ being used to describe 
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desirable bodies and/or personae, and then move on to those used to elaborate desirable 

practices.   After that, I introduce examples of the conditionals with no or other 

independent clauses.  

Desirable bodies and/or personae are presented with any of the tara-clauses, the 

ba-forms, the to-clauses, or the nara-clauses.  First, a female advertiser in Ekisaito 

furenzu presents her private thought in quotation, which is filled with the combination of 

the tara-clause and the adjective ii ‘fine; good’, to state desirable persona and body of her 

target male respondent, as follows (46) [underlining added]: 

 (46) 

 

1 

2 

3 

[EF015] 

きちんとお話しの出来る素敵な 

年上の男性と仲良くなれたら良いな 

って思います。 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 
3 

Kichinto o-hanashi no dekiru sutekina 
toshiue no dansee to nakayoku naretara ii na 
tte omoimasu. 

I think, “It would be good if I could make 
friends with a nice man who is older than I 
am and who can communicate accurately.”  

 

This advertiser wishes to get acquainted with toshiue no dansee ‘a [...] man who is older 

than I am’ (lines 1-2), which is the target body.  And she wishes him to be ‘a nice [man ... 

who] can commuunicate accurately’ kichinto ohanashi no dekiru sutekina (line 1), which 

is the target persona.   Through the quotation of her opinion with tte omoimasu ‘I think’ 

(lines 2-3), she indicates that such a man is desirable by adding to nakayoku naretara ii69 

na  ‘It would be good if I could make friends with’ (line 2).  Instead of straightforwardly 

                                                 
69 The kanji that is used for the first i of the adjective ii ‘fine; good’ may be read yo as well; however, the 
meaning remains the same.  
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expressing her desire by using the desiderative tai to say nakayoku naritai ‘I want to 

make friends’, she does so less directly by using the tara-ii combination to make 

provisional the ‘good’ situation of getting aquainted with the ideal man.   

Similarly, second, a male advertiser seeking women in Match.com uses the 

combination of the ba-form and the adjective ii ‘fine; good’ to give a candid opinion on 

elements of the ideal partner, as in (47) [underlining added]: 

 (47) 

 

1 

2 

3 

[MFM064] 

わがままを言えば、価値観、性格、 

外見等すべて気にしますが、基本は 

やはり気が合えばいいと思います。 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 
3 

Wagamama o ieba, kachikan, seekaku, 
gaiken too subete ki ni shimasu ga, kihon wa 
yahari ki ga aeba ii to omoimasu.   

If I make a selfish confession, I care about 
all of [your] sense of values, personality, 
looks, etc., but the bottom line is, I think, it 
would be good if we get along indeed.  

 

Like the tara-ii combination in (46) earlier, this advertiser uses the ba-ii combination in 

the quotation of his private thought to indicate an essential element of the desirable 

persona as he sees it: kihon wa yahari ki ga aeba ii ‘it would be good if we get along 

indeed’ (lines 2-3).  It is presented as a favorable condition with this combination, rather 

than the explicit wanting with linguistic devices other than the conditionals.  For instance, 

the adjective ii ‘fine; good’ could be used, and is often used, without the conditional 

clause: ki ga au hito ga ii ‘a person with whom I get along would be good’.  Moreover, 

this advertiser uses another ba-form, namely that of the verb iu ‘to say’ as in wagamama 

o ieba ‘If I make a selfish confession’ (line 1), to express desire, or the wanting, to be 
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candid in partner search.  This use of the conditional form in the dependent clause helps 

mitigate the explicit expression of desire for the ideal partner in the subsequent 

independent clause:  kachikan, seekaku, gaiken too subete ki ni shimasu ga ‘I care about 

all of [your] sense of values, personality, looks, etc., but’ (lines 1-2).  That is to say, he 

does have in his mind the type of partner’s persona and body that he wishes for, which he 

considers not supposed to be stated unless there is the condition that would allow him to 

do so.  

 Third, the combination of the nara-clause and the adjective ureshii ‘glad’ is seen 

in the ad by a male advertiser seeking women in Yahoo!Japan paasonaruzu, to elaborate 

the desirable body and persona of the target female partner, as in (48) [underlining 

added]:    

(48) 

 

1 

2 

[YFM030] 

できれば、キレイ系スレンダーでおっとり型 

のコなら嬉しいです。 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 

Dekireba, kiree-kee surendaa de ottori-gata 
no ko nara ureshii desu. 

If possible, I’d be glad if [you are] a girl 
who is beautifully slender and a quiet type. 

 

With the nara-clause (line 2), this advertiser hypothesizes the condition in which he had 

met ‘a girl who is beautifully slender and a quiet type’ kiree-kee surendaa de ottori-gata 

no ko (lines 1-2), and says he would be ‘glad’ ureshii (line 2) in such a condition.  

Moreover, he adds the ba-form of dekiru ‘can do’, dekireba ‘if possible’ (line 1), to make 

this nara-clause even more tentative while expressing his wishes for the possibility of the 

potential respondent’s body and personality being his type.  It is also noted that the 
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adjectival noun kiree ‘beautiful’ and the person reference ko ‘a girl’ is written in the 

katakana syllabary キレイ and コ respectively, instead of the hiranana syllabary or the 

Chinese characters, which would be more conventional.   These unique uses of the 

katakana syllabary here evoke playfulness, which in turn functions to mitigate the face-

threatening nature of requesting the potential respondents to have a certain type of body.  

 Fourth and finally, another male advertiser seeking women in Yahoo!Japan 

paasonaruzu uses the combination of the to-clause and the adjective ureshii ‘glad’ to 

describe the ideal partner again in terms of body and persona, as in (49) [underlining 

added]:       

(49) 

 

1 

2 

[YFM009] 

外見は気にしませんが、心根の 

優しい女の子だと嬉しいです。 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 

Gaiken wa ki ni shimasen ga, kokorone no 
yasashii onna no ko da to ureshii desu. 

I don’t care about the looks, but I’d be glad 
if [you] are a girl whose heart is gentle.   

 

He first mentions that potential partners’ looks are not important Gaiken wa ki ni 

shimasen ga ‘I don’t care about the looks’ (line 1) and then presents with the to-clause his 

type of women in terms of personality, kokorone no yasashii onna no ko da ‘[you] are a 

girl whose heart is gentle’ (lines 1-2), which is the condition that makes him ureshii 

‘glad’ (line 2).  This to-clause could be replaced with tara (dattara: the plain, past form 

of the copula and ra) or nara (the shortened version of the ba-form of the copula, 

naraba) without altering the level of mitigation of the desire expression; however, if the 

advertiser had put forward his meaning without the conditional, for instance, yasashii 
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onna no ko ga ii ‘a gentle girl will be good’, this statement would be declarative and 

straightforward.  Like the tara-clauses, the ba-forms, and the nara-clauses, this 

conditionality of the to-clause helps soften the potentially face-threatening act of telling 

the potential addressee the type of the addressee with whom the interlocutor wishes to 

communicate.  This mitigation also helps create the polite persona of the interlocutor, or 

the advertiser in this case.   

 Most of the conditionals in the data indicate desirable practices that advertisers 

wish to engage in with their target respondent(s) in one way or another.   The advertisers 

seek potential friends and/or lovers, with whom they wish to engage in a range of 

collaborative activities, from virtual conversations to actual meetings.  In what follows, I 

present relevant examples with the tara-clauses, the ba-forms, and the to-clauses, all of 

which are followed by the adjectives ii ‘fine; good’ or ureshii ‘glad’.  I did not find the 

combination of the nara-clause and the adjectives ii or ureshii, which is used to indicate 

desirable practices in the data.  First, a male advertiser seeking women in Match.com uses 

the tara-ii combination to elaborate what he would like to do with a potential partner, as 

in (50) [underlining added]: 

(50) 

 

1 

2 

[MFM093] 

映画や買い物、ドライブや旅行など 

一緒に色んなところにいけたらいいですね。 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 

Eega ya kaimono, doraibu ya ryokoo nado 
isshoni ironna tokoro ni iketara ii desu ne.  

It would be good if we could go to various 
places together, like for a movie, shopping, 
on a drive, etc. 
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He gives specific examples of joint in-person activities that he envisages, Eega ya 

kaimono, doraibu ya ryokoo nado ‘like for a movie, shopping, a ride, etc.’ (line 1), and 

places them in the provisional phrase with the tara-clause, which is immediately 

evaluated as positive with the adjective ii ‘fine; good’: isshoni ironna tokoro ni iketara ii 

desu ne ‘It would be good if we could go to various places together (line 2).  The 

desirable practices are conveyed as a ‘good’ condition.  It is noted that the final particle 

ne at the end of this sentence (line 2) functions to seek agreement from the readers.  

Similarly, a female advertiser seeking men in Ekisaito furenzu articulates the goal of their 

correspondence with the tara-ii combination, as follows (51) [underlining added]: 

(51) 

 

1 

2 

[EF162] 

色んな話をして、いつか恋人に 

なれたらいいです。 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 

Ironna hanashi o shite, itsuka koibito ni 
naretara ii desu. 

It would be nice if we could become lovers 
someday after talking about various things.   

 

The ‘good’ provision for this advertiser is itsuka koibito ni naretara ‘if we could become 

lovers someday’ (lines 1-2).  Instead of using more direct expressions of desire, such as 

the desideratives (e.g., itsuka koibito ni naritai ‘I want us to be lovers’), the conditional is 

used to display such wants tentatively and thus moderately.  

 Second, a female advertiser seeking both women and men in Yahoo!Japan 

paasonaruzu uses two ba-forms to convey the ‘good’ conditions, as follows (52) 

[underlining added]:  
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 (52) 

 

1 

2 

3 

[YFF011=YMF055] 

とりあえずメル友でメール交換、 

写真交換などもしてお互いに気が 

進めば会えればイイナと思っています。 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 
3 

Toriaezu meru-tomo de meeru-kookan, 
shashin-kookan nado mo shite otagaini ki ga 
susumeba aereba ii na to omotte imasu. 

I am thinking, for the time being, we will do 
e-mail exchange, photo exchange, etc., as e-
mail friends, and if we both feel like it, it 
would be good if we could meet [in person].   

 

This advertiser presents two favorable conditions: otagaini ki ga susumeba ‘if we both 

feel like it’ (lines 2-3) and aereba ‘if we could meet [in person]’ (line 3).  The first 

condition is a prerequisite for the second one, but both are positively evaluated with the 

following adjective ii ‘fine; good’ and the self-exclamation particle na (line 3), which is 

presented as her private thought with to omotte imasu ‘I am thinking’ (line 3).  Again, it 

should be noted that the adjective ii is written in the katakana syllabary, instead of the 

conventional hiragana syllabary, evoking playfulness. 

 Third, and finally, a female advertiser seeking men in Match.com uses the 

combination of the to-clause and the adjective ureshii ‘glad’ to express what she wants 

her potential partner to do for her, as in (53) [underlining added]:  

(53) 

 

1 

2 

3 

[MMF029] 

お相手には、リードして頂けると嬉しい・・ 

カナ。女性としてそんな男性は素敵 

だなって思います 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 
3 

O-aite ni wa, riido shite itadakeru to ureshii.. 
kana. Josee toshite sonna dansee wa suteki 
da na tte omoimasu. 

I’d be glad if I could have my partner take 
the lead [in our relationship]..  As a woman, 
I find such a man wonderful.  
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The to-clause conveys what makes her ureshii ‘glad’ (line 1): O-aite ni wa, riido shite 

itadakeru ‘I could have my partner take the lead [in our relationship]’ (line 1).  Again, it 

is presented as a ‘delightful’ situation that is tentative and yet to take place, rather than 

being an expression of desire, such as a sentence with the desiderative te hoshii (e.g., 

riido shite hoshii ‘I want you to take the lead’).  This desiderative is followed by a pause 

and the doubt particle kana, which functions to mitigate the face-threatening nature of the 

expression of desire.  Moreover, it is written in the katakana syllabary, instead of the 

conventional hiragana syllabary, evoking playfulness to achieve the similar mitigation 

effect.  In the subsequent sentence, this advertiser reaffirms the desirability of such a 

practice by her potential male partner with use of the hegemonic ideology of gender:  

Josee toshite sonna dansee wa suteki da na tte omoimasu ‘As a woman, I find such a man 

wonderful’ (lines 2-3).  Similarly, the combination of the to-clause and the adjective ii 

‘fine; good’ is used by a female advertiser seeking both women and men but primarily 

seeking men in Yahoo!Japan paasonaruzu, whose statement sums up the desirable 

practice that most of the advertisers seem to seek, as follows (54) [underlining added]: 

(54) 

 

1 

2 

[YFF054] 

お互いにとってプラスになるような素敵な 

出会いがあるとイイですね♪ 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 

Otagaini totte purasu ni naru yoona sutekina 
deai ga aru to ii desu ne♪ 

Wouldn’t it be good if there were a 
wonderful encounter in which [both of us] 
would become assets to each other♪ 
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Marked with to ii (line 2), the ‘good’ situation for this advertiser, and seemingly for many 

other advertisers in the present data, is to have Otagaini totte purasu ni naru yoona 

sutekina deai ‘a wonderful encounter in which [both of us] would become assets to each 

other’ (lines 1-2) through the deai-kee-saito.   It should also be noted that para-linguistic 

resources are utilized here: the adjective ii ‘fine; good’ is written in the katakana 

syllabary, instead of the conventional hiranaga syllabary for this word, and the sentence 

is completed with a music note, instead of a period, both of which evoke playfulness.  

Again, it functions as a mitigation device for the face-threatening nature of the expression 

of desire.  

 As shown in Table 27 earlier, some conditional clauses are followed by the 

absence of the main clauses, the self-exclamation particle na, or the quotation marker to 

with the verb omou ‘to think.’  Such is the case with approximately one sixth of the ba-

forms (16.8%) and more than one in ten tara-clauses (11.8%), while very few cases with 

the to-clauses or the nara-clauses are found in the present data.  Examples of the 

combination of the ba-forms and no independent clauses are as follows (55a-b) 

[underlining added]:  

 (55a) 

 

1 

2 

3 

[MMF029] 

この場を通じて、少しでも多くの 

方々とお知り合いになれればと思い、 

参加致しました。 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 
3 

Kono ba o tsuujite, sukoshi demo ooku no 
katagata to o-shiriai ni narereba to omoi, 
sanka itashimashita. 

Thinking that [it would be nice] if I could 
get acquainted with as many people as 
possible through this place, I joined [this 
site].   
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(55b) 

 

1 

2 

3 

[EM169] 

●こんなメル友になる  

年齢など関係なしに色々な 

話ができれば♪ 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 
3 

●Konna meru-tomo ni naru 
Nenree nado kankee nashi ni iroirona 
hanashi ga dekireba♪ 

●[I/we] will be an e-mail friend(s) like this 
[It would be nice] if we could talk about 
various things regardless of age, etc.  

 

In (55a), a female advertiser seeking men in Match.com gives her reason for joining the 

site in the form of her private thought: sukoshi demo ooku no katagata to o-shiriai ni 

narereba to omoi ‘Thinking that [it would be nice] if I could get acquainted with as many 

people as possible’ (lines 1-2).  In this quotation, no main clause is provided in the 

syntactically appropriate position between the ba-form of the verb naru ‘to become’ and 

the quotation marker to.  From the context, however, the readers could assume that this 

quotation of her thought is given to justify her posting an ad on Match.com, and thus the 

missing main clause is most likely a sentence, such as ‘it would be nice’, to affirm the 

preceding conditional clause.  Similarly, in (55b), a male advertiser seeking women in 

Ekisaito furenzu states his desirable practice, iroirona hanashi ga dekireba ‘if we could 

talk various things’ (lines 2-3), in a section of the ad template named Konna meru-tomo 

ni naru ‘[I/we] will be an e-mail friend(s) like this’ (line 1).  Again, in this ad section, the 

readers could assume that the unstated main clause would positively evaluate or support 

the preceding conditional clause.   

The same is true of the combination of the tara-clauses and no independent 

clauses.  Examples are taken from the data as follows (56a-b) [underlining added]:  
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(56a) 

 

1 

2 

3 

[MMF058] 

色々なことを共有・共感できたり、 

お互いに刺激を与え合ったりできる方と 

知り合えたらと思います。 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 
3 

Iroirona koto o kyooyuu/kyookan dekitari, 
otagaini shigeki o ataeattari dekiru kata to 
shiriaetara to omoimasu. 

I think [it would be nice] if I could get 
acquainted with a person with whom I could 
share various things and feelings, mutually 
motivate, etc.   

 

(56b) 

 

1 

2 

3 

[YFM086] 

いろいろお話のできる年上の女性と 

仲良くなれたらなっとおもって登録 

しました。 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 
3 

Iroiro ohanashi no dekiru toshiue no josee to 
nakayoku naretara na tto omotte tooroku 
shimashita. 

I registered [for this site], thinking [it would 
be nice] if I could make friends with older 
women with whom I could talk about 
various things.  

 

In (55a), the female advertiser seeking men in Match.com expresses her desire to meet 

someone for a relationship in the form of her private thought, which quotes the tara-

clause without the main clause: shiriaetara to omoimasu ‘I think [it would be nice] if I 

could get acquainted with]’ (line 3).   From the context, the missing independent clause is 

resonably assumed to be a positive evaluation, such as ‘it would be nice’.  Similarly, in 

(55b), in order to articulate the kind of a woman he wishes to meet, this male advertiser 

seeking women in Yahoo!Japan paasonaruzu uses the quotation of his private thought 

with the tara-clause that is followed by the final particle na, indicating self-exclamation: 

tara na to omotte ‘thinking [it would be nice] if’ (lines 1-2).  Again, the absent main 
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clause between the tara-clause and the particle na is most likely a sentence to affirm the 

provision, such as ‘it would be nice’.   

  I found only one case with the nara-clause and no independent clause in the 

present data, as follows (57) [underlining added]:  

(57) 

 

1 

2 

[EF084] 

●理想のメル友 

女の子に興味のある子なら 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 

●Risoo no meru-tomo 
Onna no ko ni kyoomi no aru ko nara 

●Ideal e-mail friends 
If [you are] a girl who is interested in girls  

 

This female advertiser seeking women in Ekisaito furenzu articulates with the nara-

clause the desirable body and persona of her ideal partner, Onna no ko ni kyoomi no aru 

ko nara ‘If [you are] a girl who is interested in girls’ (line 2).  It is presented in a section 

of the ad template called Risoo no meru-tomo ‘Ideal e-mail friend’ (line 1), which 

contextualizes this incomplete sentence and allows the readers to complete it most likely 

without misunderstandings.  Such tentativeness and implicativeness of the conditionals is 

tactfully utilized by these advertisers to mitigate the face-threatening nature of their 

public display of desire.   

 

5.4.1.3 Yoroshiku/o-negai shimasu ‘Thank you in advance’ 

The fourth most-used expression in the present data is yoroshiku o-negai shimasu, which 

consists of the adverbial form of the adjective yoroshii ‘good (formal)’ and a polite 

request with the humble form of the verb negau ‘to wish’ or ‘to request’.  It is often 
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translated as “Thank you in advance” in English, while its more literal translations 

include ‘I will reply on your help’ (Takekuro, 2005: 89), ‘I ask you to treat me well’ 

(ibid.), ‘I make a request and I hope things go well’ (Ohashi, 2003: 258), among others.   

For instance, a female advertiser seeking men in Yahoo!Japan paasonaruzu uses this 

formulaic expression as a greeting in the title of her ad, as in (58) [underlining added]: 

(58) 

 

1 
[YMF013] 

タイトル「よろしくお願いします。」 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 Taitoru “Yoroshiku o-negai shimasu.”  Title “Thank you in advance.” 
 

While similar uses of the formula are easily found in the data, yoroshiku o-negai shimasu 

often seems to have more than one function.  For instance, a male advertiser seeking 

women also in Yahoo!Japan paasonaruzu, partially introduced earlier in (48), uses it to 

request responses from the type of person he prefers, as in (59) [underlining added]: 

 (59) 

 

1 

2 

3 

4 

[YFM030] 

できれば、キレイ系スレンダーでおっとり型 

のコなら嬉しいです。学生、社会人 

問わず、待ってます。よろしくお願い 

します。 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 
3 
4 

Dekireba, kiree-kee surendaa de ottori-gata 
no ko nara ureshii desu. Gakusee, shakaijin 
towazu, matte masu. Yoroshiku o-negai 
shimasu. 

If possible, I’d be glad if [you are] a girl 
who is beautifully slender and a quiet type.  
I’ll be waiting [to hear from you], regardless 
of [your being] a college student or a 
working adult.  Thank you in advance.   
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This advertiser first imposes on ad viewers the restrictions of potential respondents by 

specifying the body type of a future partner that he prefers: Dekireba, kiree-kee surendaa 

de ottori-gata no ko nara ureshii desu ‘If possible, I’d be glad if [you are] a girl who is 

beautifully slender and a quiet type’ (lines 1-2), and then slightly lifts that imposition by 

relaxing the restrictions in terms of social status: Gakusee, shakaijin towazu, matte masu 

‘I’ll be waiting [to hear from you], regardless of [your being] a college student or a 

working adult’ (lines 2-3).  He concludes this ad with Yoroshiku o-negai shimasu ‘Thank 

you in advance’ (lines 3-4), which seems to function not only as a set phrase for this 

discursive context but also as an unambiguous request for the preferred type of female 

readers to respond and at the same time as an implicit wish for the dispreferred types of 

readers not to respond.  In other words, this expression delivers both welcoming and 

unwelcoming messages simultaneously.  More examples will be introduced later.  

 Variations of this expression that are found in the total of 117 ads with 138 tokens 

include yoroshiku, doozo yoroshiku, and o-negai shimasu, among others (see Table 29).  

Variations are also found in the orthography of these expressions, with various 

combinations of hiragana, katakana, and kanji, some of which will be taken into 

consideration for analysis later with respect to orthographical playfulness, similar to those 

observed in conditional sentences earlier.   

 In discussing the politeness phenomena in Japanese, Ohashi (2003: 262-268) 

elaborates multiple functions of the formulae involving yoroshiku o-negai shimasu, 

which include: (1) a request formula, (2) signal/giving a cue, (3) acknowledgement of 

one’s benefit/indebtedness, (4) greeting, and (5) politeness invenstment.  His work aims  
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TABLE 29, Multiple forms of the formula yoroshiku o-negai shimasu 

Variations Notes 
yoroshiku o-negai shimasu tt followed by the glottal stop tt 
yoroshiku o-negai shima:su the elongation of the penultimate vowel a of the 

verb 
yoroshiku o-negai shima:su tt the elongation of the penultimate vowel a of the 

verb and follwed by the glottal stop tt 
doozo yoroshiku o-negai shimasu preceded by the adverb doozo ‘please’ 
doozo yoroshiku o-negai 
itashimasu 

the humble form of o-negai shimasu, preceded by 
the adverb doozo ‘please’ 

doozo yoroshiku the omission of the verb, preceded by the adverb 
doozo ‘please’ 

yoroshiku the omission of the verb 
yoroshiku: the elongation of the ending vowel u and the 

omission of the verb 
yoroshiko the sound shift of the ending vowel from u to o 
yoroshiku ne followed by the agreement-seeking final particle 

ne 
yoroshiku desu unconventionally followed by the polite form of 

the copula da 
yoroshiku desu: unconventionally followed by the polite form of 

the copula da, with the elongation of the ending 
vowel u 

o-negai shimasu the verb only 
o-negai shima:su the verb only; the elongation of the penultimate 

vowel a of the verb 
 

at re-examining Matsumoto’s previous work on these formulae (1988, 1989), questioning 

the universality of ‘face’ in Brown and Levinson’s theory of politeness (1987).  Ohashi 

presents these five functions to argue that yoroshiku o-negai shimasu has “impositive 

propositional content” (p. 269), which is a request and thus face-threatening in Brown 

and Levinson’s theory of politeness because “[w]hat counts as polite in [their] terms is 

caring for each other’s face, which is sensitive to freedom of action” (p. 270).  Therefore, 

any request is imposing on the addressee’s face in this framework, and yet yoroshiku o-
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negai shimasu “is considered polite” in Japanese contexts because “Japanese ‘face’ is 

more sensitive to debt and the debt – credit equilibrium,” according to Ohashi (p. 269).  

Matsumoto describes these formulae not as manifestations of a ‘negative politeness’ 

strategy, as Brown and Levinson would argue, but as “‘relation-acknowledging devices’ 

which function to acknowlege the addresee’s higher standing by being a request for 

favorable action on behalf of the speaker” in Japanese (1988: 411).  By stating yoroshiku 

o-negai shimasu to the addressee and/or exchanging it with her/him, the speaker is said to 

exhibit ‘care’ for the Japanese ‘face’ by expressing his/her indebtedness to the hearer. 

Similar to Matsumoto (1988, 1989), Takekuro (2005) discusses the pragmatic 

aspects of yoroshiku o-negai shimasu in terms of the addresser-addresee relationships.  

She considers it as a reciprocal formula, routinely used by the interlocutors to 

acknowledge relations among them in conversational interactions, and is often 

irreplaceable with any other expressions (pp. 89-92).  She argues that this expression 

accomplishes multiple functions at “two levels of discourse” as follows (p. 94): 

“At the semantic-pragmatic level of discourse, yoroshiku onegaishimasu 
expresses request, imposition, deference, greetings, gratitude, and 
acknowledgement of mutual relationships among interlocutors.  At the 
megapragmatic level of discourse, yoroshiku onegaishimasu defines social 
relations among interactants and comes to define its use through practice.” 
 

Drawing from Bourdieu’s theory of practice ([1972] 1977), Takekuro further suggests 

that it is this practice of using this formula repeatedly, frequently and routinely that leads 

interlocutors to believe “using yoroshiku onegaishimasu is a social norm,” not the other 

way around (p. 95).   
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 In the present data, yoroshiku o-negai shimasu and its variations are found at least 

once in approximately one quarter of the ads (25.6% - 117 out of the total of 457 ads that 

were target-gender-explicit).  Self-advertisers use this expression to indicate their wishes 

and/or requests for certain types of bodies and/or personae of the ideal partners, and/or 

certain practices to take place through interactions with them.  In so doing, the formula 

functions to both explicitly solicit responses from target readers and implicitly deny those 

from non-target readers.  In other words, it is considered ‘polite’ to the selected 

addressees and sumultaneously ‘imposing’ on and ‘face-threatening’ to the others.   In 

some cases, moreover, yoroshiku o-negai shimasu is used to unambiguously prohibit 

‘undesirable’ readers from responding to the ads, which is considerably ‘imposing’ and 

‘face-threatening’ despite the politeness of the formula.   In what follows, I first introduce 

examples of the former uses of yoroshiku o-negai shimasu in requesting desirable 

personae, bodies, and/or practices respectively.  Second, I show the cases in which this 

formula is used to articulate ‘undesirable’ personae, bodies, and/or practices.  Third, and 

finally, I add examples that use the formula in combination with self-deprecating 

statements, highlighting the indebtedness to the readers.   

 Yoroshiku/o-negai shimasu is occasionally used to endorse the physical type of 

ideal partners that advertisers have in mind.  When closely examined local contexts in 

which it is used, we can see that this formula does more than say “Thank you in 

advance.”  The following excerpts show the ways in which desirable bodies are expressed 

(60a-60d) [underlining added]: 
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(60a) 

 

1 

2 

3 

4 

[EM025] 

身長の高い女の子いますか？ 

よかったらメールで仲良くお友達 

になっと下さい☆o(^-^)o 宜しくお願い 

します♪ 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 
3 
4 

Shinchoo no takai onna no ko imasu ka? 
Yokattara meeru de nakayoku o-tomodachi 
ni natto kudasai☆o(^-^)o Yoroshiku o-negai 
shimasu♪ 

Are there tall girls out there? 
If you like, please be my friend, in a friendly 
manner through e-mail [exchanges] 
☆o(^-^)o  Thank you in advance♪ 

 

 (60b) 

 

1 

2 

3 

[MFF041] 

２４歳から３２歳までの 

未婚の方なら、男女問わず宜しく 

お願いします。 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 
3 

Nijuuyon-sai kara sanjuuni-sai made no 
mikon no kata nara, danjo towazu yoroshiku 
o-negai shimasu. 

If [you are] age between 23 and 32 and have 
not married before, regardless of [your] 
gender, I’ll be waiting to hear from you. 

 

 (60c) 

 

1 

2 

[YMF047=YFF009] 

☆年齢は±５歳まででお願い 

します。 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 
☆Nenree wa ± go-sai made de o-negai 
shimasu. 

☆As far as age is concerned, please be 
within five years of my age. 

 

 (60d) 

 

1 

2 

[EF029] 

背が 172[cm]よりは高い人でお願い 

します☆ 
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Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 

Se ga 172[cm] yori wa takai hito de o-negai 
shimasu☆ 

I prefer a person who is taller than 172 cm 
[5’8”] ☆ 

 

In (60a), a male advertiser in Ekisaito furenzu posits a question to express his preference 

Shinchoo no takai onna no ko imasu ka? ‘Are there tall girls out there?’ (line 1) and 

makes a polite request with a regional dialect and a smily emoticon yokattara meeru de 

nakayoku o-tomodachi ni natto kudasai☆o(^-^)o ‘If you like, please be my friend, in a 

friendly manner thorough e-mail [exchanges] ☆o(^-^)o’ (lines 2-3).  In Tokyo dialect, 

natto is natte.  This is immediately followed by Yoroshiku o-negai shimasu ‘Thank you 

in advance’ with a music note, indicating an uplifting tune to this formula, which may be 

interpreted as an expression of excitement as in “I am looking forward to hearing from 

you if you are a tall girl”.  He is considered to be showing indebtedness to the target 

respondents; however, if a reader is not a tall and young woman, s/he will most likely not 

respond to the ad, and that is what the advertiser seems to wish as well.  In (60b), a 

female advertiser in Match.com uses the formula to extend an invitation to a certain age 

group of people with a certain marital status, but with no gender restrictions: Nijuuyon-

sai kara sanjuuni-sai made no mikon no kata nara, danjo towazu yoroshiku o-negai 

shimasu ‘If [you are] age between 23 and 32 and have not married before, regardless of 

[your] gender, I’ll be waiting to hear from you’ (lines 1-3).  This formula implicitly 

suggests that if a reader is younger or older than the age range and not single, s/he is 

discouraged from responding to the ad.  In (60c), in a slightly stronger tone, a female 

advertiser in Yahoo!Japan paasonaruzu uses the instrumental particle de, which is the 

conjunctive form of the copula, and o-negai shimasu to impose age restrictions on the ad 
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readers without stating that it is restricted or using more restrictive expressions, such as 

gentee desu ‘is limited’: ☆Nenree wa ± go-sai made de o-negai shimasu ‘☆As far as age 

is concerned, please be within five years from my age’ (lines 1-2).  This formula is again 

considered to draw a line between the desirable and undesirable ages of potential 

respondents.  Similarly, in (60d), this female advertiser looking for men in Ekisaito 

furenzu specifies an ideal partner’s preferred height with de o-negai shimasu, followed by 

a star symbol: Se ga 170[cm] yori wa takai hito de o-negai shimasu☆ ‘I prefer a person 

who is taller than 172 cm [5’8”] ☆’ (lines 1-2).  In this way, advertisers use yoroshiku/o-

negai shimasu to express indebtedness to the target respondents for possibly responding 

to their ad while specifying what is desirable and what is not in terms of their bodily 

features at the same time. 

 By the same token, desirable personae are expressed with the formula in the 

following examples (61a-d) [underlining added]: 

 (61a) 

 

1 

2 

3 

4 

[MMF006] 

仕事に誇りを持ち頑張っている方、 

思いやりの中にきちんと自分を持って 

いる方、そんな方がいらしたら是非メール 

をお願いします。 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 
3 
4 

Shigoto ni hokoro o mochi ganbatte iru kata, 
omoiyari no naka ni kichinto jubun o motte 
iru kata, sonna kata ga irashitara zehi meeru 
o o-negai shimasu. 

A person who is proud of his work and is 
working hard at it, someone who is 
comfortable in his own skin, and is 
considerate of others, if there is someone 
with these qualities, please e-mail me by all 
means. 
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 (61b) 

 

1 

2 

3 

4 

[MMF008] 

一回きりの人生、毎日を楽しく 

過ごしたいと思っています。 同じように 

人生に前向きで元気な方と 

出会えたらいいな♪宜しくお願いします。 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 
3 
4 

Ikkai kiri no jinsee, mainichi o tanoshiku 
sugoshitai to omotte imasu. Onaji yooni 
jinsee ni maemuki de genkina kata to 
deaetara ii na♪ Yoroshiku o-negai shimasu. 

We only get to live once, [so] I’ve been 
thinking that I want to enjoy everyday.  It 
would be good if I could meet a person who 
is positive in handling life and spirited like 
[me]♪ Please reply if you fit the profile.  

 

 (61c) 

 

1 

2 

3 

4 

[MFM014] 

割と、落ち着いた方との方が 

コミュニケーションがうまく取れるかなって 

思っています。 よろしくお願いします 

m(__)m  

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 
3 
4 

Warito, ochitsuita kata to no hoo ga 
komyunikeeshon ga umaku toreru kana tte 
omotte imasu.  Yoroshiku o-negai shimasu 
m(__)m 

Relatively speaking, I’ve been thinking that 
I could communicate better with a person 
who is calm and mature.  Please reply if you 
fit the profile. m(__)m [emoticon: kowtow] 

 

 (61d) 

 

1 

2 

3 

[YFM018] 

恋人募集。独身・彼氏いない方 

で、経済的に余裕のある方でお 

願いします。 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 
3 

Koibito boshuu. Dokushin, kareshi inai kata 
de, keezaiteki ni yoyuu no aru kata de o-
negai shimasu. 

Lover wanted.  Please be a person who is 
single or does not have a boyfriend, and is 
financially secure.  
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In (60a), a female advertiser seeking men in Match.com states o-negai shimasu to solicit 

responses from a certain type of readers in terms of their personae, or personality: sonna 

kata ga irashitara zehi meeru o o-negai shimasu ‘If there is someone with those qualities, 

please e-mail me by all means’ (lines 3-4).  Similarly, in (61b), another female advertiser 

in Match.com describes her ideal male partner in terms of personality and concludes it 

with her wish with the combination of the conditional tara and the adjective ii, followed 

by the formula: Onaji yooni jinsee ni maemuki de genkina kata to deaetara ii na♪ 

Yoroshiku o-negai shimasu ‘It would be good if I could meet a person who is positive in 

handling life and spirited like [me]♪ Please reply if you fit the profile’ (lines 2-4).  The 

formula allows her to indicate what she means without explicitly verbalizing that she 

wishes to hear from the target respondents, and simultaneously imply that she only 

welcomes responses from them and not from those who do not fit the profile.  By the 

same token, in (61c), a male advertiser seeking women in Match.com describes an ideal 

partner’s personality and expresses his desire to meet such a person by addressing the 

projected conversational compatibility: Warito, ochitsuita kata to no hoo ga 

komyunikeeshon ga umaku toreru kana tte omotte imasu. ‘Relatively speaking, I’ve been 

thinking that I could communicate better with a person who is calm and mature’ (lines 1-

3).  This is followed by Yoroshiku o-negai shimasu, which could be interpreted as ‘Please 

reply if you fit the profile’ (line 3) and ‘If not, please don’t’.  In (61d), the de o-negai 

shimasu combination is used by a male advertiser seeking a female lover in Yahoo!Japan 

paasonaruzu to express his personality preference for the kind of woman he wishes to 

meet: Dokushin, kareshi inai kata de, keezaiteki ni yoyuu no aru kata de o-negai shimasu. 
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‘Please be a person who is single or does not have a boyfriend, and is financially secure’ 

(lines 1-3).  Like the preceding cases, this formula in this ad functions to encourage those 

who fit the profile to respond while implicitly discouraging those who do not from 

responding.    

More examples are easily found.  The following advertisers use the formula to 

indicate desirable bodies and personae of the ideal partner that they seek, as in (62a-62b): 

[underlining added].   

(62a) 

 

1 

2 

3 

[YFM003] 

趣味・興味が合う方やタイプに 

はまったって人は(笑)宜しくお願い 

しますっ。 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 
3 

Shumi/kyoomi ga au kata ya taipu ni hamatta 
tte hito wa (warai) yoroshiku o-negai 
shimasu tt. 

[If you are] someone whose hobbies and 
interest match mine or who fits the profile 
(smile), please reply (!).  

 

 (62b) 

 

1 

2 

3 

4 

[MFM006] 

普段知り合えない方、自分と違う 

考えを持ってる方、年代が多少 

違う方、色々とお話してみたい 

ので、よろしくお願いします！。 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 
3 
4 

Fudan shiriaenai kata, jibun to chigau 
kangae o motteru kata, nendai ga tashoo 
chigau kata, iroiroto o-hanashi shite mitai 
node, yoroshiku o-negai shimasu!.  

Since I would like to talk various things 
with persons whom I would not get to meet 
normally, those who have ideas different 
from mine, [and] those who are somewhat 
from a different generation, please reply if 
you fit the profile!  
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In (62a), a male advertiser seeking women in Yahoo!Japan paasonaruzu articulates the 

kind of person that he wishes to hear from in terms of hobbies/interest and physical 

characteristics (elaborated earlier in the ad), which he topicalizes with the topic marker 

wa, delivered with hesitation, marked by the Chinese character denoting warai ‘smile’: 

Shumi/kyoomi ga au kata ya taipu ni hamatta tte hito wa (warai) ‘[If you are] someone 

whose hobbies and interest match mine or who fits the profile (smile)’ (lines 1-2).  This 

topic is commented with the formula yoroshiku o-negai shimasu, followed by a glottal 

stop tt, which exhibits the author’s playfulness, and thus most likely hesitance, in this 

sentence (lines 2-3).  This formula is best interpreted as ‘please reply (!)’.  Similarly, in 

(62b), a male advertiser seeking women in Match.com elaborates the type of personality 

and body (age) of the ideal partner and uses the desiderative tai as in o-hanashi shite 

mitai ‘I would like to talk’ (line 3) to present his attraction to such a person.  He 

concludes this sentence with yoroshiku o-negai shimasu, which is best interpreted as 

‘please reply if you fit the profile’, with the exclamation mark (line 4).   

The same formula is used by the advertisers to ask for desirable practices from the 

ideal partners.  Unlike the articulation of desirable bodies and personae, in which 

yoroshiku/o-negai shimasu primarily functions to distinguish what is desirable and thus 

welcomed from the rest, it is used in this case as an explicit request for target respondents 

to do more than just respond to the ad, as seen in (63a-g) [underlining added]:   

(63a) 

 

1 

2 

[MMF076] 

是非お友達になって下さい。 

よろしくお願いします。 
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Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 

Zehi o-tomodachi ni natte kudasai. 
Yoroshiku o-negai shimasu. 

Please be my friend by all means. 
Thank you in advance. 

 

 (63b) 

 

1 

2 

[YFM009] 

タイトル「まずはメールからよろしくお 

願いします。」 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 

Taitoru “Mazu wa meeru kara yoroshiku o-
negai shimasu.” 

Title “First of all, please become friends 
with me, starting with e-mail [exchanges]” 

 

(63c) 

 

1 

2 

[EM080] 

メールから、それから友達へ 

（´ー｀*）よろしくね☆ 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 

Meeru kara, sorekara tomodachi e 
（´ー｀*） Yoroshiku ne☆ 

Starting with e-mail [exchanges], and then 
moving towards being friends （´ー｀*） 
Please become friends with me, ok? ☆ 

 

In (63a), a female advertiser seeking men in Match.com uses Yoroshiku o-negai shimasu 

‘Thank you in advance’ (line 2) to conclude her ad, just as it is customarily used to 

conclude a self-introduction in Japanese.  Because of the preceding statement Zehi o-

tomodachi ni natte kudasai ‘Please be my friend by all means’ (line 1), this formula can 

be considered a request by acknowledging the indebtedness to the male readers who 

would be willing to not only reply to the ad but also become friends with this advertiser.  

In (63b) and (63c), the formula can be more straightforwardedly translated as ‘Please 

become friends with me’.  In (63b), like (58), a male advertiser seeking women in 
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Yahoo!Japan paasonaruzu puts the formula in the ad title, Mazu wa meeru kara 

yoroshiku o-negai shimasu ‘First of all, please become friends with me, starting with e-

mail [exchanges]’ (lines 1-2).  What this formula does is more than a greeting and an 

invitation/restriction of potential respondents: it expresses that the advertiser 

wants/wishes his potential partner to interact with him for an extended period of time, 

starting with e-mail exchanges and beyond, so as to build a relationship.  Similarly, in 

(63c), another male advertiser in Ekisaito furenzu presents an incomplete sentence that 

implicates what he envisions through this interaction, Meeru kara, sorekara tomodachi e 

‘Starting with e-mail [exchanges], and then moving towards being friends’ (line 1), and 

the moderately smily emoticon, （´ー｀*） (line 2), which is followed by the formula with 

the agreement-seeking particle ne and a star symbol, Yoroshiku ne☆ (line 2).  This seems 

to be best interpreted as ‘Please become friends with me, ok?’, which requires a certain 

level of commitment from both the advertiser and the respondent to the potential 

relationship between them and is thus considered face-threatening for both parties.  

Interestingly, this ‘threat’ is mitigated by the advertiser’s playfulness created by the smily 

emoticon preceding the formula and the star symbol immediately following it.    

Such playfulness is a notable feature that often co-occurs with the use of 

yoroshiku/o-negai shimasu.  It may be represented para-linguistically as well as 

linguistically, as seen in (63d-e) [underlining added]:  

(63d) 

 

1 

2 

3 

[MMF037] 

お互いが信頼しあえる関係になれたら 

いいなと思ってます。よろしくです。 

(*´▽｀)ノ 
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Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 
3 

Otagai ga shinrai shiaeru kankee ni naretara 
ii na to omotte masu. Yoroshiku desu.  
(*´▽｀)ノ 

I’ve been thinking that it would be good if 
we could build a relationship where we can 
trust each other.  Thank you in advance.  
 (*´▽｀)ノ    

 

In (63d), another female advertiser seeking men in Match.com articulates the kind of 

practice she wishes to engage in with her potential partner, Otagai ga shinrai shiaeru 

kankee ni naretara ii na to omotte masu ‘I’ve been thinking that it would be good if we 

could build a relationship where we can trust each other’ (lines 1-2), and adds the formula 

and the emoticon with a smily face showing excitement and a raised left arm probably for 

welcoming/greeting purposes, Yoroshiku desu. (* ´▽｀ )ノ  ‘Thank you in advance. 

[emoticon: a smiley face with open mouth and a raised arm]’  (lines 2-3).  This concludes 

the ad, like self-introduction, again by acknowledging the indebtedness to the target 

respondents for their potential service to the advertiser, such as engaging in the desirable 

practice that the advertiser proposes.  In addition, yoroshiku desu consists of the adverb 

yoroshiku and the polite form of the copula desu.  Although this phrase is common in the 

present data, it is not a standardized variation of the formula.  This non-standard 

combination may be regarded as a polite greeting with playfulness, which is enhanced by 

the subsequent emoticon.  Such playfulness seems to mitigate the face-threatening nature 

of the solicitation of reader responses in personals.   

(63e) 

 

1 

2 

3 

[MMM067N] 

今日本語を勉強していますから、 

一緒に言語とかいろいろなことをお互いに 

学び、楽しめたらなぁ~って思ってます。 
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4 よろしくデス ！！ 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 
3 
4 

Ima nihongo o benkyoo shite imasu kara, 
isshoni gengo toka iroirona koto o otagaini 
manabi, tanoshimetara na: tte omottemasu. 
Yoroshiku desu!! 

Since I am studying Japanese now, I’ve 
been thinking [it would be nice] if we could 
learn various things, like languages, etc., 
and enjoy it together [!].  Thank you in 
advance!! 

 

The similar playfulness is observed in (63e), in which a male speaker of Japanese 

as a second language seeks men in Match.com.  This advertiser expresses his desire to 

interact with Japanese speakers for learning and pleasure, Ima nihongo o benkyoo shite 

imasu kara, isshoni gengo toka iroirona koto o otagaini manabi, tanoshimetara na: tte 

omottemasu ‘Since I am studying Japanese now, I’ve been thinking [it would be nice] if 

we could learn various things, like languages, etc., and enjoy it together [!]’ (lines 1-3),  

and concludes the ad with yoroshiku desu followed by double exclamation marks, !! (line 

4).  The playfulness is not only exhibited by the exlamation marks but also his choice of 

the orthography or kana syllabaries for yoroshiku desu: the standard hiragana letters are 

used for the adverb yoroshiku よろしく but the katakana letters, in which usually foreign 

loan words and onomatopoeia are writtten,  are used for the copula desu デス (line 4).  

Furthermore, the playfulness is also observed in the elongation of the self-exclamation 

particle na in his private speech quotation in the preceding sentence, as in tanoshimetara 

na: ‘if we could enjoy it [!]’ (line 3).  

Another example of the combination of the formula and the playfulness is seen in 

(63f) [underlining added]: 
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 (63f) 

 

1 

2 

[MMF075] 

毎日のこと、ちょっと話せたり出来たら 

イイね♪ヨロシクね（＾＾） 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 

Mainichi no koto, chotto hanasetari dekitara 
ii ne♪ Yoroshiku ne（＾＾） 

It would be good if we could talk a bit about 
everyday matters, etc. ♪ Please become 
friends with me, ok? （＾＾） 

 

In (63f), a female advertiser seeking men in Match.com uses the orthographical 

playfulness along with the music note and the smily emoticon.  She describes the kind of 

practices that she wishes herself and her ideal partner to engage in with the conditional 

tara-clause and the adjective ii, followed by the agreement-seeking particle ne, Mainichi 

no koto, chotto hanasetari dekitara ii ne♪ ‘It would be good if we could talk a bit about 

everyday matters, etc. ♪’ (lines 1-2).  In this sentence, the adjective ii ‘fine; good’ is 

written in the katakana syllabary, which is normally used to represent foreign loan words 

or onomatopoeia in contemporary Japanese.  This use of katakana is regarded as playful 

and enhances the informal/casual sense of the sentence, which is already informal 

because of the adjective ii being in the plain form and the music note having been placed 

in the position of the period.  Then, she concludes the ad with the formula Yoroshiku ne 

(line 2), which may be transtlated again as ‘Please become friends with me, ok?’  

Yoroshiku here is also written in in katakana, which is another sign of informality of the 

statement, and this formula itself is in the plain form, which is marked by the agreement-

seeking particle ne at the sentence ending with no politeness markers in between, ヨロシク

ね (line 2).  Furthermore, it is followed by the smily emoticon （＾＾） (line 2).  All these 
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playful linguistic and para-linguistic selections contribute to the mitigation of the face-

threatening request for strangers to get acquainted with each other and perhaps be in 

social and socio-sexual relationships 

In the aforementioned examples, the formula functions to request the target 

readers to engage in the desirable practices that the advertsers have in mind, often 

involving an extended interaction and/or commitment to building a possible relationship, 

by acknowledging the indebtedness to them.  The face-threatening nature of such a ‘duty’ 

loaded request is sometimes mitigated by the linguistic and para-linguistic playfulness.  

Second, yoroshiku/o-negai shimasu is occasionally used in the ads, authored by 

female advertisers only in the present data, to address undesirable practices as well as 

undesirable bodies and/or personae.  In this case, this formula is face-threatening, but still 

functions to ask for non-target readers’ cooperation by seemingly acknowledging the 

indebtedness to them.  Nonetheless, the message is quite clear: undesirable bodies, 

personae, and/or practices are unwelcome, as observed in the following examples (64a-c) 

[underlining added]:   

(64a) 

 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

[YFF016=YMF074] 

タイプは、顔は何でもいいという訳 

じゃないけど中身重視ですので。 

爽やかな感じが好き。すぐ怒る人、 

短気は×です。既婚者も 

お断りします。直アド入っていても 

お返しできません。よろしくね！ 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 
3 
4 

Taipu wa, kao wa nandemo ii to iu wake 
janai kedo nakami-juushi desu node. 
Sawayakana kanji ga suki. Sugu okoru hito, 
tanki wa batsu desu. Kikonsha mo  

As far as my type is concerned, I wouldn’t 
say that any face is good but the inside is 
more important.  I like a person who is 
clean-cut.  No to those who get angry easily 
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5 
6 

o-kotowari shimasu. Choku-ado haitte ite mo 
o-kaeshi dekimasen. Yoroshiku ne! 

and are short-tempered.  I will humbly turn 
down married people.  Even if you give me 
your e-mail address, I cannot return your e-
mail.  Thanks for your understanding! 

 

(64b) 

 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

[YFF049] 

友情も恋愛もまじめに考えて 
いますので冷やかしとか、各種勧誘 
はご遠慮ください。あと、既婚の男性 

からメールいただいてもお返事できません 

し、独身って嘘つくのもやめて 

下さいね、お願いします。 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

Yuujoo mo ren’ai mo majimeni kangaete 
imasu node hiyakashi toka, kaku-shu kan’yuu 
wa go-enryo kudasai. Ato, kikon no dansee 
kara meeru itadaite mo o-henji dekimasen 
shi, dokushin tte uso tsuku no mo yamete 
kudasai ne, o-negai shimasu. 

I am seriously seeking friendship as well as 
romance, so please refrain from playing 
games or various solicitations.  In addition, I 
cannot reply even if I receive an e-mail from 
a married man, and please do not tell a lie 
saying that you are single, thank you for 
your cooperation.  

 

(64c) 

 

1 

2 

[EF149] 

すぐに会うのとか好きじゃないんで、お願い 

しますm(__)m 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 

Suguni au no toka sukijanai nde, o-negai 
shimasu m(__)m 

I don’t really like things like meeting right 
away, so please understand that m(__)m 

 

In (64a), a female advertiser whose posting appears in both WSW and MSW categories 

in Yahoo!Japan paasonaruzu concludes her ad with Yoroshiku ne! ‘Thanks for your 

understanding!’ (line 6) after elaborating her considerations in partner search in terms of 

looks, personality types, marital status, and practice.  At the end of her ad, this advertiser 

articulates her prioritizing personality over looks, Taipu wa, kao wa nandemo ii to iu 
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wake janai kedo nakami-juushi desu node ‘As far as my type is concerned, I wouldn’t say 

that any face is good but the inside is more important’ (lines 1-2).  Then she goes on to 

describe what is desirable in a sentence, Sawayakana kanji ga suki ‘I like a person who is 

clean-cut’ (line 3), and what is undesirable in the subsequent three sentences, Sugu okoru 

hito, tanki wa batsu desu ‘No for those who get angry easily and are short-tempered’ 

(lines 3-4), with batsu ‘no’ written in the para-linguistic symbol ×, Kikonsha mo o-

kotowari shimasu ‘I will humbly turn down married people’ (lines 4-5), and Choku-ado 

haitte ite mo o-kaeshi dekimasen ‘Even if you give me your e-mail address, I cannot 

return your e-mail’ (lines 5-6).  It is notable that the desirable quality is stated in the 

informal speech style as marked by the form of the adjectival noun suki ‘I like’ with the 

omission of the copula desu (the polite form) or da (the plain form), whereas the 

undesirable qualities are presented in the polite speech style as marked by desu (line3), 

the polite form of the copula da, o-kotowari shimasu (line 5), the humble form of 

kotowaru ‘to turn down’, and o-kaeshi dekimasen (line 6), the humble negative form of 

the verb kaesu ‘to return’.  This contrast suggests that the author is aware of the face-

threatening nature of these three statements.  In the end, she uses the formula in the 

informal speech style to show friendliness, which is marked by the combination of the 

adverb yoroshiku and the agreement-seeking particle ne with no politeness marking in 

between (line 6).  This friendly remark functions to ensure that potential respondents 

understand her likes and dislikes and that she will not appreciate these ‘undesirable’ types 

of persons and ‘undesirable’ practices.  
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 Similarly, in (64b), another female advertiser in Yahoo!Japan paasonaruzu 

explicitly asks potential respondents to refrain from doing what she does not wish to be 

done to her: hiyakashi toka, kaku-shu kan’yuu wa go-enryo kudasai please refrain from 

playing games or various solicitations’ (lines 2-3), and Ato, kikon no dansee kara meeru 

itadaite mo o-henji dekimasen shi, dokushin tte uso tsuku no mo yamete kudasai ne ‘In 

addition, I cannot reply even if I receive an e-mail from a married man, and please do not 

tell a lie saying that you are single’ (lines 3-6).  This final segment of the ad is concluded 

with o-negei shimasu ‘thank you for your cooperation’ (line 6), which functions to 

reiterate these explicit requests not to engage in the ‘undesirable’ practices.  Although her 

ad appears only in the WSW category, this message is addressed to male readers, as she 

says in the latter sentence that kikon no dansee ‘a married man’ (line 3) should not 

respond and earlier in the ad, Chinami ni genzai wa hontoo ni koibito, kareshi wa imasen 

node, boshuu shite imasu ‘For your information, I really do not have a lover or boyfriend, 

and thus I am looking for one’.    

 In (64c), on the other hand, a female advertiser in Ekisaito furenzu uses o-negai 

shimasu ‘please understand that’ (lines 1-2) in the more literal sense ‘I beg you’ to 

request potential respondents not to ask her for what she does not wish to do: an 

immediate meeting in person, Suguni au no toka sukijanai nde ‘I don’t really like things 

like meeting right away, so’ (line 1).  The formula is stated in the main clause in the 

polite speech style, marked by the humble form of the verb negau ‘to plead’, and is 

subsequently followed by the emoticon m(__)m (line 2), depicting an act of ‘begging’ with 

a kowtow.  This act seems simultaneously playful and serious.  The author seems to 
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acknowledge the face-threatening nature of this request and tries to mitigate it with the 

stylistic linguistic politeness and the playful use of the para-linguistic resource.   

In some cases, the line between the desirable and the undesirable is drawn with 

the combination of o-negai shimasu and a lexical item that indicates restrictions, namely 

nomi ‘only’ and gentee ‘limited’, as seen in (64d-e) [underlining added]: 

(64d) 

 

1 

2 

[YFF052] 

いきなり彼氏なんてありえないです、良識 

ある方のみお願いします。 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 

Ikinari kareshi nante arienai desu, ryooshiki 
aru kata nomi o-negai shimasu. 

There is no way you would be my boyfriend 
right away, [so] only sensible persons are 
welcome to reply.  

 

 (64e) 

 

1 

2 

3 

[YMF010] 

写真掲載してるのでプロフに 

写真掲載している人か送ってくれる 

人限定でお願いしま~す。 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 
3 

Shashin keesai shiteru node purofu ni 
shashin keesai shite iru hito ka okutte kureru 
hito gentee de o-negai shima:su. 

Since I have posted a picture in my profile, 
only those who have posted a picture in 
their profiles or those who will send one are 
welcome to reply. 

 

In (64d), a female advertiser seeking both female and male respondents whose ad appears 

in the WSW category of Yahoo!Japan paasonaruzu expresses her objection to the idea 

that her male respondent would immediately be her boyfriend, Ikinari kareshi nante 

arienai desu ‘There is no way you would be my boyfriend right away’ (line 1), 

suggesting that she has seen or heard such responses before.  Then, she concludes the ad 
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with the limitation of who may qualify to be her potential partner, through the use of 

nomi ‘only, and by corollary who may not, ryooshiki aru kata nomi o-negai shimasu ‘[so] 

only sensible persons are welcome to reply’ (lines 1-2), which is to say that no one except 

sensible ones should respond to the ad.   Similarly, in (64e), another female advertiser 

seeking men in the same deai-kee-saito uses gentee ‘limited’ along with the formula to 

distinguish those who engage in a desirable practice such as posting their self-portrait 

photo in their profiles from those who do not, purofu ni shashin keesai shite iru hito ka 

okutte kureru hito gentee de o-negai shima:su ‘only those who have posted a picture in 

their profiles or those who will send one are welcome to reply’ (lines 1-3).  Through the 

affirmation of the desirable practice with the combination of the lexicon to restrict it and 

the formula to request it, the undesirable practices are implicitly defined and displayed.  

These are yet additional examples of a face-threatening aspect of describing the 

desirability of potential respondents.  

Third, and finally, yoroshiku/o-negai shimasu is used, though only in two ads, in 

the ADVERTISER sections with self-deprecating expressions, and it appears to exhibit 

advertisers’ humility while requesting further interactions from the target respondents.  

One ad is authored by a female advertiser seeking men in Match.com and another by a 

male advertiser seeking men in the same site, as in (65a-b) [underlining added]:   

(65a) 

 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

[MMF081] 

性格はみんなにサバサバしていると 
言われますが実際ナイーブで落ち込んだり 
考え込んだりする事が多いなと感じて 
います。こんな私ですがよろしく 

お願いいたします。 
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Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Seekaku wa minna ni sabasaba shite iru to 
iwaremasu ga jissai naiibu de ochikondari 
kangaekondari suru koto ga ooi na to kanjite 
imasu. Konna watashi desu ga, yoroshiku  
o-negai itashimasu. 

My character is described by all as having a 
frank disposition, but in reality I feel I am 
sensitive and often get depressed or brood 
over things.  I’m like this but please become 
friends with me. 

 

(65b) 

 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

[MMM033] 

性格は温厚で人見知りは 
しません。容姿はそこそこだと自負 
しております。差し当たり自慢できるところ 

がない普通のリーマンですが、どうぞ 

宜しくお願いいたします！ 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Seekaku wa onkoo de hito-mishiri wa 
shimasen. Yooshi wa sokosoko da to jifu 
shite orimasu. Sashiatari jiman dekiru tokoro 
ga nai futsuuno riiman desu ga, doozo 
yoroshiku o-negai itashimasu! 

As for my character, I am affable and not 
shy in front of strangers.  I am self-confident 
that my looks are all right.  I am an ordinary 
company worker who has nothing particular 
to be proud of, but please become friends 
with me! 

 

Prior to the statements in (65a), this advertiser gives a detailed account of her hobbies 

(shopping and cooking) and employment situation (working hard at an information 

technology company).  Then, she goes on to portray her seekaku ‘character’ as sensitve 

and thus weak, Seekaku wa minna ni sabasaba shite iru to iwaremasu ga jissai naiibu de 

ochikondari kangaekondari suru koto ga ooi na to kanjite imasu ‘My character is 

described by all as having a frank disposition, but in reality I feel I am sensitive and often 

get depressed or brood over things’ (lines 1-4).  Such negative description of her own 

character, in contrast to the more positive presentations of her hobbies and career, is 

indexed and highlighted by the adnominal demonstrative konna ‘like this’ as in konna 

watashi desu ga ‘I’m like this, but’ in the dependent clause of the subsequent sentence 
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(line 4).  This demonstrative functions to objectify watashi ‘I’ and projects it in a self-

deprecating tone, which sets the tone of the clause itself.  This clause, then, 

contextualizes the use of the formula yoroshiku o-negai itashimasu ‘please become 

friends with me’ in the main clause (lines 4-5), which is hence interpreted as the 

advertiser’s enhanced acknowledgement of the indebtedness to the potential partner who 

would accept konna watashi or ‘someone like me’ as is.  This is further evidenced in this 

case by the author’s selection of the humbler form (o-negai itashimasu) over the regular 

humble form (o-negai shimasu) of the verb negau ‘to wish; to request’.   

Similarly, prior to the statements in (65b), this advertiser describes his 

employment situation, which involves frequent domestic and international travel, 

implying his career success.  Then, he elaborates his seekaku ‘character’ and yooshi 

‘looks’ both positively, unlike the previous advertiser in (65a), Seekaku wa onkoo de 

hito-mishiri wa shimasen. Yooshi wa sokosoko da to jifu shite orimasu ‘As for my 

character, I am affable and not shy in front of others.  I am self-confident that my looks 

are all right’ (lines 1-3).  This self-affirming statement is immediately mitigated by the 

dependent clause of the subsequent sentence, in which he states in a self-deprecating tone, 

Sashiatari jiman dekiru tokoro ga nai futsuuno riiman desu ga ‘I am an ordinary 

company worker who has nothing particular to be proud of, but’ (lines 3-4).  This 

sentence is concluded with the humbler form of the formula in the main clause, doozo 

yoroshiku o-negai itashimasu! ‘Please become friends with me!’ (lines 4-5), the same as 

the previous ad except for the exclamation mark at the end.  The exclamation mark is not 

a standard writing symbol in Japanese and hence adds a playful element to the 
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humbleness expressed through the formulaic linguistic expression.  Again, this formula 

functions to solicit responses from target readers by acknowledging the indebtedness to 

them for considering him for further socio-sexual interactions, which is different from the 

use of the same formula in expressing desirable bodies, personae, and/or practices.  That 

is, yoroshiku/o-negai shimasu in the seeks, TARGET, GOALS and (COMMENT) 

sections is inevitably face-threatening as it usually functions to draw the line between the 

desirable and the undesirable, whereas in the ADVERTISER section with self-

deprecating statements, this formula is used for more prototypical functions only, such as 

requests, acknowledgements of the benefit/indebtedness, deference/politeness investment, 

or definitions of interpersonal relationships (Matsumoto, 1988, 1989; Ohashi, 2003; 

Takekura, 2005), and is thus considered less face-threatening.        

 In this section, I have examined the fourth most-used expression of desire in 

partner search: yoroshiku/o-negai shimasu ‘Thank you in advance’.  As seen in the 

aforementioned examples, this formula appears in a variety of forms and has a range of 

interpretations, most of which are face-threatening when the descriptions of ideal partners 

and activities precede it.  The face-threatening nature of the request with this formula is 

occasionally mitigated with linguistic and para-linguistic playfulness.   

 In what follows, I will examine the relationship between the gender of the ad 

authors and the gender of target respondents.   
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5.4.2 Expressions of desire and gender 

Do female advertisers use different expressions of desire than their male couterparts?  

Does the gender of target respondents have an impact on the ad author’s selection of the 

expressions of desire?  Do the gender of the author and the target respondent interact with 

each other?  If so, in what way?  These are the questions that I had in mind when 

developing Table 30 below, which lists the top fifteen most-used expressions of desire in 

each addresser-addresee category with respect to the gender of ad authors and that of 

target audience: (1) expressions of desire that are primarily addressed to female readers in 

female-authored statements (FAF), (2) those addressed to female readers in male-

authored statements (MAF), (3) those addressed to male readers in female-authored 

statements (FAM), and (4) those addressed to male readers in male-authored statements 

(MAM).  As seen in the table, the most-used expressions are largely the same across the 

addresser-addresee categories, and there are very few items that constitute 10 percent or 

more of the entire expressions of desire in each category.  That is, a variety of linguistic 

resources are utilized by advertisers to convey their desire in terms of target respondents’ 

bodies and/or personae, and/or practices that they wish to engage in through their future 

interactions.  Due to the relatively small quantity of the ads that were target-gender-

explicit in the present data, I concluded that no statistical analysis would be appropriate.  

 Among the top fifteen most-used expressions for each of the four categories, eight 

are common across them, as seen in Table 30, namely the adjective ii ‘fine; good’, the 

desiderative tai ‘I want to’, the conditional tara-clause, the formula yoroshiku/o-negai 

shimasu ‘Thank you in advance’, the conditional ba-form, boshuu ‘recruitment’, the  
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TABLE 30, Top 15 most-used expressions indicating desire in partner search 
 

 To Female Addressees To Male Addressees 
 In female-authored 

statements  
(FAF) 

In male-authored 
statements 

(MAF) 

In female-authored 
statements 

(FAM) 

In male-authored 
statements 

(MAM) 
1 boshuu [shite imasu] 

‘recruitment; I’m 
recruiting’ 
[9.9%] 

ii ‘fine; good’ 
[12.9%] 

ii ‘fine; good’ 
[11.8%] 

ii ‘fine; good’ 
[15.3%] 

2 tara (conditional) 
[8.8%] 

tara (conditional) 
[10.5%] 

tai ‘I want to’ 
(desiderative) 
[10.3%] 

tai ‘I want to’ 
(desiderative) 
[10.8%] 

3 yoroshiku/o-negai 
shimasu ‘Thank you 
in advance’ 
[8.0%] 

tai ‘I want to’ 
(desiderative) 
[9.3%] 

tara (conditional) 
[8.8%] 

tara (conditional) 
[9.1%] 

4 ba (conditional) 
[7.3%] 

ba (conditional)  
[5.8%] 

suki ‘I like’ 
[6.0%] 

yoroshiku/o-negai 
shimasu ‘Thank 
you in advance’ 
[6.3%] 

5 tai ‘I want to’ 
(desiderative) 
[6.9%] 

yoroshiku/o-negai 
shimasu ‘Thank you in 
advance’ 
[4.6%] 

yoroshiku/o-negai 
shimasu ‘Thank you in 
advance’ 
[5.2%] 

ba (conditional) 
[5.1%] 

6 ii ‘fine; good’ 
[6.6%] 

boshuu [shite imasu] 
‘recruitment; I’m 
recruiting’ 
 [3.8%] 

boshuu [shite imasu] 
‘recruitment; I’m 
recruiting’ 
[3.9%] 

demo/temo ‘even if’ 
[5.1%] 

7 suki ‘I like’ 
[6.2%] 

te kudasai/te ‘please 
do/do [for me]’ 
[3.7%] 

ba (conditional)  
[3.2%] 

suki ‘I like’ 
[4.0%] 

8 kudasai ‘please give 
me’ 
[3.6%] 

kudasai ‘please give 
me’ 
[3.5%] 

te kudasai/te ‘please 
do/do [for me]’ 
[3.0%] 

te kudasai/te 
‘please do/do [for 
me]’ 
[3.4%] 

9 volitional forms of 
verbs 
[3.3%] 

to (conditional) 
[3.4%] 

volitional forms of 
verbs 
[2.5%] 

boshuu [shite 
imasu] 
‘recruitment; I’m 
recruiting’ 
[2.8%] 

10 matte masu ‘I’ll be 
waiting’ 
[3.3%] 

volitional forms of 
verbs 
[3.2%] 

ureshii ‘I’d be glad’ 
[2.3%] 

risoo ‘ideal’ 
[2.3%] 

11 daikangee ‘big 
welcome’ 
[2.9%] 

suki ‘I like’ 
[2.0%] 

risoo ‘ideal’ 
[2.1%] 

to (conditional) 
[2.3%] 

12 sagashite imasu ‘I’m 
looking for’ 
[2.9%] 

matte masu ‘I’ll be 
waiting’ 
[1.7%] 

hoshii ‘I want’ 
(desiderative) 
[1.8%] 

nozomimasu/nozom
ashii ‘I wish; it’s 
desirable’ 
[2.3%] 
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13 ureshii ‘I’d be glad’ 
[2.9%] 

ureshii ‘I’d be glad’ 
[1.7%] 

to (conditional) 
[1.5%] 

hoshii ‘I want’ 
(desiderative) 
[1.7%] 

14 masen ka ‘Would you 
like to’ 
[2.6%] 

kaeshimasu/henji 
shimasu ‘I’ll 
reply/respond’ 
[1.5%] 

matte masu ‘I’ll be 
waiting’ 
[1.5%] 

kudasai ‘please 
give me’ 
[1.7%] 

15 to (conditional) 
[2.6%] 

risoo ‘ideal’ 
[1.4%] 

*o-henji shikanemasu/ 
o-kaeshi dekimasen ‘I 
won’t/can’t 
reply/respond’ 
[1.5%] 

nara (conditional) 
[1.7%] 

    hoo ga 
(comperative) 
[1.7%]  

 

adjective suki ‘I like’, and the conditional to-clause. 

 Notable variations are found in relative ratios of some of the aforementioned 

expressions, including those of the less-used counterparts that made the top fifteen lists 

respectively for three or fewer of these four gender-based addresser-addressee categories.  

First, the adjective ii ‘fine; good’ is the most-used expression in MAF statements (being 

found in 12.9% of the ads in this category) and both FAM and MAM statements (11.8% 

and 15.3% respectively), but not in FAF statements (6.6%).  Second, the verbal noun 

boshuu [shite imasu] ‘recruitment; I’m recruiting’ is the most-used expression in FAF 

statements (9.9%), though it is not the case in the rest (MAF: 3.8%, FAM: 3.9%, and 

MAM: 2.8%).  It is noted that most boshuu in FAF comes with tomodachi ‘friend’ and its 

variations, indicating that most female authors use this noun to call for other female 

respondents for a social relationship, rather than a socio-sexual one.  Third, the formula 

yoroshiku/o-negai shimasu ‘Thank you in advance’ is slightly more used in FAF 

statements (8.0%), compared to the others (MAF: 4.6%, FAM: 5.2%, and MAM: 6.3%).  

Fourth, the conditional ba-form is slightly more used, again, in FAF statements (7.3%) 
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than the rest (MAF: 5.8%, FAM: 3.2%, and MAM: 5.1%).  Fifth, the adjective suki ‘I 

like’ is relatively less used in MAF statements (2.0%), followed by MAM statements 

(4.0%), in comparison to the rest (FAF: 6.2%, FAM: 6.0%).  It may be said that suki is 

slightly more used in female-authored ads than in male-authored ones.  Sixth, the 

structure te kudasai ‘please do [for me]’ and/or the conjunctive form of verbs expressing 

a request did not make the list for FAF statements, while it did for the remaining three 

(MAF: 3.7%, FAM: 3.0%, and MAM: 3.4%).  Seventh, kudasai ‘please give me’ did not 

make the list for FAM statements, though it did for the rest (FAF: 3.6%, MAF: 3.5%, and 

MAM: 1.7%).  Eighth, the noun risoo ‘ideal’ was not at all found in FAF statements, 

while it made the lists for the rest (MAF: 1.4%, FAM: 2.1%, and MAM: 2.3%).  Ninth, 

the volitional form of verbs (including mashoo ‘let’s do’) did not make the list for MAM 

statements, while it did for the rest (FAF: 3.3%, MAF: 3.2%, and FAM: 2.5%).  Tenth, 

the verbal phrase matte masu ‘I’ll be waiting’ did not make the list for MAM statements, 

though it did for the rest (FAF: 3.3%, MAF: 1.6%, and FAM: 1.5%).  No tokens of 

volitional forms or matte masu were found in MAM statements.  Eleventh, the 

desiderative hoshii ‘I want’ made the lists for FAM and MAM statements (1.8% and 

1.7% respectively), but did not for FAF and MAF.  Twelth, and finally, the following 

items made the lists respectively for only one addresser-addressee category: the noun 

daikangee ‘big welcome’ (2.9%), sagashite imasu ‘I’m looking for’ (2.9%), masen ka 

‘Would you like to’ (2.6%) only for FAF statements, kaeshimasu/henji shimasu ‘I’ll 

reply/respond’ (1.5%) only for MAF statements, and o-henji shikanemasu/o-kaeshi 

dekimasen ‘I won’t/can’t reply/respond’ (1.5%) only for FAM statements, though 
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specifically to the ‘undesirable’ men.  Further, the concession demo/temo ‘even if’ (5.1%), 

the verb/adjective nozomimasu/nozomashii ‘I wish for; it’s desirable’ (2.3%), the 

conditional nara-clause (1.7%) and the comparative structure hoo ga (1.7%) made the list 

only for MAM statements.  The relatively more frequent use of the concession 

demo/temo ‘even if’ in MAM statements may indicate that these male advertisers are 

more willing to or having to relax the restrictions imposed, through their descriptions of 

desirable partners, on their potential male respondents.  These variations are notable and 

interesting; however, it seems safe to say that most expressions indicating desire in 

partner search are the same across the gender-based categories.  That is, the present data, 

neither the gender of the advertisers nor that of the target audience is found to have a 

distinctive impact on the advertisers’ selection of the expressions of desire.  

In this section, I have explored linguistic resources through which advertisers 

indicate their desire with regard to ideal partners’ body and/or persona, and to envision 

practices in interacting with their ideal partners.  In particular, I took a close look at three 

most-used expressions of desire, namely the desideratives (tai ‘I want to’, te hoshii ‘I 

want [you] to’, and hoshii ‘I want’), the conditionals (ba-forms, tara-clause, to-clause, 

and nara-clause), and the formula yoroshiku/o-negai shimasu ‘Thank you in advance’.  

While the desideratives are used to elaborate desirable bodies, personae, and/or practices 

straightforwardedly, the tentativeness and implicativeness of the conditionals are used to 

mitigate the face-threatening nature of the articulation of such desire.  On the other hand, 

the formula yoroshiku/o-negai shimasu is mainly used to make face-threatening requests, 

which are occasionally mitigated with linguistic and para-linguistic playfulness.  In 
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addition, a variety of expressions of desire are used by both female and male advertisers 

addressing either women or men, and most expressions such as the above three are shared 

across the gender-based addresser-addressee categories.  

In what follows, I investigate explicit (and implicit) language related to race, class, 

and similar constructs as used to describe desirable others in personals.   

 

5.5 Mentions of Race and Class in Personals 

I have so far focused on gendered identities and desire in partner search through Japanese 

personals.  In this section, I will introduce a small number of overt (and some covert) 

mentions of race and socio-economic class in the present data, some of which have 

already been presented in the preceding sections.  Few advertisers make any statements in 

Japanese at all regarding their racial preferences for ideal partners, but some do articulate 

that they are seeking people from other countries, who are conceived to be ethnically 

different, and/or those who speak languages other than Japanese.  In the context of 

contemporary Japan, ‘being a foreigner’ usually connotes ‘being racially and/or 

ethnically different from average Japanese,’ which is itself a hegemonic concept, 

illegitimating the actual racial and ethnic diversity in contemporary Japan (cf., Sugimoto, 

2003; Russell, 1991).  It is also noted that most advertisers seeking non-Japanese 

respondents write their ads in English or another language in which they are interested, 

which are beyond the scope of this study.  On the other hand, class issues are neither 

transparent nor easily discernible in the present data, despite the fact that class-related 

socioeconomic inequality is evident in Japan (Sugimoto, 2003: 35).  However, potential 
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markers of socio-economic class, such as financial conditions and occupations, are 

occasionally incorporated into the descriptions of ideal partners in the ads.  By stating 

their racial, ethnic, linguistic, financial, and/or occupational preferences in the 

descriptions of ideal partners, advertisers innocuously (re)produce social asymmetries.   

 First, racial preferences, such as ‘white,’ ‘black,’ ‘Asian,’ ‘foreigner’ and ‘mixed 

parentage,’ are clearly indicated in the following ads (66a-d) [underlining added]: 

(66a) 

 

1 

2 

3 

[MMF071JE]  

白人の方のみ募集してます。 

I want to know a guy who has big heart. I mean,  

nobody perfect, right? 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 
3 

Hakujin no kata nomi boshuu shite masu. 
I want to know a guy who has big heart[sic]. 
I mean, nobody perfect[sic], right? 

I am only recruiting white persons [men]. 
I want to [get to] know a guy who has [a] 
big heart.  I mean, nobody [is] perfect, 
right? 

 

(66b) 

 

1 
[MMM020NJE] 

~アジア人友たち募集~ 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 ~Ajia-jin tomotachi [sic]70 boshuu~ ~Recruiting Asian friends~ 
 

(66c) 

 

1 

2 

3 

[MMM045] 

マッチョな人が過ぎ[sic]です。 
人種は関係なく好きで、 
黒人さんとか得に[sic]大好きです。 

                                                 
70 This should be Ajia-jin no tomodachi.  That is, the noun-connecting particle no needs to be placed 
between Ajia-jin ‘Asian’ and tomodachi ‘friends’, and the voiceless ta in tomotachi should be replaced with 
the voiced da. 
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Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 
3 

Matchona hito ga sugi[sic]71 desu.  
Jinshu wa kankee naku suki de, 
Kokujin-san toka tokuni[sic]72 dai-suki desu. 

I like macho people [men].  I like them 
regardless of race, and I especially like 
(Mr.) black people [men]. 

 

(66d) 

 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

[MMF005] 

Hip-Hop 好きな人、Ｂ系の人と 

友達になりたいな♪(^ｰﾟ)ﾉ 外国に 

も興味があるので、外国人やハーフ 

の人、大歓迎！！よ（＾o^)ろ(^o^)し 

(^ ^)くぅ(^-^)ﾉﾞ 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Hip-Hop sukina hito, B-kee no hito to 
tomodachi ni naritai na♪(^ｰﾟ)ﾉ  Gaikoku ni 
mo kyoomi ga aru node, gaikoku-jin ya haafu 
no hito, daikangee!! yo (＾o^)ro(^o^)shi 
(^ ^)ku: (^-^)ﾉﾞ 

I want to become friends with with those 
who like hip hop, B-boying [hip-hop] style 
people 
♪(^ｰﾟ)ﾉ  I’m also interested in foreign 
countries, so foreigners and persons of 
mixed parentage are very welcome!! Thank
（＾o^)you(^o^) in(^ ^) advance(^-^)ﾉﾞ 

 

In (66a), a female advertiser seeking men writes her ad entirely in English, except for one 

sentence in Japanese that reads: Hakujin no kata nomi boshuu shite masu ‘I am only 

recruiting white persons [men]’ (line 1).  This statement, utilizing the adverbial particle 

nomi ‘only’, functions to blatantly prioritize a certain racial group over others and 

consequently assign lesser values to men of other groups, who are denied their 

opportunity to respond to the ad on the basis of their racial background.  In (66b), a male 

advertiser seeking men writes in his mostly English ad that he is Honkon-jin ‘a person 

from Hong Kong’ and that he is looking for Asian friends: ~Ajia-jin tomotachi[sic] 

                                                 
71 This adjectival noun sugi ‘I  like’ should be suki and this should be written as 好き, not 過ぎ. 
72 The kanji for tokuni ‘especially’ should be 特に, not 得に. 
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boshuu~ ‘~Recruiting Asian friends~’ (line 1).  Whether or not ‘Asian’ is a racial 

category is debatable; nonetheless, this statement also functions to prioritize a socio-

culturally recognized group, such as Asians, over the other groups, thereby excluding the 

latter from further interactions with the advertiser.  In contrast, in (66c), another male 

advertiser seeking men also states his racial preference: kokujin-san toka tokuni[sic] dai-

suki desu ‘I especially like (Mr.) black people [men]’ (line 3); however, in this case, the 

statement is foregrounded by the author’s attitudes towards race, being inclusive, rather 

than exclusive, in terms of racial characteristics of the potential partner(s): Matchona hito 

ga sugi[sic] desu. Jinshu wa kankee naku suki de ‘I like macho people [men].  I like them 

regardless of race, and’ (lines 1-2).  Similarly, in (66d), a female advertiser seeking men 

first describes her match: Hip-Hop sukina hito, B-kee no hito to tomodachi ni naritai na♪

(^ｰﾟ)ﾉ ‘I want to become friends with those who like hip hop, B-boying [hip-hop] style 

people♪(^ｰﾟ)ﾉ’ (lines 1-2).  She then extends a special invitation to foreigners and persons 

of mixed parentage, which usually mean half Japanese and half non-Asian, because of 

her interest in foreign countires: Gaikoku ni mo kyoomi ga aru node, gaikoku-jin ya haafu 

no hito, daikangee!! yo (＾o^)ro(^o^)shi(^ ^)ku: (^-^)ﾉﾞ ‘I’m also interested in foreign 

countries, so foreigners and persons of mixed parentage are very welcome!! Thank（＾o^) 

you(^o^) in(^ ^) advance(^-^)ﾉﾞ’ (lines 2-5).  This statement is highly indicative of a 

hegemonic ideology of race and ethnicity in Japan, in that foreign nationality and/or 

mixed parentage would immediately index foreigness or ‘non-Japaneseness’.  It is also 

noted that a number of emoticons embedded in these lines are considered as the 

performative work of her identity construction as much as her mitigation effort to this 
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potentially face-threatening request for the potential readers.  In the present data, there 

are only four ads that have explicit mentions of racial preferences in Japanese, as 

presented above, and incidentally they are all Match.com ads, suggesting that this deai-

kee-saito is conceived to have a global reach.  In addition, it seems that a hegemonic 

racial order, in which ‘white’ or ‘black’ is more desirable than ‘Asian’ for socio-sexual 

relationships, is in operation in some cases.   

 There are a few other Match.com ads that seek international respondents, seeking 

not necessarily certain racial groups but ethnic ones, such as the following three (67a-c) 

[underlining added]: 

(67a) 

 

1 

2 

3 

[MMM093]  

外国人の友達が欲しいなあ・・・ 
タイ人の方タイ語おしえてください、英語 
しゃべれる方、英語を教えてください。 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 
3 

Gaikoku-jin no tomodachi ga hoshii na:... 
Tai-jin no kata tai-go oshiete kudasai, eego 
shabereru kata, eego o oshiete kudasai. 

I want friends who are foreigners... 
Thai persons, please teach me Thai; 
English-speakers, please teach me English. 

 

(67b) 

 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

[MMF043] 

最近韓国語の勉強を始めた 

ので、韓国人にすごく興味が 

あります。まだ人並み以下なので 

頑張って勉強して早く喋れる 

ようになって異文化交流したいです★ 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 
3 
4 

Saikin kankoku-go no benkyoo o hajimeta 
node, kankoku-jin ni sugoku kyoomi ga 
arimasu. Mada hitonami ika na node 
ganbatte benkyoo shite hayaku jabereru 

Recently, I started studying Korean, so I am 
very interested in the Korean people.  [My 
level] is still below average, so I want to 
continue to study hard, to become able to 
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5 yooni natte ibunka-kooryuu shitai desu★ speak the language soon, and to engage in 
cross-cultural exchange★   

 

(67c) 

 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

[MMM095]  

自己紹介 
こんにちは 
イギリスに興味がありイギリス人の友人 
を探しています 
留学を真剣に考えています 
音楽好きな人だといいな 
 

相手について 

性格、音楽の嗜好 、外見は自分 
より背の高い人がいいです 
男性なら誠実で浮気をしない人 
がいいです 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Jiko-shookai 
Igirisu ni kyoomi ga ari igirisu-jin no yuujin 
o sagashite imasu  
Ryuugaku o shinkenni kangaete imasu 
Ongaku sukina hito da to ii na 

Self-introduction 
I am interested in U.K. and am looking for 
British friends 
I am seriously considering study abroad 
It would be good if you like music 

5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

Aite ni tsuite 
Seekaku, ongaku no shikoo, gaiken wa jibun 
yori se no takai hito ga ii desu 
Dansee nara seejitsu de uwaki o shinai hito 
ga ii desu 

About the partner 
Personality, music preferences, as for looks, 
someone taller than myself would be good 
If you are a man, someone who is faithful 
and doesn’t have affairs would be good 

 

In (67a), a male advertiser seeking men articulates his desire to receive responses from 

foreign respondents:  Gaikoku-jin no tomodachi ga hoshii na:... ‘I want friends who are 

foreigners...’ (line 1).  Then, he expresses his preference for a certain ethnic group, such 

as Thai, by requesting support for his language study: Tai-jin no kata tai-go oshiete 

kudasai ‘Thai persons, please teach me Thai’ (line 2).  This statement is illustrative of 

another hegemonic concept of language and ethnicity: a language is tied with an ethnic 

group.  It is interesting, however, that what he says in the subsequent sentence is phrased 
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in such a way that the hegemonic concept is called into question: eego shabereru kata, 

eego o oshiete kudasai ‘English-speakers, please teach me English’ (lines 2-3).  The noun 

phrase eego shabereru kata literally means ‘people who can speak English,’ and it does 

not necessarily exclude any ethnic or national groups, so long as one is proficient in the 

target language.  Similarly, in (67b), a female advertiser seeking men explains that she 

would like to get to know the Korean people because she has started Korean language 

study, not vice versa: Saikin kankoku-go no benkyoo o hajimeta node, kankoku-jin ni 

sugoku kyoomi ga arimasu ‘Recently, I started studying Korean, so I am very interested 

in the Korean people’ (lines 1-3).  Her interest in the language and the people who speak 

that language is motivated by her desire for cross-cultural exchange: bunka-kooryuu 

shitai desu★ ‘I want [...] to engage in cross-cultural exchange★’ (line 5).  In these two 

cases, it is important to take into consideration the ways in which non-Japanese Asian 

populations are perceived in contemporary Japan; they are often discriminated against 

and condescended to by the Japanese.  Given that, these ads should be considered to be 

counter-hegemonic.   

On the other hand, in (67c), another female advertiser primarily seeking men 

expresses in the Jiko-shookai ‘Self-introduction’ section her interest in the United 

Kingdom and her desire to get acquainted with British persons:  Igirisu ni kyoomi ga aru 

igirisu-jin no yuujin o sagashite imasu ‘I am interested in U.K. and am looking for 

British friends’ (lines 2-3).  In the subsequent sentence, she implies the possibility of her 

visiting there for an extended period of time: Ryuugaku o shinkenni kangaete imasu ‘I am 

seriously considering study abroad’ (line 4).  In the Aite ni tsuite ‘About the partner’ 
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section, she goes on to describe the desired physical features of her potential partner as 

being tall: gaiken wa jibun yori se no takai hito ga ii desu ‘as for looks, someone taller 

than myself would be good’ (lines 6-7), and also states that the potential partner should 

be faithful if male: Dansee nara seejitsu de uwaki o shinai hito ga ii desu ‘If you are a 

man, someone who is faithful and doesn’t have affairs would be good’ (lines 8-9), which 

suggests that she would consider a romantic relationship with the potential partner.  It is 

unclear from the text whether or not this advertiser will only accept British respondents; 

however, the sheer mention of preferences for igirisu-jin ‘British [people]’ and se no 

takai ‘[being] tall’ may be perceived as having racial overtones, as the ethnic diversity of 

British demography is not yet a part of common knowledge in Japan.  That is, through 

this verbal articulation, European Britons are placed in a higher position in the 

desirability hierarchy over their predominantly Asian Japanese counterparts.  In this way, 

the expressions of ethnic preference contribute to the construction of social asymmetries.   

 More counter-hegemonic statements are found in the articulation of inclusiveness 

in terms of potential partners’ racical/ethnic backgound, nationality, age, and so forth, in 

the following Match.com ads (68a-d):  

(68a) 

 

1 

2 

[MFF007] 
歳、性別、職業、国籍、関係 

なく広い視野を持ちたいと思ってます。 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 

Toshi, seebetsu, shokugyoo, kokuseki, kankee 
naku hiroi shiya o mochitai to omottemasu. 

Regardless of [their] age, gender, 
occupation, nationality, I would like to 
broaden my perspectives [through 
interaction with others].  
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(68b) 

 

1 

2 

3 

4 

[MFF028JE] 

やはりオープンマインドな人。英語を話す 

人でも話さない人でもいいのですが、 

外国人や外国を拒絶する人 

は無理だと思います。。。 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 
3 
4 

Yahari oopunmaindona hito. Eego o hanasu 
hito demo hanasanai hito demo ii no desu ga, 
gaikoku-jin ya gaikoku o kyozetsu suru hito 
wa muri da to omoimasu... 

Needless to say, an open-minded person.  It 
does not matter whether or not you speak 
English, but I don’t think it would work if 
you are a [kind of] person who would reject 
foreigners or foreign countires. 

 

(68c) 

 

1 

2 

[MFM041JE] 

日本人でも外国の方でも 

大丈夫です！ 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 

Nihon-jin demo gaikoku no kata demo 
daijoobu desu! 

I am ok with either Japanese or foreign 
persons [women].   

 

(68d) 

 

1 

2 

[MMM046JE] 

出身、年や肌の色は気にしない 

です。 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 

Shusshin, toshi ya hada no iro wa ki ni shinai 
desu. 

I don’t care about your origin, age, or skin 
color. 

 

In (68a), a female advertiser seeking both women and men expresses her willingness to 

interact with various people by articulating her non-discrimination policy with regard to 

potential respondents’ age, gender, occupation, and nationality: Toshi, seebetsu, 

shokugyoo, kokuseki, kankee naku hiroi shiya o mochitai to omottemasu ‘Regardless of 
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[their] age, gender, occupation, nationality, I would like to broaden my perspectives 

[through interaction with others]’ (lines 1-2).  This inclusiveness and the declaration of 

such a stance itself is considered counter-hegemonic, given that the majority of 

advertisers express their preferences to limited age and/or gender groups, and in a few 

cases, occupational and/or nationality groups.  In (68b), another female advertiser seeking 

men validates her potential partner’s inclusiveness, or being oopunmaindona ‘open-

minded’ (line 1), in terms of nationality, by willfully marginalizing those who would 

discriminate against foreigners or foreignness: gaikoku-jin ya gaikoku o kyozetsu suru 

hito wa muri da to omoimasu... ‘I don’t think it would work if you are a [kind of] person 

who would reject foreigners or foreign countries’ (lines 3-4).  By the same token, in (68c), 

a male advertiser seeking women acknowledges a potential concern that his target 

respondent(s) may have by indicating that nationality is not an issue: Nihon-jin demo 

gaikoku no kata demo daijoobu desu! ‘I am ok with either Japanese or foreign persons 

[women]’ (lines 1-2).  Similarly, in (68d), a male advertiser seeking men makes it explicit 

that he would not discriminate against others on the basis of birthplace, age or skin color 

(i.e., race): Shusshin, toshi ya hada no iro wa ki ni shinai desu ‘I don’t care about your 

origin, age, or skin color’ (line 1).  This advertiser seems to find it necessary to clarify his 

stance on these socio-cultural constructs, probably because his inclusiveness in partner 

search is counter-hegemonic.   

It should also be noted that shusshin ‘origin’ refers to a birth place or address, 

which could be an index of the burakumin, “an outcast group who share the racial and 

ethnic origin of the majority of Japanese” but have historically been discriminated against 
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to this day because of the belief that, “since their ancestors belonged to a social categry 

below ordinary citizens during the feudal period, they constitute a fundamentally inferior 

class” (Sugimoto, 2003: 189).  It is unclear from the ad whether or not this advertiser is 

aware of such implications that the noun shusshin ‘origin’ entails; however, this is a rare 

instance in which an otherwise invisible class issue seemingly comes to the surface.  

 On the other hand, class issues are implicated in the mentions of ideal partners’ 

financial situations and/or occupations, as in the following ads (69a-c):  

(69a) 

 

1 

2 

[MMF057N] 

経済的に安定している男性が 
望ましいです。 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 

Keezaiteki ni antee shite iru dansee ga 
nozomashii desu. 

Men who are financially stable are 
desirable. 

 

(69b) 

 

1 

2 

3 

[YMF078] 

恋人＝いずれは結婚したいです。 
なのである程度の収入＆自分の 
タイプであること＆性格重視です。 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 
3 
 

Koibito = izure wa kekkon shitai desu. 
Nanode aru teedo no shuunyuu & jibun no 
taipu de aru koto & seekaku juushi desu. 
 

Lover = I want to get married eventually. 
Therefore, I attach greater importance to 
your having a certain level of income, your 
being my type, and your personality.   

 

(69c) 

 

1 

2 

3 

[EM197=194=196] 
医師、弁護、薬剤師、獣医さん等 

男が多い職業の中活躍 

している女性の方メールしませんか？ 
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4 色々お話をききたいです！ 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 
3 
4 

Ishi, bengoshi, yakuzaishi, juui-san nado 
otoko ga ooi shokugyoo no naka katsuyaku 
shite iru josee no kata meeru shimasen ka? 
Iroiro o-hanashi o kikitai desu! 

Women who have a successful career in a 
predominantly male occupation, such as 
doctors, lawyers, pharmacists, veterinarians, 
etc., would you like to exchange e-mails?  
I’d love to listen to your stories. 

 

In (69a), a female advertiser seeking men on Match.com straightforwardedly gives her 

ideal partner’s desirable financial condition: Keezaiteki ni antee shite iru dansee ga 

nozomashii desu ‘Men who are financially stable are desirable’.  She is not alone in this 

regard; a female advertiser seeking men on Ekisaito furenzu identifies her ideal partner to 

be ritchiman♪♪ ‘rich man♪♪’ ([EF101]), while a male advertiser seeking women on 

Yahoo!Japan paasonaruzu describes his ideal partner to be keezaiteki ni yoyuu no aru 

kata ‘a person [woman] who is financially well-off’ ([YFM018]).  Similarly, in (69b), 

another female advertiser seeking men on the same site gives potential marriage as a 

legitimate reason for this blatant request for the partner’s financial security, in addition to 

other physical and personal characteristics: Koibito = izure wa kekkon shitai desu. 

Nanode aru teedo no shuunyuu & jibun no taipu de aru koto & seekaku juushi desu 

‘Lover = I want to get married eventually. Therefore, I attach greater importance to your 

having a certain level of income, your being my type, and your personality’ (lines 1-3).  

Here, taipu ‘type’ most likely means the type of physical features, as she adds seekaku 

‘personality’ in the subsequent phrase, all of which she says she takes into consideration 

in deciding on whom she would date with the prospect of marriage.  On the other hand, in 

(69c), a male advertiser on Ekisaito furenzu is seeking professional women who are in the 
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traditionally male-dominant fields, which are considerably prestigious and high-paid at 

the same time: Ishi, bengoshi, yakuzaishi, juui-san nado otoko ga ooi shokugyoo no naka 

katsuyaku shite iru josee no kata meeru shimasen ka? ‘Women who have a successful 

career in a predominantly male occupation, such as doctors, lawyers, pharmacists, 

veterinarians, etc., would you like to exchange e-mails?’ (lines 1-3).  Another male 

advertiser seeking women on the same site calls his ideal partner o-joo-sama ‘a young 

lady’ ([EM026]), which is usually associated with an upper-class upbringing.  Similarly, 

a female advertiser seeking men on Match.com indicates her ideal partner to be not only 

compatible in terms of availability and hobbies but also possibly a domestic or 

international employee of an elite institution, such as a foreign embassy: Ato, taishikan 

kinmu no kata toka ‘Also, maybe a person who works at an embassy’ ([MMF064]).  

Since she says elsewhere in the ad that she wishes the partner to be in the Tokyo area, the 

embassies that she refers to must be foreign institutions, whose employees are thought to 

live an upscale lifestyle.  These advertisers’ desire for financial security and the elite life 

seems to be reflective of the hegemonic social order of class in contemporary Japan, and 

the articulation of such a desire in mundane online media, such as personals, contributes 

to the (re)production of social asymmetries.      

 The hegemonic social order of class is authenticated by a male advertiser seeking 

women on Yahoo!Japan paasonaruzu, who claims to be seenen-jitsugyooka ‘young 

entrepreneur’, which would grant him higher socio-economic status in contemporary 

Japan.  While capitalizing on his symbolic status, this advertiser briefly describes the 

unintended consequences of having such a status in relation to partner search, as in (70):   
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(70) 

 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

 

8 

9 

10 

11 

[YFM074] 

いわゆる青年実業家なので、仕事 

で知り合う方も多く、出会いは少なく 

はないと思います。ただ、異性との出会いに 

は慎重なところがあります。と言うの 

は、青年実業家と言う肩書きに 

ひかれて寄って来る人はありのままの 

僕（中身）を見てくれないからです。 

 

ネットでの出会いなら、まずはメールで 

いろいろと話ができるので、僕の 

中身を見てもらえるだろうと思って 

登録してみました。 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
 

8 
9 

10 
11 

Iwayuru seenen-jitsugyooka na node, shigoto 
de shiriau kata mo ooku, deai wa sukunaku 
wa nai to omoimasu. Tada, isee to no deai ni 
wa shinchoona tokoro ga arimasu. To iu no 
wa, seenen-jitsugyooka to iu katagaki ni 
hikarete yotte kuru hito wa arinomama no 
boku (nakami) o mite kurenai kara desu. 
 
Netto de no deai nara, mazu wa meeru de 
iroiro to hanashi ga dekiru node, boku no 
nakami o mite moraeru daroo to omotte 
tooroku shite mimashita. 

I am so-called young entrepreneur, and I 
meet many people through work, so I do 
have a considerable amount of encounters.  
It’s just that I am very cautious when it 
comes to encounters with the opposite sex.  
That’s because those who approach me 
because of my title as ‘young entrepreneur’ 
do not see me (my inside) as I am.   
I registered here thinking that if it were an 
encounter through the Internet, we could 
talk about various things via e-mail first, 
and perhaps I could have you see the real 
me.  

 

In (70), this advertiser indicates that his status as an entrepreneur attracts many potential 

partners but it simultaneously overshadows qualities other than this socio-economic 

aspect: Tada, isee to no deai ni wa shinchoona tokoro ga arimasu. To iu no wa, seenen-

jitsugyooka to iu katagaki ni hikarete yotte kuru hito wa arinomama no boku (nakami) o 

mite kurenai kara desu ‘It’s just that I am very cautious when it comes to encounters with 

the opposite sex. That’s because those who approach me because of my title as ‘young 

entrepreneur’ do not see me (my inside) as I am’ (lines 3-7).  These statements function 

to validate his elite status and (re)produce social asymmetries while provoking the 
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impacts of such a hegemonic social order on socio-sexual desires and the effectiveness of 

the search for a partner.  That is, his narrative suggests that a disproportionate amont of a 

kind of symbolic capital, such as socio-economic one, can cause imbalance in the 

elements of socio-sexual desirability and adversely affect social interactions.  This 

advertiser goes on to make a curious comment on the deai-kee-saito, expressing hope for 

an alternative way of social networking that it can provide: Netto de no deai nara, mazu 

wa meeru de iroiro to hanashi ga dekiru node, boku no nakami o mite moraeru daroo to 

omotte tooroku shite mimashita ‘I registered here thinking that if it were an encounter 

through the Internet, we could talk about various things via e-mail first, and perhaps I 

could have you see the real me’ (lines 8-11).  He is certainly not the only one who finds 

this alternative way of meeting useful; many other advertisers make similar statements 

with regard to the use of the deai-kee-saito.  However, his ad is destabilizing, since he 

says he has many encounters through everyday life due to his symbolic status (lines 1-3) 

but still registered for this particular site, whereas most advertisers say they registered for 

these sites precisely because they do not have many encounters in everyday life.  

Nevertheless, they all come together to use these online personals in the common hope of 

finding friends and partners through the written mode of language as the first step.  To 

reiterate, the language that these advertisers use in the ads is reflective of the ‘social 

cognition’ (van Dijk, 1993), or the hegemonic social order and ideologies, regarding race 

and class, which are occasionally contested against but often reproduced in a seemingly 

innocuous way, as observed in the above excerpts.   
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In this section, I have examined the ways in which race, class, and related 

constructs are linguistically handled in the descriptions of ideal partners, as they appear in 

the present data.  Although there are only a handful of ads that include explicit or implicit 

mentions of these socio-cultural constructs, they nonetheless show that Japanese 

personals are not exempt from the hegemonic ideologies of race, ethnicity, class, and/or 

socio-economic status.  Advertisers actively seek to establish socio-sexual relationships 

with others with certain social, economic, cultural, and/or symbolic capital (Bourdieu, 

1984), with reference to the hegemonic order of commodified constituents of these social 

categories, as well as that of other bodily and personality attributes.   

In what follows, to address the fifth, and final, research question in this study, I 

will look into the ways in which style-shift in the forms of sentential endings functions to 

construct public and/or private spaces in personals.  

 

5.6 Style-Shift and the Public/Private Distinction in Personals 

The fifth, and final, research question of this study concerns the discursive construction 

of the public/private spaces in Japanese personals.  The proposed question is, “Do the 

linguistic resources that self-advertisers use in articulating their socio-sexual desires 

index the public/private distinction, and if so, how?”  The deai-kee-saito are in principle 

‘public’ discursive spaces in that they are viewable to anyone who has Internet access, 

though many sites require a user to become a member, involving age verification and 

often fees, in order to access the full profiles and/or respond to the ad.  On the other hand, 

these ‘public’ sites are designed for advertisers to display their ‘private’ thoughts, such as 
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preferences for an ideal partner or relationship, in the hope of addressing and finding the 

right match.  Moreover, if one’s self can be divided into the public and private selves, it is 

the former that speaks up for communication purposes on behalf of the latter.  According 

to Hasegawa and Hirose (2005: 236), “[t]he public self is the speaker as the subject of 

communicating, i.e. the speaker who faces an addressee or has one in mind,” as in the 

case of personal ad authors who textually express desire to imagined readers in mind, 

whereas “[t]he private self is the subject of thinking/consciousness, with no addressee in 

mind,” which is characterized as “the naked self” that needs to wear “clothes” in public 

(p. 245).  In this sense, notions of ‘public’ and ‘private’ intersect and interact with each 

other in personals.  In the case of Japanese personals, the public/private interaction and 

negotiation seems to be particularly salient when advertisers shift speech styles, usually 

marked by the polite and plain forms of predicates, in their ad texts.  Through the 

articulation of their ‘private’ desire, advertisers use style-shift to construct a ‘private’ 

space within the virtually ‘public’ domain.      

 Style-shift between the polite and plain forms, which are also called honorific and 

non-honorific forms (Okamoto, 1999) or the masu and plain forms (Cook, 1998) 

respectively, has been intensely scrutinized in linguistic research (e.g., Ikuta, 1983; Cook, 

1998; Okamoto, 1999; Janes, 2000; Yoshida & Sakurai, 2005).  Cook (1998: 90) presents 

a concise list of the polite and plain forms of verbs, the copula, and adjectives in Japanese, 

as shown in Table 31.  Okamoto argues that the polite and plain forms “cannot be directly 

linked to contextual features, such as status difference or intimacy” (1999: 69), unlike 

previously thought, and claims that “the use of honorific and non-honorific expressions is  
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TABLE 31, Three clause types and gerund in the masu and plain forms  
(taken from Cook 1990: 90) 

 
 Masu form Plain form 

Verbal clause -mas-u (present) 
-mas-en (negative) 
-mashi-ta (past) 

-(r)u (present) 
 
-ta (past) 

Nominal clause 
(Nominal + copula) 

N des-u (present) 
N deshi-ta (past) 

N da (present) 
N dat-ta (past) 

Adjectival clause A des-u (present) 
A kat-ta desu (past) 

-i (present) 
-kat-ta (past) 

Gerund -mashi-te -(t) te/de  
 

a speech-style strategy based on a speaker’s consideration of multiple contextual features 

as well as on his/her beliefs and attitudes concerning honorific uses” (p. 70).  Similarly, 

Cook argues that these forms have more than one meaning, such as ‘polite/formal’ versus 

‘nonpolite/informal’ or ‘socially/psychologically distant’ versus unmarked distance 

(1998: 91-92), and that they are regarded as ‘indexical signs,’ which “have multiple 

situational meanings that arise out of communicative practice situated in social contexts” 

(p. 94).  She further claims that “the masu form indexes the speaker’s self, which is 

acting ‘in role,’ or the speaker-focused self-representation,” in contrast to the plain form, 

which “indexes the speaker’s not acting in a role or an absence of the speaker’s self-

presentation” (ibid.).  The former, she continues, is used when one is “enacting a social 

persona” and aware of the presence of the audience, whereas the latter is selected when 

one is not (p. 95).  Yoshida and Sakurai also argue that speakers of Japanese assess 

appropriate language use in a given conversational context based on their understanding 

of sociolinguistic appropriateness and, “in doing so, they can show their sociocultural 

role-oriented identity by choosing a specific language form” (2005: 221), such as the 
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polite form for “the role as a wife that has been conventionalized in Japanese culture and 

society” (p. 202) in the context of cooking, which is still regarded as “a wife’s job” (p. 

210) in contemporary Japan.   They consider such a role to be ‘a sociocultural identity,’ 

which is part of the ‘social self’ in Odin’s term (1996, cited in p. 209), or a self that “is 

determined by others in the society,” and that it is similar to Cook’s [aforementioned] 

‘public self,’ which is “something to show to other people” (p. 209).  In other words, the 

polite form is most likely chosen for the ‘public’ verbal performance of a culturally-

recognized role, and by extension the plain form for the ‘non-public’ speech.  When 

writing a personal ad, which is in principle “something to show to other people” (ibid.), it 

is likely that one is always conscious of the potential audience.  Then, how do we account 

for the style-shift in Japanese personals when advertisers display their ‘private’ desires in 

‘public’?  In the context of seeking ideal partners, what roles or identities are they playing, 

if any?   

  The mixed use of the polite and plain forms of predicates is often observed in the 

descriptions of desired others and practices (i.e., expressions of desire) in the ads.  Table 

32 shows the percentages of target-gender-explicit ads with polite forms only, those with 

plain forms only, and those with both of these forms in each of the four search categories: 

WSW, WSM, MSW, and MSM.  Approximately half of the ads (49.7%) are written 

exclusively in polite forms, whereas about one in twenty ads (5.6%) are solely in plain 

forms.  No female-authored ads seeking women are written solely in plain forms.  The 

mixed use is seen in 44.1 percent of the entire ads, among which more female authors use 

both forms (WSW: 47.3%; MSW: 51.3%) in their personals than do male authors (WSM:  
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TABLE 32, Forms of predicates used in expressing desire 
 

 Seeking Women Seeking Men  
Forms of 
Predicates 

In female-
authored ads 

In male-
authored  

ads 

In female-
authored ads 

In male-
authored ads 

Total 

Polite 
forms only 

28  
(50.9%) 

103  
(55.1%) 

81  
(43.3%) 

18 
 (52.3%) 

230 
 (49.7%) 

Plain forms 
only 

0  
(0.0%) 

11  
(5.9%) 

10 
 (5.3%) 

5 
 (14.7%) 

26 
 (5.6%) 

Both forms 26  
(47.3%) 

72  
(38.5%) 

96 
 (51.3%) 

10 
 (29.4%) 

204 
(44.1%) 

Others  1  
(isolated 

noun)  
(1.8%) 

1 
(incomplete 
sentence) 

(0.5%) 

0 
 (0.0%) 

1 
 (isolated 

noun) 
(2.9%) 

3 
(0.6%) 

Total 55 187 187 34 463 
 

38.5%; MSM: 29.4%).  It seems that more female advertisers utilize style-shift than do 

their male counterparts, and more male advertisers seeking women use it than do male 

advertisers seeking men.   

 It is no surprise that many ads are in polite forms only, considering that the deai-

kee-saito are in principle ‘public’ spaces, in which an initial encounter with the potential 

audience is envisioned.  This contextual factor may motivate these advertisers to select 

the appropriate forms for their ‘public’ verbal performance.  On the other hand, it is 

conceivable that the few advertisers who use the plain forms only in their ads are 

enacting their identity as that of a casual, friendly person and/or treating the sites not so 

much as ‘public’ but rather as ‘private,’ imagining a private conversational setting.  Then, 

it is also possible that advertisers who use both polite and plain forms in their ads are 

negotiating contextual factors, namely the ‘public’ nature of the sites, self-advertisement, 

and initial encounters, as opposed to the ‘private’ nature of their socio-sexual desires and 
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practices.  As we will see in the data, I argue that advertisers tactfully use style-shift in 

expressing socio-sexual desires so as to: (a) construct a ‘public’ discursive space or a 

‘quasi-private’ discursive one, (b) differentiate a ‘desirable’ or target audience and an 

‘undesirable’ or non-target one, and/or (c) convey ‘affective meaning’ in handling the 

face-threatening nature of such desires on display,73 depending on the context (cf., 

Besnier, 1990).  Through textual deployment of these strategies in their ads, advertisers 

negotiate social asymmetries between themselves and the potential addresees.  They 

creatively use their knowledge of ‘sociolinguistic structure,’ or the “shared cultural 

knowledge between the speaker and the addressee” of linguistic forms and indexical 

meanings, through which the appropriateness of the linguistic forms in a given context 

and the sociocultural meanings indexed by those forms are understood (Yoshida & 

Sakurai, 2005: 211).   

In the following excerpts, polite forms are single-underlined, plain forms are 

double-underlined.  Plain forms that are syntactically appropriate in a given environment 

and do not necessarily index speech levels are not underlined.  It is noted that only the 

expressions that denote desirable personae, bodies, and/or practices are included in this 

analysis; thus, the only relevant segments, including the seeks, TARGET, GOALS, 

and/or (COMMENT) slots, of each ad are presented, unless the ADVERTISER and/or 

REFERENCE slots contain expressions of desire in partner search.   

The first example shows the way in which ‘public’ or ‘quasi-private’ discursive 

spaces are constructed by the mixed use of the polite and plain forms.  A female 

                                                 
73 I thank Matthew Burdelski for orienting my attention to the issues of affect in personals.   
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advertiser seeking women in Ekisaito furenzu describes her expectations of others and an 

envisioned relationship, in the title, the main text, and the section entitled Donna hito? 

‘What kind of person [am I]?’, as in (71).  As noted before, specific questions and entry 

titles that are marked with a dot bullet and the section title Donna hito? are pre-assigned 

in the ad template and are not posed by the author: 

(71) 

 

1 

2 

 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

[EF084]  

『同世代の女の子、お友達に 

なりましょう♪』 

 

はじめまして、都内に住むOLです。 

最初に、男性の方はごめんなさい。メールを 

もらってもお返事できません。同世代の 

女性の方、楽しくお話しません 

か。どうぞよろしくお願いします。 

 

●理想のメル友 

女の子に興味のある子なら 

●話したいこと 

恋愛、悩み、将来について 

●こんなメル友になる 

いつもつながっていたい…いっぱいメールしよ 

 

どんな人？ 

●性格を一言で 

 すましてるように見えるけど…天然？ 

●好きなもの 

 女の子にしか興味が持てないの 

●はまってること 

 女の子との恋愛 

●似てる人や動物 

 しなやかな女豹…かな（笑） 

●体型 

 スリム 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 

“Doosedai no onna no ko, o-tomodachi ni 
narimashoo♪” 

[Ad title] “Girls of the same generation, 
let’s become friends♪” 

3 
4 

Hajimemashite, tonai ni sumu OL desu. 
Saisho ni, dansee no kata wa gomennasai. 

How do you do?, I am a female office 
worker living in the Tokyo area.  First of all, 
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5 
6 
7 

Meeru o moratte mo o-henji dekimasen. 
Doosedai no josee no kata, tanoshiku o-
hanashi shimasen ka. Doozo yoroshiku o-
negai shimasu. 

[to those who are] men, I am sorry. Even if I 
receive an e-mail from you, I can’t reply. 
Women of the same generation, would you 
like to have fun conversations [with me]? 
Thank you in advance.  

8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 

●Risoo no meru-tomo 
Onna no ko ni kyoomi no aru ko nara 
●Hanashitai koto 
Ren’ai, nayami, shoorai ni tsuite 
●Konna meru-tomo ni naru 
Itsumo tsunagatte itai...Ippai meeru shiyo 

●Ideal e-mail friend 
If you are a [girl] who is interested in girls 
●Things [that I/we] want to talk about 
About romance, worries, future 
●[I/We] will be an e-mail friend(s) like this 
I want to be connected [with you] all the 
time... Let’s exchange a lot of e-mails 

14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 

Donna hito? 

●Seekaku o hitokoto de 
Sumashiteru yooni mieru kedo... ten’nen? 
●Sukina mono 
Onna no ko ni shika kyoomi ga motenai no 
●Hamatteru koto 
Onna no ko to no ren’ai 
●Niteru hito ya doobutsu 
Shinayakana me-hyoo...kana (warai) 
●Taikee 
Surimu 

What kind of person [am I]? 
●[My] character in brief 
I look as if I am serious but... [at my pace]? 
●[My] favorite things 
[It’s just that] I can only get into girls 
●Activities that [I] am into now 
Romance with a girl 
●A person or animal that [I] look like 
A lithe female leopard... maybe? (laugh) 
●Body type 
Slim 

 

In the ad title, this author extends an invitation to her target audience using the polite 

form: “Doosedai no onna no ko, o-tomodachi ni narimashoo♪” ‘Girls of the same 

generation, let’s become friends♪’ (lines 1-2).  This selection of the form (the polite 

volitional form narimashoo instead of its plain counterpart naroo ‘let’s become’) is 

expected in the context in which an addresser initiates a conversation with an unknown 

addressee in a respectful manner; nonetheless, by using the polite form, the advertiser 

constructs this small discursive space to be ‘public.’  In the main text, similarly, she 

continues to make the space ‘public’ by using the polite form while making requests for 

various potential readers, as in gomennasai ‘I am sorry’ (line 4), o-henji dekimasen ‘I 

can’t reply’ (line 5), o-hanashi shimasen ka ‘would you like to have [...] conversations 

[with me]?’ (lines 6-7), and o-negai shimasu ‘Thank you in advance’ (line 7).  This 
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advertiser starts the main text with a brief self-introduction, followed by a face-

threatening request, asking potential male readers not to respond, with an apology and a 

statement denoting her inability to continue a dialogue, both of which are presented in the 

polite forms: Saisho ni, dansee wa gomennasai. Meeru o moratte mo o-henji dekimasen 

‘First of all, [to those who are] men, I am sorry. Even if I receive an e-mail from you, I 

can’t reply’ (lines 4-5).  This is followed by an invitation in the polite form for 

conversational exchanges, which is less but nonetheless face-threatening to the potential 

target-readers as they are requested to accept or reject it: Doosedai no josee no kata, 

tanoshiku o-hanashi shimasen ka ‘Women of the same generation, would you like to 

have fun conversations [with me]?’ (lines 5-6).  The main text is concluded with the 

formula in the polite form: Doozo yoroshiku o-negai shimasu ‘Thank you in advance’ 

(line 7).  It is conceivable that this formula is addressed to her target audience only or 

both her target and non-target audiences, namely women, who are invited, and men, who 

are not invited.   

 In response to the pre-assigned specific entries with regard to an ideal partner that 

the advertiser has in mind, this author writes her comments with either incomplete 

sentences without specifying the speech level or in the plain forms: ko nara ‘if you are a 

[girl]’ (line 9), ni tsuite ‘about [the dative particle ni and the gerund of the verb tsuku ‘to 

concern’]’ (line 11), tsunagatte itai ‘I want to be connected [with you]’ (line 13), and 

meeru shiyo ‘let’s exchange [...] e-mails’ (line 13).  The plain forms are used in the last 

two sentences as her response to the entry entitled Konna meru-tomo ni naru ‘[I/We] will 

be an e-mail friend(s) like this’, in which she uses the desiderative tai to convey her 
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desirable practice with the envisioned ideal partner, and the volitional form of the verb 

suru ‘to do’ to extend an invitation of further interactions to the potential target reader(s).  

This volitional form shiyoo is shortened into shiyo by dropping the final vowel o, which 

gives this invitation a childish, cute voice or manner of speech delivery.74  The use of the 

plain forms here helps to construct this discursive space as ‘quasi-private’, while 

presenting a more detailed account of personal matters, such as above.      

 In the ADVERTISER section entitled Donna hito? ‘What kind of person [am I]?’, 

this advertiser expresses her socio-sexual desire in response to the following two entries: 

Sukina mono ‘[My] favorite things’ (line 17) and Hamatteru koto ‘Activities that [I] am 

into now’ (line 19).  For the former, she again makes this discursive space ‘quasi-private’ 

by the plain form of the potential verb moteru ‘to be able to have’, followed by the final 

particle no, which is also the nominalizer, indicating the mode of explanation and 

possibly her female identity (e.g., McGloin, 1990), in describing her same-sex desire: 

Onna no ko ni shika kyoomi ga motenai no ‘[It’s just that] I can only get into girls [I 

cannot have an interest in anybody else but girls]’ (line 18).  For the latter entry, she 

articulates her same-sex desire again but only gives a noun phrase without the copula, 

which is syntactically appropriate in the given textual context but does not indicate a 

speech level:  Onna no ko to no ren’ai ‘Romance with a girl’ (line 20).  Her responses to 

the other entries in the same section are also without the speech level marking.  The use 

of the plain form in line 18, then, is a sole indicator of the level in this section, which 

makes the whole section ‘quasi-private.’  In this way, the style-shift within an ad is used 

                                                 
74 ‘Affective meaning’ is also conveyed here, but it is probably due to the final vowel deletion, not the 
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to make some sections ‘public,’ with the use of the polite forms, and others ‘quasi-

private,’ with the use of plain forms.    

 The second excerpt is an example of the author’s tactful use of style-shift in 

designating certain statements to target audience and others to non-target audience.  In 

(72), another female advertiser in Ekisaito furenzu is seeking what she calls kareshi-

kooho ‘a boyfriend candidate’:   

(72) 

 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

[EF0029] 

真剣に純な恋がしたいんだぁ~！だから 

同じ気持ちで嘘とか下心とか 

でメールする人はホントにご遠慮 

ください（泣）優しくてストリート系 

オシャレな彼氏とラブ×２ 

過ごしたい(>_<)料理得意だし 

お弁当もってまったりデートしたいな。 

共感できたらメールしてね♪ 

 

●理想のメル友 

彼氏候補になってくれたら嬉しいな♪ 

おしゃれな人が好き！ストリート系希望♪ 

●話したいこと 

たわいもないことや価値観とかお互い 

知りたいこと♪笑ったり本気になったり~ 

マメなやりとり☆ 

●こんなメル友になる 

価値観近い人に出会えたらいいねっ！ 

真剣に彼氏欲しいから友達 

募集の人はごめんなさい★恋したいっ 

多忙のお知らせ 

 背が 172cmよりは高い人でお願い 

します☆ 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 
3 
4 

Shinkenni junna koi ga shitai n da::! Dakara 
onaji kimochi de uso toka shitagogoro toka 
de meeru suru hito wa hontoni go-enryo 
kudasai (naki) Yasashikute sutoriito-kee 

[It’s just that] I seriously want to fall into 
pure love! So [please feel] the same way; 
those who e-mail me with lies or out of a 
dirty mind, please refrain [from responding] 

                                                                                                                                                 
choice of the plain form or the style-shift from the main text.  
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5 
6 
7 
8 

osharena kareshi to rabu × 2 sugoshitai 
(>_<) Ryoori tokui da shi  
o-bentoo motte mattari deeto shitai na. 
Kyookan dekitara meeru shite ne♪ 

seriously (cry) I want to spend a loving, 
loving time with a boyfriend who is gentle 
and fashionable in [Tokyo] street-style(>_<)  
My forte is cooking, so I want to have an 
intimate date with lunch boxes [that I 
make].  If you feel the same, please e-mail 
[me], ok♪ 

 9 
10 
11 

 
 

12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 

 

●Risoo no meru-tomo 
Kareshi-kooho ni natte kuretara ureshii na♪ 
Osharena hito ga suki! Sutoriito-kee kiboo♪ 

 

 
●Hanashitai koto 
Tawaimonai koto ya kachikan toka otagai 
shiritai koto♪ Warattari honkini nattari~
mamena yaritori☆ 
●Konna meru-tomo ni naru 
Kachikan chikai hito ni deaetara ii ne tt! 
Shinkenni kareshi ga hoshii kara tomodachi-
boshuu no hito wa gomennasai★Koi shitai tt 
 

●Ideal e-mail friend 
If [you] kindly become a boyfriend 
candidate, I’d be glad♪ 
I like a fashionable person! I prefer a 
[Tokyo] street-style [person] ♪ 
●Things [that I/we] want to talk about 
Silly things, [our] sense of values, things 
that we want to know from each other♪ 
Frequent exchanges~with laughs, 
seriousness, etc.  
●[I/We] will be an e-mail friend(s) like this 
If I could meet someone whose sense of 
values is similar to mine, it would be good! 
I seriously want a boy friend, so I am sorry 
[if] you are looking for a friend★I want to 
fall in love [!] 

20 
21 
22 

Taboo no o-shirase 
  Se ga 172cm yori wa takai hito de o-negai 
shimasu☆ 

Announcement of being extremely busy 
  I prefer a person who is taller than 172 cm 
[5’8”]☆ 

  

 

In most cases, this advertiser uses the plain forms for the statements relevant to the 

concerns of her potential ideal partners, and the polite forms for those addressed to 

‘undesirable’ readers.  In the main text (lines 1-8), the plain forms and their equivalents 

are used in the following four sentential endings:  the copula following the norminalizer 

no in n da::! ‘[It’s just that]’ (line 1), the desiderative tai in sugoshitai (>_<) ‘I want to 

spend [time] (>_<)’ (line 6), the desiderative tai, followed by the self-exclamation particle 

na, in deeto shitai na ‘I want to have an [...] date’ (line 7), and the gerund of the nominal 

verb meeru suru ‘to e-mail,’ followed by the agreement-seeking particle ne, in meeru 

shite ne♪ ‘please e-mail [me], ok♪’ (line 8).  These statements are all addressed to 

‘desirable’ readers.  On the other hand, go-enryo kudasai ‘please refrain [from 
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responding]’ (lines 3-4), which is the honorific version of the already polite request enryo 

shite kudasai ‘please refrain’, is a face-threatening request to those whom she does not 

wish to hear from, and the message is conveyed in the polite from, shifting from the plain 

forms that construct this discursive space largely as ‘quasi-private.’  To reiterate, this 

statement is addressed to readers other than the potential boyfriend candidates.  It seems 

that this style-shift functions in two ways: first, it makes this statement and this small 

discursive space ‘public’ within the larger ‘quasi-private’ space, and second, it designates 

the statement to one group of readers rather than to the other.   

In the pre-assigned entries for an advertiser to elaborate the ideal partner and 

envisioned practices, which are presumably meant to be read by her potential boyfriend 

candidates, this author mostly uses the plain forms to make this discursive space ‘quasi-

private’ as well.  These sentential endings include: ureshii na♪ ‘I’d be glad♪’ (line 10), 

suki! ‘I like’ (line 11), ii ne tt! ‘it would be good!’ (line 17), and Koi shitai tt ‘I want to 

fall in love [!]’ (line 19).  The only statement in the polite form in this section is again 

addressed to the ‘undesirable’ readers: Shinkenni kareshi ga hoshii kara tomodachi-

boshuu no hito wa gomennasai ‘I seriously want a boy friend, so I am sorry [if] you are 

looking for a friend’ (lines 18-19).  This polite apology is offered ‘in public’ to those who 

may be interested simply in becoming friends with the author, since as she already 

indicated earlier in the ad, that is not what she is looking for.  This style-shift also 

functions to differentiate the ‘undesirable’ audience from the ‘desirable’ one.  

On the other hand, in the supplemental entry entitled Taboo no o-shirase 

‘Announcement of being extremely busy’ (line 20), this author makes a special request in 
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terms of the ideal partner’s physical characteristics: Se ga 172cm yori wa takai hito de o-

negai shimasu☆ ‘I prefer a person who is taller than 172 cm [5’8”]☆’ (lines 21-22).  This 

statement of preference, or request, is potentially face-threatening due to its unmistakable 

exclusiveness (those who are not as tall as 172 cm are not desirable), and it is delivered in 

the polite form of the humble request formula o-negai shimasu ‘I humbly request’ (line 

22).  The author’s selection of the form constructs this small discursive space ‘public’ 

and is addressed to both the taller desirable people and the shorter ‘undesirables’ but with 

different messages: this author requests the former to respond to the ad and the latter not 

to do so simultaneously, which is particularly face-threanining to the latter.  It should be 

noted that this formula is followed by a star symbol ‘☆’, which is most likely used to 

mitigate the face-threatening nature of this request, with its para-linguistic playfulness 

and affective meaning, such as cuteness and childlike innocence.   

Not all face-threatening expressions of desire are written in the polite forms.  In 

the third excerpt, the style-shift from the polite form to the plain form is used to bring 

about such affetive meanings as wariness and uneasiness while creating a ‘quasi-private’ 

discursive space at the same time.  In (73), a male advertiser seeking women in 

Match.com gives an example in the section of the ad entitled Aite ni tsuite ‘About the 

partner’:  

 (73) 

 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

[MFM095] 

相手について 
価値観の合う方を求めています。 
同じことで幸せを感じられる方と 
時間を共有できたらいいなと思います。 
性格は、ポジティブな方が絶対条件 
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6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

です。それ以外は、常識の範囲内で 
あれば、問題ありません。 
外見は、あまり重視しないけど、あえて 
理想を上げると、ちっちゃくて、かわいい系の 
子です。自分より背の高い子は、ちょっと 
ダメかも。 
女友達があまりいないので、 
友達でもいいので仲良くできたらいい 
なと思っています。 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 

Aite ni tsuite 
Kachikan no au kata o motomete imasu. 
Onaji koto de shiawase o kanjirareru kata to 
jikan o kyooyuu dekitara ii na to omoimasu. 
Seekaku wa, pojitibuna kata ga zettai-jooken 
desu. Sore igai wa, jooshiki no han’i-nai de 
areba, mondai wa arimasen. 
Gaiken wa, amari juushi shinai kedo, aete 
risoo o ageru to, chitchakute, kawaii-kee no 
ko desu. Jibun yori se no takai ko wa, chotto 
dame kamo. 
Onna tomodachi ga amari inai node, 
tomodachi demo ii node nakayoku dekitara ii 
na to omotte imasu. 

About the partner 
I am seeking a person whose sense of values 
matches mine.  I think it would be nice if I 
could share time with someone who feels 
happiness out of the same things.  As far as 
personality is concerned, it must be a 
positive thinker.  Other than that, so long as 
[you] are not eccentric, there is no problem.  
[Your] looks are not that important, but if I 
dare to say it, my ideal [partner] is a small, 
cute-ish [girl].  It might not work if [you 
are] taller than I am.     
I don’t have many female friends, so it’s ok 
if we become just friends, so I am thinking 
that it would be nice if we become friends 
with each other. 

 

In describing his ideal partner and potential relationships, this advertiser primarily uses 

the plain forms to construct this discursive space ‘public’: motomete imasu ‘I am seeking’ 

(line 2), omoimasu ‘I think’ (line 4), zettai-jooken desu ‘it must be [is a necessary 

condition]’ (lines 5-6), arimasen ‘there is no’ (line 7), ko desu is a [...] [girl] (line 10), 

and omotte imasu ‘I am thinking’ (line 14).  These statements are given to find his match 

and are thus intended to reach that person out of many other potential readers.  The only 

plain form in the sentence-final position is found in line 11: Jibun yori se no takai ko wa, 

chotto dame kamo ‘It might not work if [you are] taller than I am’ (line 11), in which the 

adjectival noun dame ‘no good’ is followed by kamo, the verb-less version of the 
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structure ka mo shirenai ‘might; one cannot know if it is also that’ (the combination of 

the question quotation particle ka, the commonality particle mo, and the negative form of 

the potential verb shireru ‘can know’).  In the context of the discursive space being 

linguistically constructed as ‘public,’ this isolated use of the plain form marks a style-

shift, which not only makes the one-sentence-long segment of the larger ‘public’ space 

‘quasi-private’ and signals a change in the addresser-addressee relationship, but also 

conveys the author’s ‘low-voicedness’ or hesitance to be heard clearly by others probably 

because he is aware of the face-threatening nature of his own statement.  In this particular 

context, it is the plain form, not the polite form, that seems to mitigate this face-

threatening act of denying correspondence applicants on the basis of a certain physical 

feature, with the affective meaning emerged from the style-shift.   

 I have so far discussed the ways in which a style-shift between the polite form and 

the plain form can function to make the discursive space ‘public’ or ‘quasi-private,’ 

indicate a change in the addressed readership, and/or bring about ‘affective meaning,’ in 

accordance with a specific discursive context.   Now I will consider roles that an ad 

author may be performing, the switch of which is said to co-occur with style-shift (e.g., 

Cook, 1998; Yoshida & Sakurai, 2005).  In the above examples, however, it is difficult to 

identify any particular sociocultural identities they may be playing except to say that they 

are playing a ‘private’ self, or a ‘quasi-private socio-sexual’ self, creating a monologue of 

their own desire for the purpose of being heard by desired others.   Such a self may be 

labeled as tomodachi/koibito kooho ‘a friend/lover candidate’ or tomodachi/koibito o 
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sagashite iru hito ‘a friend/lover seeker’ but it is hardly a culturally recognized ‘role’ or 

‘identity’ per se.   

Nonetheless, the Goffmanian notion of ‘multiple-selfing’ (Cortazzi, 1993: 38), as 

explored in the aforementioned studies, or the idea that an addressee has multiple selves 

available for narration and acts out different ones depending on the context, is highly 

useful in analyzing the polyvocal nature of personals.  The fourth excerpt is an example 

of the use of multiple voices in accomplishing one’s various communicative goals.  In 

(74), a female advertiser seeking men on Yahoo!Japan paasonaruzu expresses her socio-

sexual desire in the section of the ad template entitled Donna hito? ‘What kind of person 

[am I]?’: 

(74) 

 

1 

2 

 

3 

4 

 

5 

6 

 

7 

8 

9 

 

10 

11 

12 

 

13 

 

14 

 

15 

[YMF074]  

どんな人？ 

彼氏と別れて約半年。 

 

そろそろ新しい出会いが欲しいなぁと 

感じています。 

 

女性の多い職場なので、出会いも 

少ないです・・・ 

 

休日が不定期で、平日のお休み 

が多いので、できれば同じような人がいい 

なぁ。 

 

タイプは、顔は何でもいいという訳 

じゃないけど中身重視ですので。 

爽やかな感じが好き。 

 

すぐ怒る人、短気は×です。 

 

既婚者もお断りします。 

 

直アド入っていてもお返しできません。 
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16 
 

よろしくね！ 

 
Line # for 
Japanese text Japanese text in Romanization English translation 

1 
2 
 

3 
4 
 

5 
6 
 

7 
8 
9 
 

10 
11 
12 

 
13 

 
14 

 
15 

 
16 

Donna hito? 
Kareshi to wakarete yaku hantoshi. 
 
Sorosoro atarashii deai ga hoshii na: to 
kanjite imasu. 
 
Josee no ooi shokuba na node, deai mo 
sukunai desu... 
 
Kyuujitsu ga futeeki de, heejitsu no o-yasumi 
ga ooi node, dekireba onaji yoona hito ga ii 
na:. 
 
Taipu wa, kao wa nandemo ii to iu wake 
janai kedo nakami-juushi desu node. 
Sawayakana kanji ga suki. 
 
Sugu okoru hito, tanki wa × [batsu] desu. 
 
Kikonsha mo o-kotowari shimasu. 
 
Choku-ado haitte ite mo o-kaeshi dekimasen. 
 
Yoroshiku ne! 

What kind of person [am I]? 
[It’s been] about a half year since I broke up 
with my boyfriend. 
I feel that it’s about time that I want a new 
encounter. 
 
Since [my] work has many women, there 
are few encounters [with men]...  
 
Since my day-off schedule is irregular and 
many of my days off are weekdays, a person 
who has similar days off would be good, if 
possible.   
As for [my] type, it’s not that [your] face 
doesn’t matter, but [your] inside is more 
important to me, so.  I like a clean-cut type. 
 
Those who get angry easily [and/or] have a 
short-temper are no, no.  
Those who are married will also be turned 
down. 
Even if I get [your] direct-response e-mail 
address, I can’t reply. 
Thanks in advance! 

  

In lines 2 through 6, this author foregrounds the personal circumstance in which she is 

posting this ad.  In the first statement, she uses a narrative style of describing a 

backgound in which her desire is to be articulated: Kareshi to wakarete yaku hantoshi 

‘[It’s been] about a half year since I broke up with my boyfriend’ (line 2).  This sentence 

ends with the noun hantoshi ‘a half year’ without either the polite copula desu or the 

plain copula da, which is appropriate in this narrative context but leaves this discursive 

space unmarked in terms of politeness, formality, and the ‘public/private’ distinction.  In 

the subsequent two statements elaborating the background, however, she uses the polite 

forms to make the space ‘public’ while making her desires and wishes also ‘public.’  In 
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lines 3-4, she states, Sorosoro atarashii deai ga hoshii na: to kanjite imasu ‘I feel that it’s 

about time that I want a new encounter.’  Instead of ending the statement with the plain 

desiderative hoshii ‘I want’ and the elongated self-exclamation particle na:, which is a 

private speech and would have thus made this space ‘private,’ the author quotes her own 

speech about her wanting to find a new lover, with the quotation marker to, and delivers 

it with the polite form of the aspectual auxiliary verb iru as in kanjite imasu ‘I feel [I have 

been feeling]’, constructing this space to be ‘public.’  In lines 5-6, she continues to use 

the polite form to convey her feelings about her situation: Josee no ooi shokuba na node, 

deai mo sukunai desu... ‘Since [my] work has many women, there are few encounters 

[with men]...’  In the context of an ad seeking a romantic partner, this declarative 

description of her workplace is simultaneously the expressive description of her feelings 

of discontent about it or even sadness attached to it, or else she would not have made this 

a relevant issue here.  The author seems to make these statements as if she is the 

spokeperson of her internal thoughts and feelings.   

Following a brief pause indicated by the sentence-final ellpsis in line 6, the 

advertiser makes her first explicit request to the imagined potential partner(s) in the plain 

form, constructing the ‘quasi-private’ space, in lines 7-9: Kyuujitsu ga futeeki de, heejitsu 

no o-yasumi ga ooi node, dekireba onaji yoona hito ga ii na: ‘Since my day-off schedule 

is irregular and many of my days off are weekdays, a person who has similar days off 

would be good, if possible’.  This style-shift co-occurs with a change in the 

communicative function, from describing to requesting, as well as a change in the focus 

of the audience, from the general one to a specific one (the ‘desirable’ audience, in this 
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case).  This statement is delivered in the form of a private speech but is presented to be 

read by others, similar to a soliloquy performance in a play.  In expressing feelings, this 

plain style may feel more genuine. 

Then, the author switches back to the public speech mode, using desu (the polite 

form of the copula) in the subsequent sentence in lines 10-11, to make her point in 

partner search: Taipu wa, kao wa nandemo ii toiu wake janai kedo nakami-juushi desu 

node ‘As for [my] type, it’s not that [your] face doesn’t matter, but [your] inside is more 

important to me, so’.  While the first clause that ends with the particle kedo ‘but’ 

concerns the ideal partner’s physical characteristics, which is potentially face-threatening, 

the second clause that ends with node ‘because’ presents a more socially accepted pursuit 

for a better personality.  It is noted that this sentence is incomplete and thus the reader is 

expected to fill in the unstated independent clause following the dependent node-clause.  

Immediately following this clause, however, the author shifts style again in elaborating 

the kind of personality she likes in brief, with the plain form of the adjectival noun suki ‘I 

like’, in line 12:  Sawayakana kanji ga suki ‘I like a clean-cut type’, which could be an 

attribute of either personality or looks, or both.  This statement is again presented as if it 

is a soliloquy performance, in which she is musing to herself while disregarding the 

presence of potential audience in this particular context.  However, unlike in speaking, in 

which utterances are not retreivable once they are made, it is possible for authors to 

retreive statements in writing: ad authors have an additional opportunity to decide on 

what to be published and what not in personals before clicking the key.   This author 

chose to publish this private speech for the potential readers to see.   
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Yet another style-shift is utilized by the author in the subsequent three sentences 

in the polite forms, which are also face-threatening statements articulating ‘undesirable’ 

elements in the others and the ‘unwanted’ practice, in lines 13-15: Sugu okoru hito, tanki 

wa × [batsu] desu ‘Those who get angry easily [and/or] have a short-temper are no, no’ 

(line 13), in which the symbol × [batsu] ‘no good’ is followed by the polite form of the 

copula desu; Kikonsha mo o-kotowari shimasu ‘Those who are married will also be 

turned down’ (line 14), in which the humble form of the verb kotowaru ‘to turn down’, as 

often seen in the official sign of ‘no admittance,’ is used; and, Choku-ado haitte ite mo o-

kaeshi dekimasen ‘Even if I get [your] direct-response e-mail address, I can’t reply’ (line 

15), in which the humble, negative form of the potential verb kaeseru ‘can return’ is used, 

presenting it as the author’s inability, rather than the reader’s.  In this case, this style-shift 

not only makes this discursive space ‘public’ and re-adjusts the target audience, but also 

conveys such an affective meaning as assertiveness and seriousness derived from the 

polite but unmitigated decleratives, which seems to enhance, rather than mitigate, the 

face-threatening nature of these statements.  This can be regarded as a voice of the 

advocator on behalf of herself, sending an unmistakably clear message of rejection to the 

‘undesirable’ audience.   

Finally, the auther concludes this section with the plain form of the formula 

yoroshiku/o-negai shimasu ‘Thank you in advance’, the agreement-seeking particle ne, 

and the exclamation marker, which is not a standard Japanese writing convention but 

noticeably frequent in personals, in line 16: yoroshiku ne! ‘Thanks in advance!’  This 

style-shift makes the section ending ‘quasi-private’ and signals the shift of the addresser’s 
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focus back on the ‘desirable’ audience from the ‘undesirable’ one.   Such affective 

meanings as cuteness, affection, and cheerfulness are conveyed through the combination 

of the plain form, the interactional particle, and the unconventional marker, along with 

the style-shift.   This statement is not considered as a soliloquy performance due to its 

interactive nature but rather as the candid voice of the author herself, or the ‘private’ self.      

In sum, this advertiser seems to play multiple voicing roles in expressing her 

desire, transforming from the spokeperson, the soliloquy performer, the advocator, and 

the ‘private’ self.  This is related to what Goffman means by “[a] change in footing,” 

which he describes as “a change in the alignment we take up to ourselves and the others 

present as expressed in the way we manage the production or reception of an utterance” 

(1981: 128).  It is, however, not only the change of the readership but also that of the 

discursive context and specific communicative goal that seems to co-occur with a style-

shift.  Moreover, it is the authors who actively control the context, the audience, and the 

affect, not the other way around.  The data show that these ad authors tactfully utilize 

style-shift as a strategy to construct the discursive context, designate the audience, and 

convey various affective meanings in expressing their socio-sexual desires in personals.  

It is through this shifting of the public/private spacing, differentiation of the readerships, 

and selective use of affective meanings, with multiple meanings indexed by plain/polite 

forms, that socio-sexual desirability is shaped and social asymmetries are constructed.   
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6. CONCLUSION 

Since it became widely accessible to the general public in the 1990s, the Internet has been 

dramatically transforming the ways in which people in Japan interact with each other in 

public as well as in private, just as in other wired communities around the world.  Our 

‘tactics’ (Certeau, 1984) in building, maintaining, and/or altering social networks have 

been substantially affected by it.  While interpersonal interactions may not be any easier 

to manage or may have gotten even harder, publishing one’s personal advertisement to 

seek friends and lovers has become much less cumbersome and time-consuming than the 

age of mail-in orders.  Making one’s socio-sexual desire public has become as simple as a 

click of the return key.  Such desire used to be kept privately and was made available to 

selected others only through labor-intensive publicity work.  Now, however, virtual 

reality, engineered by information technology, allows one to disseminate it 

instantaneously to a large number of anonymous Internet users in the real world, so long 

as one has the will to do so and access to the Internet.  Socio-sexual desire is a powerful 

force that drives people to seek out each other, and it is this desire that fundamentally 

constitutes, and is simultaneously consumed through, deai-kee-saito.  As these sites are 

utilized by more partner-seekers as a venue to connect with desired others, practices, or 

‘ways of operating’ (Certeau, 1984), involving the sites are shaped, naturalized, and 

reproduced, through discourse and other means (cf., Bourdieu, [1972] 1977; Fairclough, 

1989, 1992, 1993, 2003). 

 In this study, I have explored the discourse that shapes practices of the deai-kee-

saito, as observed in three major personal ads websites in Japanese, namely Ekisaito 
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furenzu ‘Excite Friends’, Match.com, and Yahoo!Japan paasonaruzu ‘Yahoo!Japan 

Personals’.  My focus was on the ways in which site-users describe their ideal partners 

and relationships in their ads or profiles, which were analyzed with consideration to the 

reproduction of social asymmetries.  More specifically, I examined discursive 

construction of the kinds of personae (personality characteristics) and bodies (physical 

features) that self-advertisers wish to see in their future partners, as well as the kinds of 

practices (activities and actions) they wish to engage in with their partners, what they 

wish to do for the partners, and/or wish the partners to do for them in their envisioned 

interactions.  In particular, I paid close attention to the linguistic resources utilized in 

articulating socio-sexual desirability and the textual formation of the 

addresser(advertiser)-addressee(ad reader) relationships, which involves prioritization, or 

hierarchization, of personal attributes and consequently of the owners of those attributes.  

I anticipated that socio-sexual desirability is reflective of the hegemonic ideologies of 

gender and sexuality in Japanese-speaking communities.  This study has shown that 

individuals’ ‘innocuous’ expression of socio-sexual desires through personals is a locus 

for the reproduction of the hegemonic order of gender, sexual orientation, race and class.  

 Five research questions were proposed and explored in this study through 

discourse analysis of a total of 463 target-gender-explicit personal ads in Japanese (those 

that were seeking either women or men as the primary targets), obtained from the 1200 

ads that were initially collected.  It is notable that only slightly more than one third of the 

collected ads articulated the gender of the primary target partners, and the remaining ads 

were one of the following types: ones seeking both genders with no gender preference, 
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those with no gender-explicit expressions in describing ideal partners, those with no 

descriptions of ideal partners, or those not in Japanese.   

The first question addressed the attributes of the desired others, which include not 

only what they are like (personae) and what they look like (bodies), but also what 

advertisers want to do and/or see happen (practices) through interacting with the others.  

Some attributes, such as tomodachi ‘friend material’, shumi, kyoomi ga au ‘common 

hobbies/tastes’, isshoni asonde kureru hito ‘joint activity partner’, and yasashii 

‘gentle/kind’, are common across gender categories, namely ‘female authors describing 

desirable women’, ‘male authors describing desirable women’, ‘female authors 

describing desirable men’, and ‘male authors describing desirable men’.  On the other 

hand, some attributes are gendered.  For instance, in heterosexual partner search, kawaii 

‘cute’ is found in more than five percent of male-authored ads and one female-authored 

ad both describing desirable women but not in ads describing desirable men, whereas 

such attributes as dokushin  ‘single/not married’, uso o tsukanai  ‘does not lie/not a liar’, 

isshoni ite ochitsukeru yoona ‘calming [when hanging out together]’, chiteki ‘intelligent/ 

knowledgeable’, ooraka ‘magnanimous’, and majime ‘serious’ are found in more than 

five percent of female-authored ads describing desirable men but rarely if ever in any 

other ads.   

This difference is notable because it is reflective of the hegemonic gender order, 

as discussed earlier.  An attribute such as kawaii ‘cute’ and its variations may have a 

compartmentalizing effect on the construction of the female gender in that women are 

desired to be “infantilized,” or to play the role of a child, being looked after by a guardian, 
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which is potentially disempowering in interpersonal relationships.  In contrast, chiteki 

‘intelligent/knowledgeable’ and ooraka ‘magnanimous’ are considered to be 

empowering; those who have intelligence, knowledge, and/or magnanimity are most 

likely placed in the higher position in a social hierarchy than those who benefit from 

them.  By articulating these attributes that are potentially hierarchizing between 

advertisers and their future partners, social asymmetries are innocuously but 

unmistakably constructed in the deai-kee-saito.  

 The second question examined linguistic resources that advertisers use to 

‘approach and appeal to’ target respondents through ad texts, with consideration to the 

formation of addresser-addressee relationships.  In particular, I focused on the selection 

of person references that index desirable, and occasionally undesirable, others.  While the 

majority of person references used in the present data were common across gender 

categories, a particular reference for desirable women stood out: onna no ko ‘a girl’, 

which is used by approximately one in five female and male advertisers addressing 

women.  This is curious, as its male counterpart otoko no ko ‘a boy’ is rarely used in the 

present data, as noted earlier.  On the other hand, to address undesirable men, a few 

instances of otoko ‘a man’ were used by both female and male advertisers, while male 

advertisers use it for desirable men as well.  Similar to kawaii ‘cute’, the use of onna no 

ko ‘a girl’ to address the desired other is, again, may set up a hierarchy in the addresser-

addressee relationships and reflect the hegemonic gender order, as disscused earlier.    

 The third question explored the ways in which advertisers exhibit their socio-

sexual desires, which includes expressions of seeking others, of wishing for certain 
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personae and bodies, and of envisioning potential practices.  The top five most-used 

expressions in the present data include the adjective ii ‘fine; good’, the desiderative tai ‘I 

want to do [something]’, the conditional tara, the formula yoroshiku/o-negai shimasu 

‘thank you in advance’, and the conditional ba, or the conditional form of a verbal phrase.  

In this study, I focused on three kinds of expressions that are prominent: (1) the 

desideratives tai ‘I want to do [something]’, te hoshii ‘I want [you] to do [something]’, 

and hoshii ‘I want [a partner]’; (2) the conditionals tara, ba, to and nara, often in 

combination with the adjective ii ‘fine; good’, among others; and (3) the formula 

yoroshiku/o-negai shimasu ‘Thank you in advance’ and its variations.  These linguistic 

resources are utilized by both female and male advertisers seeking either women or men, 

and no notable gender differences in their use were found.  Instead, socio-sexual 

desirability is articulated through them to various degrees of explicitness.  In particular, 

the conditionals, with their tentativeness and implicativeness, and yoroshiku/o-negai 

shimasu, often accompanied by linguistic and para-linguistic playfulness (e.g., emoticons, 

symbols, unique selection of kana syllabaries, and vowel elongation), are tactfully used 

by advertisers to make requests while mitigating the face-threatening nature of the 

expression of desire, through which social asymmetries are textually reproduced.   

 The fourth question concerns issues of race and class in personals.  I searched for 

instances in which advertisers articulate preferences for specific racial and/or class-

related characteristics in describing desired others.  Only a few such instances were 

found; however, among these few instances, both hegemonic and counter-hegemonic 

ideologies of race, ethnicity, and socio-economic status are represented.  While seeking 
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certain social, economic, cultural, and/or symbolic capital (Bourdieu, 1984) in potential 

partners, some advertisers actively incorporate race and/or class-related constructs in 

their ad text to subscribe to the hegemonic order of these constructs and thereby 

reproduce social asymmetries, whereas a few others resist such constructs by explicitly 

stating that they disregard them.   

 Finally, for the fifth question regarding the linguistic encoding of the 

public/private distinction in personals, I investigated the functions of style-shift between 

the polite and plain forms of predicates in expressions of their socio-sexual desires.  More 

than two-fifths of advertisers (substantially more female than male) in the present data 

tactfully utilize style-shift, while playing multiple voicing roles, for at least three 

purposes: to make segments of discursive space ‘public’ or ‘quasi-private,’ to select and 

ratify appropriate addressees for each expression of desire, and to exhibit a variety of 

‘affective meanings’ (cf., Besnier, 1990) in order to mitigate the face-threatening nature 

of the articulation of desire.  It seems that these advertisers do recognize the nature of 

their request for certain types of personhood and/or certain kinds of practices, and thus 

actively incorporate style-shift, along with other aforementioned linguistic and para-

linguistic resources, through which social asymmetries are nonetheless constructed.   

 This study has shown that the discursive construction of socio-sexual desires and 

desirability in personal ads is simultaneously the (re)production of social asymmetries, 

which are reflective of the hegemonic ideologies of gender and sexuality, as well as those 

of other socio-cultural constructs, such as race and class.  Text production of personals by 

the advertisers and the consumption of them by ad readers are situated at the intersection 
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of discourse of social practice (i.e., description of socio-sexual desires) and discourse as 

social practice (i.e., socio-sexual networking).  Moreover, it is important to reiterate that 

the present data were taken from online personals websites, where the nature of virtual 

space is constantly negotiated and appropriated.  In the online deai-kee-saito, the line 

between ‘public’ discursive space and ‘private’ discursive space is easily blurred and 

must to be linguistically drawn, if it is necessary.   In analyzing gender relations and 

ideologies with consideration to structures of power, Hurtig, et al. (2002: 1-2) emphasize 

the importance of “the inter-relationship of gender and place” or non-virtual place, and 

examine “how specific places operate as sites of cultural production, institutional 

inequalities, or grassroots struggles.”  In particular, they explore constructions of places 

in conjunction with boundaries of ‘public’ and ‘private’ in Latin America.  They argue 

that “gender dynamics are intrinsic to the construction of places,” while places are never 

stable and constrantly “constructed by webs of ever-shifting social relations of power” (p. 

9).  Furthermore, they maintain that power dynamics and ideological struggles are closely 

tied to specific locales, which at the same time constitute larger global processes (cf., 

Tsing, 2000, cited ibid.).   

I argue that the ways in which we construct and conceptualize non-virtual places 

are largely applicable to virtual “places” as well.  In fact, precisely because of the 

absence of physical locales, analyzing the ways in which we construct and conceptualize 

virtual places would give more compelling clues to the understanding of the notion and 

functions of “place” in our everyday public/private, local/global life, and the relationship 

between place and the (re)production of hegemonic ideologies that shape and are shaped 
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by our world views and everyday actions, including socio-sexual desires.  In this sense, 

the present study has demonstrated that online personals websites as a virtual “place” 

offer a pivotal site for the analysis of cultural production, institutional inequalities, and 

ideological struggles with regard to gender, which is inseparable from sexuality, race, and 

class.  The deai-kee-saito are intertwined with ‘public/private’ domains as well as 

‘local/global’ connectivities, and are loaded with hegemonic ideologies of these socio-

cultural constructs, as revealed in the data.  Most importantly, the dialogic relationship 

between discourse and social practice is evident in these sites: the sites are largely 

discursively constructed, which in turn (re)produces the hegemonic social order.   

However ‘innocuous’ they may seem, socio-sexual desires and desirability, 

expressed by participants on the deai-kee-saito in pursuit of their ideal partners and 

envisioned relationships, are reflective of the hegemonic social order.   To recognize that 

our desire is not just physiological and personally experienced but also ideological and 

culturally (re)produced (cf., Eckert, 2002; Sato, 2003) is an essential step towards a 

genuine contestation against institutional inequalities and critical engagement in 

ideological struggles.  
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APPENDIX 
 

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS 
 
 
ACC  accusative marker 
COP  copula 
DAT  dative marker 
FP  final particle 
GEN  genitive marker 
QT  quotation marker 
SUB  subject marker 
TOP  topic marker 
[…] omission 
________ the issue in discussion 
________ the issue in discussion 
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